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INTRODUCTION

By: Robert Taggart.and Naomi Berger Dalidson
.

.

N-

The statistical parameters of the youth.employment problem-are

by now a familiar litany. Teenagers account for nearly a fourth of

the *unemployed-, n persons under'age 25 represent almost.one half,

even.tough tr consti ute only a tenth and a fourth of the labor

forCe respgctively . e rate of unemplOyment'among youth age sixteen

to nineteen is two and a half time;"the ovexall rate. 'Tto-fifths of

black' teenagers in the'labor 'force fare withoutjobs,

There'is general public recbgnition, baSed on such statistics,
, .

that youth 4nemp1oyment is 4 critical national issue. Yet beyond

this Tecygnition, there.is dittle agreetent about the actual- dimenl.

. stroil of the job deqcit, the severity and implications of jobless-
4 4 4 s

ness, its caught?, or the effectiveness of alternative public policies.

Libraries have been written about youth employment and unempldyment,

but the lileratulle- raises as many questions as it answers.

Oneltindamental reason is the inadequacy of our measurement

tools andq-1; uncertainties related to their application. 'The first

stei in hddressing any problem in a "rigorous," "scientific" manner

'is to develop a set of meAuiling rods which will realistically ap-

Praise the characterishcs of the phenomenon, which will aid in'as-

sessing its causes,.and whlch will prOvide a baseline for,determining

the)impacts of.interventions. In'the employment arena, the statisti-'
//

cal system,' while extremely sophisticated, was npt developed for use

in nderstanding and measurng youth employment uoblems. The con-
, a.

ce s.and definitiont of "imp1dyment," "unemployment" and "labor

force" participation were ldrgely derived fromthe Depression experi-
. 4

ence4 when the primary issue wag joblessness among adult breadwinners,
A

. The meaning'of these terms *becomes clouded when applied to persons
1

4.
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with very marginal and fluctuating attachments to tke Wor/d of wc),rk.

Interview methods by which the eMployment and unemployment data aret

derived may also bia's results as they relate to youth, since the head
v.

of household who-is interViewed may not knOw'about the attitudes and

activities of junior members. There are so'manY. other' factor'0116d1-

ve&during,the'"tempestuous'teens" and early twenties that employment

characteristics arid developments cannot be consi14.0 alone.

By the same baken, as youth have become an increasing share of,

the labor force, theirl!incqUsion in the orrall employmett and unem-

uncertaintiesabout the meaning ofployment'statistics have generated

these npmbers. Equal weight is given a sixteen-yearTolid high school

student looking for a 57hour-a-week..job to ptry for clothes as is-
,

given the unemployed teacher with a family to support. The dggikgate

data mix "apples" and "oranges",'and it is increasingly difficUlt to

determine the implications of any given mixture. Some have argued,'
.

for instance, that fikstorically high-sates of national unemployment

must'be tolerated because st many youth are counted in the statistics.

4
whose problems are neither seriout nor solvable.

. .

A few illustrations quickly suggest 'some of the differences be-
,

tween adult*and.youth unemployment whi h cloud the overall 'data and ,

make it difficult to assess the data whi qre qvailable for youth:.
.

o Half of teenagers (sixteen to nineteen) un mployed during the

school year are stip:lents. This is a dr tic change from the

early '1960s when less-than a fourth unemployed teenagers.

wve in-school. Among twenty to tw our-ftar-olds, only an

eighth of the unemployed 'are students and the proportion drops

to 7% among twenty-five to thirty-fou -year-olds.
f, A

0 .
o More than a third of sixteen to nineteen-year-olds are part-

time job seekers, compared to a tenth of persons twenty-fir

and ovet4i. Teenagers who work average 28 hofirs of emftleyment

weekly compared to,the 40-hour average of adults,

O .
Youth employment'and-unempliorment is very seasonalq From

December to July
year-olds rose

twenty-four-ye

.0

1977, employment aMong sixteen to nineteen-

y a fourth comparPd ;o a tenth for twenty to6

r-olds while remaining almost contant for

b.
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petsons twenty-five and over. Yquth acc6unted.foi.95% of tbe
Decemt4r to'July.emplOyment Alcrease.

p
A -Among persons with labor foirce experience during 1976, three;

Wths of sixteen td-Oventeen-year-olds, tWo-fifths of eighteen
N
- 4

) to nineteen-yeal-olds, and a fifth of Swénty to twenty-folir,-year
olds weri in the labor force lesS than hallf the year compared
with on/lor'a 'tenth of older participants. .

1

4' i. . .

4
0. . q Few young pel-sons arelbreadwinners. Less than'a tenth of six- .

teen to nineteen-year-olds in the civilsian labor fofce are our-
. ried with 'a,spouse-present, cepared to,two-fifthS of twenty to

.

-. twenty-four=year-olds and seven of every ten,twent -five to' .

thirty-tour-year-olds.
do I s , I

N%
A

0 The-frpcluency,,of entry and exit from 'the labor force is a- major
factor in ya(ilih untimployment. ,In 1977; seven of ten unemployed
youth were entrants or reentrants into the labor force, compared. .

to less lan two-fifths of arl.unemployed. Similarly, 53% of
unemploye teenagerswere jobless hve weeks or less.compared
with only 8% OfLihe unemployed age twenty'and older.

o Fot every,unemployed.youth age sixteen totni,peteen, theretis
antyther who, claims to' wanlba job but is not lOoking--lAgely
because of,school attendance:

0 Amoftg employed sixteen to nineteen-year-olds; more than a third
earn less than-the,pinimum wage. While some.unemployeAyouth
have unreallstic %Sage expectations, two-fifths claikthey would
-take a,job etat paid less, tp,an thd minimum and another fifth'
would take a job at the 6ninibm.- The mean wage'for employed ,

sixteen to nineteenryear-old. males is.less than half that for'
TaleS/twentk-five and over: For.p rsons' under agq'twenty with

. work everience7 mean income in 19, was only $1600 compared to
$490.0 Tor workers age twenty to twent -four and $8300 for per-

,

sons age twenty-five to twenty-nide. .04
,

.

o Youth with "serious" problems are a tlinori y of all unemployed. ,
. . .

Youth.- Dropouts represent less than a fou th d'uneiployed ,_ .

sixteeh to twenty-four-year-olds, and nonw ite schoollOropouts.
.

,

only'une-twentieth. Only a' third,of'unemp oyed youth are fvbm
pobr families, and half from'families belb ihe 13,LS lower living.
standard. An eighth are from poor, nonwh4e families. Like-
wise; only 6% of jobless sixteen tovninet4n:-year-cads are.among '
the long-term Unemployed (twenty, weeks or more) compared to a\
fifth of adult untpployed.

..
)

.

.

11

*
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° The labor'force data for youth largely reflect demographic

trends. The annual growth rate of the sixteen to nineteen

labor force cohort was 3.9% from 1970 to 1975 compared to 2.2%

'for twenty-Ewe to fifty-four-year-olds.. Frbm 1975 to 1980,

. 4 the growth rate for youth isyexpected to slow tO :8% annually.

From 1980 to 1985: the youth labor force is expected to actively

decline by 2.8% annually. ,

,

. o From 1964.to 1970, government employment and training programs

and"the military accounted for one fourth of the employment

growth (including Armed Forces) 'for sixte n to twenty-four-year

h

-

-5olds. From 1970 to 1976, the decline in e military exceeded

the expansign in program enrollments, s 0 that the government

soctor activity actually reduced employment growth.

.

. .

These 'few examples suggest the many conskderations in interpre-
, ., /

.

ting and applyin4 employment and unemployment statistics regaNing
.,

youth. The examples are evidence that some data are gathered on

these important issues. However, the available'seatistics are in

many cases sporadic and incompiete--adequate to highlight issues but
.

- not to address thealtilly. And in many.cases, there are copious data

,but a great deal of uncertainty about what they mean.

To improve understanding of youth emploYMent problems.and pro-

; grams, it is necessary, to begin by improving our understanding,of the

measur/ment syStem, its uses and its buses. A National Commission

on Employment and Uilemployment Statistic as been established by'

Congress to assess all aspects of our labor force statistics, in-

cluding the problems in applying,them.to youth. Likewise, theYoutli
4

Employment and Demonstration Projects Act (YEDPA), signed by the

Presideni on August 5, 1977, 4olrovides the Secretary of Labor uith

' discretionary authority to support:experimental, demonstration and

o's

research activities which will lead to a better dnderstanding of how

to impfove the employment and earnings of youth. One of the,first

priori.dties was, therefore, t address. the issues related to the meas-

urement,of-youth emplo4nt problems and prpgram impacts.

In February 1978, a Conference on Employment Stntistics and.

Wouth was held to bring together the Nation's experts to assess the e

p.

.1)
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issues. The'conference was organized by the Institute of Industrial

Relations of the University of CalifOrnia, Loq. Angeles, 51Apr the

joint spons4ship of the Department oflabor''s afice of the Assistant.

Secrptarx for Polici, Evaluation.and ResearCh 4nd the Office:of

Youth PrograMs; rh guidance from the National Commission on Employ-
'

.
,

vment and Unemployment Statistics. A total.of twenty-two_papers were
. or. ,

commissioned for this:conference. Based upnaiscussions at the .

J 4
.

1
confyencet d reviews bA a panel f)independent experts, thirteen

papers were eleCted for inclusion in a,basic vOlume ori Youth,

Unemployment: Its Meaning and Measuremeni.

84.)

analy$es which are included in this set of suppiementary.papOsAltThe replaining:nirid

provide additional

difficulties which

itthe papers.

.The first,tbree papers focus on thelomeaning of our unemployment
a

c unts. The "Measurement andInterpretation of teenage Unemployment

althtmgh reviewers indicated some .

arr noted bellovi.along with the impartant.findings

the United States and Other Countries," by Beatrice Reubens,

.assesses our statistics from an comparative international-perIective,

indicating that the high rapeof teenage unemployment' in the United

States is due in part to the inc16 bn of 16-/and -year-old

/ student job seekers in the tallies, and.in part to the use of

houkebol surveys rather',than registration with unemployment agencies,"

as the source of data on unemployment. The,greater proportion of

youth in tte U.S. who combine work and schoolingas also'a source

of our Nation's comparatively high rate of teenage'unemployment.

Furthertinalysis of tip school to work transition eiperience in other
. 4hi

a .4%

a
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e

institutional basis and demographic underpinhings--
,e

count r s--Its

a,s well as of employment and unemployment concepts.and data collection
40

systems, are required before the international comparisons have meaning.,

Becausesother counties do things,differently does hot make our
4

approaCW right or wrong, Certainly, however, it suggests the

availability and acceptability, of options. ,

3

Orley
9 Ashenfelter's analysis of the relationship between employ-

. .1

ment and unemployment over time in "W* Do Teenage Unemployment

Statistics Measure?" shows that while uhemployment and employment
., .

move in lockstep fos,r adults--i.e., more jobs mean fewer unemployed--
.

. 4

the pattern does not hold for youth patticularly 16- and 17-year-olds
. ,

and female teenagers. This is another way of statingthat there are

enormous flows into and 6ut of the laboroforce for youp,4and that

labor force participationrates, as well as unemployment rates, must

be considered in any analysis ot.the youth employment situation. While

Ashenfelter approach yields Some interesting information--fOr

instance, the.finding that black teenage unemployment is more like
,

&

1 .

that of adults tHan white teenage unemployment and, therefore,
0 .

presumably more "real"--a more 'sophisticated approach consideAng

labor force and Unemployment exit-and entry probabilities is necessary

.
to move beyond the obvious finding thattTrremployment means something

much different for the average youth than the average adult.

"Youth Participation Rates and 06 Availability of Jobs," by

Francine Blau provides a crOss-sectional analysis of unemployment and

, labbr force?ParticipatiOn rates, considering a number of other va4ables

The paper finds that where ynemployment is high, 'all else being equal, 4

labor force participation iS low. pn the other hand, the probabilities



.0;

.s"

labor force 'entry or' exit o);ella one-year period do not vary signif4

icaty by'rate of unemployment. The author concludes that net effect

of the ups and down of the buiness,-cycle on Iabor force participation1 .,.

0
of youth will not.be very great, but that prolonged percods of high

/
. w

.

,

unemployment .can produce a stockpile of discouraged worIcers. The con-.

clusion is consistent witll oth(r.findings: crossIse44ona alyses.
.

g.

Usually indicate a stronger relationship between unemployment lpd labor

.1 forte participation than time-seri9s analysis. There are some problems

with the Blau analysis in that base-year area unemployment rather than

N\changes.in employment are the variable being tested for impact;. the

,

lat'ter would be'more appropriate. Also, given the weak correlation'

betWeen overall and youth unemployment rateS, there is not likely to

be a. strong.relationship 'when ove 11 rates are-used. as a.proxie.
v.

Nevertheless, the analysis correctiOuggests the comp1e)0.ty of the.

relationship between job-seeking and opportunity, and reiterates the

.underlying'uncertair4egabout what isTbeing measdred by youth unemploy-
\

ment rapes.

Me next four papers assess imi)ortant factors which underlie the

employment and unemployment staiistrgs. The sixteen to twentrifour -

school to work transition perlod is aso the time when most pedple

move from dependency to marrgage,or self-support.
0t

and I:abor F6rce Patterns," by Martha Hi 1, suggests

"Family Status

tha3here is

.4 substant41 interrelationship betWeen.family and household strdtture

and labor suliply. Youth who are heads ofhouseholds tend to work much

.more frequently.than those who are deperidents or.wives.. For males,

4
marriagepis.related to very,substantial increased in labor.force

-,/
parAtipatioa rates and hours worked. For females,. if .there are

(I

I.

A
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kr .

dien there will be a,substantial decline in.work with marriage;
.. . .. ,

.

.: ,-
es.' it

-.4.,

' for childless wiv this is.not true:\
. .

I 4
6 .

.

relationship between the. compOsition or ch
_

8* .

I , hold andNehe'labcir force parti;c4sation rate for yotlih:-although nonwhite:

a fs fobe a weak

bTppeStO house-
,

Males'from split families.have a lower litbor'fOrce partl.cipation rate
. ,'-k_ .

. Allan those from two-parelft lamilie4. The.antLysis provides some .

..... . -
..- .q. .

.

--- ilportant longitudinal data on chang6s.ron.family status and.work.

However, it ii impos4ble to determine...the direction of causaly.
. a

It is. uncertain whether increased work opportunities contribute.to the

45
. . -

*rise in independkr living 'or whether the4trend toward living alone

lea4t to-increased job:seeki e'lt is clear, hpweve'r,;,tliat. both

J. 0

living arrangements and family status, as well as chfnges must be

colitide d in determin g the. meaning of employment and unemployment
Jr

0

numbert, particularly the prevdlencef of breadwinning responsibilities.

The,qpeStion.of how.to copnt students has been raised in other

, 5

-papeg. "Education, Occupation and Work?" by David:O'Shea looks'sat,

1.00, e indirect rather than direct impacts ofs education. According tO

.N

the analysis, education is more critical in determiningroccupational

. The felationship between earnings and

in high Skill, high'Vrestige occupational

about One-third of the work fo'ice. The

#

4
and social statushNncome

education is apparent mostly

cateteTies,which account for

payoff of education apparealy increases wiffi age in all. dcaNtions.
..% % .

Over tZe, thefe ha's been a convergence of educatiowlevels ault
*:

kyorkers

. /4
il tk.

a. ., ;.

in all occupations. .The findings certainay 'raise questions wh 4.
i

.

.

longer schOpling pays off for the average youltsilwho will not go .cpn'to-

.

,profess&onal and manageHal ranks. 'This is important relative f

4-. 1.

prb- N.'

grams yinvemployment and training serviCes to school attendance in

ofder to encourage school completion. If greater educatiOu attainment..

%;$11J 7.
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does not improve

Certainly, these

,While the analarsi

4

,

earnings,

in-school

s ignores

9

it"might be better to focus on dropouts.
. -

1

programs.must be 'subjected to careful sv.utiny.

.1

a large,part of fhe iiterature on Auman capital ,

theory and'returns to education, and.while it sufferlpthe problems of

mos such studies iNhandliv education qualityjs'Suest its fundamental
t, 01

0
0

messages are impAtant--that education.deions cannot be considered

from,THe economic pAspective alone, that many youth end'up over-
'

qualified for *le jabs they eventually achieve, that there is muc'h we

do not know about the process
%

and that the indirect marginal effecis

of.education on measured rates of employment and earnings for young .

. peoplesare probably quite limited. 4

$ 4,

"Alienation and Adjustment to Limited Prospectsi" by David Gottlieb,

.suggests that data on employmeneor unemployment provide little use
.

information about the real issues faCing ylbuth and, in particular,

t19.facters atithe key.decision points such as entrance into the

military or training.programs, departure froT school, or assumption

. of family responsibilities. The paper speculatesthat youth may not

III

understand survey que tions or many
4

of what is or is not nted rather

of disadvantaged 5routh probably,do

respond baspd ori their perceptems
,

than reality, but thaOthe attitudes

not differ much from thol of more

advantaged. The analysis,suffers 'from a lacfc of crear definition of the

teNalienation or precise information about how this.might affect.

specific responses, but it does suggestIthe need for in-depth personal'

AM
inteAriews to supplement eMployment and unemployitent survey data.

"Do Youtp Really.Want to Work," by'Rktricia Miller and'William

Simon, compares the work attitudes of,ro, adults from a variety

of perspectives. Substantial and pet .*IV ntinuity is found i

between the work values of youngerind odoer'ien. f Youth emphasize.
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security, somewhat less, give a marginally higher priority to-immediate

kayoffs, and give More consideration to the time away from the job,

but the differences are Jess signiticant than-the similarities. The

unemployed have much the same Values as the employe4. Blacks Ilho

suffer m greater job insicurity, lower wages, and4ower status .

employm not.surprisingly give more dmphasis'to security, wage4.and

time ay-from the job. Mosiwcritically, youth are much less likely to

,rate their current jobs highly by any criterion than are adUlts. Given

the'paitallet in attitudes and expectations, this would suggest that

youth leave jobsimore frequently.simply because these are not

-

rewarding on the average.. and they can do better with age and mobility.

.
The.analysis is flawed somewhat by'the exclusion of adults earriing mOre

than $15,000 annually, but the fundamental message is that for the vast

majority of youth, there is no "alienation" apparent in work values.

The last two,papers examine the long-term consequences of thd

employment exPeriences of youth. Wayne Stevenson in "The Relationship

Between Youth Employmettlt and'Future Employability'and Earnings," co

cludes that after controlling for related variable's, early labor

status has a significant impact on future employment and earnings.

orce

Those who work dufing the transition years %end to do better than

those who do not. The worst off are teenagers whb are out of school

and out of the labor force. Skill training during the transition

period is also correlated with higher eafnings. These results were

obtained though the analysis or measured labor force status in a

single week in the base period; if a full year's employment history .

or even a multi-year history had been considered, there would probably

have been even greater evidence of impact.

.0

:
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"Employment an4 Earnings Pattern : The Dynamics of Change," by
*.

.

David Farber takes this longer:-ter, vicy. The analysis of the earnings

Patterns of-employment andtraining program pariicfpants as well as a

t
randomsampleofallwageearnersindicatesaconsiStencyinttmearnings

Those young persons who experieVce rising annualtrends pfaindividuals.

earnings in the early Years are likely to continue upward. Those with

mixed earnings patterns are not likely to do as well. Because'of the

high ccaTelxtions between early patterns and future earnings, regression

analyses should probably inciude pattern variabies. What is lefi Unclear

is the exteut that policy intervention can alter patterns, or,whether

the patterns reflect sorting or success building on success. The latter

view would sutport the funding thiii.work builds useful experience and ,

P

that the labor market is a ladder which must be climbed; the former

\
explanation.would essenitally mean that wthners and losers are pre-.

-determined by personal characteriStics.

In summary, these nine paPers, despite technical questions in soma

cases, raise iignificant issues concerning the meaning and applicatidn ,

of employment and unemployment statistics:

1. The inclusion of in-school youth, pvticularly 16- and 17-year-

olds, among the unemployed is inconsistent with the approaeh,of some

other countries.

2. The,notion that the measured labor fiirce represents the pbol

of availble Workers clearly does not apply for youph,

3. There is 'an undeni b lationship between youth unemployment

and labor force partiFipdtion rates, but it is not clearcut either from

either a cross-sectional or time-series perspective.
'
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4. Changes sin living arrengements,and family status are intimately

i

related.to labor market status chdnges for youth, although the direction

of.causality'is wcertain. -v

S. Educatign has limited indireq impacts on the increased employ-
.-

01!,

4 ment and earnings of youth.

A

6. There is Irprisingly consiltency betweeh the work Values df

youth and adults, and between disadvantaged and advantaged youth. The

alienation and\otheT perteived attitudinal manifestations are,more the

result of unxe4dited than unrealistic work vatues.
.

j

7. There is evidence that, on the average, work and training lead

tb future employment sucoess, although it ig difficuLt-to de/ermine whether

employment4and training interventions pay off at th Margin.

/3
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THE MEASUREMENI AND INTERPRETATION OF TEENAGE .UNEMPLOYMEN'

IN THEANITED STATES AND OTHER COUNTRIES

BY: deap.icie\ G. Reubens

m

ABSTRACT

t In cotparison' with theUnited Sates, other advanced-countries
ar0 less concerned about.all-inclusive measprement of unemployment

A

-and more concerled about providing programs that aid.the vast major-
ay-of-unemployed teenagers. Because of their recenexperience with
jull employmener these countries arfr more resistant than we to accept-
ing high rates of unemployment.as normal and less inclined to focus
peavily'on disadvghtaged groups, although the latter are not neglected.
The age of leaving compulsory school in other countres usually coin-
cides *ith finishing recognized and credentialled stage,ofeducation,.

-avoiding our ambiguou labor market position àf school dropouts who
have completed compul §' education. European countries also tend to
ignore most unemploymeR ong in?school teenagers d ring the school
yeaf.

It is desirable to separate all statistics for erican teenagers
into sixteen to seventeen and eiateen to nineteen to list in-school

,and out-of-school,separately wit n the age groups. Perhaps we should
reconsider the labor force activiti,es of sixteen to seventeen in-school m

youth. In any case,4 unemployed in-school youth and other part-time work-
ers should be.translAted into full-tite equivalents. The sixteen to
seventeen out-of-school population.is-tn need of a variety of services,
'whether or not they are unemployed. Teenagers who are neither in the
labor force r)QJt iMN:school, especially the males and nonwhites, require

.-more investig ion and atttntion.
-Although the labor force survey is a prefe red method of collecting

'' '7- unemployment statistics, countkriesyith fairly co plete:registration of
unemployme t and active local employMent service organilations may be
in a goo4 or better position to keep track of monthly thanges in local

\
une loyme t and to recommend'and administer youth programs. Whether
suc registration statistics could be similarly used in the U.S. is
ques onable', since.the facilitatiAg circumstances are lacking.

\-

e.

INTIVDUCTIOg

This paper considers how the United States measures and,reports ói

teenage unemployment in relation to the need of policymakers. Policy-

m'akers have to 'decide .what amount, types.and location of youth unemploy-

ment warrant public policY action. The question is whether sufficient

information on youth unemployment is e'asily avaiJable so that policy-
,

makers can devise appropriateprograms and establish the criteria for

admission to those programs, given the-prevailing social values and

1"J.

t.

41,
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goals. In order.to broaden the perSpeetiye, the p
, .

the American* situation in^ cbmparison with'the concepts,

and poliCies of other countries.
46,

is beyond the scope of this paper to consider the other, related

4

will discuss

thods, dat

.

data about youth gnd their fagilies that policymakers may desire or

their peed fos explanations and thevies of youth unemployment, although.

these,are clearly. rel6vant.

)An unemployment rae for the.whole labor force servvs several fuALA
4,

tions in national and International life and is an emotionally charged

statistic. The overaleaemployment rate is used as a4measure' of the

economic and social hardship of-individuals. Itilalso prourides a gauge
1

of the underutilization of human resources, of foregone oItulptf,,ae.d of/
.

,

. ihe full employment gap. It offers a gUide to cyClical and secular

..... trends inthe economy. ,It,is regarded as an indicator of a society's

40.

0.v.

4

4

4abi1it and an economy's soundqess. It is cited in comparative asse-

ments of different social systems. It i§ usetas a guide twthe estab-

lishment of programs and'theallocation of puiilic funds aMoung communi-
i

,
ties. ,

In the United States doub ave arisen that the overall unemploy-

ment rate or any single su Such as tinemployment, can serve all .

of these diverse puTposes at o ce.. There is even doubt that the uneM-

Ament rate adequately measures tlie extent of hardship or the job

- needs of individuals.
1 Moreover, widespread agrelient prevails that a .

measure reporting the inadence, frequency, and duration of spells of .

4
unemployment'would be superio o the cross-sectional unemployment rate,

but it has not yet become an oficia.l U.S. statistio. Canadian studies

1. Julius Shishkin,."Employment and Unemp/oymenti the Doughnut-or the

Hole?" Monthly Labor Review, vol. 99, (February-1976), pp. 3-10;
Willard Wirtz and Harord Goldstein, A Critical.Look at_ the Measuring

of Work (Washington: National Manp0(er Institute..0.1975); Henry Wal-

TIZET7What is to be 16e?" Challenge, (NOyember/December 1977),

p. 36; Carolyn Shaw 4e11, qasic.Data and.Eoonomic Poficy," Chal-

* lenge, (November/December 1977), pp; 46-47;Curtis Gilroy, "Supple-

mental Measures.of Labor ForceUtiliza-,ion," Monthly Labor,Review,

vol.,98 (Aay 075), pp. 13-23; Julius Shishkin and Robert L. Stein,

'Problems in Measuring Unemployment,'"Monthly Labor Review (August

1975), 5-10; Julius Shishkin., "A New Role for Economic' Indicators,"

Monthly Labor Review,.yol. 100-(November 1971), Pp. 3-5.

1'
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.
',studies have ccIpputed,these components of unemployment by age 'grokip., .?,

One of the tasks of the U.S. commission.on Employment and UnempaoYltnt
ti ,

. , .

will.be .to review measUrement° methods and toconsider whether the. con-

4 . cepi of undtployment should be enriChed by.additional information about
. 'Tr

the employmettipopulation ratio, gros's ang_net flows into and out of u -
. V)

employment,4type of employment, earnings, houvs-of work (incIlling in4o1-
..

unfary and rluntAy part-time), and lamily. status.
2

Some of these is-
. A

sues have a1s0 beelfdiscussed other countries and in the interna-

, tional organizationS.
3

Teenage unemployment rates serve more restriced. purposes. They

are uSed chiefly To indicate individual hardship, 14?:the,empLsis is

somewhat diffegent.in the United States than'it is lb European oountries.

American analysts tend to accept ajarge part of teenage.unemployment

as a transitory experience and part of the maturation and adjustment

process,.offering varied explanations af-the facf'thatAmerican teenage .

1)

2. John E. Bregger, "Establishment of a New Employment Statistics Re-

.

view Commissidh," Mbnthly Labor Review4vol.100 (March 19771, .

#

pp. 14-20; PJobless Rate: Elusive Statistic," New yotk'Times, Taw-
uary'13, 1978; M. MCIlveen an'd H. Sims, The Flow Components of Un/-
'165ployment in Cabada, paper presentdd at iegional Science ikssocia-
snob" meeting; MAy 30, 1977;'F.T.,Denton, C.H. Feaver And A.L. Robb,
"The Short Run D' ics of the Canadian L nabor Market" rOttawa: Eco-

Tomic Council of C ada,. 1975).

3, Adrian Sinfield, "Improved Statistics on Unemployment: a First
Step in.Preventing Prolonged Joblessness and Poverty," OECD Ob-
server, (December 1968), pp. 8-10;_Maurice Peston, "Unemployment:
Why We Need a New Measurement,r Lloyds Bank Review, (April 1972),
pp. 177; James J. Hughes, "How Shoutd We Measure Unemployment?"
British Journal of Industrial Relations, vol. 15 (July 1975),
pp. '317-33; Jab B. Wood, How Much Unemployment?.(London: The Insti-

.

tute of Economic Affairs, Research Mbnograph 28, April 1972); Jim
Bourlet and Adrian Bell, Unemployment and Inflation: The Need For
A Trustworthy Unemployment Indicator (London: Economic Research.
Council, October 1973); OECD, tntry of YounuPeople itito Woikinit
Life, General Report,(Paris: OECD, 1977), pp. 9-69; International
Labor Office, Measurement of Underemployment,. Concepts and Methods

- (Geneva: I.L.O., 1966).,
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unemployment rathreve greatly exceeded those of most European coun:
tis .4

tries.in most years of the postwar period. The possibility shaild'be.

faced, that proionied exposure io a difficult situaei.on breeds tolerance
..- , 1

"and -fosters.attempts to establish A as norma1,14fIt also seems to lead
-

to selective concern. Thkis, at a Conference on teenage unemployment

conducted by the Congressional Budget ONce at the 6nd of 1976,01sever,?

al participants wer-said to believe
a
"that the unemplo3rment problem

4
I ,

among-e4ite tedhagersis relatively limited, but thfit there is a very .

inrious protlemuith regard to the inner aty, particularly minority

feenagers."5 .

,

c; ,
_ -

This viewri. fairly prevalent tod y'among high policymakers inithe-

executive.branch and occasionally results7,in, declarations that Manyteen

.age 'blacks do 'not find jobs until they teach their-twenties. There is

-no hard evidence for this belief. But there are 'data Suggesting fre-

quent turnover in low-level jobs and*tervening periods.of une1nploy-

ment for black youdt. Youth unemployment-data which record the inci-
I

dence, duration and number of spelli of'unemployment fn a $ear or ritrir

a longer-timeltriod are available and.should 'be given equal atfention

'with Unemployment rates 'It. makes a major difference to policy planning

-whether a substantial group of minority or other youth remain unemployed

for years at a time or whethefithe prevailing.pattern is,pne of short-

lived jobs with considerable turnover in.the'ranks.of the unemployed.

Most Eufopean countries have enjoyed long perioft when new entrants

%had a Choice of ny jobs and few young people experienced un%mployvt

on. changing Jo s, even in the years when the baby-boom generation en-

tered'work.in arge numbers. Therefore, interruptions of that pattern

are regarded s abnormal and unacceptable. Several Scandinavian cOun-
. /.
tries h7e announced a public goal to provide each teenager with a job,

4. Beatrice G. Reubens, "Foreign and American Experience with the Youth
Transition" in National Commiislowfor Manpower Policy, From School.
to-Work: Improving the Transition (Washington: Government Printing
Office, 106), pp. 274-79; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Interna-
tional Comparisons of Unemployment (Washington: Government Printing
Office, 108).

S. Congressional Budget Office, The Teenage.Unemployment Problem: What
are the Options? (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1977),
0. 69.

a



traileng, br.education, leaving Aone to be unemployed. When atterteion is

giveh to disadvantaged groups'among unemployed youth in European 'coun-

tries, it is almost always within t framework of policies'that cateitto

the entire group. In contrast to our.raCial-ethnic divisiods in the sta-
..

tistics, other, Mintries tend to stress socio-economic.status aps the pri-

maTy Clifferenti considering ethnic variation as ancadditional dimen"--

sion. .It can .be argued that we have lost something by our emphasis. In /
,

.Hkope Unemployment iS.viewed primaii4 as affecting Utdividuals,, not, as

in th7 United States,.as(I. gro4 phenomenon wherea hiigh proportion of .

lblack unemployed is more significant than a larger absolute number'of

whites, when identical criteija of hardship'or need al-6e used.

European countries believe that special effort should be made to

4
minimize the unemployment of all ny.entrants to the. bor

thattyoung people should have unemployment-rates close to
"

average.

ket'and

onal

re are three strands in the European attitude toward youth

unemploym t..,..First, a Oriod of unemplpyment at the outset of

working eer is viewed as damaging tq long-run attitudes, arnbititns

sand behavior. Stronger positions.are taken in Euroe on the evils'of

entrance unemployment than In the'U.S.
6

Secondly, -in some countries

the theme of individual, hardship and alienation is strongly overlaid

with political fears.about the reactions of the radical segment of stu-

dents who graduate from universities into unemployment.

\ Thereis relativeli little talk in Europe about youth as secondary

workers who live with their.families and do not need the income. There

is not much excuse-making for youth unemployment in Turópe on thb

grounds that job-search time is' valuable or that high rates of job-chang-

ing by youth inevitably produce pericas.of unemployment. However, as

.in the U.S., private and public employmeq'policies tend to favor estsb-

14hed workers, especially male heads of:households:
, .

Thirdly, the adverse reaction to youth unemployment in European

countries also spriegs from a(general helief that it weakens the econ-
...

omy. Viewing the new entrants as the source of renewaf. and advance fov
, .

the econaty and the labor force, European youth unemployment programs

6. E.g.; tritish Youth council% Youth Wiemployment: .Causes and Cures,

i Report of a Working Party, London, MarCh 1977, p.l.
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have attempted to cOmpénsate for the-rece*scen

tor training of young people. It is
1

of,mor
11,

. .

fieits in

than passing
*

. though beyond the scopq of Pas pape*k*', tha the United St

tually the onljr advanced 'inatistrial nation iut an orga

approach toward,skill *training of new enyaitts, art from remedia,

,graM.,,Our lemedll training pk-bgrams"for unemp oyedoung people are

Ivate

rest, al-

es iA viri %

4
lzed. n tional

ycOncerned with hel ng. e unemployed to improve their Dimposition and

Beca

due to existing o

ment programs car

still skills that

grams assume that

se there is relativel Utile pressure for training
i

anticIpated skill sh1tages,- American youth u mploy-

I
cater.heavi1y. to the disadvantageg and attempt to ilf-

suit Ihe cipacities.,of the.trainees. Europe6 pro-
.

,

there will be skill shortage and they try to Match

the trainees to those requirements. -

-With these differences in attitudes and policy initiatives as an ,

introduction, the discussion can thrn to the.chief differences in the

way Countiles.measure teenage unemployment:'

ALE LIMITS 'AND AGE GROUPS

The mosi commen arrangement is to'count.young people as unemployed

.from the age when compulsory eddcation ends And the iaw.permits full-

time work to begin. .
In most countrits these are simultaneous dates, us-

ually fifteen or sixteen, but in Italy the school-leaving age has been

fourteen and the legal age to start work has been fifteen, lefting a*.
."

difficult gap. Most American states provide that compulsory education

ends and the legalworking age begin& at sikteen:- A cut-off te at

the lowest legal age both for leaving school.and beginning wo" means

that those under the legal age wiaO are in the labor market are.omitted

from-unemployment,statistics.. This causes a pri5blem only in countries /
where observtnce of the law is lax, as in Italy, or

in the subdiv,isions of a federal country, as in the

Unlike the'United'States, almost all (Countries

where the laws vary

p.s. or West Germry.

coordinate the end

of compulsory education with the completion of a recognized phase of

the educational sequence'. When they raise the age of compulsory educa-
,

tion, they reorganize the educational,sequences so thaX credentials can

be given to those who leave school at the compulsory age. The American

arrangements,..make dropouts of those who-lease 'school at,the legal'age of'

403
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%
sixteen, since AO recognition is given by socie4 to the completion of .

junior high.school. Other countries award socially,acceptable ereden-
.

i.tials to those who Complete.a simjlar_seguen,Ce.fAm ambiguousandoun-.

fav4c;ble 10Or market situati4on confronts American'oui-Of-s8hool.youth

who are not high school graduates.

A related issue arises havi g to do With the differericqtberween the.
4 al

legal.s ool-leaving geandfthe a461 'age. at which tile majority of tt

r -
youngpéoplemove fr4fft school to .theFull-time labor market. Countries

divide ink() 'those like Great Britain, Austria, Switzerland-, Australia,
.

and Germany where moSt' young people leave education at the eailliest

legal'moment or'soon thereafter, andjothers like Japan, France, the Scan:.
.

dinavian.Countries, Canada'and the United States where a small minority

of the agd'group leaves education at the lekaP.agek Countries should

'present-data. on the youih labor force' and on employMent and, unemployl.

ment using theappropriate.divisions to suit their individual.educa-
.

tional cirdumstanclls. Many-countries do this bUt,because of the ddsire .

to standardize unemproyment data; the international agencies. have urged

countries to próduce-two main youth unemployment rates--for teenagers-

and young-adults. iNowever', these tates'can conceal iMportant differ-
.

ences within the age.group.

American analysis would benefit by mating sharp distinctions in

all youth labor.market data.betWeen"sixteen to seventeen and'eightedn

to nineteen among Oe,teenagers, and between twenty to.twenty-two and

twenty-three to twenty-four among the young adults. Data grouping six-

teen to nineteen year-olds should be avoided. Distinctions would re,

fleet the fact that the sixteen to seventeen year-olds usually are not

high school graduates and that the age. group is overwhelmingly.in , '

school, in sharp contrast io l*Leightden,to nineteen-year group.
.

li(Tables 1 n d 2). In the siMe'war;'a two-fold division' among tfie
.

youni adu ts would capture most of those still in college.

In addition to using age breaks that relate to the actual situation

of various teenage subdivisions, other countries pay much mote.attention

than we do to studying separately the annual cohort of new entrants to

the full-time labor market, dividing them according tO the acCepted na-

tion'al. educational levels. Using the entire cohort as the universe, the

).

OA .
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TABLE2

- s

, PERSONS 1 AND 19 ITARS WAGE: NON1NSTITUTIONNL POPULATION, NNW ENROLLED
p SCHOOL IADOR PORCM 2ARTICIPA $ AND utinewTharr, ONITE0 STATES, OCTOBER OY 19,5'

1975.

Year

Civilian Aoninstitutional
Population

Total Petcent
NOmber Enr011ed
(000) in

Scipio/

3905 31.5
3978 35.4
4041 34.9
4158 47.6
4353 36.8'
'733 38.4
19 38.0

, 129 41.8
-5043 40.9
5276 41.6
6329 46,3
6724 47.24,
6359 47.6
6588 50:3
6679 50.2
6958 47.8
7231 49.2
7462 46.3
7648 42.9
7822 43.1
8d24 46.9

8148 46.2

1955
956

1 7

1958
4959

: Igo
N 1(o
196
1963
1964
1965

.1966
1967:

1968
1969
1970
1971

0972
1973
1974
1975
1976

Persons 18 and
Civilian'Labor Force

19 Years of Age
LabOr. Force Participation

Rate

-

Unemployed
I.

Total.
Number

(000)

Percent
Enrolled

' in
School

,D1rol7ted.

in
School .

Not Enrolled
in

School

.Total
Number
(000)

Percent
Enrolled

in
School

2455 ' .18.9 37.7 744 175 25.1
.

2332 20.6. 34.2 72.0' 137 17.5 -
J

2406 190.4 33.1 73.7 193 15.5
2393. 21.7 33.2. 72.2 298 13.8
2496 21.1 32.9 71.6 321 13.1
2716, 21.4 32.0 73.2 367 14.2 ,

2905 21.2 31.6 71.8 398 14.6
2821 22.2 29.2' GO 73.5 340 18.5

2880 23.8 33.3 73.6 396 17.7

-2922' 23.5 31.3 . 72.6 384 16.7

-3500 27.7 33.1 74.4 415 26.3

3714
318

Alls 30.6

30.6
35.8
36.0

.

7

72
2 .6

. 9(-

374
4 55" ;1 .. 4

1633 348 38.1 72.4' 392' 31.4

3840 35.4 40.5 74.6 -402 38.1

3182 33.0 39.6 73.4 , 600 32.2'

4111 34.9 40.3 /2.9 A 599 30.2

4490 12.0 41.5' 76.3 595 30.8

4738 29.2 ' 42.1 76.8 $47 27.6

4919 28.9 42.1 78.7 741 24.0

4.811(.;. 32.0 41.5 78.1 , 857 27.2

5130 34.6 44.4 78.9 854 27.6

SOUrce: U.S. Dept; of Labor, Employment and Training-Report of the President 19/7( Washington
U.S,. Government Printing Office, 1970, Table 11-6, pp. 196., 197, 198, Table B-7, p. 20 U.S.

Dept. of Labor, Bureab, of Labot'Statistice, S.tudents, Graduates and Dropouts in the 4ber

ft_if.t...Aexr11976, Special Labor Force'Report 200. *" ,

1
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PERSONS *AND 17 YEkRS OF AGE:- CI-4'JAN NONINSTITUTIONAL POPMATION, iERCENT
IN SGIDDL, LABOR FAME ARTIbIPATION AND UNENPLOYMNNT, UNITED STATES, OCTOBER 07
1975.

A

Year

Person 6 and 17 Years of A,,e

OLLED
955-

Civilian NoninStitutional
Population

Civilian Labor Force

Total
Number
i000)

-gercent
Enrokled

io

School.;

Total

lpooi

Percent
Enfolle4

in

School

Labor Force Participation
Rate

Cnroiled
in

School _0

Not
Enrolled

In
, School

Unemplbye4

Total.

Number
(00)

Percent'
Enrolled ,

'in 'fr
School

1955 4460 7.7N4 61.2
,1956 4500. 78.4 61,4
1957 4647 80.5 60.0
1958 5001

.

80.6 66.5
1959 5448 1 82.9 69.6
1960 5573' . 82.6 67.6

1961 5437 83.5 68.0
1962 5622 84.3 /2.4
1,pq 6549 87.1 77.1

1964 7050 8717 78.2

.,1965 6925 87.4 78.1
A966 6922 88.5 81.6
1967 7051 88.8 83.0

4968. 7266 90.2 85.6
.1469 7481 89.7 84.7

1970 76991 90.0 85.2

1971 7871 90.2 85.4

1972 8065 , 88.91, 83.2

1973 '8195 88.3 83.4
1974 8298 87.9 82.1

1975 8313 ..._ 89.0 84.6

1976 8303 89.1 85.0

source: 6.s. Dept. of Labor, Cmploymdnt and Traknin

I
D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office,.1977
p. 200; U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau o

'4 Pronouts in rm. Labor Market, October 1976,

1677 29.7
1751 31.5
1735 31.5
1795 29.6
1859
1940 28.5
1760 26.3
1814 27.7
2138 _28.9
2195 27.8
2451 31.6
2469 32.9
2610. 34.6
2609 34.1
2953 37.3
2944 36.2
983 35.8
3179 36.9
3571 41.2
3670 41.3
3529 40.3
3490, 40.1

lik
feport ofifte President 1977( Washingfbd,

, Table 11=6, pp. *96, 197, 198, Table 8-7,
Labor Statistics, Students, Graduates and
Special Labor Force Report 200.

4,2

64.5
65.9
61.2
61.9
60.6
64.7
63.0
56.9
58.0
55.1
61.5
57.1
56.3
52.7
58.8
56.3
56.8
59.6
61,8
65.1
59.5
58.0

155
157
164
247
243
254
266
.219

329'

300
308
286
373
338
435
532
562
A551

573
659
744
13

38.1
52.2
49.4
40.9
50.2
53.9 0-,L

55.6
61.6

. 60.2
68.1
66.9
63.9
74.7'
76.6
78.6
76,5
78.8
76.6
79.1
76.8
73.3
77.8
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s atistits pr ent informatlft on the length.of time it takes each group

22

4 o find first jobs and identifies.the siiable number who experiince no
. .

,

entrance unemployment becawe their Obs have been prearranged. e 0

Conc8pt of neeenyans Is recogniied in the statistics of Great Br tain-,

Japan, France, and Italy, among others. 'This treatment should'be dis-

tinguished from the:U.S. approach fo entrance and reentrance unemploy7.

ment: Ourluniverse isithe totality Of the unemployed and entry and ie-
.

.

.entry. are of interest as reasons for.being unemployed. Moreover,"th&

usual presentation a this infowition does not separate young peOpre

in the labor force,who at school from others a difficulty in
. .

r. our'bveraal treathent. of tRenage.unemployment,which Is discussed-below.

It would.improve'American analysis of%the teenage labor market and

.ofiunemployment specifically if both our cfoss-sectional data and long-

ituSinal studies. introdrced the category'of."new out-of-school entrants

to
4
the. labor market" as4a, prime object for data collection and. interpre-

tation. We would use the following' educational division's: less thant-

1
a , . w

high school graduate, high school gradaUte, junior,College graduate, I

#

less Vian.four-y2x-eeklege and four -yedr college. The last category

would.be very small if the analysis is confined to teenagers. If it ex-
.

tendS to.afl under twenty-five years of age, a furtherecategory could

be idded of "post college." Allowance might also be made for other

types oftraining and education,,,sutl'as a post-high school sgcretarial

or technical course that precedes entrance to the full-time labor market.

1'

S

IN SCHOOL AND IN THE LABORTORCE '

Probably the most confusing information about the total amount of

'teenage, unempOyment in the United States, compared.with other countries, 6\IV:ic:

arises from .stafistics that do not distinguish between teenagers, expe-

cia/ly.the sixteen to >64pnteen year-olds, who are stIll in schoot and .

seek part-time jobs daring the school year, and those who are out of
0

school.' Whatever merit there is in countinOtudents as unemployed if

they fail to obtain jobs over the long summer vacation, there is a ser=

ious question whether_their school-time unemployment should receive the

7. Beatrice G. Reubens, Bridges tolork: International Omparisons

_ %, of Transition Services (Montclair, N.J.: Allenheld, Osmun CO.,

19)fn: pp4 163-68.
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same weight as is given to young unempl6fed People in the full-time la-

bor market, Our practice distOrts the actual size and nature of our

teenage unemployment problem; leading tO an overstatement of labor mar-
.

ket entrances and exits and often to confused policy, initiatives. it

also exaggerates,our problem in comparison with that of other countries

where a lower proportiodc4 the. age group is in school in most cases,
a

.fewer of those who are in school .seek work during the school year or in

short.vacations-,.. and those who-are in school and seek part-time jobs un--
. .

'successfully often do not appear in thp unemployment st,stistics.

A consideration of the'U.S. in- and out-of-school teenage labor
e

force, divided into the sixteen to seventeen and eighteen to nineteen

year-olds, is in order. As Table 1 indicates for October, a ti e of

full school schedules, as far\back as 1955 over three-fourths o, the

sixteen to, seventeen year population w'as enrolled in school. Over the

:years, the increased size,of. the sixteen to'seventeen year population,

was matched by rising proportion enrolled in school, settling in at

'armind 89-90% since 1968. Growing slightky faster than population,'the.

total civilian labor fOrce of sixteen to seventeen-year olds as far hack

r

as 1955 consisted largely-of those enrolled in school and since 1967

. that proportion has risen almost without interruption from around 60% .

to 83-85%... The labor force participation rates of the enrolled have
V

. 0: .

risen from around 30% to over 40% while the nonenrolled minority has
, .

;

shown a small decline whiah is particutarly conspicuous among the males.:,
.

. lo,

Enrolled females have Moved up from a 21.4% participation rate in 1955
. , 4-

T
,

ich 38710% in recent years, While nonenrolled have shown no distinct i:

-

trend.-

the tdtal number0 unemployed sixteen to seventeen yehr-olds has

risen over the years at a more rapid rate than their total Jai:v. force

.0:c population. 'The division of the unemployment between the evolled

and nonenrolled has altered in the dirfction Of increasing the sharS64.101

'die enrolled from 38.1% in 1955 to 77,8% in 14976, but the enroled share

of unemployment has been con sistently lower than their shhre of the six-'
,,4111
. teen to seventeen year-,old labor force. The trend pK.t.males and females'

is much the..same, but enrolled females have had a point or two larger

share of the total' undMployment than enrolled.males. 'Viewed in terms

sP



of unemployment ratesp both the enrolled and,the nonenrolled have had

marked increases. Enrolled male unemployment rates have risen from

6.2% in.1955 to h historical high of 19.6% in 1976, while nonenroiled

males increased from 18.4% in 1955 to the all-time high of 35.7% in

1976. For enrolled females, the advance from 4.8% in 1955 to 19.2% in

1976 and for ndnenrolled femalesthyclimb was from 8.5% in 1955to

' 37.6% in 1975,.again historical high points. These-data also show the

persistent disadvantage a out-of-schodl youth.
8

Turning to the eighteen to nineteen year:olds, one.f. ds, as

might be expected, thA their tota4 population is much more,firmly out

of school than the sixteen to seventeen year-olds (Table ) Althdugh

a general trend toward a rising proportion of the age group in school

can be observed from 1955 through 1976; the peak of just over 50% was

reached in 1968 and 1969, largely due to male enrollments because of

Vietnam draft threats. Ti4reafter the in-school proportion dropped

through 1973 and then rose omewhat to around 46-47% in 1975 and 1976.

Male school enrollment rates run considerably higher than female in this

age group, unlike the younger cohort where'they are very'nearly the same.

Among theeighteen to nineteen year-old males, the 1955 rate wa 42.5%

while the female rate was 22.5%, but.by 1975 the female rate of 44.296 .

was only'5% behind the male 1975 enrollment rate.

The eighteen to n' éteerli year-old labdr force is a higher propor-
lk

tion of the total age goup and more heavily out-of-school than is the .

sixteen to seVenteen year labor fotce. Although the trend hgs.been for

an increasing share of the eighteen to nineteen labor force to be in-

school, the highest percentage reached was only 35.4% in 1969 and it was

as low as 18.9% in 1955. Labor force participationIrates for the eight-

een to nineteen age group show that out-of-school youth were almost

twice as likely to be in the labor force as those in-school. The ward

trend.in participation rates for(the enrolled was somewhat more mar

8. Employment and Training RePort'sof the'PAsident (Washington: GoVern-

ment Printing Office, 1977), Table g-7; U.g. Bureauoof Labor Statis-

tics, Students, Graduates and Dropouts in the Labor. Market, October

1970, Special Labor Force Report 200, Table A; U. Bureau olltabor

Statistics, Wari_plePlatioICExerienceoftilin1976, Special Labor

Force Repprt 201, Table B13.
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than for the nonenrolled, but neither shoWed.the striking rise that the

sixteen to seventeen.enrolled did. In contrast to the level or declin-

ing trends among eighteen to nineteen year-old males, females of.the same
V. 4

age, 'in and out of school4Alve exhibited the same soaring participation

Crates as have older-age ohorts of women in recent years.

Like the sixteen to seventeen year-olds, the.oiarolled eighteen year-
.

olds had a smaller,share Of the unemployment-of theiriage group than of

the labor force in almost 411 years. From onenfourth to 30% of unem-
.

ployment was accounted the enrolled from 1965 on. POr enrolled
A

males tere.were seven'yqrs When their share.of unemployment exceeded

their share of the labor force. Thp eighteen to nineteen unemployment

rates for enrolled and nonenrolled'are much closer to one another than

are the rates for the sixteen to seventeen year-Olds.
ft

It is clear that the eighteen to nineteenyear-old group differs

substarikally from.the sixteen to seventeen in the importance of school
11. a
as the major activity. TO treat the age groups together or to ignore

enrollment status, especially in computing employment/population ratios

and similar indicators, is to miss important variations, which are as

marked for black.as for white youth. All of the foregoing calculations

are based on the Current Popdlation Survey and its spectal questions in

the October inte'rview which, according to BLS officials, provide a more

reliable guide to enrollment status than data for other months. The

-paper.at this.conference by Borus, Mott and Nestel compares,NLS data

with CPS data for other months than October and uses different break-
.

downs of the data. Their conclusions thereforelmay not be fully appli-
.

cable to.the data presented here. It would be uSeful if NLS data could
k

be compared with CPS October dataalong'the age and enrollment breaks

Used in.tkis:papet.
X

..

.
There are relatively few studies in other couhtries of students

.
in the labor force auring the school' years and even less on their unem-.

.j)loyment as distidiuished from,that of other young people. Most infor-
t

nation does not.separate teenagers froi young adults. OECD study of
i . ,

- part-time employment noted that in European countries Students seeking
.

4.

part-t.i.me jobs during the school year were tile exception rather thin the,
... .

rule. Noting the prevalence of this kind of work among Afilerican stu-
,

t.
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dents, the study observed that students elsewhere took up casual jobs

since part-time work was generally not adapted to their requirements'.
9

Canada probably comes.closest to the United States in the Proportion

of students who seek'jobs during tie school'year. In its revised labor

force survey which Ras ptoduced.monthly data for 1975 ontgard, Canada now

has a more accurate and comparable record of the labor force and unem-
.

ployment rates of students. However, Canadian teenagers cannot be sep.:-

arated out from Vie age group fifteen years,and over. As Table 3 shows .;

for October 1976 when schools were in session, American students are

mote prone to be in the labor force than Canadian'and also have a. higher

unemployment rate. Information also is available from the same sources

as Tablc0 on the proportions of students who were employed full time

And part-time in October 1976:

I.

Males

Employed Students

Tull-time Part-time
1.

1

Females

,J Full-time Parf-time

Percent

Canada 49.0 51.0 38.0 .62.0

U.S. 41.0 59.0 2.2 . 7048

Canadian students seem slikhtly more likely to work full-time than

-
American, but differences in the age and educational composition of the

u u

,

.

groupS in the two countries may be chiefly responsible. Canadian anal-
;

ysts of the flow components of nempl ent found that out-of-school-

1teenagers on average became un ployed ore frequently and had a longer

.duration of unemployment, but.had abbk the same nUmber of spells of idle-

ness as the tots4 teenage labor .forat. For the twenty to twenty-four
.

.

.' year group, enrollment ,status had little effect on the components .of On-
,'

e lo ent.
10

Some informati s available for Japan from the f4ennial Employ-

ment-Status Survey which regularly presents information on those who are

at Work but whose Main activity is school. Only about 50,000 to 60,000

9. Jean Hallaire, Part-time Employment: Its Extent and Its Problems

(Paris: OECD, 19611). rig. 34

10. ftIlveen and Sims, op. cit.

.)
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TA.BLE 3

-

STUDENTS INITHE LABOR FORCE, CANADA AND
OCTOBER, 1.976

E UNITED.STATES..

I.

Students
Total vrn.

Student Labor
Population Force

(000)

Canada (15
years & over) 2,335 892

United States
(16-34) 18,130 9 0

Source:

.

.1

Statistics Canada, Labour
Activities ahd Characteris
no. 14, Ottawa, July 1977,

Labor Fdrce,
Participationr:
Rate of
Students

38.2

,

-, ,..

. -;,..

rce Surve ivision, Labour Force
s bf St dents, Research Paper

oir

le 1; U.S. Bureag of Labor
statistics, Studentst, Graduate an Dropouts.in the Labor Market,'
October 1976, Special Labor Force Report 200, Washington0977,'
Table A.

Percent

Unemployment
Rate of ,

Students

, 6.5

12.2

M.._ .1.
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are in this category, constituting less than 1% of employed persons aged

fifteen to twenty-four.
11

Some of the reasons why few students in other

countries se k jobs when classes are in session are-suggestive for Amr-

ican educat'on and 'employment policy. The burden,Of studies is so heavy,

even in upper secondary\sChool, that.relatively few )tung.people have
4

much tir for paid employment.- 'In countries where government grants oti

loans are'Paid to students, with or without,a family'income,mean§ test,

N'id work may be foi;bidden during the school'period. With rising costs

of living due to inflation and the failure of grants and loans to keep

pace, more students are finding it necessary to supplement their other.

sources of income. But the pressure to'work is reduced by the govern-

ment study allowances aS well as the policy of Continuing childrens'

1

IP

allowances and offering.tax deductions te families in which young people

remain in school beyond'thgLcdmpulsory stage. Work is more common dur-

int the 'summers an0 over long vacations and some countries capture this

unemployment. ,

Some countries say that they monitor student unemployment during

the school year in their labor fOrce surveys, but they publish nopsep-

arate information on the category and it° is.likely that many'students

2 Survey questions must be worded very carefully inare not counted

order to c*Iir the full school component. Until Canad

a/

introduced

its new survey q estions, it had bln undercounting stud nts'in the
,

labor force. A different situation-obtains in countries that rely en-

tirely or largely on registrations at the employment service offices for

their unemployment statistics. Students are not accepted as registrants
4

because they are not available for full-time work; in many cases the of-

fices do'not register those wishing only part-time work. However, a

number of students may get into the unemployment count if they are,re-

quired to register in order to qualify for benefits other than uRemploy-
.

11. Japan, Office of the Prime Minister, Bureau of Statistics, Employ.,

ment Status Survey, Tokyo, triennial; U.S. Burep.0 of Labor Statis-

Iics, Students in the Labor Force: An International Comparison for

Major Countries, unpublished; p. 3.

.4.

12. U.S. Bureatt of Labor Statistics, International Com isons of Unem-

ployment, loc. cit., pp. 13-17, 21-22; U.S.-Bureau of Labor Statis-

tics, Students in the Labor Force: An pternational Compdrison for

Major Countries; Reubens, "Foreign and American Experience with the

fouth Yr4nsition," loc. cit., pp. 277-BO.
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-ment insurance. In Greitt Britain this sit tion deyeloped in relation

to claims for supplemental; benefit, a kind of, welfare payment, which

students applied for over Short vacation periods when they did not find A

jobs. At the beginning of 1976 over 126,000 students above the age of

eighteen were registered'as unemployed and the authorities decided that

they confused and distorted the statistics and wouldhencrforth be ex-

clu ed from the unemployment count because they were not 6vailp1e for

* peranent jobs. The regulations in -regard to.study grants also were

hafted, covering Vacation periods so that applications for-supplementav L
benefit during the school year would not be made4 although thofe unem-

ployed during the summers could apply.
13

Some countries have auxiliary categories of une4loyed which caw

include those who would like to work but whose requirements as to hours;

place,and type of work may.not be consonant with existing job vacancies.
.

This is not quite the same as,our "discouraged unemployed,'fr The Swedilph.

concept.of "latent unemployment" can include studerits wholsay they would

work while studying,.if all condilionS met their requirements. But they
4have not necessarily been seatstling for work andore not discouraged un-

employed. In French labor force surveys there is a marginal category of

jobseekeii-which'can include students luring the school year:

1' Our knowledge about the interrelationships between attending.school

and workini It the same,time is quite incomplete and requires further

study among American teenagers.
14

Two surveys conducted by educational

researchers have somewhat different findinks than. those of labor market

researchers; including papers presented at this c6ference. The educa-

tional'researchers find lower proportions at wOlft than do the CPS or NLS

surveys and those with jobs seem to work fewer hours, according to the .

educational surveys. Tlie latter also'ilgicate that work is undertaken

for the earnings and with little thought to the type of job or its rela-

tion to future careerit. Some studies find little benefit from`working

during the school years, either in regard to work attitudes and know-

lege or the jobs later obtained. AnatYsis of attKition from college

13. House of Commons, Hansard, February 23, 1976.

14. Beatrice G. Reubens, Prelparation for Wolk: A Cross-Country Anal-
.

ySis0/016tclairt N.J.: Allekiheld & Osmun, forthcoming).

.
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after the,first year, shoWs that those in full-time employment were twice

as.pfone to withdraw from education as those Working part-time or not at

all. The effect øfl college grades of working more than fifteen hours a

week has been foui to be adverse. In a survey of.high school students,

tliose working over fifteen hours a week had bel'Ow "average.'ira4es and%

doubts about finishing high school. The most common positive finding

\ has been that those who have worked while at school find.their'first out-

of-school job more quickly than others.

The following conclusions may be drawn,from a consideration ofithe

American teenage unemployed who are enrolled in school tnd seek jobs dur-

ing the school year:1,5

-(1) All unemployment data should clearly,seiarate in-school froi

out-of-school unemployqd, preferably by narrower age bands than are
-

now commonly used.

(2) If the in-school unemployed are to be included in an overall

15. Anita M. Mitchell, Career Development Needs of Seventeen Year Olds;

How to Improve Career_Development Programs (Washington: National

Advisory Council (or Career Education; September 1977), Table 9;

Measurement and Research Center, Purdue,University, Vocational\

Plans and Preferences of Adolescents, Report of Poll No. 94,of the

Purdue Opinion Panel (Lafayette, Ind., May 1972), P. 3a; Measure-

ment and Research Center, Purdue Universify,'Sources of Informa-

tion for,Career Decisions, Report of ppll No. 98 of the Purdde

Opinion Panel (Lafayette, Ind. June 1973), pp, 11a,'15a; National

7
.centdi for Education Statistics; National Longitudinal Study of

the Htgh School Class of 1972, Attrition from College: The Class

4of 1972 Two and One-Half Years A'ter High School Graduation (Wash-

ington: U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1977),

p. 6; Stephen J.'Carroll, Part-time Experience and the Transition

from School to Work (Santa Monica: Rana Corporation, 1970); J.E

Hay, -Keith EvanS, and C.A. Lindsay, "Student Part-Time Jobs: Rel-

evant or Non-relevant," Vocational Guidance Quarterly, (December

1973); Jerome Johnston and Jerald lachman, The' Transition from Hi 11

School to Work: The Work Attitudes and Early Occupational 1xper-

iences of Young Men (Ann Arbor, University of Michigan Institute

for Social Research, 1973), pp. 81-85; U.S. Bureau of Labor:Sta-4

tiitiCs, Out of School Youth, February 1963, Part II, Special La-

bor Force Report No. 47 (Washington, 1965), pp. 1418-19; A.P.

bin, J.J. Salomone, D.P. Jackson, J.A. Ballweg, Worker Adjustment:.

Problems of Youth in Transition from Higb School to Work (Columbus:

Ohio State University, Center for Vocational and Technical.Tduca-

tion, 1970), pp. 47-50; F.A. Zeller, J.R. Shea, A.I. Kohen,'J.A.

Meyer, Career Thresholds (Columbus: Ohio State University Center

for Human,Resource Research, Oct. 1970), vol. 2, p. 79.
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)1unemploypent rate, the total.numbers should be reduced to full-time equi-

valents. .

(3) A special survey should be undertaken through an October CPS

which ask-s detailed questions about the num tlof hours worked in the

refere week, the pfbcise type of job hel , the actual earni s,

fami income the amount and methods of job search, the uses f earn-

ings, and the relation between workinrand academic performance-and ambi-
-

tions. The scittered information available on these_subjects suggeits

that this gr6up-migfit be better served by related education, training

and income programs freeing them from the need to work and 'transfer-

ring some of.their jobs to older teenagers.

, (4) Because of deficiencies in basic and occupatio,nal skiII-§ and

low educational attainment, aprost all of the sixteen to seventeen

year-old, out-of-school irpulation presents a series of .labor market,

social, educational and personal problems, not just an Unemployment prob-"

lem.. Numbering over 800,000 and with more thian half a millioh in the

babor force, disproportionately black but mostly white:they require a
,

total approach, just as older members of the labor force who entered at

sixteen to seventeen or younger are the moselikely candidates for remed-

ial programs.

NOT IN SCHOOL AND NOT IN THE LABOR FORCE

Teenagers'who are not enrolled in full-time school arld are not',pm-

ployed'or unemployed have long 1146 a concern in the United States.'

Data on this group, presented in Table 4, must be treated carefully. On

the one hand, there islho'allowance for young people whose legitimap

activities, such as keeping house, illness, or attendance at various

kinds of training courses, dccount for their failure to appear in one of

the two majOr. nategories. Moreover, some overstatement of the total re-

sults from inclusion of the.summer months &king which thoie on vacation

from ichool and not working are recorded as neither in school nor in the

laboi force. On the other hand, suTveys such as the Current Population

Survey mayjundercount the young people who.are neither in school nor.in'

the labor force'. Low incorpe youth, especially minority youth in.central

cities, are particularly likely to be mised. Among them are some who

r

p.
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TABLE 4

TEENAGERS NOT IN SCHOOL AND NOTIN THE LABOR. FORCE AS A
PERCENTAGE oF.THEIR mILIAN NONNSTUTIONAL POPULATION;
UNITED STATBSi.1962-1976.

Sex Males Females
Age 16-17_ 18-19 16-11, 18-19
Pace White I Nonw ate ite Aionwhite. White Nonwhite White Nonwhite

44.
Perce

.Year
.. 4

1962 10.0" 12.1 5.8 6.5

1963 10.1 11.6 54 7.0,

1964 10.1 12.1 5.8 7.9
1965 9.0 10.7 5.2 7.1

.1966 9.0 9.9 5.3. 7.3
1967 8.1 8.9 5.3 7.6

1968 8.3 11,0 6.0 _8.9

1969 8..5 9.7 5.7' 9.6

1970. 8.7 12,4 $.5 11.2',

1971 :7.9 12.3 6:5 10.47
1972 9.1 9.8 6.0 9.8

1973 8.2 12.3 5.8 10.3
1974 8.8 12.2, 6.0 10.2

-' 13.4 11.1

1976 8.8 12.8 6. 13.0
1975 8.6

,

I '

20.4 26.8 25.0 _ 35.2
19.2 25.4 , 25.8 34.0
18.8 23.5 25.7 33.7
18.1 21.4 23.8 33.5
17.3 21.2 22.3 29.7
16.9 22.0 21.0 26.8
16.4 , 20.2. 20.7 29.1
16.6 19;2 19.8 29.6
16.1 18.6 21.1 28.8
15.7 19.1 20.2 -280

, 15.4 18.6 19.9 27.9
15.8 19.3 19.9 28.2
15.0 18.8 19.5 29.6
14.9 19.9 18.7 26.9
14.5 18.0 17.6 26.1

, 44

is

Source: Annual averages, tabulated from Current population Survey data
by the U.S: Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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. . participate in the "subterranean" economy or engage in illicit activi- :

ties. If they are counted as unemployed, that figure may be'inflated.

*Yet it is equally misleading to view them as having no occupation or in-

33

come.

Table 4 shows that females in both age groups and of all races have

had a marked decline in die propOrtion of the,age group that is recorded

as not in school or in .the labor force. Furthermore, the spread between

the age groups and races has narrowed over time. These trends are part

of the p enomenal rise in female labor force participation rates: Males

reveal little trend, except that eighteen to nineteen year-old nonwhites

have had'a distinct rise over the period 1962-1976. Certain stabilities

are apparent. Nonwhites show higher percentages than whites and female

'proportions exceed male, as might be expected because of the sex.divi-

sion bf housekeeping and childrearing functions. Among males the older

age group has generally had the lower percentages, but for females it

has been the reverse;

In other countries this category of teenagers has aroused less at-

tention, although France and Italy have referred to such young people

is problem groups. Census data in most countries produces a statistical

sategery that appears,to be neither in the labor force nor in school,

but it seems a smaller proportion in most countries than the American.

percentage. An experimental program in,Sweden to contact all such teen-
,

agers through joint operations by the employment service, schoolS, and

social agencies revealed that the numbers were not as large as had been

feared d that most young people were responsive to the outreach ef-

forts.
1.6

The issue may be not so much to count this category as to d

cide what can be done for them and who should do it.

SOUKES OF INFORMATION ON TEENAGE UNEMPLOYMENT

) Countries obtain their baslc unemployment statistics either from a

tabor force survey at intervals, ranging from monthly to annually, or

from the monthly registration of the unemployed in connection with fil-

a

16. .Sweden,.National 1,abOur Market Board, Vocational Guidance Division,
Unemployment among Young People in Sweden--Measures and Experience
(Stockholm, 1977), App. S.

eININ
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ing for,financial benefits, establishing eligibility,for programs,,or

seeking assistance in'finding jobs. However goodthelcross-sectional

unemployment data of a country are from a labor force survey or registra-

tiori statistics, it is desirable to supplement these with lo?gitudinal

studies and analyses of flows into and out of unemplbyment. The labor

force survey generally is considered ,superior to retistration data in

gterating comprehensive unemployment data for the whole labor force.

Seeking greater uniformity in the-methods of individual countries; the

international agencies have sponsored the labor force survey as a sup-

plement to or replacement for registration statistics. But at preSent

-only a few countries conduct a month.ty labor force sullOy and use it ex-

clusively to obtain official unemployment data. Sweden has the best of

both worlds, having a monthly labor force survO and monthly registra-

tioastatistqnrgifquality and wide coverage.

Whatever,merit the labor force survey may havelor overall unem-
.

ployment data and international comparisons, a persuasive case can be

s made that, under favorable circumstances, :countries Using registration

Statistics can gain a good understanding of month to month changes in

teenage unemployment and can recommend and carry out programs at the

local level. They often can; dothis betttr than countries that rely

on frequent, comprehensive
?,

labor force surveys. The.United States, how-
.

ever, is not in this-position, hor is it likely to be in the near future.

give Tatisfactoryservice, registration statistics must, contain

a reasonable proportion of the teenage-unemployed, especially of the new

entrants who have' never worked before.
17 Financial incentives make this

group register in a number of countries. In northern European countries

where the employment.service isi.strong and there is it separate youth

division or special officers, jor, as in Great Britain, which has a spec-
. .

ialized Careers Service for yo g peopte below the university level,,

The Unregistered Unemployed in Great Britain," Dlpartment of Employ-

ment Gazette, December 1976, pp. 1331-36; Guy Standing, "The Distrib-1

ution of Concealed Unemployment in Great Britain;" British Journal

of Industrial Relations, vol. 10 (July 1972), pp. 291-99; Christian

,Brinkmann and Karen SchobeleGottwald, ."On the Occupational Reintegra-

tion of the Uriemployed during the 1974/75 Recession," Mitteilungen

derArbeitsinarlin4Berufsforschu no.'2, 1976,-pp. 95-97.
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there is an intimat grass rootsdracquaintance with the locardimensiorts

of youth unemploymen ployment that compensates for some underreg-

istration.

These '1ya 1 offices also have a good notion about the young people
-

'who are registere s unemployed for yarious reasons buf are not sin-

cerely seeking wo They are able to mount special outreach,programs

or concentrate activities on particular groups, based on the close ob- ,

seriration of the flow through their qffices. Close contact even em-

boldens some of them td decrare, as a Swedish report does, that substan-

tial prbportions of unemployed young people suffer from such work dis-

abilities as alCohol or drug addiction, criminal records or. detention

histories, and Other social problems'which are particularly prominent

i-nmetropolitan areas. Pacing the actual circumstances of the regis-

trants, the Agencies place as much emphasisedRSchanging the character-

istics of these young.people as on finding )obs for them.
18

The sq,ciety

.is.not held entirely to blame, as-tends to be the case.when.Ameridan
. .

natipnal. data are".interpreted and programs are established for'youth.

Sympathy for.unwilling employers and an expectation that the young peo-

ple will be.rehabilitated or reformed is far more common when programs
r-

arise from the direct experience of employment service personnel with

youth-.

Registration statistic's seem to serve some countries quite well as

a barometer of changes id unemployment to.which policymakers should pay'

attention. Changes in the numbers 9f registrants, the duration.of their

unemployment and the cOmposition Of the registrants are observed by lo-
.

tal officials. If the employment service is so organized that jt has, v.

the chief responsibility for youth' unemployment.prOgrams, its proximity

to the data collection is an advantage. As a' result, Britain has de- .,

tided not.to conduct a frequent household

- In contrast to other countries
,
-0e United States has lacked ad-

.

equate geographic unemployment data. These are now urgently needed be-

18. 'Sweden, National IabourJ1rket Board, op. cit.

;
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.cause progre allocations hinge.on local unemployment.ratei. We do
,

nbt produce the equivalent of the tumulation of local Office youth un-
,

employment statistics into d(i.stri:Otiopnd regional totals,that is achieved ,

by the Careers Service in each British Local E cation "Authority,:the

Swedish County Labor Boards, the German Arbeits t or.the Japanese PPSO.
, ,

.

But more important than the collection of,statistics, from the.

b ./Found up is the ability of the sameilencies to participate in the con-,

"strucfion.of programs and their exeClition: Even with the'best will In

the world and adequate resources, policymakers will face difficult

cision* about the time perspective'of their policies, the division of

programs and funds botween general unemployment programtand sp ial pro-
,

grams for teenagers, the amount of attention and program doll s to con-

, centrate on disadvantaged,teenagers out of'the totaYallocate tO teen-

agers, and the part of teenage *employment that should be left untouched

, by pu4lic policy. The answers must come out of the experience and val-

ues of each countiy, based on adequate informat n.. But we,should al-

ways be aware that.good information is a nep sary condition of good

1 policymaking, although it definitely is not sufficient condition.

1,

41111,.
%-

O r

"

,

19. JanetL. Norwood, "Reshaping a Statistical Program to Meet Legi-
illative Priorities," Monthly Labor Review; vol.A00 (November'1977),

pp. 6-11; Martin Ziegler,'"Ef?orts to Improve Estimates of State
and Local UnemplOpent," Monthly Labor Review, vol. 100 (November

1977), pp. 12-18:

V.

.

6
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WHAT DO TEENAGE UNEMPLOYMENT STATISTICS MEASURE?

By; Orley Ashenfelter

ABSTRACT
:

.In the theory of labor markets, eaployment and labor supply'are
. the unambiguous concepts that provide the focus for analysis and unem- lh

ployment is merely the difference between them. In our labor force
*.statistics, on the other hand, employment and unemployment are the focus '

_
for measurement and labor supply is merely the sum of thew As a re- ,

: suit of this measure ent scheme the question of wheiher measured unem-
ployment is really a enuine part of the offer to sell labor is never
raised becaus9pthe t-up of the 'statistics has implicitly answered it.
Meanwhile, tHe meas red extent of teenage unemployment has continued

.. to increase throughout the postwar period and thii,has led to a flurry
of research activity geared to find an explanation for this phenomenon. , .

At fhe same time there have begun to be doubts about what the teenage'
unemployment statistics actually measure andserious questions about
whether they measure a phenomenon comparable to that for adult workers.

In'this paper I set oqt a simple consistency check on the extent
to which measured teenage unemployment behaves as if it were part of

jmioffer%to seI1labor. I. also apply this.cOnsisteney test/to the .

ployment data for adult workers where it passes with flying colors.
. As it turns out, the measured unemployment data for some teenage groups
. .

dots
,

not seem to pass the same test. This necessarily.raises,some dif-
ficult queStions abodt the actual economic content of these statisticsk
and suggests an important agenda for'future research.

or

,

k . Th:/baiic idea behind these consistency tests is that-itlabor ArS :

suiply
.

ere a known 4uantity and if unemployment were measured Without
error there would be a one-to-one negative ielationship between employ-
ment and unemployment Nor any particular group. Of c rse, ihe labor
supply f any 'group is unobservable, but if two group ;
same'quantity,of labor to the market then there would till be an ob-

: offered theo

servable one-to-one negative relationship between de differences in
. ._

employment and unemployient.for the two groups. I implement this
schqme empirically for male and.female fourteen to fifteen, sixteen
to'seventeen, aghteen to nineteen, twenty to.twenty-four and thirty-

...

five to fortyZfour year-olds by assuming that the unobserved.labor'sup-
ply of blacks and whites is identical apart from a constant and stiady
trend. Although therq,,are a number of econometric difficultits assoc-

?...

iated with this procedure, the results suggest.that4Set males eighteen
and over and for females twenty andover there is a clear negative re-
lationship between employment and unemployment differences, but that
for younger groups there is nqt. This suggests that considerable.re-

,,
.

4L

search and experi tation,with the measurement of teenage unemploy-
ient should be dertaken. before these statistics.are,taFen at face
value.

It

e4e

It

4..

/

*
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INI;RODUCTION

In" the theory of labot markets employment and labor supply are the

unambiguous concepts that provide the focus for analysis and ypemploy-.

ment is merely the difference between them. In our rabor force statis-
.

tics, on the other hand,'employment and unemploNent.are the focus for

measurement and labor supply is merely the sum of them. As a result

of this measurement SchemeAhe question of whether measured uneliploy-
iP

ment is really a genuine Wt of the offer to sell labor is never

'raised because lie set-Up of .04 statistics has implicity aiywered it.

Meanwhile, the measured extent of teenage unemploymentlas continued

to increase throughout the postwar period and this has led.to a flurry

.of research activity geared t, find an explanation for this.phenoienon.'

At the same time there have begun to be doubts about what the teenage

unemployment Statistics actually measure.and serious questions about

whether they measure a phenomenon comparable to that for adult workers.

In this paper I set out a simple consistency check on the extent

tb which measured teenage unemployLnt behaves as if it were a part,of

the offer to sell labor.* I also apply this consistency test to the

unemployment data for adult workers where it passes with flying colors\

As it turns out, the measured unemployment data.for some teenage

groups does not seem to pass the,same test. This necessa4ly,raises

some difficult questions about the actual economic content o'f these -

statistics and suggests an.important agenda for future research.

It is obviously important to get this issue glatified becauae

quite a lot will be at stake in this area in future years. First, .

several new programs designed to affect the labor market status of

teenagers are being developed and if these are to be evaluated in

terns of their impact on teenage uhlrployment statistics we must know

just what to 'expect. ,Second, the continuing process of analyzing tbe

*pollowing,the usual:dictum that a graduate student who writes your
paper'recetves no acknowledgement, while a graduate student who does
Most of the work on it receives a footnote reference% I am tempted to
ignore the substantial assistance I have received from David BloOm in
the preparation of this-paper.

c
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usefulness of the overall unemployment rate as an economic and social

indicator.necessarily requires the integration ofdiscussions of the

usefulness of the teenage unemployment statistics. Finally, decisions

about the size ind allOcation of resources devoted to labor market pro-:

srams for youth. must inevitabli, be guided to some extent by.the state

of the labor market Tor Young people and it is important to know

whether the current-unemployment measurement device for these_groups

is sufficient for this task.

The plan of the paper is as follows: the first section sets out
),4

some well known facts.about the,change in the employment of both black

.and white teenagers over the lasti twenty years. jhe second section
4

contains the conceptual discussion of a simple test for the consis-

tency of the observed movements:in emplbyment and.unemployment of

teenagers, while tha third and fourth sections repoit on some initial

empirical tests and modifications of these tests to cope wit various

econometric problems: Concluding remarks and issues for furt er re-
.

search/are contained in a final section.'

SOME FACTS

4. 4st of the basic facts about teenage employment are contained in

Figure 1. As a benchmark, it may be seen that apart from.a small

drift upward, adult dmpl nt has remained at around 60% of adult pop-

ulation throughout most.of t e list two decades. Though more erratic

and at a lower level, the e loyment/population ratio of white male

' teenagers (fourteen-,to nineteen-years old) has followed a similar pat-

tern.. Employment/populttion ratios for white females, on the other

hand, have drifted continuously upward in a qualitative pattern much

the same.as that for white female adults. Por black youngs_ters,.how-
v

ever, loth the employment/population ratios of males and females have

been trendini steeply down for the'last two decades. It is thin lat--

ter, largely/unexplained phenomenon, that has suggested a cause for

alarm.

A
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FIGURE 1
<

EMPLOYMENT/POPULATION RATIOS FOR ADULTS AND SELECTED
CATEGORIES OF tEENAGERS, ANNUAL AVERAGES, 1954-1977.

,
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Table' 1 contains a more systematic elaboration of these patterns.

.The coefficients in this table give.the annual average trend in the

employment/population ratio of the indicated group while holding cou-

stant the employment/population ,ratio of all adults aged thirty-five

to forty-four. Thus, these coefficiepts may be thought of as the trInds

in teenage employment/population ratios relative to those of adipts in

their prime 'working years. This tablefindicates.the same basic facts

ai Figure 1 and establishes an additional one. First, there has been

no discernible trend in the relative employment/population ratios of

whites aged fourteen through seventeen in,the last two decades, M.

though tilere has been some secular decline for white male eighteenr

and nineteen-year-olds. Second, there has been a substantial decline

in the relative employment/population ratio of all bid& teenagerg

and this decline has been especially sharp for black_males. Finally,

Table I also indicates that the decline of the relative employment/pop-

ulation ratio tor black males extends to the twenty- to twenty-four-

year-old group as well.

In the face of the massive decline in the employment/population

ratio of.black teenagers it would hardly be surprising to find that,

the unemployment of this'group had increased con iderably relative to

its population size. Indeed, this has-been preci ely what has hap-

pened as black teenage unemployment/population'ra es have increased

from thne to ten percentage points depending on t
*

e specific age-sex

group. What is'more puzzling, however, is that white teenage unemploy-

ment has also increased Significantly relative to its population size.
r

It is this last phenomenon that leads to the question of just what

economic interpretation if is sensible to give to the.measured teenage

uneMployment statistics. After al1,1,01 wit not surprising that the in- 4

creasing employment of white teenaglis'associated"with simultan-

eously increasing unemployment,for this group whilOust the reverse

is the case for blackteenagers?

A natural initial response it that simultanequsly Increasing ear

ployment/population and unemployment/population ratios for white teen-

agers indicates that their labor supply has increased secularly as well.

4
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r TABLE 1

AVERAGE ANNUAL CHANGES IN THE EMPLOYMENT/POPULATION RATIO.
;OF TEENAGERS RELATIVE TO.ALL 35-44

. YEAR-OLD AbULTS, 1954-1977'

Ag Grou Black Males

°

White Males
Black
Females

White..

Females

14-15

16-17

- 18-19

20-24

ear-Olds
..

-ge

Year-Olds

Year-Olds

Year-Olds

-.0100
(.0030)

-.0170

/ (.0044)

(.0056)

-.o168
(.0052)

-.0031
(.0023)

,-.0046

(..0031)

-.0017
(.0025)

-.0081
(.0026)

-.0048
(x030

,

-.0051
(.0037)

-.0052
(.0065)

-.0042
(.0046)

,

.o023'
(.0016)

-.0005
(.0o24)

-.0012
(.0028)

.0058

(.0021)

Source: Regressions of the first-differences of the annual ayerage
employment/population ratio 'of the indicated group on the

similar first-differences of the employment /population
ratio of 35 -44 year-old adults. The coVficlents in the
table are the cOnstant term eitimates (and esttplated .

standard errors) from these regressions. The data are

based on the Current Population Survey estimates and are
taken from various issues of the Monthly Lallor Review.

,J .
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This merely restates the known facts, however, because the conventional

statistics define the labor supply as the sum of employment alio unemploy-

ment. The questIbm-therefore naturally'arises as to whether.the actual

increase in measured teenage unempioyment i a genuine part of the
1

.true but gelerally unobserved labor .supply.

A COVISTENCY TEST
,

In the abvnce of forced work, the labor supply necessarily in-.,

cludes all employed workers and may also include other workers that
./

are not employed. In stylized Keynesian models of the/labor market,

unemployment represents hours that workers are' unable to sell on;the

market at the current (or prArailing) w e rate for one reason or

.another.
1

This disequilibrium componen of the labor supply is pre-

lumably related at least loosely to meas red unemyloyment statistics**

In order to investigate this relationshi in concrete terms suppose
.th

that for the 1 group of worker7 true unemployment U* is related to

measuled unemployment U as

(1) Wit' ='aiUit + Oi + vit,

a

r-
.

.

%glum a and . ,are parameters and v. is an error of measurement with
1

01
it

I

mean of zero. The true labor supply is Lit = Eit + Utt So that from

(1) it follows that

(2) Ei. 0. + vi = L.
t

+ a.U.
1 it

+
1 .t

The implicit assumption iethe conventional labor force statistics is

that . * 0 anda. = 1.0 for all groups and..the variance of v results01
1

oniy%from s'ampling errors. In.principle it should be.possible to test

one or more of these assumptions.

It is worth observing that ai need not be smailler than unity be-

cause the true labor supply may be larger than the mere sum of measured

employment and unemployment. In this, case the quantity Ai + (oi - 1) vi

.'1. For a rather more formal discussion see Orley Ashenfelter, "Unem-
ployment as Disequilibrium in a Model of Aggregate Labor Supply,"
Working Paper No. 104, Industrial RelatiOns Section, Princeton
University, Princeton, N.J., November 1977.

I
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would measure discouraged workers who did not report themselves as un,

employed for one reason or another. It is also worth observing that the

case a . 0 does not imply there is no "true" unemployment because 0 may

be very large. *The case a 0 does imply, hoWever, that movements in

measured unemployment are poor estimates of movements in true unemploy-
.

ment.

Equation (2) suggests that the parameters ai and Oi might.be esti-.

matable by regression after rewriting it as

(311E.=1,.+0.+ a.0 * v.
it 1 it . t

Of course, Lit is not observed and so'"further hypotheses are clearly

required to implement thig approach. To proceea suppose that the lar

tor supply of two groups is known to be the sane apart from some estim-

atable function In particular, assume that for the inage-group the

labor-supply of black and white workers of the spe sex is related as

. (4) I., = L + Y,;:s y t +Et
Dy Wt .

where e is a disturbance term. The logic of equation (4) is that the

same'sorts of variables, such as the wage rate and family income, de-

terniine the labor upply of black and white workers and these varia-

,bles ought tO move smoothly relative to each4pther over time.

Finally, writing (3) for black and' white workers separatellIT-sub-

tracting the latter from the former, and substituting (4) leads to

O.
(5) Ebt - Ewt = YO + A f3w) 4. 4Cf 1" 'awljwt abUbt -/"Iq

Al ough there are a number of econometric difficulties that I shall

art e up below, equation (5) suggests that a simple regression of the
*

difference in the emple, lent/population rates between blacks and whiteg

on the unemployment/IJ. lationiates of blacks'and whites cA, in prin-

ciple, identify the aramaters ab'and aw t*. Nete, however, that the

parameters Oi and yo canno-t- identified so that whether measured
, .

unemployment is an ppw41 or downward biased estimate of true unem-

ploymInt cannot be determined either. Still, estimaes of ihe a par-
l' i

ameters are suggestive of the extent to which movements in measured
*

unemployment over time have an unambiguous Keynesian-style interns-
e.

tation. .

4.9
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.

Finally, in the case where the parameters a and a
w

are equad it
, b

Si

is possible to write (5) as

(5a)
Ebt Ewt m.YO (ab (3,w) Yitt+ a (Uwt Pbt) ei

The form of the estimating equation brings out clearly the simple logic

of the empirical exercise I shall report below. In effect, the assump=\

....Zion of-a close relationship betWeen the labor supPly of blacks and

eites implies that with.clean measurement of unemployment the slope
0

of the relationship between differences in the employment/Population

ratios of blacks and whites and differences in the unemployment/poral-°'

lation ratios of blacks and whites should be minus unity. It is,to

my preliminary efforts to estimate this relationship that,I shall turn

next.

INITIAL ESTIMATES

The,estimates of equation,(5a) in Tables 2 and'Sifor the age

groups indicated are based,on annual.average employment and unemploy-

ment per caPta over the period 1954 to 19771, which is the period for

which consistent data on teenagers are available. I have used annual

averages so as to avoid.the adjustments in the seasonal pattern of

these'data that would be necessay using quarterly or monthly data.

This sitrong seasonal pattern also may imply more complicated laborde-

cisions than would be capyred by so simple a specification as equau

tion (4) andso it seemed best to avoid these difficulties at this

point. I have also fitted these equations in first-differences through-

out because initial experimentation with a standard procedure that al-

lbwed the disturbances to'follow a 4rst-order autoTegression produced

fitted serial correlation coefficients that were near unity for all

groups.

The results for males in Table 2 clearly suggeit that for the

,older groups a is near unity. the resulk for thirty-five to forty-
,-.

\four-Year-olds in Table 2 are included to ee lvw the onsistency test
%.,Ts

implied by equation (5a) works for a prime-aged group wh e unemploy-

ment presumably has the least'ambiguous interpretation. As can be seen
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'TABLE ;\\\
a

LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATES. OF EQUATION (5a)2

FOR MALES, 1954-1977

44,

Asm Group
. e

Constant

Estimat'es-

1

dll ,

of:

R
2

s

-Durbin-Watson
Stktistic

14 - 115 -.0075 -.922'"'' :147 i 1.71?

(.0033) .(.484)

17 =.0103 ,535 .300 2.73

(.0031) (.178) .

18 19 .0113 1.06 .596 2.09
% (.0038) (.190)

.c

20 - 24 -.0051 .998 .574 1.89
(.0026) (.188)

.35,- tit a -.0014 1.02
(.0011)

i^c
(.109)

Oiv

a *
Estimated standard errors ln parentheses. The dat p. are

from the iame source as noted in.Table 1.

'40P

4.
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- TABLE 3'

LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATES OF.EQUATION.(5a)

..FOR FEMALES, 1954-1977

Age Group

- 14 - 15

16 -

18 - 19

20-214

A

_

se

a
Estimate- of:

. Constant a
R2

-.0082 -.702 .098

(.0030) (.464)

-.0081 -.204 .o186

(.0033) (.3e3)

Durbin-Watson
Statistic

2.49

2.86

-.0038 ..047 .000 . . 2.10

. (.0059)' (.343)

k

-.0055 1.30 , .306

(.0043) (.14,38)

.. 1
-.0059 '.381 .082 1.41

(.10022) (.277)
a

a
timated standard\errors in parentheses. The data are

zfrom the same sourc\aS noted in Table 1.

gt,

4
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from the-table, a =1.02 for this
o

cise in the statisticai'sense, so

Ttiough somewhat less pxecise, the

group wad-.this estimate is quite pre-

ihat these data'clearly pass the test.

estimates for twenty- to twenq-four

year-Olds and eighteen-year-olds are also ery close to unity. The es-

timate for Sixteen-. to seventeen-year-olds,'on the other hand( is near,

one-half and is precisely enough estimated that both the hypotheses *'

that a =.1.0 and a = 0.0-may be firthly rejected. Finally, the estimate

of a for fourteen- to fifteen-year-olds has a perverse sign and is esti- 4

mated precisely enough so tirt even though the hypothesis a . 0 Cannot

be rejetted,.the data are not conskstent with a value much larger than

zero either. In s611, the measured Unemployment data for male fourteen-

and fifteen-year-olds,'and to a lesser extent .for sixteen- and seventeen-

year-olds, does not behave as leuld be expected if they were free of

measurement error. By comparian the data for older groups does be-

have in the expesaed fashion.

As can be seen from Table 3, the estimate's of a for females are.

imprecisely estimated.compareda.to those for, males. Although this may

be a result of greater measurement error variance I suspect it is more

a result of a larger variance in the relationship between black and
e

. white labor supply measures in equ#tion (4) and is a reflection of the

known greater volatility in labor supply r women. In either Case,

f'hoviever, the estimate s. of a for allithre of the age groups from four-

teen through nineteen are not significantly different from zero. More
,

. .

over, they are precisely enough estimated that the hypothesis a = 1.0

can be firmly rejected; For the twenty- to fwenty-four-year-old group

a = 1.3 and the hkpothesis Et ='0 can certainly be ruled out; For the

thirty-five to forty-four-year-old group, on the other hand, the esti-

. mate of a is closer to zero than unity, buf the latter hypothesis can

only barely.be rejected by the usual tests. Taken together, these re, ,

sults raise serious questions about the interpretation of the measured

unemployment statistics for all teenage females.

4 Table.4 contains the results of relaxing the assumption ah = aw
. .. , .

,

and fitting equation (5) to the data for the' various age groups. As

can he seen from the table, apart from the increase in estimated stand-



ESTIMATES OF

SO .

A

TABLE 4

AND a FROM4QUATION (5)a.

.`

Age Group Estlmates for Males Estimates for Females

14 --15

. 1

a
b

-.883
(.513)

a

-1%36
(1.64)

4

V4

b

(.474)

a

.770
(2.14)

16 - 17 .531 .326 -.129 t .62k

(.166) (.453) (.329) . (r821)

18. - 19 1.08 .942 .091 -.224

1(.197) (.268) (.364), (.717)

4

20 .924 .630 1.22 .396

(.172) (.229) 4 (.425) (.811)

35 414 .976 .903 .520 1.12

(.171) (.346) (.304) (.732)

a
Estimated standard errors in parentheses.

5.>

4
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,ard errors the results for males are changed very-little compared to

those in Tati4e 2. -Although.none of the differences between the esti-r 4, .

. mates ofloci, and a Afor makes in the table are statistically'significant

there isla
,

clear indtbation that the a estimates for blacks are'larger
..

V . . .,

than for' hites, This is especially the caSe for twenty- to twenty-ibur

ill
,. .

yeir-old , but it ds also the case for all,of the other groups as Well.
k

°Takdn at face value.these/res ults suggest that the dramatic increase

in measureckblack unemp4ymeht rateS among the dighteen and over at-
,

egories are indoed seriouSonitraints on the labor market'c oices of

these workers.-

The point estiiates fo*Jemales in
,

changed from those ifi Tat44 3:0 but they

in arstatistical sense. As a result it

Table 4 are Also generally un-s

are even more poorly determined

seems pointless to try to draw
1 ,

further conclusiori4 regarding female behavior frbm these results. In-

stead; I turn next to a number of econometric pr/blems with these re.-

. sults, including especially an attempt to reduce_the imprecision in

., ,theestimatesotthea.that is motivated by the imprecision of the,
i

1

estimates for females. °

.

SOME COMPLICATIONS

absence aradditional data theionly way to increase the

precision of the estimates of the-al pdrameters in Tables 2 and O'b

by the introduction of some,oplausible prior information into the esti-

mation process. Since I expected that, if anything, these coefficients
Thl

would be likely 6 increase with age this seeTed,like a plausible place

to start. .In particular, suppose we.assume-ab = aw and array these
h0

coefficients by age so that i'is now an-index of age. Suppose fur-
.

ther that ai . a(i),is a polynomial function in age. For a particular
WV ar 9 4

Sex group, andignoring thirty-five to forty-folir-year-olds, this gives
,

four, points ong the polynomiil so thtfthing is gained by taking a
,.,

polynomial g eater than'degree three because/this requires the estimat

tion of four parameters:. In fact, I star& by assumingothat the a.
n ,

1

fell along a first=degree plynomial, then estimated.the resulting

- equations by-the familiar "seemingly unrelated iegressions" method,

,
.

ri I

4

'6.
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1 4

and finally tested' the implied restrictions.2 Following this procedure .

rv

sequentially led tila ffrst-degree'polvoiria1 for the female coeffi-
.

t. 3

cients and a second-degree polynomiaPfor the mafe coefficients. - The

estimates.of the a; following Ais procedure are contained in Table 5.
1.

As can be Seen frbi the table, the coefficient estimates for males

Tange very little from the unrestricted.estimates in Table 2 and glere

is very little gain in statistical precision.either: On the other hand,

theicoefficient estimates for females in Table 5 are also little changed

from tte unre#Icteikestimates in Table 3, but estimated standard er-

rors decfine by'almost one-third. The result is that previous conclu-

sions about females becole'stronger, with the implication that the-in-

terpretation otmeasUredifemale teenage unemployment ratel is even

more suspect.

A final serMillus shortcoming with the least squares estimates of

1

equations (5) and"(5a) is that the erroi terms.in thcise equations may

be correlated with the unemployment/populUtion ratios used as right-
w

. hand varia les in them; For example, a positive fillip to the error

li
,-

terra in eq tion (4) impliestthat trUe black labor supply ilirroeases

.ftAstive to true white labor supply. 'But if measured Unemploytent

s componipt of the offer to sell labor so that u O.0, then

'both measu d lilackCAtployment and measured black unemployment May in-

crease% The esuft is that the composite error term in equation*(5a)

11
2. See old Ze lner; "An Efficient Method of Estimating Seemingly

Unrelate Re essions and Tests for Aggregation Bias," Journal of
the American Statistical Association, vol. 57(June 1962), pp.348-68.

The calculated F-ratio for testing the first-degree polynomial re-
striction against the unrestricted estimates for females was .05,

- with two and eight-four degrees of freedom. For males this calcu-

lated F-ratio was 6.24, which implies clear rejectioh of the re-

strictions. With the second degree polynomial the comparable

F-ratio was .08 for males.
A
As a matter of interest, the fitted

*polynomial fcr..gemales was a 99 + 25i, where i 1, 3, 5, and

8.5, and thesbcorrespond to
i
the scaled*midpoints of the fourteen .

to fifteen, sixteen-to seventeen, eighteen to nineteen, and twenty

to twenty-four age ranges. For males the fl.tted polynomial was

a. Is 1.9 + 1.1i - 111.4 . The coelffitients in Table 5 are esti-

mited values of a
i
based on these equatpns.,
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*TABLE 5

SEEMINGLY UNRELATEb REGRESSION

ESTIMATES OF a = ab al; CONSTRAINED TO

FOLLOW A POLY1i0MIAL IN AGE

Age GrOup

114 - 15

16 - .17

-t
a

Estimates for
$

Males Temalee

-.896 -.753
(.406) (.3o8),

*

.1491 -.261
(.121) (.206)

1,

- 19 1.03 .231
(.148) (.182)

20 - 214 .878 1.b9
,3.175) (.348)

a

f
f

Estimated standa,rd errors in Tarentheses.

s
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will be correlated with,the unemplyment/population ratio Used as an .

ipdeperident variable_and the least squaies estimator'will be biased.

There are two points that may be made about,this issue. First,

this form of "simultaneity bias" need not invalidate an appropriate

test of the hypothesis a=0 based on the least squares estimates.

After all, undei this null hypothesis the error term and the unemploi-

ment ratio will be uncorrelated so that the probabilitkief a tyjoe 1

error...will be properly controlled.even though the power of this test

.

may be excee4ingly low. Second, it is in principle possible to rem-

edy this deficiency bx.adopting an dppropriate instrumental variable

estimatork) f

In practice I.have experimented with a simple instrumental var-

iable estimator for equation (5a) with only mil* success. .I have
. .

used the employnient/ population ratios for black and white thirty-five

to forty-four-ye0-old adults as instruments.for the difference be-
,

tween the unemploymenthiopulation ratios of the varima younger 'groups.

As could be predicted from the'low explained variances for females in

Table 3 this procedure led to estimated standard errors for the a co-

efficients.for the female groups that were so large as.to render the

estimates themselves useless. Th results for the male groups were

somewhat better determined and theare contained in Table 6.

As can be seen from the table these estimates of the a. coeffi-

cients for males are generally larger than the least squ.gr4 estimates

in Talile 2. Still, the basic conclusions remain generally unchanged.,,

For the fourteen- to fifteen-year-old group the estimate of a is es-:

sentially zero as before. For the sixteen- tO seventeen-year-old

group the estimate of a is now greater than unity, but its associaxed

standard error is so large as to render this conclusion very weak. ;

Clearly,.better estimates along these lines would be useful and this

may be a good topic for future research.

I.

0
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.CONCLUSI NS

\tn tis pher I have set out 4 simple consigtency check on the

-extent tb. which measured teenage unemployMeAt.behaves As if it were a

part of:the offer to sell labor. The basic idea behind'this consis-
.

tency cht;ck is that iPlabor supply were a known quantitiand if unem-

'55 j

ployment,were measured without error there would be a oneIto-one.neg-

ative relationghip between employment and'unemployMent. .0f course,

- the labor sm4ply of any group is unobserved, but if two groups.offered

the same quaritity of labor to the market then there would stAll be,,an

observable one-to-one negative relationship between the 4ifferences in

employment and unemployment for the two groups, I implement this

scheme empirically for male and female fourteen to fiftipen, sixteen .

to seventeen, eighteen to nineteen, twenty to twenty-four, andsthirty-

five to forty-fouryear.-olds ilor assuming that the unobserved labor

'supply of blacks and whites is identical apart from a'constant and

steady trend. Although there are a number of econometric difficulties

associated with this procedure the results suggest that for males

eighteen and over and for females twenty and over there is a clear.neg-
.

ative relationship between employment and unemployment differenb.rs,

but that for younger groups there is nof. T4s suggests that congid-

erable research and experimentatl with the.measuremen of teengge

unemplOyment should be undertaken before these ttatistic$ re taken

at face valve.

, .

e
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The level of economic activity may have bbth direct and indirect

effects on young adults.* Economic conditions directly affect 4e

probability of becoming unemployed and current earnings. In addition,

the unemploytent rate may indtmctly effect youth by influencing their

labor force participation decisions. This paper investigates the re-

spon iveness of the labor supply'of young men and women to the level

56

YOUTH PARTICIPAtION RATES'ANO THE.

' prAILABILITY' OF. JOBS
44, .

By:, Francine D. Blau

If

ABSTRACT

This papv,uses laata from the National Legitudinal Surveys to ex-
amine the relationship between'local area unemploliment rates and the
labor supply behavior of youth aged eighteen to twenty-four in 1970.
The net'effect of the unemployment rate on the probability of labor
force participation in 1970 is faund to be negative. Net discourage-
ment appears to be greater Along young women than among young men; and
to be larger among blaCks than among whites. Since local labor market
unemployment rates, tend to be correlated over time, the coeffiqient on
the unemployment rate varial;le in the participation 'regressions was held ,

to approXimate a long-term supply response to persistent intercity dif-
ferences. The net impact of the,unemNoyment rate.on labor supply ad-
justments.over a one-year period,is 'also examined. No significant ef-
fect of the unemployment rate on the.probhbilfty of labor force entry
or exit between 1970 and 1971'1s.1ohtained.'

These f;ndints-suggest that net effect bf the ups and downs of the
business cycle on the labor force participation of youth would not be
very great. However, prolonged periods pf high unemployment could pfo-
duce pet discouragement for this age'gr p. At the level of the local .

labor market our results suggest the ef icacy andimportance of polidies
designed to stimulate aggregate demand in depressed labor markets.

INTRODUCTION

of nemployment.

Economists view the response of labor supply to the unemployment

rate as being the!,net result of two oppAing effects. The additibnal

worker effect predicts tfutt, daring times of high unemployment, if

the primary earner(s) /
becomes (tocome) unemployed, other family.mem-

bers may miter or postpone exit from the ',abor faice in order to main-
\

thfi family income. Such individuals may leave the labor force when

*I am indebted to Lawrende Kahn for helpful comments and suggestios.
I would like to thank Ronald Seeber for research assistance. 511Fy

remaining errors or omissions'arert4e nsibility of.the author.
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economic conditions improve and the primary earnet(s)-is (are) again

employed on a Tegular basis. Altetnatively, the discouraged worker A

effect holds that, during times of high uneriploymenWwhen individuals

become unemployed, they may bedome discouraged and drop out of the 4-

bor force after a'fruitless period of job search. Others may postpone

labor force entry until economic conditions improve. Theoretically

loth these effects may operate simultaneously on labor force entries

and exits to produce a net effec on labor force participation. The

direction of this net effect st be det4rmined empirically, although

the cyclical sensitivity of abor supply, behavior is expected to be .

greater for troups which have tradttionally had a weaker attachment -'

to the_labor force, like married women and young adults. (

Knowledge of the,directiori and magnitude of the net effect of

the unemployment rate on the labor force participation ofjouth has

extremely important policy implications. If the discouraged worker

effect prevails, unemployment stafistics will tend' to undererstimate

the job creation task ahead'for this'group. This may result in the

adoption of monetary and fiscal.policies which ate not sufficient to
'4

reach.desired goals. .In addition, to the'extent that time out of

the labor force is spent unproductively, young people will suffer neg-

ative effects on t eir'subsequent earnings due to delayed labor force

entry and/or bre their work histories.

If the additio worler effect ),,s dominant, unemployment sta-
,

tistics will tend to overestimate the futute need for jobs, possibly

resulting in over-stimulatory macro-policiellipnd exacerbated inflation

problems. In.addition, the need to'supplement family income may cause

yOung people to interrupt or curtail their schooling with negative

consequences goktheir future earAing power.' In addition, to the ex-

vtent that young people are concentrated.in particular occupttions or
Atm.,
industries, accelerated entry during recessions wouN increase'com-

petition for these jobs and worsen employment coliditions in these'sec:

tors.
s

ihe empirical evidence on the 41reet-ien-and magpitude of the dis-

couraged-additiohal worker effect is mixed. RecentttmAseries studies

,
''',.....V...* '-.".:

P 't
Ve 1t'
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Suggesst-that, .in most cases, the discouraged worker effeCt predominates;4

butehat the negative effect of the unemployment-I-ate on labor force

participation is not.very.large. 1
Using_gross flow data from tilt cur-

,

rent population survey, Smith presents evidence sUggesting that he

-ob erved cyclical sensitivity Of the.rabor force is due to the increase

i the number ofolfnempiOy.ed workers during a recession coupled wift,
the.strong likelihood of leaving the 1a6o orce when unemployed. Ac-

cording.to SOth, postponement of labor orce entry during times of

high unepployment does not play an important role.
2

Such time series

.itudies suffer from a lack of detailed data on the'personal character-

istics-of worlers. This means that the time series.results do not un-

ambiguously measure the impact of changes in the.unemployMent rate on

the labor supply ddcisions Of otherwise enticalindividuals, since

the estimated relationship is affected b Compositional actors as,

well.
4

.Cross-sectional studies may be relarded as measuring'the long-.

run impact 'of unemployment on participatVbn rates. They gene?ally indi-
*

cate that the impact of the local labor market unemployment rate on

the area labor force participation rate is negative, significant, and

larger than the results obtained for time series studies.
3

However,

such findings have been Altioned by Fleisher and Rhodes because of

the aggregation problems entailed in the use of average data for the

local labor market. After correcting for these problems, Fleisher and

1. See, for example, Micnael.Wachter, "A Labor Supply Model.for Sec-
ondary Workers,: The_ Review of Economcs and.Statistics, vol. 54 '4

* (May 1972) and Peter Barth,."Unemployment and Labor Force Partic-
ipation," Southern Economic Journal, vol. 34 (January 1968). For
an exiellent review of the early literature on this subject, see
JacoMMincer, hLabor Force Participation and Unemployment:- A Re-
view of Recent Evide ce" in Margaret Gordon and Robert Gordon, eds.,
Prosperity and Unemp_ yment (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1966).

2. Ralph Smith, "The Nsc
Proceedings of the Ame

Ecodetitcs Section, 19/4.

3. See.,Oor example, William Bowen and T. Aldrich Finegan, The Econ-

uraged Worker in a Full Employment Economy,"
iean Statistical Association., Business and

,,114,
,.';i1Ww;1

omics of Labor Force Piriticipation (PrinCeton, N.J.: Princeton
University Piess, 1969):'
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and Rhodes find no evidence that the unemployment rate has a significant

negative effect on the labor, force participation: rate.4 IHm'ever, using

microdata for-a sampfe of mature married,wdmen: Blau found eVidence of

signi,ficant net discouragement among whites and a.significant addition-
5

al worker efgct among blackS.

This paper uses data from the National Longitudinal Surveys of

. Young Men and Women to examine the impact of the unemployment rate on

labor force particfpation. The sample is restricted, to youth aged

eighteen to twenty-four in 1970, the initial year of the analysis. A

cross-sectional approach is used in which the impact of the local labor

mailet unemployment rate'is asc rtained while the effects of other var-
4

iables whi'ch influence labor sup ly behavjor are'held constant. Since

9
data On individulds'are Used, ag regation blems are not'an issue.

1

The\net effect of the level f unemployment is investigated by

introaming the local labor marke uneiployment,rate into regression.,

equations estimating: (1) the probability that a respondent will farr

el
ticipate in the labor fldrce during the 1970 survey week, (2) the cohdi-

%

4 A4Belton' Fleisher and George-Rhodes, "Unemployment and the Labor

Force Participation of Married Men and Women: A Simultaneous
I.

Model," The RevieW of Economics'and Statistics, vol, 58 (Novem-

-
ber 1976): See also Belton.Fleisher and-George Rhodes, "Indi-

Vidual Labor Force Decisions and dnemployment in.Local tabor

Markets: -A Foundation for Policy Planning," unpublished workiric

paper,. undated. The authors claim that OLS estimates using aggre-!

gate cross- ectional data are biased, since unemployment rates in f.

local labor
)rn
arketS are in fact determined simultaneously with

labor for4e participation rates.

Francine Blau, "The Impact of the Unemployment Rate on Labor Force

Entries and Exits," unpublished paper presented at the Secreta?4,

'of Laboyes Invitational Conference on the National Longitudinal

surveys of Mature Women, Washington,: D.C., January 26, 1978.

. *For a aescription of the National
Longitudinal Surveys data for

these cohorts see Paui'Andrisani and Andrew Kohen; Career Thresh-

ds,:, A ongitudinai Study of the Educational and Labor Market

Ex eri of Male YoUth, vol.,5 (Columbus,,Ohio: Center for Human

ource Research, Ohio State University, 1975) -and Frank Mott. .

et al., ears for Decision: A Longitudinal.,Study of the Education-

al Labo Market and'Famil Ex eriences o Youn AWIlmen, 1968 to

19 3, vo . 4 ColumbusOhio: Center for Human Resource Research,
e

y Ohio St e University, 1977).
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tional probability that a respondentiwill enter the labor force'by the

1971 survey week (given s/he is out of the labor, force at the time of
r.

the 1970 survey),. and (3) the.conditional probabilitOat a respondent

will exit the labor foice by the 1971 suvey week (given s/he is in Oie

labor force at the time of the 19.--ia survey}. Local unemployment rates

tend,to be correlated over time. Thus, the measured impact of the un-

employment rate on the participation probability (specification one)

would reflect long-term adjustments to persistent intercity differences.

Where the focus is upon labor force entry and exit; as in specifications

two and threlp, a one-year period has ueen-allowed for the change in la-.

lor supply behavior to take place. If, for exampte, there are'consid--

erable transaction costs involved in moving into and out of the labor

'force,
7
the impact of the unemployment rate on supply behavior mfty be

less in the case of entry and exit rirobabilities t an in the case of

the participation probabilities. Moreover, both typ s of cross-sec-.

tio al estimates may exceed the cyclical sensitivity 9f labor supply

to short-term changes In the unemployment rate
.8

In'the participation regression, the dominance of the discouraged IL,

worker effect would be indicated by a negative coefficient on the udg.:

ployment rale, the 4ominapce of the addltional worker effect, by a
z

7. James Heckman and Robert Willis, "A Beta-logistic Model for the
' Analyslis of Sequential Labor Force Participation/6Y Married Wo-

men," Journal of Politic9 Economy, vol. 85 (February 1977).

8. On the other hand, the4ample-Inc1udes individuals who changed .

their residences between 1970,and 1971. Such an opportunity to al-
ter the labor market conditions one faces through intercity migra-
tion has no counterpart when the national economic situation is the
relevant context. This consideration would reduce the magnitude of-
the upward, bias discussed in the text (of he cross-sectional as
comparecrto the cyclical responses), but ost probably would noti
eliminate it. It was decided to include individuals who changed
their residences over the period so as ti5 eliminate any selectiv-'
ity bias,that would result from restricting the sample to those

A who did not attempt twalter their'situation. See Edward Kalachek,
Donald Larson and Fredrick Raines, "An InvettiVation of Dynamic La-
bor Supply Adjustment," unpublished.working paper prepared for the
Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor,

. March 1977, for,an analys.is which considers the question of the'
speed with which'labor supply adjustments in work hours are made.

r)
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4

, positive coefficient. In the entry and exit regressions, an increase

in the unemplogment-rate would, other things equal, work to,d4grease

the probability of entering the labor force and/or to increase the

probability of exiting the labor forge, if the,discouraged work r effect -

predominates. If.the-additional worker effect is dominant, a r se in

the unemployment rate would', all else equal, be associated with!an in-

cretse in the probability of Ttering ihe labor
7

force and/or a 4ecrease
1 -

in the probability of exitingThe labor:force.

The labor force status. of thb young men and women ill the ample is
, ft

summarized in Table 1: In this age group,male laim, force pa ticipa.:

tion ra!tes,were one quarter to a 'third higher than female rate in 1970.

Women mere somewhat more likely than men to eXperience unempl ent,

while the incidence of unemployment among blacks was consider bly higher

than among whites. Young women were four times as likely as oung men

to exit from the labor.force between 1970 and 1971, and one h lf to

three fi6hs as likely to enter'the labor force between thos two years.

:THE MODEL

The labor force particlpation decision of an individual may be con-

ceptualized as one in which.the individual and his or her f ily deter-

mine the allocation of/each member's time between work in t e market and

various nonmarket activities such as school attendance (in estment in-fa-

ture market productivity), home work and leisure.9 This ecision pro-

cess.involves comparing the relative advantages of market and nonarket

activities at each point in time. An individual partici ates in the la-

bor force at_time t if the value of hi; or her time in t e market,
wt'

exceeds the value of his or her time in nonmarket activ ties, wt*.

..*

See, for qgample, Gary Becker, "A Theory of the A location of

Time," The Economic Journal,.tol, 75 (September 1 65); Jacob

Mincer, "Labor Force Participation of Married Wo en: A Study of

Labor Supply" in H. Gregg Lewis, ed., Aspects of Labor Economigs,

A Conference of the Universities--National Bure u Committee of Econ-

omic Research (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton Unive sity Pr4ss, (1962);

Reuben Gronau, "The Intrafamily Allocation of ime: The Value of

the Housewives' Times," American Economic Review, vol. 63 (Septem-

ber 1973); *nd JameS Heckman, "Shadow Prices, ?grket Wages and

Labor SufaNy," Econometrica, vol. 42 (July 1974).
A

-
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TABLE'1

.LABOR FORCE STATUS', 1970-71

(percent)

Males

Labor Force Status., 4970

.Empldyed

Unemployed

Out.of Labor Force

. Change in Status, 1970-71

.Entry ratea

Exit rate
b

Whites ,Blacks

( = 1840) = 681)

75.1 74..6

6.3 12.0

13.4

55.7 60.4

4.8 5.6

Females (n = 2163)

54.6

6:7

38.7-

2-9.2:'

20.0

(n 851)

46.2

13.0

40.8 :

37.5

23.4

Labor _force. Status, 1970

Employed .

Unemployed

4 . Out 6f Labor Force
,

Change in Status, 1970-71

'.Entry ratea

Exit rate
b

rtion of those leSpondents wh') were out of the labor force
ngithe 1970 survey week who had entered by the 1971 surxeY

week.

b
Ptoportion,of those respondents whowere in the labor foce,during
the 1970 survey week who had exited.by the 1971 survey week.
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(w
t
* is the.shadow price'cif time in nonmarket activities When ,zero work

v.

hours are supplied to the market.) S/he does not,participate if wt is

less than w * The tendency of many famil es to practice sex role spe-
t

cialization'in the allocation of market and nwiarket tasks me4nS that

the same vari;bles will not necessarily influence the value of in

the same way for men. and women. For example, other things equal, mar-

riage may raise w4 for women, but lower it for men. 4 is also impor- ,
\\I

tant to poi t out that labor market discrimination on the basis ok
. \

race or sex may influence labor supply decisions by lowering w. In

the context of the labor supply model, individuals are viewed as pur-

suing optimizing behal)lor. "However, outcomeg are not necessarily op-
)

timal from a social point of view, since they may reflect a disadv

taged labor market status for some individuals.
10

An individual may change his or her labor force status between.

.time t and' t+1 if the value of market and/or home time changes. The

ffect of a given change in the value'of market or home time depends,

,

hd*.ever, on the initial situati n, that is, the relative magnitudes of

w
t

and w
t
* For example, suppos Over the course of a year a woman

has an additional child. This is expeAed to increase the value of

her nonmarket tiMe.. If she was previously in the labor force, will

she now exit? Not necessarily. If the value of hersmarket time ini-

tially greatly exceeded the,valUe of her (nonmarket time, then it is

possible filat she will remain in the labor force. On the,other hand,

wer the .gap betwpen wt and wt*-smaller, she might exit. Thus, the

p #ro ability of labor force exit or entry depends on both the initial

Values of home and market time and On the changes in those values that

have occurred over the period.

While the notions of the value of market time and nonmarket time

are useful theoretical concepts, it is generally not possible to ob-

,

serve directly or measure w
t
and W

t
*. This is obviously the case with

10. Marianne Ferber and Bonnie Birnbaum,("The 'New Home Economics':

Retrospects and Prospects," Journal of Consumer Research, vol. 4

(June 1977).have criticized household decisionLmaking models for

their assumption of ttionalitw,pad underemphasis of the role AV

tradition in determintng the d1ision of,tasks within the family.,
.

6 7
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respect to the value of nonmarket time. The value_of market time,.in,

the form of the market wage rata, can be qbserved for individuals who
,4

are dirrentliemployed. However, even in this case, it is 'not clealt.

that the obsefved wage rate fully represents all aspects of the value

of market time. The value of am individual's time spent in the.market
4

depends on the nonpecuniary as well as the pecuniary aspects of his or

her.work. It depends not simply on the current wage, but on the pros-

'pects for wage growth in the futUre and the wage penalty fillociatpd

with the labor force athdrawal in each type of work. In addition, if

an individual tomes unemployed, the alternative opportunities open

to him or.her must also be couentred,11 and market conditions.must be

taken into account.

Thus it may be hoth necessary and desirable to represent both w

and w
t
* by the set of exogenous variables that determine them,,rather

than by their actual values. In this study, labor supply behavioT.is

explained by a vector of personal characteristics, including race, e41.1.-

cat'ion, potential experience, health, marital status, number ofidepen-

-dents, and net,family assets, and labor market characteristics, includ-
,

ing the labor market unemployment rate, the size of,the local labor.

I

market and southeim resi e (Fable 2).
,

In the exit regreSs .job characteristics such as union cover-
-- _....---

age and occupation are included to represent such factors as the non-'

pecAniary aspect of work, opportunities for wage growth through employ-

e)/
rient and the wage penaltkes for discontinuo6.participatio .,. Ho*ever,

the ability to locate job with specificAaracteristi s may deilend
..4

on economic conditions in the locality. In addition, job characteris-

'tics may Pepresent self-selection as well as environmental fact

, Thus results are presented both with and without these variables in-

cluded..
.

In.both the entry and exit regressions, the impAct of c pges

over the 1970-71 pel'iod are.Consieered. Changes in Same of e explan-

atory variables were not considered to be solely causes of c1es in

11. That is, the wholevage distribution.must be considered.

).

*



TABLE .2
.

VARIABLE DEEINITIONS

,

Dependent Variables t C4 .

ILF Dummy variable equaling °Reif respondent wag in the labor force
during'the 1970 survey week, and zero otherwise,

-
.NL Duthmy variable equaling one if respondent was in the labor force

during. the 1971 sur,r9 week (given resi)ondent was out of the kabor.
force at the time of the 1970 survey), and zero otherwise.

LN Dummy variable eqnaling One ifrespondent was out of the labor force
during the. 1971Survey Week.(given respondent was in the labor force
at tte time Of the:1970 sivvey),.and4zer6 otherwise.

:,Explailatory Variables

RACE -Dummy variable equa i g.one if respondent.is black, and zero other-
wise.

ED Highest grade attained (years).

0

POTEXt Potential..labor market experience Age..i Education - §ix. Experience'
isconStrained not,td,begin-befotf!age 14. -

,

4E4LTH Dummy variable equaling- one if health limits the kind or amaunt of
work the respondent'can do, and zero otherwise.

MSP .Dummy.variable'equalIng one it...respondent iS married spouse present,
and zero'otherwise.

DEPS 'Number Of dependents,excludi

ASSET. Net family assets, ($1,-00s).
it

pouse..

.- .

UNION Dummy variable equaling one if respond 'S wages are set by collective
. .

bargaining, and zera otherwise.

°PTM
,

Dummy variable equaling one iyespondent is a professional, 'echnical

or managerial worker, and zero otherwise.
4 I:

SERV Dummy variable equaling one ifreSpondent is a service Worker, and
\m,zero OtherWise.

UE. Local labor market vemployment rate (annual average).

. SOUTH Dummy variable equaling one if respondent resides in the south, and
,

zero otherWise.
4

SIZE of local labor marketrj(100,000s).
. t P
0

0
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TABLE 2 .

VARIABLE DEFIRITIONS. (conid.)

.11

CHDEP Chrnge in number of dependents.
4k

CHMSP DuMmy variable equaling one if respondent changes-marital status to
married spou.se present, and zero otherwise.

CHWDS Dummy vartable equaling one.if respondent ch nges marital status
from marrfed-spouse present to.widowed, divo ced or sepa-rate'd, and
zero otherwise.

CHIH yriMmy variable equaling one if respondent's health improves,,And-
zero otherwise.

4

CHDH Dummy variabae equaling one if respondent's health deieri ates, and
zero otherwise.' .

UERACE OE X.RACE.

el

a.

0

0
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the individual's labor.force behaiiiAr. For example, the ma itude of

assets might change.as other family members.respond to a ch nge.in the

individual's behavior. In addition, changes in assets over the period

may be due tweConomic conditions, and thus should be omitted so that 71\
4'

4

the full effect of economic conditions is captured by the unemployment
0,

rate variable. The impact of changes.in educational attainment over

the period would also be ambiguous as to causation. The focus is upon

changes in filealth, marital status and .number of dependents. It may be

argued that changes in labor force status, marital status and number

of dependents between q9Zand 1971 ate all determined simultaneously.

the assumption made here is that change's in marital statns and nu4ber

of depehdents are determined prior to the change in labor force behav-.

ior. This means that these variables wll be uncorrelatedwith th

error term so that unbild parameter estimates may be obtained with

ordinary least squares. However, in this case alio', the regAssion

resultS are presented with and without these variables inoluded.

,*

, EMPIRICAL RESULTk

The regression results obtained,using ordinary least sOares are

'shown.in Tablefor young men and Ire. 4 for young en.
12

The re1-1

lo4 adju-sTabre*s for the regressions are ch acteristic of

cross-sectional studies, particularly in the case of binary de endent

variables. In addVio small sample size is a problem in the(case

4'
40of the tale entry re

The strongest

labor force participa egressions (equation 1). Ihe coefficient

on the unemployment variable is negative and Significant in the female

on.

for the unemployment rate are found in the

-regression and negative and larger than its standard error in the male

-

regression. The inclusion of a raciak interaction tera in equation 2

suggesti that net discourage nt is greater among blaas than whites

(al,though tHe racial differenc is not significent in the case of

mares). 'Other things equal, a ne percentage point rise in the labor

Market unemployment rate would result in .a decrease of 1.06 percentage

12. Considerations of time precluded eXperimentation with the mare
appropriate logit'br probit specifications. 416



TABLE *3

REGRESSION RESULT$;.- YOUNG MEN'
.(Standard ErtOrs) 66.

Explanatory. Variables

Personal

Characteristics (1970) .

.10E 0.019466 0.05564
(0.01807) (0.04351)

.ED 0.00212 0.00211
(0.00459). (0.00659)

POTEXP 0203386a.'0.01388a-.
(0.00442.) "10.00443)

REALT1i- -003878 -0.03891

Pirtltcipation (ILE) Entry (NE)

(1) (2) (3)

,

(4)

../-'
.

-0.01521 -0.02234
(0.0/053) .(0.071780

0.01271 0.01462
(0.01974) (0.02007)

0.0)977
b

0.04192
b

(0.01956) (0.01968)

0,04885 0.20517

Exit (EN)

(5Y (6) (7)

0.02142c. 0.025292
b

02481b .

(0.01-262) (0.01272)* ( 1279)

-0.00519 -0.0043 0401
(0.00t5) (0.00333) .00334)

-0.01285a -0.01271a -0.01226a
(0.00298) (0.00300) (0-00304)

-0.001.00 0.00011 .0.0032s
(0.02614) (0.02615) .10153).-deu(0.1,6733) (O.01945) (0.01946) (0.0)198)

MSP a
013624

a

(0.01967) (0.01967)

DEPS 6.00919 0.00926
,....4 (0.01052). (0.01052

ASSET 0.00125 0.00126
(0.00095) (0.00095)

Job Characteristics
<1970)

MON

M.:

SERV

.21.57e . 0.24661c
0.14469) (0.1.4755)

f -0.00583 -0.00444
(0.12046) ((1.12138)

.-. -0.01227 -0.01181
(0.01179) (0.01182)

-0.01885 -0.01824 -0.0239.2c

(0.01270) (0.01273) (0.01410)

0.00184 0.00206 -0.00062 I
(0.00667) (0.00667) (0.00751)

,

-0.00020 -0.00020 -0.00022
(0.00058) (0.00058), (0.00058)

-0.01872 -0.01638
(001196) .(0.012(1)

-0.00841 -0.00902
(0.01579) (0.01579)

-0.03349
b

-0.03426
b

(0.01844) '(0.01843)

6



TABLE 3.

REGRESSION RESULTS: YOUNG MEN
(continue4)

A

- .

Explanatory Variables PartiCipation (ILF) Entry (NL) Exit (LN)

,.(1) (2) (3)

Labor Market 110.
21 1

.

haracteristics

UE

SOUTH

SIZE

Changes (1970-71)

OCHDEP

CHYSP

CHWDS

CHLH.

CHDIC

C (1970)

-0.66.545 -0.00445 NO.00298
(0.00357) (0.00433) (0.01240)

....--.

-0.04592a -0.04558a 0.10441
(0.01763) (0.01766) (0.06355)

cL000n 0.00015 0.00113
(0.00070.) 0.00070 (0,00250)

UERACE. -0.00310
(0.0075M)

(4) (5) (6) . .(7)

'2

.
.

,,
.

0.00157 -0.00212 -0.00183 -0.00180
(0.01247) (0.00249) (0.00250) (0.00249)

0.09188 -0.02519
b

-0.02816
b

-0.02674b
(0.06490) (0.01221) (0.01241) (0.0120.)

0.00113 0.00028 0.00029 0.00028
(0.00251) (0.00049) (0.00049) (0.00049)

0.06159
1S0.04716)

.--h.05641

(0.11.789)

(n.a.)

-0.24049
(0.20266)

-0.03670

(0.14002)

-0.00678
(Oloos11)

-0.04286b

(0.01708)

0.01697
(0.03744)

-0.00220
(0.03920)

0.01539

(0.02612)

1,

ta
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TABLE 3,

e"
REGRESSION RESULTS: YOUNG MEN

(continued)

\

.Explanatory Variables Participation (ILF) Entry. (NL) Exit (LN)

Constant Irerm
.

Adjusted R2

F-statistic

Observations

400\s

(1) (2) (3)

0.71350 0.90821
e

0.31410

.0.107 0.107 0.018

29.864 27.154. 1.649

(4) (5) (6) (7)

. 0.29625 0.16322 ,0.16021 0.161.79

0.016 0.021 A 0.021 0.025

.1.418 4.745 16.077 .'3.413

,2398 2398 35.3 353 1717 1717 1717

, .

n.a. not applicable.

a
Significant at the 1: level olka two-tailed test.

b Significant at tht: 5% level on\a two-tailed test,

c Significant at tho 10% level on A two-tailed test'..

. 4 .

iro

h`

AP



Explanatory Vakiables

TAgLE 4. REGRESSION RESULTS: YOUNG WOMEN

(Standard Errors)

Parsiciparlon OLP) Entry (NL)

Personal

Characteristics

(1)

(1970)

(2) (3)

_RACE 0.03069 016132
a

0.09267a
(0.02284) (0.05738) (0.03535)

Epe, 0.05843
a

005848
a

0.01P7
(0.00593) (0.00592) (0.0000).

POTEXP 003955
a

0.0398? *-0.01673
b

(0.00573) (0.00572) (0.00938)

HEALTH -0.08587
b

-0.08572
b

0.00403
(0.04299) (0.04295) (0.05908)

MSP -0.11871a -0.11820a -O. 4093
(0.02202) (0.022'00) (O. 629)

'UPS -0.08592a -0.08687a -0.01 35
(0.01202) (0.01202) (0.01 71)

ASSET -0.00044 -0.00049 -0 0 1

(0.00085) (3.00085) (0 121)

Job Characietistics

(1970)

.UNION'
t

PTM

SZiti

*P

of,

v

0.07999
b

(0.03583)

0.01687
(0.06878

-0.01840
(0.00941)

(5.)

0.01748
(0.02502)

-0.03738a
(0.00702)

-0.02337a
00614)

-0.08598 0,0 238

(0,09863), (0.0 179)

-0.05466 006078a

(0.03911) (0.02330)

-0.01214 003505
b

(0.01846) (0.01421)

-0.00140 0.00145

(0.00120) (0.00099)

7 5

Exit (LN)

(6) (7)

0.02683 0.01933
(0.02508) (3.02507)

-0.03760a -0.03309
a

(0.00776) . (0.00771)

-0.022390a -0.02429a
(0.00615) (0.00610)

0.07335 0.02752
(0.05160) (0.0783fi)

tt..061464a 007437a
/0.02319) (0.02477).

- *
-
0.03245

b
0.05217-

(0.01416) (0.01445)

0.00142 *0.00108
(0.00099) (000098)

-0.08794a -0:09249a
(0.02697) (0.02655)

0.04882 0.03445

(0.03489) (0.03443)

0.066/0 00 266
(0.02818) (0.02788)



Efcplanatory Variables

TABLE 4. REGRESSION RESULIS: YOUNG WOMEN

(continued)

Participation (ILF) Entry (NL) Exit (LN)

Labor Market

Characteristics

(1)

(1970)

(2) (3) (4) (5)

t

UE -0. 994a -0.01061 0.00149 -0.00041 -0.00051

...esomask (0.00554) (0.00669), (0.00812) (0.00808) (0.00635)

SOUTH
....-

-0.01840 -0.01540 0.02019 0 0.02998 --0.)0277

(0.02199) (0.02200) (0.03462) (0.03459) (0.(32384)

SIZE -0.00030 -0.00035 -0.00108 -0.00110 0.00031

(0.00090) (0.00090) (0.00146) (0:00146) (0.00094)

Chanes (1970-71)

:
-0.01345.CHDEP.
(0.02708)

. CHMSP

CHWDS.

CHIH

CHM

Interaction

UERACE

4

Alp

-0.02866
b

(0.01155)

it

A

7 6

0:04273

(0.05953)

0.394924
(0.09321) .

1( 0.11880)

0.14553

0.01511 i

(0.07181)

(6) (7)

0.00050 -0.0
(0.000634) (0.06

-0.01379 -0.0139
(0.02401) (0.02363).

0.00046 0.00075
(0.00094 D.00094)

0.09690a
(0.01791)

0.14225a

(0.03205)

-0.08668
(0.06392)

0.09977
(0.10148)

0.05814
(0.05317):
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TABLE 4. REGRESSION RESULTS: YOUNG WOMEN

(continued)

Explanatory Variables Participation (ILF) Entry (NL) \-s. Exit (LN)

. . (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (0 (7)

Constant Term 0.00595 -0.03855 0.16746 0.17693 0.66660 0.66235 0.57968

Adltstedil
2

0.085 0.087 0.044 0.060 0.027 0.037 0.068
_

F-StatiSic 24.390 5.485 S.O3 5.4321 5.576 71.225,22.778
v

ObserveAtons 2506 2506 .971 971 1531 1531 1531 .

4 .
,

a
Significont at the 1 percent level on a two-taile14('d- test.

?Significant at the 5 percent level on a two-talled test.

c
Significant at the 10 percent level on a two-tailed test.

.,
A

7 7
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points in the partici ation probability Of white young women-and 3.92

peTceptage points in the participation probability of black young wo-

men. Among miles,,the effects are smaller. An increase of one percent-

age point in ,the unemploymegt rate would reduce the participation prob-

ability 45 percentage points for whites and .76 percentage points :

for bla

. No evidence of a significant net effect of the unemployment rate

on entry or eXit probabilities is obtained. (These findings were not

altered by the inclusion of a racial interaction term.) Unfortunately,

since the reiression coefficient measures the net effect of the unem-

ployment rate, it.is not possible tolinfer anything.regarding the magni-

\t.mdes of.the additional and.discouraged worker efkects taken separately.

However, it seems reasonable to suppose that these findings suPport our

expectation of a larger impact of the unemployment'rate on the long-

term labor supply adjustments estimated in the participation regres-
if

sion's than on the shorter-term adjustments estimated in the entry and

exit regressions.

'.The regAssion results shed light on a numbe of other factors in-

fluencing young people's labor supply decisions. t the mean unemploy-

ment ate, blacks have a higher probability of participating in the la-
\,

bor fo ce than their Uhite counterparts. However, while black females

are,more likely4to enter the labor force than their white counterparts,

black maleg have a higher probability of.exitinl-than whites. This

suggests hat the racial differential in particiPation probabilities

(taiming ma es would be narrowed or even reversef as the cohort ages,

while the 17ticipation gap,among females would be widened. (This ac-

,

cords.with qoss-sectional data on labor force participation by race4)
13

. .

The regression reiults bear out our expectation that, given the

current division of labor by sex in many families, demographic factors

affect male. and female'partieipation differently. Marriage is strong-
,

ly positively correlated with-iee-P rticipation. Additional depend-

ents tend also to be positively rel ted to participation. (The lack

4
7f.

13', Employment and Tralming Report Of.the President (Washington, D.C. 41
Government Printing Office; 1976), pp. 217-216: /

a.
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*

of statistical significance of DEPS and CHDEP, as well as the occa-

sional inconsistent signs of the former are probably due to their

colinearity...With marital status.fN Among females, marriage and addi-

tional dependents are strongly negatively related to participation.

Marital,dissolution over the,period is a strong predictor of labor

force entry (equation 4).

Such demographic variables appear to be an important factor in the
4

large sex differenSe in exit rates for this age group that was noted

earlier. Among females, other things equal, remaining or becoming

married (spouse breseet) durisg the period is positively associated with

the probability of exiting the labor force. Similarly the presence

of dependents and increaes in Ahe number of dependents over the per-

iod contributed to an increase in the exit rate, all elselequal. How-

ever, after controlling for the impact of such factors, variables correr.

lated with market opportunities such as education, potential experience,

union coverage and occupation are also important. This suggests that

narrowing sex differences in market oppprtunities might reduce .sex dif-

ferences in labor supply behavior.

CONCLUSION

This paper used data from the National Longitudinal Surveys to ex-

_ relationship between local area unemployment fates and the

labor suPply behavior of yodh aged eighteen to twenty-four in 1970.

The net effect of the unemployment rate on the probability of l'abor

force participation in 1970 was found to be.neghtive. Net discourage-

p.

ment appeared to be greater among young women han among young/Men, and

to be larger among blacks than among whites. Since local labor market

unemployment rates tend.to be correlated over time, the coefficient on

the unemployment rate variable in the part4cipatio, regressions was

held'to a proximate a long-term supply res onse to persistent inter-'

city differencesrc-ii-le net impact of the unemployment rate on labor 4
i

supply adjustments over a one-year period was also examined. No signif-

icant effect of the unemployment rate on the probability of labor force

entry or exit between 1970 and 1971 was obtained.
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The possibili7 that.these findings are an artifact of the partic-

ular time period investiatedz cannot be dismissed. In part' ular, it

would be interesting to confirm these results for a period when the na-

tional unemployment rate was above 4.9%, he average for 1970.\ How-'

ever, we may tentatively conclude that these findings are consistent

with the notion that there exist considerable transactions costs of

moving into and out ofthetlabor force and that the impact of the un-1

employment rate on the long-term determination of labor supply exceeds

its impact on short-term adjustments over a one-year period. This in

turn leads us to expect that the net effect of the ups and downs of the

business cycle on the labor force participktion of youth would not be

very great. However, prolonged periods of high 'unemployment could pro-

. duce vet discouragement for 4his age group#, At the level of the local

. 'labor maiket our.resiOts suggest the efficacy and'importance of poli-,

cies.designed to stimulate aggregate demand in'depressed labor markets.

Stanley Stephenson, Jr. ("The Transition from School to Work of
Ybung Men," unpublished working paper, December 1977) found no
real impact of last year's labor maTket unemployment rate on
young men's school enrollment and labor force participation prob-

abilities.for the years 1967 and 1969.
wo

Em lo ent and Trainin Re ort of the President p. 211.

..

tr

. .011

.; t:
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FAMILY STATUS AND LABOR PORCE PATTERNS

By: Martha S. Hill

, ABSTRACT

Shifts in both parental and own living arrangements among youth
and young adults are analysed in terms of their effects on the labore

. supply of.these groups. A general theoretical model-of household
utility maximization based on the youth's evaluation of household
member preferences is applied to a sample of noninStitutional indi-
vidifell5 aged sixteen to tweilty-four in 1975 who were classified as".
a'chffd of the household head of a Panel Study of Income Dynamics'
(PSID) family in 1968 using Multiple..Classification AnalySis (MCA).

/ The results indicate that there is a strong correlation between liv-
ing arrangements'and labor supply as measured by emploYment,,incidence
and Mean hours worked with young people living alone supplying sig-
nificantly more.labor than those still living in parental household*.
Males living' away from parents but not alone have greater labor sup-
ply than their female counterparts4 Black-males are the only survey.
group whose labor supply is at all'affected by parental living arrange-
ments 'and tbey are affected negatively in terns of incideme and hours
of work. However, a more ieliable Survey instrument,on living,arrange-
ments and labor'supply to beter be able to distErn the interrelation-
ships and the direction of causality iS.clearlylleeded:

INTRODUCTION
!

In recent years there e been substantia shifts in the family

status of American youth, botb in terms of their own living arrange-

'4). ments and the living arrangeMents of their parents... Since househola
i . 7
o structure is fundamentally associated with life style, these shifts,

no doubt, have implications for many facets bf the lives of American

, youth. This paper will,explore one such facet--14abOr supply: It'will' .

concentrate' on tile major types'of changes in household structure af-
t

c their labor force behavior.fetting youtt and the associated changes

It will also-discus implicatidns of this analysis and the needs for .

;

.further research.

TrOds in Living Arrangements

. Over the last decade and a half,-the size of American households

has been steadily declining. The average number ofjiersons pei house-

hol_d has;decreaSed from 3.33 in 1960, to 3,14 in 1970, 2.94 in 1975,

4

t \

k



and 2.86 in 1977.I` 'The major factors contributing to this.decline have
A

been shifts toward one-person households and one-parent households com-

bined.with failing fertility rates. Given the subject matter of this

paper,.aspects of these factors whith are-most relevant to youth will

be examined here. ,

Recent years have seen an increasing tendency toward independent 4.

living by young adults who are postponing marriage. The percent.of

young adults agtd eighteen 6,twenty-four who-were yet to marry has ris-

eristeadily since 1960. And as the proportion of young adults remaining

single has increased, so too has the tendency of these persons to estab-

lish'their own households. This trend has contributed to the 40% in-

crease from 1970 to 1976 in the proportion of all households consisting )

Ah;
of one person.

3

, Another.factor, in the changing family statuAof young adults has

'41

been declining'fertility. The number of children ever born per 1,000

women in ?he age ranges fifteen,to nineteen and.twenty to twenty-gour.

in 1975 were half of what they were in 1960. These changes are not en-
r

tirely the result of the trend toward remaining single. Among ever-mar-

ried women in these age ranges, the percent who were childless rose

substantiilly between 1960 and 1975, with the percent of ever-married

women aged twentY to twenty-four who were childles increasindfrom

24.2 to 42.8..
4

At the same time that these Changes have been takipg place, there

has been a growing trend toward one.parent households. From 1960 to

1976; the proportion of children under age eighteen living with both

parents fell from 87.5% to 80.0%, with most of this change due to a rise

1. U.S. Bureau of the Census,
No. 313, September 1977.

2. U.S. Bureau of thp Ceij.js
-No. 292, March 1976,

3. Paul C. Glick and Ar
Divorcing, and Living
Population Reference B

4. U.S. Bureau of the ttnsus,

No: 292, March 1976, Table

Curre t Po ulation

.40

orts, Series P 20,

Current Population Reports, Series P-30,
7.

Norton, Population Bulletln: Marry ng,
r in the U.S. Today (Washington, D.
Inc.., 1977), p. 31.

turrent Population Reports, Series

4.
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in the proportion of children living with their mothers.ohly. "Black

, children have been particuiarly affected by the giowth of one-parent

households, with the proportion of black children under age ei.ghteen

living with both parents falling froi.71% in. 19656 to 501in 19764.7

Greater marital,disruption has heent(Ile "or contributor to the

growth ip one-parent houelibl'ds.8 Divorce rates have increased.sub-

stantiallysince 1960, and desertions have been on the riie in recent

years., ,But rising iliegi.tiniacy rates have, alsolbeen a primary contrib-

utor. th the past tweniy-five years the ilaitiitimacy rate has more

. than doubled, from 4 per 100 live births to 10 per 100 liye births,

with about 80% of illegirti te births now being attributable to women

Oft

9
under age twenty-five. fIhse trends have resulted in greater propor-

'

tions of young adults ning from "broken homeS" and living unmarrivl

with chilten'of their o
*. -

4 In sum, recent years have seen young adults shifting away from
. *

martiaiil oith childilk toward more tndependent liviniT/ either alone or.
* .

with children, and an incre#,se in their probability o V havingklived

with One pareT4 ply at sometime;

crease even more in the future.
10

.

with this probability likely to in-
,

4.0

. Related Literature
.

. I.
. attidies of the effects,of family status and living arrangements

Of youth'on their labor forte behavior are few and far between. Bowen

. and Finegan, in ;heir epic.196Y volume'on labor force rticipation,

5. Glick'and Norton, op. cit.; p. 28.

6. - Brofenbrenner, Urie,,Uhe Chanting Anierican Family," The American
. .F der list, Februaryng, p: 9.. ,.

o

7. Glick èd Norton, op, cit.,28..

8e0rofen enner, op. cit., p. 8. '. %

9, BrofeAbrenner, op. citp., p. 8. *

460. Brefenbrenner (p..8) states that the trend taward one-parent house-
. holds has been most raiiid for children under six. And Glick and

Norton (197'7) predict that as many as 45% of all children born in
4/ 1977 *ill "live for'a period 6f at least several months as memberS

of a one-ptrent family" (p.

----Tr'''.
, !

)

N10. *P 1

S.
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ouch on this subject..
11

They analyze The cross-s effectsof

the presence of both parents on labor supply of never-married children

aged fprteen.to seventeen and the cross-sectional effects of marriage

on the labor force behavior'of eighteen to twenty-four year-ollvmdles.

They find a positive effeCt of own marriage on the labor force partici-..

pation rates oT eighteen to twenty-fOur year-old males. whether or not

they were enrolled in.school, and a generally negative effect of 'the

presence of both parents On)the labor force participation of the four-i

teen to seventeen year-olds)12 TheSe effects emerged even with con-
.

.

trols for economic circumstances and other demographic characteristics.
4

Thus, their work suggests tbAt family status and living arrangements

of youth do exert independent effects on their.labor forcdibeliavio'r.

There are, however; many problems with this analysis. To begin

with, the effects of coming fiTm a broken home are examined 'only for
.

very yOung adults.(aged'fourteen to seventeen) living in the parental

home. The effdts may not'be generalizable to all young adults.

Effe ts of own living arrangements receive off1y cursory treatment

throtigh the analysis of the effects of marital status. And a major

subgrouvf young adults is not included in this analysis--eighteen

to tw6ty-four year-old females.. Additionally'llabor force behavior

is primarily measured in terms of labor force participation rates;

hourS worked are not analyzed in detail. One of their findings. sug-'

gests that this could, indeed, be a major omission. When they do.'"

look at both hou;s yorked and Jabor force participation'rates, they .

find that among males ailed eighteen to twenty-four enroll d in school,

those who are married-registeref d higher labor.force cipation rates

but fewer hours worked than did thopplho were single and"living at

home.
, .

Consequently, this analysis leaves many questions concerning ef-
.

.. ,

1 Wil G. Bowen-and Aldrich T. Pinigan; The' EconomcciOrri.

Participation (Princeton: PrincetovAniversity Press, 1969).

1 . Effec of presence of,both parents' varied by se; 64d school enrol-
A\

lment. Of.tke fourteen to seventeen year-olds in school, the ef-

...
fect was bore strongly negative for females than males. Of the

. fourteen to sev'enteenryear-olds not in school, the effect was quite

.

large and Aegative for males but nonexistent for females.

4

)
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fecks of family status ahd living arrangements on labor force b havior.

unanstFred. To boot, it is a cross-sectional analysis, looking at dif-
A

ferences across indiletualsp If Characteristics associkted with.the

likelihood of an indiVidUal falling inio a particular category.of fam-

ily status are not adequately controlled, then the fMdings of such an-

alysis can be misleading. .

Duncan, Feltherman, and Duncan (19721 touch On effects of parental

family stability with-respect to something Closely rqlated to labor

force behavior--socioeconomic status of the arrent occupation.13

Their wor,k suggests that coming from a parental family with both par-
..

- .

ents present versus rom a female-headed parerital family has a small

positive effect on the occupational status of twenty-five to sixty-four

year-Old males, ependent of other socioeconomic background factors.

Akthough, the mge-gro analyzed has already passed the.young adult

stage, this effect cou d, at least-in part, be the
4111,

result of differ- .

ential labor force behavior during youth.

-Work with the.Parnes' panels of young men and women suggests that

changes in marital-status affect the labor supply decision* of young

males4S4 females in different ways. Kohen and Parnes (1971) find
,

that over a two-year period there was'no substantial effect of a change
14in marital rtatus.on labo participation rates of young men.

. Roderick and Kohen (197 find substantial effects of changes in Uri-

tal status over a twd-year period on the labor force participation of

young women; oyer the observation, period young women who married were

much more likely than those who did"not marry to decrease their labor.c
,

force participation,'and white woMen whoodivorced were mord likely than
. \. .

N N

. .

. *

13." CLD. Duncan, D.L. Featherman, and B. Duncan. SRcioeconomic Back.-
/ groundandAchievements,(New York.: Seminar Pregs, 1972).

,

14. Andrew I. Kohen and Herbert S. Parnes. . Career Thresholds: A Long-
itudinalStudy oAmaiducational and Labor M4tket Ex eridhce of

.6.. .

MA e out vo . o um us, I lo: enter' or uman esource e
.

searal; The Ohio State Univetsity, 1971), pf4,38-4i-
.. ,..

11i ja, .

44i °N 7

.

....LI, (-44

I.

'-".11.
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others to increase
15

,their participation. .These anal s, however,
-

crantrated only on. ilarital status rathe fhan the' wider range of'

possible living arrangements, and they o it many potentially relevant'
,

controls, such as number of own chilaren and sociotpnoMic background.

The above literature on.family status and labor force pattern of

youth treats the .1151ationghip as onerway, with,changes in .family sta .

tug affecting labor supply but not the reverse. With some types of

changes in family status, such as 116entar divorce, this seems a plaus-
,

ible approach. However, it is nof entirely satisfactory for many'oth-

er types of changein family status. Changes in the young adult's

.own living arrangements are'probably interrelated with labor supply in

a more complex fashion, affecting the labor supply decision but also ,

being affected by it. A sufficiently high amount of earnings may be

,

required for some to afford living alone or with a spouse. This argu s

for analyzing the relationship /145t,Aween own living arrangement and la-

. bor suPply in a simultaneous fi=a work. ,Given.tfie'constraints of pres-

410
positive correlations between w6rking full time and both splitting-off

etween working full time...

ye-Vra-ge least squares an-

unsatisfactory. This

'
.

ILAht data sources this currently can De.accomplished only with the use

of statistical techniques such. as two-stage least squares.
, \

,

Ill's methbd was used by,Hilf(1977Yin studying the interrelation

t
u

betwee youthl's decisions to split ofI from'their parents, marry; at-

tend school, and work full time.
16

In this sfudy Hill found strong

and marriage for males.and weak CO-tirellationa

and'these other actions for females. The tvi -

alksis of thg interre&tions, however, proved

work failed to A.eld clear implications, in part because of the prob-

? ems associated with t use of this technique with behavioral models ,
. .

o for liSingimicrodata. -stage- least.squares, in effect, employs int

strumeneal Wilbles to alleviate the Rroblem of correlation between
A* +

'Irtgressors and

-4, -

itudihillt y

Young Women, (Columbus, Ohio: Ce er for Human Resource Research,

The Ohio State University, 1973), pp. 227.
o

16. Martha S.'Hill, "The Decisionii.by Young Adults to Split-off from

4 Their Parents' Households,"JhD disseitation, University of Mich-

1"Tor term. As pointed.out by Wannacott and Wonna-
,

,

it derick and Andrew I. kohen. Years-for Decision: A Long-,

d of the Educational nd LabOr Market Expellence of

igan 1977.
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cbtt (1970), an effectiig,instrumental.variable must be both highly cor-,

related wii)1 the regressor-causing the problem and not directly an ex-
,

. 0
.

planation of the dependent var,iable '(antki,thui not correlated With its
.

. .

ertor term)-
.1

7 The-task of finding such'instruMental variables in-be.

hajoral collodels using mict:oliata is-awesope. :It is di'fficUlt to find a
. .

. . .

measured variable which satisfies one-bf thp twd reguippents, much less

i7 both. At.the individual level, vttriatiles which We t bne cision in
' %

an interrelated decision matrix may plausibl4Y-affect the other decisions
..1.

as well. AlSb, microdata,dO not yield the-high,:scirtplations betilippn varr.

Ocables which are characteristic"oe aggregate data.

This argues lor collecting data which specifTCally ask indbfiduals

about the interrelation between such decisions as labor supply and own.

livi arrangement. Such dati are nOt currently available. ThUs, di-

thoug recognizing the intidequacies of a,ohe-wa analysis of the rela-
,

tionship, this paper will be confined to that a roach.
, -

THFORETICAL FRAME1QR In° t

't

2 Currently, tliefeig no well,-developed theory on the labor supply re-

sponses of young adults to changes in family Status. HoWever, recent de-
.

velopments in the theory of the labor supply decisions of married women

address some effe?ts of changing household structure on labor supply.
.

,

Therefore, this sectio wi41 attempt to draw upon aspects of these de-%,

velopments vhich are ap licable teligliTth.

Recent_models of the labor supply decisions of marr ied women, such'.
-

.as thOse of Becker,
18

Willis,
19

161.ronau,
20

and Gramm
21

are based on the :

notion that a wife's labor su ly is determined in conjunction'with_oth-

44er heusehbld-plaated decision n the process of maximizing household

1".
. . `: '.

*.
.... 0.-

14*. ;

/14 °
, (-

117. R. Wonnacott and T. Wonnacott, Econometrics (New York: J. Wiley,
44, 1970), pp. 150-60.

18. Gary S. Becker, "A Theory nf the Allocsitinh of Time," Ecohomic
. Journal .(Septemoer 1965), pp. 493-517.

19. Robert J..Willis: "A New Approach to the Economic Theory of Fertil-
ity Behavior," Journal of Political Economy,.(March/April 1973),
pp. S14-564.

,20. Reuben. Gronau, "Theiffect of Children on the Housewife's Value
of Time," Journal o Political Economy (March/A'pril 1973,
pp. S168-5199.

""2 . Wendyjee Gramm,."Household Utility Maximization and thq Working
Wife," American Economic-Review (March 1975)., pp. 90-100.

4

rd
*
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the household by combining goods p

time inputs of the household membe

nction of commodities produced by

Chased in the market with the home

s. The,nature.of the utility' func-

tion is determined by the preferen&es of all household members as eval-

uated by the husband and wife,'who malce the household decisions. The

nature of the household production Tunction is determined by the state

of the household's technology, just as a firm's production function is

determined by the state of available production technology. maxi-

mizing the househoichutiliitx function, household members are onstratned

by household income and their time, which can be allocated etween mdr-

ket uses.and home uses. In applying this model to marrie&women, econ-

,

omists havelstandardly treated the income of houehold members other

than the wife as exdgenously determined ancassumed that the home time

of members other than the wife is unproductive. From these assumptions,

,
economists, have been able to draw'implications concerning the reserva-

S.

wage of a. married woman and consequently her labor supply. The

°IP

ation wag4 is efined as the minimum wage a perSon must be able

ain in the arket'which makes it worthwhile to take a job. Math-

tically this can be expressed as the ratio of tht marginal utility

dduct of home time to the marginal utility product of income in terms,

o /market goods, evaluqrd at zero hours of market work. When the

wife's reservation wage is less than or equal to her market wage, then

householkutility is maximizedlv heg4orking in the labor market.

Ceteris paribus, factors which increaisehe marginal utility product of

her hbme time decrease heriikelihood* working in the labor martet,

whereas factors which ncrease'the marginal utility product df market,

goods incAeasp.the likelihood of her workink iva. the labor market.

gome insight'into the labor supply decisions of young adultsasiay

II:be gained by adaptingthis g Al framework. In this model, the young
t ..

:adult will be assumed to maxim e a
,
utIlity function as re or'she per-

ceives it.' Unlike the model for married women,.this utility functldn ,

is a

I
sumed to be based on Ae indivichial's evaluatian of the preferences

r

.

of e household MemhArs rather than on Ihe p4rents' evaluation., Since

parents and their children who are in transition to adulthood are likely

'.. /dr 0 .

to ,have different, sets of preferences, the young adult's evaluatAq,of
. 4

-4
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4,

parents' preferences would no doubt differ from their actpal preferences.
e4I

Thus, the utility function being maximized by a young adalt in his/her

. parents' household is not necessarily identical to the parents' household

utility.function.

The young adult's utility function is assumed to depend on the house-

hold production of commodities, Z, which in turn are a function of time

and market inputs of the household members. Both the young adult's age,.

C.and living arrangemeit, LA, will be assumed to affect the household

produciion technology. The lifing arrangement will also be assubed to

affect the amount of time and goods inputs of tbe other household mem-

bers; which the,young adult t'akes as given but .are subject to exogenous,

changet In maximizing his or her utility function,*the young adult is

consfrained by both own income and time,'with time to be allocatled be-

tween market and home uses. .

This problemairn be stated as:

In (1) Maximize U(Z)

subject to: Z = g(Xi, Hi, Xo, Ho, a, LA).

w.(T.-H.) M - p.X. = 0

44

T.-H. k0
1 1

where X1. is market goods purchased by the koungzeduat:'

Hi..is home time input of the young adult,

Xo is market goods purchasect by'other hoUsehold members,

-14

: Ho is home time input L4other household members, '

w. is the young adult's market geN..

T. is total time ofthe young adult,
-1

M is nonlabor income of th%young adult,

40).is the vector of prices.

ThQ living arraninent of a young adult can undergo many changes.

Here we.will concentrate on.five major types of changes: (1)"the move-
%

mentsout. of the.parental household to a one-person household; (2). the

Thdi.Tnent, instead, to a married household; (3) the movement tO a married

hou9ho1d with children; (4) the.movement to an unmarried household witlh

1100019,11, and (5) the loss of one of two parents. Each of these changes

irivd6es the loils and in some cases the gain of laikasehold members, so
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9 y,

each affects the amountpf o and Ho in the household and the household.'s

*production technology.

In the case of movement out ofs,the parental household to a ne-per-
1)

son household, the young adult bids to un4ergo a loss of both.* e. mar-

ket goods and time of the other members of the parental househdd, pre-
;

domlnantly of the parents. Ana) no doubt, the household's technology

changes. Movement out of a family to live alone places greater reliance

of the young adult on-his or her market work to proyride market goods

and greater reliance on own home time to produce household character-

istics. However, since certain markpt goods, such as food, clothing,

.and:shelter, are necessary for sUrvival, it seems likely that the young

adult'would reach a new equilibrium in the one-person household that en- )

tailed, at.zero hours of market work, a higher marginal utility product

of market4goods relative to the marginal utility product of home.time

than in the parental household. If so, this woUld mean a lower reser

vation wage and conse4uentlya greater likelihood of working.

In.the case of movelOirout of the parental household to live with

a spouse, the situation is further complidied by the-additio0. noth-
.

er adult. If the spouse decidet to specialize relatively more mar-f*

ket production than in home production, most typically the case. with

husbandS, then it seems likely that the young'adult would reach aihew

equilibrium that entailed, at zero hours of market work, a lower mar-

ginal utility product of market goods relative to the marginal utility

of home time than ip the case of the'one-person household. If the

spoule decides to specialize relatively more in home production than

' in market production, the stereotypical caie with wives, then it seems

likely that the young adult would reach'a new equilerium that entailed,

Stiopro hours of market.work, a higher marginal utiiity product of mar-
.

ketloods relative to the'marginal.utility of home time than in the

case of the One-person household. If this is so, then young males who

marry would tend to haVe lower reservation wages than young.males who

/ fOrMihne-perion households and,.consequently, would be even more ikely

to' Work,,Young females who marry would tend to.hde higher rese ation

wages than young females who form'one.-person households, and' sequent-
.,

ly Wouldsbe less likely to 'work.

,

ce
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4

It'is not unlikely that having children would tend to accentua.

the degree of market/home specializatiOn of both spouses. If So,

young males%living with a spouse and children would tend to work more

than their childless dounterparts, whereas young'women living wit a

spouse and children.would 'tend to4work less than their childless counter-

parts.

f. In the case of young adults living with children and no .spouso,

there is AD other what present to contribute market goods and home .

'time to household production. There is a greater need for market goods
. '

than in one-person househdI s, which would tend to increase labor sup-

ply4 but care for the young children ten o be quite time-intensive,

thus tending to decrease labor,supply. t ere are available sourcep

of non-labor income with which to purc ase a mi imal.amount of market

goods, as' with-ADC for example, then it is, likely that the labor supply.

of Kong adults with this living arrangement would fall somewhere in

between. that of.one-person households and households containing ,A,

spouse as well as children. ..

A loss of a parentN4rom the young adult's household of ort$1n2is
,

particularly difficult to ascertain from this framework. The 10Ss of,

a parent can ,mean the loss.of income, and/oxAhe loss of market:004
.4

and home time of that household members, depending on he given liv-

ing arrangement of the yodng adtilt. Additionally, these losghs.cal

spur subsequent changeA in the market/home time allocation of the re- .

maining /parent as well as changes in houAehold technology. Such a com;

piex of contingencies precludes'clear implications for the-young

adult's labor supply at thls.time. However, the framework suggests

, that all changes in living arrangements partially affect.the labor-I?
.

. ,

supply decision of youth by altering household money income reOtiV6
--

.needs, hut that additional effects result frbmsubsequent:changes in.
.;.._-,..

. .

.

' me time inputs available to the household and changes in household
PI.

Ai0,4 xoduction technology.
..

4 4,
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THE EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

, The empirical analy0.s will co entrate on differences in family sta-
.,

tustacross individuals at a point in time, 1975, using Multiple Classfica-

non AnalySis (MCA), a form of dummy variable regression.
22

hanges over

time for the saMe individuals will also be investigated.

'The data used for'this work come'from the Panel Study of Income Dy-

namicS (PSID), a longitudinal study of a national sample of over 5,000

American-c5mi1ies.
23

The16.ID is well-suited to an analysis of effects'

of changes in family status on 4le labor supply of youih since it fol-
.,

lows all members of households interviewOh at the.start of the study,

1968 even if theleave the householdS. Thus, both changes in the par_

tal household arid the çormation of new hoUseholds have been recorded,

orked by each household memberi!
24

as.has the number of.hour

The sample used for the analYsis consists of noninstitutional indi-

viduals aged sixteen to twenty-four in 1975 who were classified as a

child of the household head of a PSID family in 1968, when the study.

began.
25

The-saMple s restricted to individuals who were initially

children in order ascertain patental family status and socio-economic,

backgrouh .

26
Yog males and young fem116 are analyzd Separately

since bo the literature and prtliminary$ investigation of the.data in-

dicated`differential labor force behavior by sex. Small.ceIl sizes in

a'tva4able of primary interest, own living arrangement, prevent further

sutidivicióric ncthe sample.

(
The longitudinal analkses that will be referied to.in the text used

this same,technlque to observe the Rffects of changes in family.sta-

,tus on changes in labor supply--1975 relliftve to 1968.

23. The PSID o rsamples poor families but weights the data to cpr,

41 rect for thi 'oversampling and for differential nonresponse in

order to arr ve at a nationally representative sample.

24. 'It should be, tad, howeverhlthatAhe PSID data are based on infor-

mation provid d by thechouSehold head, so information conoernimg

other house 14 membeis is not lathered directly from those individ-

uals.

- 25. 'Individuals in institutions are excluded fromfthe analysis since

their houvs worked ate not ascertained in the PSID.

26.. The longitudinal analysis that mill be referred to in the text fur-

ther restricts the sample to individuals,not in Astitution's in

1964 far whom hours worked was ascertained, v.
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For the purposes of this paper family sip4us is identified on 4he

basis of two variables--own living arrangement and parents' living ar-
,

.rangement. The variable representing own living arrangement consists

of six categories: living with spotike and children, living with spopse .

and no children, living with children and no .spouse living alone, 0.4,.

ing with other adults, and in parental hoishold5 A young aduli

into one of the first five categories only if he or she is a household

head or wife as of 1975.

1

tit

. With respect to parental family stus, this paper will, be primarily

concerned with whether or not the Put is from a broken home, i.e.,

whether or not he or she comes fr14 a stable two-parent family.. This

distinction will be based on th presence Of the youth's parents in

the,parental household betwee the beginning of the PSID, 1968, and the.

tilde the youth became a household head or wife or 1975, whichever came

first. Since black youth are more likeiy.than white youth to come from

broken homes, there may be race differential effects of parental status.

In order to investigate this possibility, parental family status wilr

be combined with race to fotm a pattern variable. The patental family

status/race variable will consist of four categories: same two parents

present until left home/white; other/white; same two parents present4un-

til left home/non-whlte; other/non-white.
28

Labor supply will be identified both on the basis of employment in-

cidence (whether working) and volume of hours worked. An individual

be,classifi as working if 197, annual hours of work equal or ex.

:ceed 250 hours, an he 'volume of hours workid will be. mlasured'as the

number of hours worked in 197 .

2

Analysis of a dichoiomous dependent variable, such as whether work-

27. The individual is classified as Jiving with a spouse if the PSID
indicates that the young adult head or wife and a wife is
present in his or her hou4e1pld,2.4s indicated by age of wife being
non-zero. This does not in all apes mean that the young adult is
legatlymarried.

28.- Here, "left home" means becoming a household head or wife or 1975, -

whichever came first.

/9. In the PSIRL, annual hours workdd ascertained in a given year,apply
to the preceding calendar year, e.g., work hours ascertained in
1975 are annual hours worked in 1974.

A
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ing, is optimally done using some maximum likelihood procedure such as
,

logit dnalysis. But with prdportions not too close to 1 .or 0, substantial
' .

s'aiple sizesoand categorical predictors which can hdndle nonlinearities
.J \

.

More flexibly thdn any arbitrary transformation/of tht dependenefvari-

able, the remairCng problems of using MCA instead are minor.S
0

).
,Cont-rol variib es included in the analysis will consist of demogriphic,

'economic, ana socio-econonlic background-factors:" age,.educatioft", other
ty

'family income/family needs, and the count unemploymnt _ra4.,t all asecer4/
.

taIned in 1975; and family!income/needs, parental head's educatiOn,

c.J.perental.head is,a white collar wdrker, and if mother is working all,as
31 . .'/'Casdertained in-1968.

G

sho4rn in Table' 1, less than half of the sample,ot.yout4h"ad formed'

.theirioivn Ousehold's by 197532 Household..formatica,was.more common

mong fe ales than males, with about 45% of,the feliales being a house-
.-

old"hedd.6r wife in 1975 as opposed to about 35% f the males. Most of
'

the youth who had left the parental, houfthold were living with a spouse. ".

however, asubstantial percentage, particularly of males, had formed
vi

-onarperson households, and a not trtvial. percentage of females had
,

fqtmed one-parent hpusehold .Those4iving-with'a spouse were almost
,. ..

t_-''--As likely to be childless a -to hav*hildren present in the household.
,..1.. ,,,

With,respec "fiving,arrangement, although about 85% of
. ,',;

the sample beg ganiod ty two-parent hot& d, by 1975

onq could, l'sWIACI:as conirng from a stable two arent family.

As Tab 2 india e ,seii3Olfoa
,,

in parents' living arrangement

io .

,., , - , 4

ere very mino ,',,erace' dfo f ,nces were substantial. Nonwhites.., ,

re much:less 'whietesT 74, ome from stable two-parent fam-.

o ,iteWere from homes where the same

;kt
. ;11.

r

30. Th prOtqems.
rt
the possikie prediction of probabilitieso

o s
l'range-And the.exiftence of heterogeneous vari-

ance.' ' .'A,, :4
-. I'Ac. ,,.., ..,, r.z ,

, 31. Addition eoO1s in tilt lisitudinal ahalysis tAse change in the

'county uneipi /111401Charom it other faith' income/needs,
botn measured,a e'diffe'rince,between the mepure ascertained in

.

1975 arid that4 Itsc 1.rtained. 1 1968. Like hours worked, these meas-
ures ascertained' ti given,y,ear alip1y, to the preceding calendir '
year. .

, .

32. See Appendixable A.2ifer ,sampre distribdians wilth respect to

,change in parents' livifigtarrangementt h*

I A

.1,...

'
. qv, 3.-

,. , .._
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TABLE 1

Orq LIVIX"ARRANGEMENT IN 1975 BY SEX

(Ndninsiitutibnal Individuals Aged 16-24 in 1975
Who Wei,e inhekParents' Households'in 1968)

Males'
,

Females
. .1

OVP'Living Arralgepent. Number of Weighted Number of Weighted
in:1975 -.:,-,''' , -6 Observations Percent Observations Percent

.,. .
.

.

'Wilh Spouie'aiid Children
. 146 \\ .12,9 220 ,19.0

IP/
. Wi h.Vpouse4and'no .

:
102 9.9

. 142. 13.5

" ih t C ildren and no
§pouse

714.4ag Alone
'y4 . .

Other Adyitts

#

1*p-renta1 iiouSehold
b

.
. TOTAL

4 0.3 124 4.9

175 13.0 108 9.2

15 1.2 8 0.6

908 62.6 879 52.7

1,350 100.0 1,481 100.0
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TABLE. 2

.PARENTS' LIVING ARRANGEMENT, BY RACE' APT SEX

*(Noninstitutional Individuals Aged 16-24 in 1975
Who Were in Their Parents' Households in 1968)

4
Males TeMales .114

* .

/

Pa'rents' Living Number of.

Arrangement/Race. Observations

Weighted
Percent

Number of
Observations

i4eighted

Percent

.0

41,

Same Two.parents Present
Unril Left Home/White

.

Other/White

529

fp..<

_145

66..5

17.8.

7.7

..1,3.0
i

109.0

.*

"..

- '

0

. .

522

162f

367.

4430 ..

1,48.1

.

.

62.6

19.0

.

,

9.9

9.1

100.0

Sam-eco Parentsjiiiilarpt-
Until Left Home/Non-white

Other/Non-141We 0

TOTAL

.

307 .

,,

369'

1,350,

'

4

d

,
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two parents were present during the observation'period.

Of the individualS nqt from stable tw6,Parent Tamilies, there Wei=e

substantial differences by race as to the type of parentalliving

rangement. Of the whites, about 50%'lost one parent during the observ-

ation.period and 30% were from stable one-parent families., Of the non-

whites, abo4t 30%dost One parent during tfte observation period and 60%

mere from stable one-parent families. 33% .

, ,

Labor Supply and Own Livift Arrangement
7

'The MCA results indicate-that there is a "Ong relationshiP between
,

.the living Flangements of' youneldults and "heir labor supply. Liv-

ing arrangements are signi 'cant and sizably correlated with both on-
.. ,. , .

i ployment incidence and mean iours worked, even with contiols for basic

. -demographic, 'economic, and socio-7economic background factors.
34

The .

v.

nature of these 'relat.gions variaes by sex aS'shown in Tables 3 an'd 4,
r

Males who have left the parental household to establish eiiher a

married household or a one-person household havb.much higher incidence

cf oyment'and mean hours workdd.than.do those who are still in,the

;par tal houpehold. Labor supply differences among young males who have-'

formed their own! householdS hre relatiVely small; There is virtually
q'

33%. See Appendix Table A 2 for details concerning sample distributions .

with-respect to cb1age in parents living arrangement.
. .

34. There a're two pote iapy important measurement problems which'
could be assOciated with this finding. The first is that the'

; resOondent's relation to the youth varies* with the youth's living ;

arritngement (the tespondent is the houlsehold head), and reports
of youth's work hours pay be lower if his/her parent is the ne-

,

spondent than if he/she is the.actual respondent. Since mean work
hours in 1974,Correspond closely to change in work hours.regard-

,,

less of change 'in liVing arrangement,.this probably is not a ma-
jor"problem. The other potential problem is the timing of the
meaurement Of work hours and riving arrangement.- Living arrange-
ment is 14asared at a point'in time whereas work hours are measr
ured qver the time span of a year. The present analysis-uses liv-

, ing arrangemslA in the wring of 1975 and 1974 andual work hours.
Living arrangement in sPIng 1974 could have been used.instead,
but that measure would not have been satisfactory either. Iden-

. tical'MCA's to those presented in the paper were run with living
arrangement in 1974 substituted for the 1975 me4pure
the extent of this probleM. Ihe,results indicated weaker but st414
highly signi*icant differences in labor supply with respect to own
living arraRgement, and the pattern of the relatibnships were sim-
ilar.but less pronounced.

a

v.

-,
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UNADJUSTED AND AMSTED+ PROPORTIONS OF YOUNG ADULTS WORKING IN 1,974,
1N.OWN LIVING ARRANGNENT IN 1975 AND SEX

9.5v-
TABLE.3

(Noninstitution al Individuals Aged 16-24 in 1975' Q

Who'Were in Tlieir Parents Hbuseholds in 1968).

\

.

,

.,,

/
/

.
,

.

, .
.

'Own Living ATrangement
in 1975

Miles . Females
--....-.,

Ct

.

.Unadjusted
Proportion

Adjusted
Proportion+

Unadjusted
ProPortion

Adjusted
Proportiont

..

.

W.I.* Spouse arid Children
4

With .Spouse, and .

no Children

.
With Childrersiand ..

no Spouse ,',
. ,

Living Alone *

WIth Other Mults ..

In'Parent'al Household
.

...

.

:975

.'

.989-

.

I.000!1

.

.919

.716a

.542

1

.

.g61

/. ,N

.877

/...702a
.

.R41

.642a*.

.603

'

.

I
.461

.807

.649 .h.

.949

.1.000a.

.446,

.

.

.

.

.395

.692 :

:671 .

,--/

.844

1015a

.512

-
. .

Overall Mean

Stand rd Deviation:.

Eta

0.

s ed for fill; effects of: age 4. 1975, educattonl in 1975, other family

-695 .556

1

:461 .497

).

.190** .133**

'n71** .073**

0'
'comi/faMlIk ?b in 1974, 1074--coutity uneMp16yment rate, faMily income/

Mi needs ip 1i)67,.1968 parental head's education, whether 1968 parental

hea was white collar worker, whether mother was working in 1968; and -

JarentS' living arrangement/race. .$

aFigure based On fewer than.20 observations.

.**Signifiant at..01 level,

\

0

I.
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OtY

TAOLE 4

,

UNAIOUSTED AND ADJUSTED+ MEANPIOURS WORKED, IN 1974,
. tY OWN 'LIVING ARRArEMENt IN 1975 AND SEX

(Noninstitutional-endividuals Aged.16-24 in 1975
Who Were in Their parents'. Households in 1968)

, -Hales Femalei

Own'Living Arrangement UnadSusted Adjusted Unadjusted Adjusted
\ In 1975 Ilean Mean+ . Mean Mean+

. . . t

, *
14

' With,Spouse and/Chiidren

With Spouse and
noChildren

'WN Children and ,

no Spouse

,

Living Alone -
,

.-

'With Other Adults

Ln Parental HouSehold 584. 748 452 614

1,950 1,598 577 380 ,

1,846 1,600 1,149 960

2,373a
7

1,852a 802 '724
.

*

1,536 1,310 1.,491, 1,287
,../.

1,4524 . 1,291a 1,.3124 1,/63a

Overall Mean

Standa-id Deviation

Eta
2

.

2
Beta

1,026 688

03

.419**

.168** .115**

*Adjusted for the effects On age in 1975' education in 1975, other family
income/family needs in 1974, 1974 county unemployment rate, family income/
family needs in 1967% 1968 parental head's'eddeition, abether 1968 parental
head was white collar worker; whether mother was working in 1968,, and
'parents' livinA avangement/race.

aFigure based on fewer that,' 70 observations.

**Significant at .01 leve;.

tvt;
fr';

4 .

ft
,

../
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no difference in this.respe between married males wit chioadren and
,

' marridd males wMout ren. However, young males in oe-per"son

hoUseholds tend to work fewer hours than do young males:in married,house- '

'hoidi. Control variables for other demographic Miors, socio-eConomic

' background, other family incOnte/family needs, and the unemployment rate

reduce the strength but do not alterthe pattern of thesd.relationships
-

bet'oen labor supply and own living arrangement. Of these variables, 4

.agel.s the prinfary adjustment factor.
35

Among young women, the relationships between own living arrangement

and labor supply are more comprex.. As with males; both the employment

inciddnce and mean hours'wórked are4lower for individual's still in.

their parental household'than the average for those who have formed

their own households. However,,femalelabor supply varies widely with',.

tile type of household.eormed, apd the control factors play'a more, impor-
.

tant role for females than ,for males_. Both with and without.controls,

though, one result is clear--of the'young females; those wtio form one-
.

person heuseholds are most likely to be working and work the most hours

annually. . Interestingly, the labor_supply of females who 'form one-per-

son households is quife that of males who f6rm oncperson
. .

households. Females with,other living arrangements tend to mork less.

than males with the same living arrangement, particularlvif.thy are'

married:

With'respect to theseother living arra.ngements,, simple unadjusted

means indicate that: (1) females livingwjkh a spouse,and children work

as much aS females.still in the parental heuseho1d, and (2) females

living..with a spouse ahd no children work more than.females living with

children and no spouse. However
A
''females living with a spouse and

. .

dren tend to be older than those still in the parental home; and agb haps

as strong positive but declining effect on labor supply. Thus, when the

females are statistically Naced in otherwise similar circumstances, par- ,

ticularly with respect to age, these reiativi effects of living'arrange-
si

.

_

ci

35. MCA's were ruh withodt age as a control xariable, and the result

indicated relatively minor adjustments on the part of the remain

ing control varfables.

1,)

P
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.36
ments changet. 'Females liming With a spouse and children are less like- \

ly to work and work few'r hours than their counterparts still in the

parentaa househbld. So, With controls for other factors, piimarily age,

we fina that young females living.with a Sp use and.children have the

lowest.labor mhrket supply.

The control variabres also play a role'in labor supply differences

of young females living with a spouse but without children vs. those

liying with children and no spouse. Much of this alteration is, un-

doubtedly, due.to the intervening effects of race. Being nonwhite as

opposed to white tends.to have'a negative effect on labor supply Cwhich

is somewhat stronger for employment incidence than'for hours worked). A

proportionately larger percentage or-females living with'cl41di.ep and no

dkouse are nónwhite (40% sio'sed to 7% of those-living with a spouse

. with no children). Thus: w

tically placed'in otherwise

living with children and no

en'females in these two.groups

similar 'circumstances, we find

sppuse arealmost as laely to

females living with a spouse and no children, although.they work fewer
-

are statis-
J

.that females

be working as

hOrs.

The relationsAips between change in oWn living irrangethent and

change in labor supply were-also investigated using MCA-analSrsis. Since

these results were so similar to those just discussed, the tables pre-
.

senting the longitudinal relationships are relegated to the appendix.
37

-

Labor %apply and Parents' LiVing Arrangement

. As indicated by Tables 5 and 6, effects of parents' living arrange-

ment on the labor supply of most youth are relatively small. The.labor

supply of white males and of females is essentially unaffected by -wheth-

4'er or not the individual is from a stable two-parent fami1y, both in

36. MCA's were run without age as a control variable, and the results
indicated only minor adjustments'of the remaning control variables
on the labor supply,of these groups of femhles.

.37. Changes were measured as thelifference.beIween initial, as ascer-
tained in 1968, conditions and end, as.ascertained in 1975, condi.7,

% tions. Singe the entire sam0e started out inthe parental house-,
hold.and over 90% of the youth were initially.nonworers,"it is
.not surprising that the cross-sectional differences in both owr liv-

ing arrangement'and labor supply closely match the longitudinal
changes in.these conditions. I

i
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TABLES

UNADJUSTED AND'ADJUSTED* PROPORTIONS OF YOUa ADULTS, WORKING IN 1974,

BY PARENTS' LIVING ARRANGEMENT, RACE, AND SEX

(Noliinstitutibnal Individuali Aged 16-24 in 1975
Who Were in Their Parents'.Households in 19t8)

' Males .Females

Parents!--Living --"N\ Unadjusted Adjusted
Arrangement/Race Proportion Proportion+

Unadjusted Adjusted
Propprtion, Proportiont'

Same Two Parents Present
from 1968 Until.ieft -
Bome/Whiie .724 .712 .599 , .593.

Other/White .719 .725 :607 .593

Same Two Parents Present
from --068 Udtillaeft'

1

Home/Nonwhite .615 .646 .398

Other/Nonwhite .476 .535 ..381 * .493.

) )

Overall.Mean %695 .556

Standakd Deviation .461 .497

0.

Eta2. .024** .026**

Beta
2.

; - .012** .024**

w-value for Pattetn Variable
as opposed to additive 4.61* 0-.12

mbdel
.

"'Adjusted for'the effects of: age in 1975, education in 1975, Othei family

income/family needs in 1974, 1974 cotinty unemployment rato, family income/
family needs in 1967, l9,68 parental head's education, whether 1968 parental
head was white corlar worker, whet.er Mother was working in 196R, and own

living arrangement in 1975.

*Significant aft .05 level.

**Significant at .01 level.
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.terms of4 employment incidence and Halinual hours worked. The labor supply

of black males, however, is affected by parental living arrangement.
s .

Black males not from,stable.two-parent families,are less likely to

work and working somewhat fewer heurs than thOse from stable two-parent
4,

,lamiliesia This finding is not without importance since half of. the

, young black males do not come from stable tWoLparent families. Inter-

. estingly, these effects of'parental,living,aira*ments are essentially

!unaffected 4.the.cont*ol variables; the adjusted" means are virtually
-

uivalent to the unadjusted means.

Changes in Parental, Living Arrange4ents and Labor Supply

Tables 7, 8, and 9 address the issue of whether the loss of a parent ,

4anges the labor force behavior of young .adultsfr Consequently, the

variable, measuring change in parental living arrangement is defined in

.such. a manner as to distinguish young adults'Ttom stable two-parent(

homes, those from stable one-parent homes, andNthose from,where one-of,

the two parents recently left.. Thvemaining cetegory on the variable

is a catch-all category, for which the small sample size did not allow

further distinction.
I.

Theresats.indicate that the loss of one parent over the panel,pert

iod and prior to leaving home does not alter substantially the labor

supply of young adults38, White youth, both'males and5females, were .

somewhat,more likely to enter the work or.ce if they lost a patent,

whereas nonwhite females were somewhat l likely to enter the work

force under the same circumstances. However, iI terms of change'in

hours worked differences between Youth tram st le two-parent homes

and those who lost one parent during the o vation. period* were rela-

tively small particularly when 'one controll d for other factors.

Other effects of change in 'parental livi g arrangementS were rela-
,

tively moire important. NMembership in the catch-all "other" category

.2 of,change in parental status'constrained.the increase.in labOr supply
o .

of'youth,Tarticulaily n9nwhite youth. These results, however, 4re .

not subjgcf to clear interpretation since small cell,sizd precluded
,

c 38. Individuals are classified as losing a parent if two parents were

present in 1968, but only one parent *las later present while the

youth. was still a part of the household. 4

b.

'ma

I.
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TABLE '6

. N
#

UNADJUSTED AND.ADJUSTED* MEAN HOURS WORKED IN 1974,.
BY PARENTS' LIVING ARRANGEMENT, RACE, ANDSEX

(Noninstitutional Individuals Aged 16-24 in 1975
Who Were in Their Parents'Nouseholds,in 1968)

esParents' Living 4

Arrangemeni/Race

Males Fema.les.

Unadjusted
.Mean

Adjusted.

Mdan+
Unadjusted
'Mean

Adjusted
Mean41r

Same TwoRarents Present
from 1968 Until Left /
Home/Whiue 1,068 1,067 728 725

Other/White .4090 1.,048 754 714 .

Same Two Parehp Present
from 1968 Until Left

Home/Nonwhite 850 897 493 '528

Cther/Nonwhite 705 754 ' 492 . 556

Overall Mean 1,d.6 688

Standard Deviatiaon 903 160

Eta
2

.015** .016;*

Beta
2 ?009*

F-:value for,Tattern Variablq
as opposed to additive

1.08 0.4Q

r. .

-*Adjusted for the effects of: age in 1975, edutation in 1975,-other family
income/family needs in 1974, 1974 county upemployment rate, family income/
family needs in 1967, 1968 parental head's education, whether 14t.8 parental

head Was white collet worker, whether mother..4as woFking in 1968, and own

liVing arrangement in 1975. /.
4
Ale

*Significant at .05 level.

**Significant ai .01 level.
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'TABLE 7

I.

A

UNADJUSTED'AND ADJUSTED. PROPORTIONS OF1 YOUNG MALES cuAmpric, WORK STATUS,
BY CHANGE IN PARENTS LIVING ARRANGE1ENT AND RACE <

(Noninstitutional Males Aged )604 in 1975 Who lare in Their'Parenta'
Households in 1968 and For Whom;Hours Wprked in 1967 Wei Ascertained)"

Entored

Change in Work Force

Unadj.

Left,
Work Force

Remained in
Work Force

lemainea Out
.of Work Force

Parents' Living Unadj.
Arrangement/Race prop.

Adj.

'Prop.+ Prop.
Adj.

'Prop.+
Unadj.
Prop.

Adj.

Prop.+
Unadj.
prop.

Adj.

Prop.+
OF

Same Two Parents 1968
..Until Left/White' .604

gimeA0ne Parent 1968.

.601 .003.' .004 .091 . .089. .301 .308.

Until Lift/White ..724 .708 .000 -004 .090 4. .043 '.185 .252

,

Lost One Parent BetWeen
1968 and.Ifft/Wbite. .630,

. .

.666 .000
-

-.002
'

.035 .032 .3354 .305

:Other/White ...530 .524 .b00 %003. .180 4.166 .289 .302.

Same Two Parents 1968

until Left/Nonwhite .537
t't

.525,,

c, 0

.005 .005

/

,097 .302 .372

Same Ohe Parent f968 '

Until LeftMonwhite- .407 .428 .000 .001. .059 .090 ;.533._ .482

Lost One Parent Between
1968 and Left/Nonwhitej .590 .526 .000 .001* .027 :116 .383. .356

a A.

Other/Nonwhite .243 .331 .60 .094 .006 .009 ;757 .650

.4verall Mean .590 .003 ..084 .324

Standard D7Vintion .492 ..050 .277 , .468

Eta
2/

.026** .6b1 .010 .029*

Beta
2

.017 .002- .009 .015

F-yalme for.Pattern
Variable as opposed to,
additive model 1.99 ' 0.02. 3.20* 3.04*

+Adjusted for the effectip of: age in 1975, education in 197,, other family income/
family'needs in 1974, 1974 countyunemplhymept' rate, family income/family needs in
1967, 1968 parental head's eduCation, whether 1968 parental head was white collar
vorker,.whether, mother was working ih.1968, other family-income/family.needs,19747.1967,
county unemployment rate-1974-1967, an'd change in, own iiVing arrangement.

*Sigdificant at .05 level.

**Significkent at'41

4.

e

,
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UNADJUSTED AND ADJUSTED'
BY CHMGEi IN

(Nonirstitutional Famil
.Households in4968 and

403

10'

4

p TABLE 8 .

4

PROPORTIONS OF YOUNG-FEMALES CHANGING WORK'STATUS,
PARENTS', LIVING ARRANGEMENT AND RACE

es Aged 16-24 in 1975 Who Wert in Their Parent0-
For Whom Hours Worked. in 1967 Was Ascertafned)

Change in
Parents' Living
Arrangement/Race

0 Same TWo Parents 1968
Until Left/White.

se

Same One Parent 1968
Until Left/White

Lost One Parent Between,
1908 and Left/White

'Other/White .

'Same Two Parents 1.9r.-
Until Left/Nonwhi e.

.Same One'Parent 1968 .

Until Left/Nonwhite

Lost Orie Parent Between
1968 and Left/Nonwhite

-
Other/Nonwhite.

Overall Mean

StandardoDeviation

Eta2-

Bete2

F-value for
Variable
additive

Pattern
as opposed to
model

Entered
'Work Force

Unadj. Adj.

11.221

. .565 .570

'Left

/ Work Force

&adj. Adj.
Prop Ilr-c2P-Z!

.018 .017

.676 .593 .000 1 .0.03

.552 .613 .023 .021

.562 .506 , .000 -.002

%

.389 . .380 .020 .024

.

.396 .402 .f001L -001

.304 .327 .000 . -012

.262 .193 .000 .015

.535

.09 .122

.029** .003

:028** .003

411.61. 1.47

*Adjusted for the effects of: age in 1975, education in F975, other family income/
family needs in 1974, 1974 county unedployment rate, Family Income/family needs in
1967, 1968 parfntal ,head's education, whether 1968 parental head was white collar
worker, whether mother was working in 1968, other family income/family needs 1974-i967,
cou y unemployment rate 1974-1967,4nd change in own living arringement.

**Si ficant at .01 level..

Remained in
Work F6rce

Remained out
of WOrk Force

Unadj.
Prop.

Adj.
Prop.+

&adj.
Prop.

Adj.

Prop.+'

.025

.019

.025

An

:391

.305

.388-

.388

.015 .009 .410. -%356

445 .1778 .393

.012 .:002 .56 :594

I. 74-

.035 .044 .569. .553

,:/, ..-.

.000 ' .001
r

..696 .660

.000 '6.032 .738. ..761

.023 .427 ,

.150 .495

.003 .033**

409 ,.030**

0.62 0.20 ,

'I.

et

-



TABLE 9

.
UNADJUSTED AND ADJUSTED MEAN biANGE IN HOURS,NORKED,
BY CHANGE IN PARENiS' LIVING ARRANGEMENT, RACE AND SEX

(Noninstitutiofia1 Males Aged 16-24,i1141975
Who. Were in Their Parents!Households in 1968

and For Whom Hour,s Worked in 1067 was Ascertained )

Chapge in
Parentsiying
Arrangement/Race

P2

Males Females
.

Unadjusted Adjusted, UnaajuAeod Adjusted
.Mean Mean .

Mean. Memn

Sarle Two l'arents 1968 ,

Until Left/White 9437 - 9.Sk. 689 692

Same One Parent 1968
'Until Lefe/White

Lost One Parent Retwgen

1,119 903 '9)4 " 717

p
I. 1968 and-Left/White 1,018 1,011 .* 4, 619 717

' ..

Other/White '

Same Two Parents. 1968

856 853, 633 543' ,

Until Left/NonWhite 811 _485 . 5D3

Same One Parent 1968
Until 1.eft/Nonwhite. 647 700 539 562

Lost One Parent Between
1. 1968 and Left/Nonwhite 841 . ' . 831. 340 477

. ...

.426Other/Nonwhite 424 355- 390

*.

Overall Mean ,

Standard Deviation

2Eta*

Beta
2-

918 ' 657. .

41b 4

852 751

.015 .022**

1

.013
a

.011
.

.F-value for Pattern Variable
ia Opposed to additive
model .

I 0L86 -0.17
...

, .-.
. .

4Adjusted for the effects of: age in 1975, education in.1975, other family income/
fimily needs in 1974, 1974 county unemployment rite, familY income/family needs
in 1967, 1968-varental head's education whether 1968'parentS1 headwaS white
collar.worker, whether mother was.woraig 'in 1968, other family income/familymeeds.
1974-1967, county unemployment rate 1974-1967, and change in own liVankarrangement..

**Significant at .01 level.

. .
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subdivision of this categorf'tfito distinct-types of change, Effects. .

of coming,from a stable one-pare, nt.family are not as large'but are more

intelvretable. .The effects'are sizable)only for males and'then strong-
,--

est with respect to change in work statu. Nonwhite m4es from stabip.
. ,

one-paNnt fabiliesigre.less likely to enter the-work force than are .

tteir counterparts 'from stabld two-parent f;;/lies. The reveise holds
A

for white males. The chaltge in work hours; bOwever, does not differ

to whether-the youth is from a 'stable one-parent or

family, particularly, if the youth is white.

much with rgspect

stable two-parent

IL

IMPLICATIONS AND NEEDS FOR FU61-1ER RESEARCH

* Major trends in living arrangementsfectinglouth include:

01 a decrease in the proportion coming from two-parent families, (2) a
x. ,

shift away,from their parents ' household and marriage toward one-person

or.bne-parent hpuseholds, and (3) a shift hway from marl-Aage with chil-

dren foward marriage without chil en. ',
*.v

PSID data indyate that *the or not the youth is from a table

Po
two-payenf-family tends to haVe re ativelYinconsequential implications

for labor supply . except for npnwhite.males.
39

Nonwhite males from

btoken homes, predominantly those frowstable one-parent families,

tene"to work less than their counterparts from stable No-parent,

ilies. This is particularly important for young nonwhite males since -

..4out one-thiid of them come from stable one-parent families. Appar-
.

ently the atmosphere of a one-par nt home tends -to deter either the de-
.o N.

site or the ability 9f nonwhite ma e youth to work. Better data\on

.job opportunities and attitudes ofthe youth are needed to uncover the

source of this effect. Since sd'veral studies.have found little evidence

t.

v

csI
A Ite

/".

1 .

39. This.pes not correspond to thie findings of Bowen and Finegan

,
(196), but their dhalySis of this effect Was restricted to a

' younger age group (fodrteen b seventeen yeair-olds), did not

differentiate the effeet by race, and used less current data.
.

8 r:
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ollistvo tfig eects of aftitUdes on Subsequent economic attainment, tne '111
. . .

. ir
need is probably greatest in the area oAbe, data coneernillg the,ac-

,

,-

.
.

'11r. "ceSs tg work. :The1 t,netwcerk tor obtaining j# oth 1,n'tegs oi search,
I, L .' iL i.o. ii f

influence, and 'supply, may yary( extensiuly-with thYyouth's background.
. .

/
With T'sPect to own living.arrangemen,t, the PSID data indicates a

,

,

4.06

r-

r

.

Strong relationship with labor supply. Males who left home to form mar-
..

ried or one-person households-increased their labor supplA.much more.'

, than their coUnterparts who remaineCin their pirdhts.! household,iwith'
40 .

.

those forming one-person households' wOfk,Apig somewhat fewer hours than

tho se forming married hIpseholas. Females who lefti6Me to form bile'
.

k 1
Aerson, v e-parent, or childlessomarried households increased their lak

.
.

. '- ,

"bar suppl consideraW more than:their counterpartswho either re-
.

mained in their patents' households or formed married bouseho4ds with
.

children.. In fact; females w ho fenced one-person househoids worked

%about as much as males in.the same situation.
..

' Implications of these 'ridings are'not clear withott-better under-,
%

. itanlIng . the cause an. *effect relationship between own living arrange-

400f
...

ments'an labor supply* If changes in own living arrangement cause'
, .

changes'dn labor suppfy, but not th everse, then tiisot findings indi-

. Cate that rebent shifts in living arrangements may have contributed sub-
, A

stantifly to increase labor sOpply of youth. However, illore plausibly,

causality runs in both directions, with labqz. supply affecting' and being

affeCted by own limiing arrangement. This analysis did not attempt to,

..-disentangle any interrelation bvtWeen these two decision areas'.'

TN..

40. See for example: Greg Duncan and 'Daniel Hill:4"Attitudes, Behavior,

and Economic Outcqmes: A Strudtural Equatibns Approach, in 'Greg

JoDuncan end James N., Morgan, Five Thousand .FaMilies--Pitterns'

.
of Econdmic-Progress IN, (Ann Arbor:. Inst.ltute for.SoclOt Re-

.
search, 1975); James N. *organ, "A Seven-qar Check op t1 ellbs-

s4ble Effects of Attitudes,Notives andBehavior Patterns.'01!

.

Chan e in Economic Status," in G.J. Duncan and J.N. Morgan,,NYe

Tho nd Mori an Families--Patterns of.Economtw 'Pro xess'llertrar

Ann AT or: Institute or Social Rese-arch,'1976); Paid J. A",,. k-

sani, "Internal-External Attitudes, Personal Initiative, and VIA

Labor Market Experience of Black and White Men," Journal,of Human

Resoureei, Vol: 12 (Summei'1977); and C. J,Oluncan and J.N. Morgan;

'Tense of EfficaCy and Changes in'Economic Status--A Comment on.

Andresani," curxently submitted to Journal of Human Resources,

I.
it I y
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. ..Present data are floi well-suited to analysis* of the causal relation-
*

Variousirstatistical methods could be

analyze the interrelation, bilt these

to mo4e1 "specificqtion..4 Timing

0 A

ship between these two decisfOns.
_As

used with datiquch as. the PAID to

methods tend.to be quite sehsiiive
2

patterns with respect to the decisions could. arsolpe misLeading since

Jdoeilions are.not necessarily executed in the same order in which they
,

are reached. A moreTellableeinsrument faT"undfrstanding the causal

relationship between living arrangement and labor supply would be a 1

survey which directly asked youth about the interrelation. In effect, it

would be a--survey concerned with the economic socialization.process,

sses a living arrangement andthe process by which a young hdult c

*work situation.
41

i

4. A proposal'far a guevey aloi these lineal has.been submitted to the

National.Science Foundation r review-1.1'A Propdftl For A 'Retro-'4
,.;

spective study of Economic Socialization" by J. N. Mollgan, M. Aill4

and A. Thornton: Institute for Social Research, 1977.

;,`"4;)
.41,441
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CHANGE IN (5WAIVING ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN 1968 and 1975, BY SEX

dninstitutional Illdividuais Aged 16.;2440 1975
.Who Were in Their Parents' Households in 1968

and ForWhom Hours Worked in 1967 Was Ascertained) '

r .

APPENDIX.

TABLE A.1

4.

4:ingot 10:4014n

LivingArrangement .

Bet4ein'1968.an&1975

left Home,. AcqUired
Spouse, Had Children.

Leftlalcole,

Acquired Spouse: .

Left Home,
Had Children.

04

Left Home. to

Live Alone

Left, Home to Live
With Othet Adults,

s.. .

Did Not Leave Houie'

TOTAL

boo

-

Hales Fennalei;
1,

Number of. Weigilted Number of .Weighted
Olpservations -Percent Observations PerCent

130 .

.92

44k

157

15 .1.4

886 65.5

1,283 100.0

11.5' 203.

9.5 13.5

0.2

-#
114

11.9 104

! (i

A

8

869

1,433 100.0 . .

17.8

13.1

4.5 ,

9,3

54.5
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TABLE.A:2

CHANGE IN .PARFfNIS' LINING EMENT.BETWEEN 19(a8 AND PRIOR
TO THE YOUTH LEAVING HOME,. BY RAGE*AND SEX

Yr

1Noninstitutional-lndividuaIs Aged 16-24'in 1975
Who Were In Their Parents' Households in 1968 0.

and For Whom Hours Worked in 1967 Was Ascerpined)
.40

Change in1Pgrents'
Livillg Arrangement/Race

Hales

Number of
Observations.

Same Two Parents -\3

Until Left/White 484

Same One pArent
Until Left/White 41

Lost One Parent Between
1968 and Left/White 71

Other/White 28

Same Two Pakents

Until4Left/Nonvithite 298

. .

Same One Parent

Until Left/Nonwhite 241

Lost One Parent Be6ween
1968 and Left/Nonwhite 79

Females

Weighted Number of Weighted
Percent Observations 'Percent

64:9 498 61.9

.r

5.4 61 7.2

9.6 66 8.4

3.6 28 3.4

8.2 .356 19.7

4.9 .4268 5.9

2.1 is 109 2.9

Other/Nonwhite 41 1.4 47, 0.7

TOTAL
r. 0

100.0 1,433. 100.0
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TABL-E A.3:

'UNADJUSTE0 ANU ADJUkTEU4 PROPOiTIONS OF'YOHNG MALES CHANCIIING WORK STATUS..
CHIAE IN OWN LIVING ARRAl$GEMENT

le .. -

(Noninstitbtional Males Aged 16-24 i .1975 Who
o
Were in 'Their

a

f w . % y

Parents' Hodstholds in 1968 t-'

and For/Whom Hours Worked in 1967 Was AAcertained) ;

1
4

. .

Remained in Remained out
Work Force of Work Force

Unadj. , Adj. Unadi. Adj.
:Prop. Irop,! 21.22g,_. Prop.+
4,-

-. ''''

.: :192 .087 .030., .126

.197 ..,4195 4..011'. .129

.
.....

.0008 ...225a .0008 .2428
...

. .

Change in Own . -

4
Living Arrangement

Entered
Work Force-.

Left
Wok Force

pnadj.
Prop.

Adj.

Prop.+.

Unadj.
Trop.

Adj.
yrOp.+

.

Left Home, Acquired .

A-.

.Spouse, Had Children,. .778 . .789 4000 -1,.001.

,

Left HO.4.p,.

4AcquiredSpouse -.791 .778. ,001 002' ':

Left Home, .

Had Children 1.0008 .977a .000a .0064
,

. .

Left Home to ... . ..

Live Alone
.

.767
t.
775

"
:.D1.8 .01.3

' Left,Home to .''114ve

Arlith Other Adults .5078 ,<4198 :b008 -.0038.

Did Eot Leave Home k .497 .497. ..002..odo
. '

1

. .
,4

.159 .086 .055 .133

.

..24118 .2098 .2528 .3758'
. ,

.031 .080 .420.472
.,

'

Overall Mean

standard Deviation

Eta
2

:r
1

.

Bexa
2

a

.599

.492

:073**

.075**

, .063
.

.050

.013*.

.007 .

.083
,

.34

.277
.

1 .:6983**)471**

.005 .'

,

+Adjusted for the effecfs.of:,. age in 1975, education in 1175, gther family income/famdly
needs in 1974, 1974 county unemployment,rite, family incolhe/family needs in 1967, 1968
'parental head's education, whether 1968 parental-head wag white-Collar worker, whether
mother was working in 1968, otherlamily income/family needs 19,741-1967, county.mnemploy-
ment rate 1974-1967, and change in partnts0- living arrangement/race,

*Figure based on fewer'than 20 observatlons.

*Significant:at ..01 levl.

**Significant at. .05.1eVel.'

..

.
a

, 4.

yr
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LE.6.4

UNADJUSTED AND ADJ PROFDRT1ONS 0 YOUNG FEMALES CHPOGING WORK 1TATUS

GE IN OWN LIMG ARRANGEMERT

(Noninstitutiorsal emalo Aged 16-24 in 1975 Who Were in Their
Pa nts' Households in 1968 ,

and For Whom Ho s Worked in.1967.Was Attertained)

Change.ftOWn '

Living Artjngement

Left Home, Acquired
Spouse, Had Childr

Left Home,
Acquired Spouse

Left HoMe,
Had Children

Left Home to
.

Live Alone

Left Home to.Liv
With Other Adults'

Did Not Leave NOme

= .

¶ Nerall Mean

StanUard' Deviation

Eta
2

Beta
2

Utter
Work rce

Unad3. Adj.

Prop. Prop00.-

.666. .,727

.893 .../P

.790a ..i67a

.442 .494

:5-35

.499

.112 **

.064**.

P .+trop

Work Force
lined). Adj.

Prop

.058

.008

.000,

.000

.000a

.007

menatned in
Work Force

'Med.'. Adj.

Pr"' 'PF°P.4.

mematned our

of Work Force
Unadj. Adj.

Prop. Prop%+.

.051 .031 .010 .495

.000 .053 .048 .165

'.002 .007 -.013 : .327

-.011 .052 .031 .055

-.008a .210a .223a .000a

, .013 :.007 .020 .544.

.565

.287

.

.187

.018a

.473

.023 .427

.150 .495

..026** .130**

A20** .059** .1

*A44usted fox the effects of: age in 1975, education in 1975 other family income/family

i
needs in 1974, 1974 COunty,unemployment,rate, family income/ amily heeds in 1967; 1968
parental head's education, whether 1968 parental head was wh te collar worker,ewhettler
mother was working in 1968, other family ineome/family needs 1974-1967, county unemploy-

..'.

sent rate 1974-1967, and change in parents' living arrangement/race.

angure based on fewer than 20 observations.

**Significant:at .01 level.
^

I
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TABLE A.5

lt
UNADJUSTED AND AIVUSTED* MEAN CHANGE IN HOURS. WORKED

BY 'CHANGE IN OWN LIVING ARRANGEMENT AND SEX.

(Noninstitutional Individuals Aged 16,24 in 1§75
Who Were in Their Parents' Households in 19611

,

/
Chfinge ih Own,i . -,

Living Arrangement

Left Home, Acquired
Spouse, Had .Children

Left Home,
Acquired Spouse

Left.Home,
Had Children

Left Home to
s Live Alone

Left Home to Live
With Other Adults

, Did NOtilliavtAme

1967 Were A,scertained)and For Whom 'Hours lorked in

.k

Unadjusted Adjusted
Alean' Mean+

Unadjusted Adjusted
. -,,'... Mean Mean+

. 1.

1,804 1,544 0534
.

360

1,761 14574 1,115 937

. '*

2,368a 1,961a 785 766

1,405 1,212 1;442 1,216

'

1,42 1,127a \ 1,167a 11087

651 436 1. 576'537

Females

. OVerall. Mean 918 657
,,

Standard Deviation, 852 751
..

.

.

Eta
2

.396** i,

' Zeta
2

. ,.200** , .107**
..-

. ,-----------'

+Adjusted for the effects of:. age in 1975&.jeguaation,in 1975, piher famfly
. income/family needs in 1974, 1974 county unemployment rite,laiily income/

family.needs in 1967, 1968 parental head's education, whether.1968. parental
. ,head was white .collar worker, whether mother was working in 1968, other

e family.indOme/familY nee& 197471967, county unemploymentNrate 1974-1967,
,

And change in "parents' living Urrangement/race.
.

aFlgure based .on fewer than 20 observations.-

Ei*Significant at .61 level...

rY,
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' EDUCATION1, OCCUPATION, AND EARNINGS

/ 4By: David O'Shea

11%°

.
7

'

(ABSTRACT.
*

fi'e probability that pe ons of equal*educational att ainment
will have equal incomes is very low, i Jengks and his coleagues
point out. However,.disaggregation of data dealing with'the edu-
cation-income relationship shoWs that, While ob'13.fious1y a gdinble,
rewards for edlicational attainment actually are substantiaf among
persons who succeed in acquiring access to professibnal, managerial;
And technical fype occupations. .As these latter account for about
40% of all jobs, an economic incentive Modej remains viable as a
basis for interpreting the' motivation of students to competio for,
and invest in, educational attaimment.

In addition, disaggregated data shOw that two furthersperspec-
. fives, or models, illuminate othar asppcts of the.motivationsAink-

ing tile educational and occupational systems. ksocial.determOist,
or sociological, perspective reveals that as the leifel Of edutation
in the population increases, etployers raise entry-leveltOucational

: requirements, re ulting in education actuallyfcreating its own de-
° mand, pressuring young men and women to stay on in school for a con-.
tinuallyincre ing length of time. Further, a.social-psychological
perspective on he education-income rqlations ip shows that, mediat7
ing between years of schooling andsoccupational attainment, there
is the tendency'for,a cOtreSpondence toexist between individual
talent and psychological characteristics an the one hand, and the)
aracteristics of given occppations-on the other. Data supportive

o 1,1.-threp models - the,economic sociological,Land
social-psychological - are presented here, and some corislusions
proposed.

9

t

4 .1

INTRODUCTION

A In I.972 Jencks et al. created quite a furor by pointing out

that, despite the conventional.risdom, the probability of persons

of equal educati9a1 attainment achieving equal incomes was re-
.

markably low. FOr 'example, for white adult males, census data

shw that the correlation between years Of schoolinglind annual

k.

6

1
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earnings is.0.35 -This tells us that years of schooling accounth
.s

for only 12%lof the variance in eatned inCome. However, controlling
P

for the effects of family status and academic ability would reduce

this 6 approximattl;r 7%. The remaining 93% ofAtexplained variance

"Jenck's et,al. (1973) attribute to "luck." 4

on the face

edscation, while

unrewarding. It

of it, these findings suggest that the pursuit of
6

IA) doubt of value in itself, may prove edonomically

must bj emphasized, 'howev'er, that ihe findings are

based upon highly aggregated data and are repdrted in terms of av-
.

erage relationships. A more realistic picture emerges when:the rel-

Ivantdata are disaggregated, eiTher on the basis,of specific occu-

Rational categories, or in relation to the,position thit,persons

occupy.in the social structure of the economy.as employersi mana-
.

a

gers, or. workers. Both types of disaggregated data are presented
% .

here. They demonstrate titat,ifor about one third of theTositions
.. . .

''in the work.Arce the returns actually are very substantial. The

fact that there are' such pogitions, and that higher education typ-

ically is-a condition of access,\makes investment iy eduoation at

least as rational as inVestment in the stock market! Eachcontains

an element of-risk, but the potential rewards for those who are

"lucky" serves as a major incentive.

Ih practice, of course, the fact that there are high...economic.
-ca

returns to edUcation within specific occupations is w4lr known to

the public', crea ing competition betwben social groups around the
.

issue of equal ccess to educational facilities, as well as geneY-

ating COmpetit on between individuals. Gibup competition finds

conteMporary q1xpressiôn in-movements for the right's of minorities,

and of women, leading-to school desegregation and akfirmative

.

1. Christopher Jencks, Marshall Smith, Henry Acland, Mary0Jo Bane,
baiik4 Cohen, Herbext Gintis,'Barb*a Heyns, and Stephen Michel- :
son, Inequality,' A keassessmept of the Effect of Family and.
Schooling,in America (New York: Harper and Row, 1973).

117
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,
action ,programs. Competition between indiviAuals within schools'has

helped bring about an alignment erf the separate status.structure,s

Of the occupational andeducational 'systems. As Rehberg fOdnd.from

°studying the progress over time-of students in six New York State
, ..

high schools, .
. i

, at least as early as the ninth gTade it is possible
to distinguigh systematically.btwelp groups-of studenpr
on a wide range oIvariables which,relate, in the 'short
run, to their occupational attainment.2

J

Relevant variables include family status, intelligence, academ-

ic achievement, leducationalJambition, and-self-imagek Ninth gliders

'who 'registered high 'acrots these variables weTe those stUdents most

likely to enter four-yea r. colleges,'altd then.pxOceed'to professional

and managerial occupations. Those ninth graders measuring low on

the same variables were most,Jikely to terminate schooling-with the.

twelfth grade,.and.then take on blne cellar or lower level white

.collar'positions in 'the economy. Finally, the ninth graders.who

. fell into the mid-position were test likely to enter community Afr

1

colleges, and then move on to employment as technicians or as aides

to pfbfessionals in a variety cifield0

2. sRichard A. Rehberg, The Two-Year College Entrant: Comparisons
with the High School Graduate and with the Four-Year College
Entrant (Binghamton; )4ewYork: Center for Social Analysis,
*State University of New York at Binghamton, 1976), p. 63.

3. Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis,'Schooling in Capitalist
America (New York: Basic ,Books, Inc., k976). For Bowles and
Gintis the coinciaence bf occupationaland educational struc-
tures-represents the outcome of what they tall the correspon-
dence principle. However, they mier-interpret the meaning of
this correspondence, arguing that it reflects not simply stu-

,dent, and parental, response to occupational incentives, but
also the intent of ddminant groups in'society'. The latter are
alleged to influence edutational policy so that the "education-
al system tailors the self-concepts,..agpirations, and social
class iaentifications of individuals.to the requirementsof the
social division of labor." (p. 129) Actually, sChools are .

notably ineffective institutions for influencing the person-*
alities of their studentv. Both student'attitudes and early,

.cogniXive development are largely-productg of pre-sahool ex- .

periences in the home, which even.relatively intensive programs
of compensatory education fail to change.

8

.

-10
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Clearly, a good deal of cpmpetitioh andipelf- electiOn is involyed '

.as studentvseek their place within title ademic and.sociaPistructures
14).0°

.. of their schools,.an4 balance their/back ounds, abilities, pir.so4i11-
..

.

.

.

ties,4 andia9ademic perform ance against pa,
.

1 expectations an\thr

.own cAre r interest4. %
0 I,

- ). MIS n-sc ool QO petition is biased in favor c>students trom
. i

V r 4
higher status kwo ds, as Bowles and Gintis emphasize. However,

)

- legitimating th 'process is the fact that lower status students with -
.

.

academic ability also succeed. For example,'Ting longitudinal data

- on WisConsin high school sttidelits, Sewell tethonstr4es that parental

status of students adcoUnts'for 18% of the variance in'postsecondary

schooling attained.
5

When academic ability of tudents is added to

parental status in the prediction model, the pro tion of explained

variance in schooling attained incre,ases to 30%-. In effect, student

ability,.net of parental staus, uniquely explains _12% of the vari-
-

,

ance in.years of schooling.

As the competition for educational attainment probably finds

its strongest. incentiVe in the potential economic rewards within

the occupational structure, for the first section of this paper an

ecdnomic incentive model provldes the organizing perspective. Such

a model does not, Of course, idelitify all relevant factors involved

in the decisions that individuals make regarding the length of time

they commit to fOrmal schaoling, as becomes apparent when one looks

at student motivation from other perspectives.

THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES-

Apart-from the pull of mmeetary reWards associated with high

status occupations, also operative as an incentive for schoolinaS
-

the push generated by thq fact that) as Collins aripes,6 eaucation

4; Ibid.

5. William H. Sewell, ";nequality
cation," Aaerican Sociolegical

1:

.

of Opportunity fprIligher Edu-
Review, vol., 36 (October 1971),

pp. 793-80

6. Randall Collins, "Functional and Conflict Theories of Education-
al Stratification," limeiligan_aacinloticaljityiew, vol. 36
(December 1971), pp. 1002-19.

II j
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Creates- its own deffiand. The higher the educational level iD,the
lb

population, the h igher'employers set their entry requirements.

itr These raluiremellts then react back upon the educational silltply, 41
.

pressuring young people to stay in school longer,-thus raising the
' .

_level of education id iuCcessive age cohorts in the-population.,

'This pc rs despite the-fact tht,s Folger aild Nam point
1
out,

.4

7

there 5s Utile eNidence of the need,fot increased entry level

knowledge or.skills in most occupations. ot surprisingly, there-
. .

for, once,job entry is attained, educational background receives

a

'

little additional economic reward in about two-thirdsof the occii-

pational categories used by ihe Bureau of the:Census, as we shall

see. ,

'Social pressure to stay in school, generated by escaiaiflg s

job entry requirements; falls within the purview of a social de-

terminist*C, or Siciological, model of educational-attainment.

However, apart from the pressures accounted for by the economic,

incentive and socio,logical models, yet another source of influence

upon individual educational decision making is identified by a.

social-psychological Model. This is the influence*Of personal
,
tal-

/

ent and interests,Jactors that constrain individual ambitions and"
8

.

career plans. As, Gottfredsoh points out,, studies of the contri-
.41.g.j: f

bution of educatitin to earnings typically conCentrate upon aNsingle

dimension at both the education and income sides of the relati0-

shiP. Oalthe.education side, ability is taken to be intellectull

0

7. John K. Folger and Charles B. Namt Wrends in Education in Re-

lation to the Occupational-Structure," Sociology of Education,
vol. 38 (1964).pp. 1933.' For:a more extended discussion of
the problem of credentialling 'see.Rohald Dore, The Diploma
Disease: Educationt Qualification,and Development (Berkeley,
Ca),.: University of California Press, 1976).

8.. Linda S. Gottfredson,. A Multiple-Labor Market Model of uccu-

pational Achievement (Baltimore, Md.: Center for Social Or-
ganization of Schools, Johns Hopkins University, Report No.'
225, 1977.)

A
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' on11,.the diversity of human talents being ignoYed,. On the earn-
.

ings.side, work is treated as allomogenequs activity, perhaps vary

ing between levelS of occupational.status. To go beyond thritim-

ited approach, Gottfredson has analyzed education-income relation-
.

ships interms of occupations classified according,to six cate-
-

gories developed by Holland on the basis of researc' in vocationall

psychology.. These six types relate to activities pr ferrgd'and
0 11-

competencies reqUired in given occupations.
%

While the sociological model overlaps the economic one, it

being diffiéult to separate out the relative contribution of push

and pull factors to educational attainment, the social psychologi-
-

cal model compleMents the'economic, helping to interpret the.re- -

r-,lationship between years of schooling and susequent earnings.

Data relativ to all three models are presented here, beginning

Oith the ec6c model, is this the greatest utility in ac-
%
counting fbr educational attainment within the population.

THAOECONOMIC INCENTIVE MODEL

As lOngitudinal data have become available, these have made

passible a series* of analyses of he cauial determinants of earned

income. Some of.the more productive studies-have Utilized data

that were initiatect with a survey_of high school seniors in Wis-

consin in 1957:9. These data shovi that a large part of,the effec-

tiveness of education in facilitating higher earnings result from

fact that educat' n enables people to enter higher sta oc-

mr `
cupations. Fdr exa le, Griffin,

10
timing the Wisconsin data,'re-

I ..

4.

. % /r. .

9. For details of/he Wisconsin survey see William H

, Archibald 0:Haller and George' W. Ohlendorf, "The

and Early Occupational 'Status Attainment Process:
and Revision," American Sociological Review; vol.

1970) pp. 1014-27.
,

,f10. Larry J. Griifin, "Specification Biases in Estimates f Soci

- economic Returns to Schooling," Sociology of EduOation vol

49 (April 1976).

Sewell,

Educational
Replication )

35 (December

4
.
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gressed earnings on a nuMber of predictor variables, including

parental educationoccupation,.dnd income. ,To.these were added
.

characteristies'of the respondents, including mental ability, years

of.edueatibn, and occupational status. The coefficients for-each

net of the influefl,Ce:

Results show tbaf'each

M00.0 cif parental iRcomb. i 'worth 4112 of son's earnings. Each

indicate'its impact upon'earnings,

of all other variables in the regressibn.

year of education is worth, on average, $97. Occupational status
, .

generates $15 per annum for each;point on the status scale, which

runS from 1 *through 'special interest, though, is the fact°

that when occupational status ii removed from the regression, the

earnings generated by each year of education-jump'from $97 to $206,-.

an increase of 112%. Elidently a large pvt-of the effect of edu-
,

cation is mediated by occupational status, as Acomes evident when

the economic returns to education are disaggregated by. types of

occupation.-

Disaggregativ the 4ta

..As occupational status plays a substantial mediating role

beiween years of education attained'and earned income, the occu-

110
pational structure appears to be pot tially the most fruitful

. ,

basis in terms of which to explore tt bdnation-income relation,

shik in more detail. There are, in fact, two approaches to the

contribution of education to earningS that have promise for bur

yurposes. Stolzenberg,
11

has analyzed economiereturns to edu-
..

cation separately for .each of the 11 census 4tegories of occu-
. %,

pational status. Wright and, Perrone have looked at education-in-
,

come relations within eConomic classes,
12

the latter being defined

.

11. \Ross M. Stolzenberg, "Education, Occupation, and Wage Differ-
\ences between White and pack Men," AmericanJournal of Sod.-
ology, vol. 81 (Septemberl 75 pp. 200-323.

12. Erii4 0lin Wright wld ne, "Marxist Class Categories
and Income Inequality," Amerie/' 4SociolOgical Review, vol. 42
(FebrUary 1977), pp. 3:55.).

4 N.
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by the role people play within the structure of social r ationships.

Turning fi.rst to Stolzellbetg approach,
13

he.separa,

,

aDd pducation on the.bais of data from the .1960.0.S. Cen

Using the datg for white males, he regressed earnings on education

.separately-for each of four age groups and ten categories of occu-
.*

pAtional status. This approach generates forty separate regression

coefficients providing estimateS of the effect of education upon.8. "

earnings. Stolzepberg's interest in this'procedure was to demon;
. 4

strate marked non-lineatities in the.education-earnings relationship,

and,interaction between age and education within this relatitnship.
1 a.

The non-linearities are evident-when the distribution of regression

ed earnings
f

- 'coefficielits is Oiagrammed in Fj.gure 1,.but the most striking find-

. i
.

.

ing is the verp0 large difference in economic returns to'education.
.

, 4
. between t e.highest lowest status occupation categories.

As s own in Figure 1, returns to education between occupations

came closest at the early.4§tagek of,persdns'. careers for tht earn4-

ings data gat r& by the 1960,oensUs. Even here though, for the

twenty-five to thirty-four years of age group, the gap was $264 be-

tween the return of $108 for one year of schooling for clerical

workers and the return of $374 for managers, officials, and propri-

etors.. By age thirty-five to. fookty-four the gap had greatly widened.

Tie"Yeturn for clerical workers increased to -$215, but thalt'for man-
.

1

. agers, officials, and proprietors rose much.faster, reaching $961
.

In..this same age group the largest gap was between laborers, at $146,

and professional, technical, end kindred workers, who experienced a

return of $1,042..

. Overall,'two occupational categOries that emp2.oyed'27toof white

;

3.°.Stolzehberg,. op. cit.

14. U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.
Subject Reports. Occupatian

RepoteV(2)-711 (Washington,
1963). '4..

1

.

4

S. Census of Population: 1960.
by Earnings and EduCation, Final
D,C.: Government Prirting Office,

e
,)
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Pigure i.e.-Coefficients generated by regressing whiteimales' earningt on,

yeti's of school completed in 1960, by major occupation group and
age. Based Iata in Table 2, p.310: Ross M. Stolzenberg,
"Xducation, copstion, and Wage Biffertnces between White and
Black Men." Am.%iclU Journal of Sociologx, 81 (2)s299-323, 1975.
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males in 1970 - professional and technical workers, Managers, offi-

cials and proprietors - enjoyed extraordinarily high returns rela-

tive to all the others. Sales workers came a close third, a cate- --

gory employing 7.4% of Males in the 1970 wAkforce. The balance,

66%, fell into the remaining occupational categories,,among which

returns were relatively low, and dec ned after early middle age.

: These data help interpret the lack f academic motivation,charatter-

isiic of many students in high 'School who sec their future as most

likely falling into one of thealower sta s occupational categoriss.

of-cours6,,,the magnitude S f returns to schooling.

shown here are probably overestimated by 35-40%, according to Grif-

fin.
15 This is the proportion of the education-income relationship'

that is da to the influence upon'both variables of parental soctio:

- economic st tus and the individual's own mental ability. Control7
' i

ling for these factors WOuld'reduce the dollar amounts and narrow

the gaps somewhat, but the overall iciattern would remain the'samt.
.,-.

Stolzenberg's approach is expanded upon from a slightly. dif- *

16
ferent direction by Wright and Perrone. .,. These authors argue that

tin'predicting'income on the basis of education, occupational status,
.

and age, one can add to the predictive powrer of he statistical

model by adding the social clasS of members of the workforce.
lk

Returns to Education by Social Class ..

i

In exploring the qontribution of social class, net of occu-

pational status, to income returns for years of schooling, Wright

and Perrone take the v4ew that occupational status and social class

represent quite dffferent, though overlapping, sets of relatiohships.

"Ocrupation" designatessrositions within the technical

115. Griffin, op. cit., p. 135.. .

16. Wright and Perrone, op. cit.

*ow
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division of-labor, i.e., an'occupation represents a set of
otivities fulfi)ling certain teChnically defined functions.
Glass, onrthe.othehand, designates positions within tWe ,

social relatiops AkIroduction, e.
1/ '

it designates the
social re1ationA,b8iWeen actors."

'. , .,
. ,

. The class typology used by Wright .and Perrone i4 based upon

'three questions askea ollrespondents in the two sur rveys froin which
,

their data are,derived.,
.

.

1. "MoSt of the !time_on the job do you work for yourself or "v

-

(
someone 'else?". ,

1.-
. 4.. r;

2. "IE iou are self-employed, are there any people who work
, .

for you and are paid-by you?"

400.-

P

(1

. 3. "Do you supervise anybody as part of your job?"19

Using data generated by about 1,500 respondents to a national
, v

11' sample of adult, interviewed in 169 for a sutvey'ot working con-

ditions, the above three questions generated five categories A.

socili elks, as illustrated in Table 1.

The survey responses also provided information on level oe
education and annual income, a slightly different variable from

annual, earnings, but closely correlated. Given `these.data Wright

and Perrone separated respondents into the class categories of em-
.

ployers, managers, and Aprkers. They omitted the petty bourgeoisie

and ambiguous categories, numbers being-too few. Within'each class

they regressed annual income on educatfon, with the'results dia-

grammed in Figure 2. Educatkon is coddd by level rather than by

iears (0 . elementary school or less; 1 = completed elementary .

I.

47. Ibid., p: 35.

18. Ibid., p.

. lg. Ibid.
1.

*

a

4
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0.

P

a

Educational Level (See text)

'Figure 2. --Regression of incOme on eduoation, by categories of social class,
for nonfari, full-time.participants in the labor force. Data from a 1969

national sample of 1,555 adults, 16 years of age and over. pased upon Figure 2,

p. 45; Erik Olin Wright and Luca Perrone, "Marxist Class Categories and Income

'Inequality." American Sociological RevieW. .42 (1): 52-45, 1977.

.0"
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Table 1

; #
CRITERIA FOR SOCIAL CLASSa

Self- Have Have-Suborc4nates
CLASS'

E on the Job
Employed N. %mployed BMployees

:

Employer Yes .Yes

Managers. No No

Woikers - No -No

Petty

.

b Bourgeeoisie Yes No

Ambiguous Yes No

4.

v

Yes No 110 7.4

Yes ,Yes ,561 37.4

,No \res 739 49,2

No No 65 4.3
4

4

Yes No 24 1.8

-1

Source: Table 3, is. 37. Wright and Perrone. See text.,

school; 2 = some high school; f high scho 1; 4 = some college;

5 = college degree; 6 = post ege). ;I:11 actual regression co-

efficients for ccillege with each of e class categories are:

Emp erS $4,091

Managers 1,797

-Workers . '678

These-coefficients represent the increment in income for each

additional stage of education. When occupational stetus, age,*and

number ot years in present job are added to education in the ie-

gression the education coefficients 14duce but remain high, testify-

ing to the independent contribution of social class, net of the

otherv-three variables including occupational status. The revised

coefficients are:

Employers $3,170

Managers 1,477

Workers 607
1.
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In terms of varianCe explained, ducation, age and occwational

status were found to explain 19.1% of t e.variance in income. When

social class was added this increased the proportion'of variance

explained 7.6%, fora total of 26,7%, 'again inicating the sub-.

stantive.importance of.the class variance.

.The,very large differehces in returns to education within the

three social classes, as demonstrated by Wright and Perrone parallel

.Stolzenberg's findings presented earlier. The differences in re-
. .

turns to education evidently are an interactive phenomenon, result-
, .

ing from charatteristics of occupational settings. Economists as-

sumethat, in general, earnings are'an index of the contribution of

each individual.to the overall productivity'of the econolicy. Apparen4

ly, therefore,. education does enhance individual productivity among

employers and managers, andaong persons in professional,,technical,

and sleccupations. In thee latter occupatio al categories,

earnings increased substantially with level of ed tAtion. Thqis is

rather What one would anticipate. Not anticipated is the relatively

weak impact of education upon productivity (earnings) in the remain-

ing occupational categories, and these categories account for 60961br

mord 'oftrhe eloyed labor force.

,Uiiever,\.as noted earlier, lien among occupations where edu-

caiion ha$ relatively little imp etupon earnings, entryk increas-
,

ingly 'dependent up4 the possession of educational credentials. The

consequences of this "push factor upon the supply of education in

the labor force are refietted in changes over time in the pattern*

of relationship between given occupational categories and the level

of education of those emplhed in thee categories.

THE SOCIOLOGICAL MODEL

Despite low returns-to education for roughly 60%, of employed

persons, most of whom are found in blue collar,.service, and farm

6ccupations, the level of education among this 60% has been steadily

rising. It is plausfble to propose, therefore, that a large, if '

9.,

,
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indeterminate, proportrOn Of this rise reflects.pressure'gonerhted

by increases in job entry educational requirements.which,. in turn,

have escalated in respOnse to the.increased availability of per-

sons with>high school and post-secondary certificates. In effect,.

a typical.viciPlus, or perhaps in thiS case beneficent', circle 'has

been at work, an interpretation'that finds SOmo support, from data

regarding change aver time in median levels of education within

the labor. force.

Between .1959 and 1972 the median years of education in the
,

total employed labor force-rose from-12 years. to 12.4 years. How-

evet within specific occupationalcategories,.and within the black

population, changes were much more dramatic. Looking first at the

dhta for.black men and women; shown in Table 2, from 1959 to 1972

black men gained by 3.4 years and black women by 2.8 years. 'Whites,

by contrast, changed very-little, and what_change did occur repre-..

sents a'convergence of both men'and women to the same level..of 12.5

years. In fact, the ovevall. pattern of change suggests a conver-
.

genee 42"Shin all sectors of the population, rather than a tendency

totiard continued upward movement over time.

-TABLE 2
, .

MEDIAN YEARS OE EDUCATION COMPLETED AMONG
CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE, BY SWAND COLOR, FOR

195 Y and 1972 (ALL OCCUPATION GROUPS)?

Color -Sex 1959 "I I 1972
Change

1959-4972.

White

Black

MIL

. Male 12.0

Female 12.3

Male 8.2

Female .9.4

0.5

0.3

. 11.6 3.4 ,

12:q 2.8

°source: Table 11,-42, p. 181. Manpower Report of the President,

1973. U.S. Dept. of Labor.

0
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This tren

looks st chan

toward a stable limit appears also when one

within specific occupational categories. These

changes, as exp rienced by white males, are..d.iagrammed).4 Eigure 3.
.

Occupational categories within which median years of education were

lowest in 1959 e erienced the largest gaits by 1972. Farmers;

farm laborers, a d nonfatm labojers moved up 2.5 years. Service',

workers gained by 2 years. Theie latter-four occupational cate-

goriea together accounted for 17.5% of the forty-three million
t

white males employed iri.1970. Overall, 40.5% of employed males

fall into the blue collar occupations, among which the median years

of education rose:1.2.years for craftsmen, and for operatives 1.8

years., The remaining pccupati9nakcategories, all in white cellar

sectors, experienced little change over the thirteen year period,

21aving begun at Or above the 12.5 years mark in 1959.

) These hta for white males suggest.three trends. First, occu-

Of
pations in t_he highest status Category, professional and teChnical

workers, are distinctive in their very,high.median years of education,

which has remained at over 16 years %Once 1959, Second,the median
4

years ofreducation in managerial, administrative and sales occu--

pations has,been moving slpwly toward 13 years'. Thirdly, all other

occupatiohal categories are

or clerical work, which was

from 12.5 years in 1959. As

converging over time with the mit4ian

12.6'years in 1972, almost unchanged

ihese latter categories account for'

two-thirds of all, employed males, their educational levels strongly

influence the aggregate median, and as we saw earlier, there is
s

little economic incentive for persons to go beyond high school if

they enter clerical or blue collar jobs, income returns to education

in these jobs being minimal. By contrast, returns to education'.in

thes'agher level professional and managerit' positions are sub-

stantial.

Though not presented here, ,the pattern of change in median,

years olechication for white women is very similar to that.for men,

'4
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while their,respective distributions between occupations differ.

Women.are concentrated in clerical rather than blue collar work.

Among.blacks, though oVerallthere was,a large increase in edu-,

cation, this was not 'true of those in .occupational categories where

the black median already %vat close to the white level in 1959.

Specifically, black professional and'technical workers had a median

of 16 years of education in 1959 and in 1972, and black clerical

and sales workers were close-to 12.5 years at both times. The large

changes in levels-of education between.1959 and 1972 among blacks,

asamongwhi-tes, occurred not in the higher status occupations but

in the blue collar, service, mid farm categories.

In interpreting these dqta on change over time, referring,back

to Figures 1 and 2, one can argue that if increased educational' .

levels within many occuPational categories results from actual job

needs for higher levels of pre-training, this fact would be reflect-

ed in a substantially stronger.relationship between.education and

earnirigs than presently exists. The more parsimonious interpre-

tation is that demand for educational requirements goes up as the

supply of educated manpower increases;

.
Further insight into factors assotiated with difference*

x'
returns to education is provided by Gottkredson's work.

20 ,In this

she 4plores the possibility that psychological factors orientLin-
.

.1

. 1 ,

. ,
dividual job choices, thui mediating between level Of° educatiOn Etna

\ , /

occupational status, and therefore influencing the educatipn-fearnings

relationship. Gottfredson's
,,

approach calls for a more comilex view-_, ,

(
pf,the nature of the labor market. The latter is conceived/of as ,

'6eing divided into multiple sectors,,each sector attractih persds
,

)

,

L.
.

/ With distinctive talents and interests.
.

.1,

. IBE SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL MODEL

Gottfredson argues that education is'rewarded diffe ently be-

20. Gottfredson, op. cit.
I
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tween occupatiions'in part because occupation ,vary considerably ill

the extent' to Which academic preparation has actual utility, even

thougfi required for entry.. Some occupations

require skills primarily for working with.ppple;
whereas bthers requite skill for working with data

IF or things'. 'We might expect that school's do not foster
all the types of talent that are important in the oc--

cupational, world. In turn, we would not expect edu-
cation to be as valuable in the lines of work that
require non-academic talent. 21

To explore these possibilities, Gottfredson classifies occupa-

tions by means of a typology developed by John Holland on t (3-basis

of research'in vocational psychology. Holland allocaits o cupations

into six typeS according(to the activities performed and tile compe-

tencies required. Theg types are labelled realistic, investiga-
,

tive, artistic, social, entre'rprising, and conventional. By way of

examples, sales and management jobs would be in the enterprising

category; science and medicine in the investigative; clerical work

and accd\inting in the conventional; blue collar jobs and engineer-

ing in the realistic, and education and social service in the

social.
A

Holland assumes that education contributes differently to-

worker productivity within each of his six types; an assumptioA

that can be tested by adding the types to the usual statistical

: model for predicting income cn the .6asis of education and 'occu-

pational status. Gottfredsoll has done this, using a 1/1000 sample

developed by the 1970 census of White males in the fulll time

21. Linda S. Gottfredson, "Differential°Educational Payoff Mcdels
and Theories of the Diversity of,Human Talents,".in James M.
McPartlind and Edward L. organizers, Alternative Re-

search Pets ectives on the Effécts of School Or anization

and ocial Contexts Baltimore, Md..; enter or Socia rgani-

.zation of Schools, Johns Hopkins University, Report No. 234,

1977, pp. 1-2.

4
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nonfa labor toce.22. The sample sizq wa 27,067.

The datia.from te sample were used,to predict incom on the basis

of years'of 4ucation, weeks wOrked in 1969, hiars worked during

the survey w ek, an4 occupational prestige. These variables.ex-

plainee2 .4% of the variance in income. Adding dummy variables

for.the Holland types increases the variance explained to 31:1%,
?-4

a sUbstantial proportlionateincreikse.

Insight into the actual pattern of differences between Holland's .

types in terms of income returns to education is provided.by dia-

gramming these, as in.Figure 4, fiottfredson generated these data

simply by regressing income.on education. The lines-shown-in Fig-

ure 4 join the computed regression coefficients for education gen-

erated by running the regression'bquation.separately for each of four

age groups, and the six typesi/of occupations. Amqpg the types, en-

terprising occupations obviclasly,incorporate the jobs having the

highest returns to education. This category overlaps the census

classifications'A sales, '11/anagers, officials, and proprietors, that

registerligh in Stolzenbe g's.analysis, and the manager and employ-

er categories used by Wri ht and Terrone. As shown in Table-3, about-
_ -

one quarter of 11 emplo ed men, aged thirty-six to forty-five, fall.

within 'the enter,rising type. Reflecting the techndlogical charac-

ter of our socie y, the/realistic type incorpOrates the-jobs held by

more than half Of all 06ployed men. 4

With the realistic and enterprising occupations accounting t

gether.fot 80% of men in the sample, the remaining 20% are dis-

tributed between the investigative, social, conventional, and ar-

tistic types.

Educational characteristics of men within the six occupational

.types are suggestive of the patternkof linkages to the educational

.system. Looking at the third column of Table 3, one can see the

22. Gottfredson, A Multiple-Labor.Market Model, op.'citt_

ft
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TABLE 3

1 .

DISTRIBUTION OF WHITE MALES IN CIVILIAN, NONFARM,J,ABOR*FORCE
IN 1970, AGED 36-65, BY TYPE OF OCCUPATION, AND BY PERCENT

OF.ALL EMPLOYED MALES HAVING lb"OR MORE YEARS OF
EDUCATION BETWEEN;AND WITHIN TYPES OF

OCCUPATIONa

Type of. /Employed
Occupation males

Percent men with Percent men with
16 or more years 16 or more years
education between education within

types types

Realistic 53.8 10.2 5.1

Enterprising 25.6 38.6 24.7

ilvestigative 7.4 20.8 45.1

.*ociar 19.2 54.2
s

ConventiOnal 5.8' 7.2 20.3

Artistic 1.Er 4:0 55.8*

Total t000 10040

-_19,28(1 3,164

4Source: Adapted from da-ta provided in Table 8, p. 44, Linda S.
A Gottfredson. A MultipleAlabor Market Modal.of Occupational

..., Achievement. (See text). ,. .,,

. ,
. .

proportion of men'within each type that possess sifIfIr or more

years of education; in effect, the proportion of college graduates.'

Three types.tome close to'5096: the investigative, social and artis-

tic. The investi ive and loci:al haye large proportions of scien-

tists, univers y faculty members, teachers and sociallorkers, all'

of whi h jobs that require a higher education. However, among

6
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all persons.in the sampie who have college degrees, the largest

single concentration.is within the enterprisin% iype occupations,

as shown in column 2 of 'Table 3, the type also that provides the

highest economic returns to education. "Presumably the relatimi-

ship As not coincidental. .

Realistic ocPupations, with the lowest returnsAo educ tion,

attract 10.2% of all college 64aduates in the sample, thoug of'sll

men in realistic occupations 'only 3,1% are college,graaUates, As

shown in column 3 of Table 3. Most of these probably are .engineerS.

The educational disparity betireen the enterprising and realistic,' .

occupations is ful4h11,14@mphasized if one looks at the proportions

of men in each whwterminated schOoling at the twelfth,grade, or

below. Among all men in the sample the proportion is 72%. For the

enterprising type occupations the proportion falls to 56%, but rises

to 90% for those in the realistic/category. Apsociated with these

differences in educational levels, and returis to ed rtion, are

parallel differences in mean 'income. In 19 9, for men iged thirty-
,

six to forty-five, those in realistic oc upations had a mean income

or$8,992 compared to $14,346.for those in the enterprising ca.tegory.

From the point of view of the educational system, the low re-

turns te education in realistic occupations is a seriout issue,

given the number of people involved. In 1970 the realistic-catesory

accounted for.close to 54% of all',white eMployed men, and 8096.among

blacks. Students who find themselves poorly fitted, er Unmotivated',

to pursue postsecondary education,.and who perceive their future as

being in a realistiP type occupation, are not being 'unreasonable

when they ar4tie that\education, at least beyond the twelfth grade,

is noi particularly relevant fot them. To transform the motivation-
.

al climate among such students would require a transformation. of

the .structure.of rewards for education in realisticsoccupations,

though how this could be done for jobs in.which academictraining

adds.little to individual prodtctivity is difficult to fathem.

fr

b
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The typical alternative of providing vocational training is of

doubtful value in the context of lifetime careers, though it may be

useful as a means of keeping sople students occupied while they are

in s'600l. A compromise might be to accept the fact tbat half the

jobs in society are unlikely to ieward academic training beyond that -->

required to meet tinimum levels'of educational certification: then,
.

proceed to ekplore opportunities kor students to achieve.status, if
,

I

not always income, outside their regular occupations. In.effeCt,
47)

one would aim to legitimate the notidn that education should pre-
f

.

pare for leisure as 'loch as for work. Mdre emphasis could le, placed

upon muiic, art, and crafts, expanding greatly,the OIXisting extra-

curriculum, within which athletiCs provides an excellent' moael:

Of course, in theicase.of black men and women, and ofNhite

women, there is need for substantial changes within the e isting oc-

cupational structure. The problem here is one of redist ibuting

people between occupations. Within categories of'occupations, as

both Stolienberg and Gottfredson report,2310Sturns to education,for

blacks are less than for whites. Gottfredson,24 and also Wrighi and
.

Perrone,
25 found the same to be true for

,

women. Further analysis,

26
F

by Stolzenberg for blacks, and by Gottfredson for both blacks and

Amen, 27 indicates that the source of the differential returns, as

well as lower incomes, is not discrimination in salary policies so

much as differential patterns of recruitment, Within a given occu-
C.

pational status level, or social class level, blacks and women r-
.

ceive positions in the lower p*ying jobs within that category. 'In

23. Gottfredson, Ibid., Stolpinberg,'op. cit.

24.. Gottfredson, Ibid.

25 ,, Wright and Perrone, lop. cit.

26. Stolzenberg,

27. GOttfredson, A Multiple-Labor Market Model, op. cit.

4.
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terms of occupational types, Gottfredson found black males con-

centrated in the realistic category,'and women in the social and

conventional categoria.-Dver time, the combination of affirmative

action programs and changed socialization pattern*, especially re-
,

garding sex role stereotypes, shoula generate more balance in the

distributional patterns of.blacks,( women, and minorities generally,

adross occupations.

CONCLUSIO&S
4

In summary, while the overall,contribution of education to

earnings is low relative to the-cOttribUtion it makes to the attaili

ment of occupational.positions, disaggregation of the data in terths

of categories of occupations reveals that for about one-third of all

jobs the economic returns actually are rather high, This finding

reinforces the traditional viewpoint of economists that the po-
. .11

tential OY financial returns to education is a major incentive for

students, and that this incentive is one of the more important pro-,

cesses linking education' and work.28 Given the likely returns, both
\

students and their parents demand schools as a resource im the com-
.

petition for occupational status and earnings.

This, then, is the situation in general. Clearly, there are

particular instances of distortions in the competitive process, and
,

these are most visible in the case of minorities and of %/omen.

For'summary discussion of the economics oCeducation see Mary
Jean Bowman, "The Human Investment Revolution in Economic

I Thought," Sociology alelication, vol. -39 (Spring 1966),*

pp. 111-37. For a more tailed approach to the disaggregation
of education-income rekationships than'presented in this piper
see Richard S. Eckhaus, Estimatingithe Returns to Education:
A Disaggregated Approach (Berkeley, .Cal.: The Carnegie Com-

r, mission mt.-Higher Educayion, 1973). Among other things, Eck-
haus finds that if one uses hourly earnings rather *in annual
earnings ds the dependeq variable, returns to education for
professions come much closer to the returns for nonprofession-
als, the latter typically putting in less hours per week in
'their occupations.

I
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. ResOlution of these distortions, which inhibit persons entering

occupations commensurate with their level of education, requires

continuation of affirmative action programs. Ultimately, equalik-

ing access tO the occupational structure is likely to'be the most

effective way of equalizing educatiohal attainment between groups
e

in society, at least to the extent that attainment really iS 'a res-
t',

ponse to occuhationally based incentpes.
. .

The most troubling finding, of course, is that while education

pays dff in a sufficiently high proportion ,of.jobs to create power-

ful incpntives among students to compete for these positions, thus

raising the general level of education in the population as a sort

of spillover effect, a majority of students eventually arrive in

jobs for which return's to education are minimal. Given this it

wchild seem worthWhile.to explore ways in which students might also

be trained in nonacademic 'skills which would be serviceable for

their personal development, if.not their economic progress.

A related issue, of course, is the question of student moti-
.

vation to acquire an education. Economic incentives and the am-

bition to develop persahal talents no doubt are dominant, and comple-

lentaryOnfluences. The major prob lies wit those students

who reSpond to neither of these inf uences, but re carried along

within the educational system by social pressUres th#t.demand the

acquisition of educational credentials.' As.the source of this

problem is within the occupational rather thanethe educational
. -

system, more research is required regarding the cOnditions Under

which,formal education really does, or does not, contribute toward

job performance. -

Pinally, to complete the pict iftf education-wo# relations

k'we not only need to pursue in more 1etail the analysis+of the &cu-
.,

pational structure and its linkages to various levels and types of

education. Also necessary are data on the reverse of the oc6ipation-

dl ptructure-- the structure of individual careers within and

et
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t
across occupations. As Spilerman note:13,29 education "provides- )

status and earnings rc4ards through faCilitating access to valued .

car,er 4ines, through differentiation among entrants with respect

, toirate of advancement, or through a combination of both." Career.
.

.

analysis can help teveal the actual processes through which educa-
. .

tiop enhances indiVidual productivity and earnings. Such analysis

also has potential for a more detailed understanding of unemploy-

iiient, helping to specify the conditions under which pebple with
.

4iffetent background characteristics, and in different occupations,

l'

4:Inter and exit the occupational structure. Unemployment, like edu-
I k

'cation, takes its meaning from 'the Structure of employment, and

" !ultimately can only be'dealt with in terms of its consequences for

Ithe labor market as a whole. .

le

29. Seymour Spilerman,
economic Achievemep

4 (November 1977) pi

411

"Careers, Labor' Market 5fructure, and Socio..

t," American Jourfial oftSodlology, vol. 83
. 585..

,
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,AILIENATION AND ADJUSTMENT TO LIMITED PROSPECTS.

By: David Gottlieb

ABSTRACT
\

#
.

\

This paper, Teas to provide information with regard to matte \

alienation and adjustment to:limited prospects as experienced by d
vanpilged youth. A second task is to identify the ways in which i.portant '
attitudes, experiences, and behaviors of poor youth may not be reflected
inicurrent employment surveys. /

An analysis of the available literature and dafa leads to the con-
clusion.that very li e is, in fact, known about how the young, partic-
ularly those who are p r erceive or respond to limited opportunities.
Serious question is raise as to the validity and usefulness of employ.-
ment data currently being collected. Clearly, knowing the percentage of

l.

youth in the labor force or the ercontage employed or not employed does .

'

not tell us very much about how t outh respond to their work and job
tus. 1

: Further, the available data and literature frequently treit.the
young as d monolith, failing.to differentiate among youth of different (
ages, Socio-economic backgrounds." race, ethnicity, sex, or place of re9/-
idence. Multivariate analysis i not a characteristic of current meth-
odologies.

Moreovei,.most surveys do' not take into cdnsideration that employ-.
ment is a two-sided coin involving the potential employee and the potenL'
tial employer. .Tbe overriding tendency is to place the burden of proof
upon the potential employee,by focusing upon the perceived shortcOmingSk
of the individual as opposed to the barriers established by potential
eMployers. The data do more than sutgest that falflure to.gain. employ-
ment may be more the result of work force barrieri than a lack of skill'
or desire on the part of the young..

Reference is also made to the existence of a du51 labor market:
one which consists of'jobs which are considered appropriate for youth
and.a "regular job market" which is reserved for adults. The majority
of jobs in the youth market, while perhaps fUnctional for youth in school, '.
summer or holiday employment, or part-time work, neither require much

(in the way of skills nor do they provide an opportunity for an adequate
trASition into the regular, adult job market.

Finally, efforts are made to-identify a number of investigative
areas and strategies which, if pursued, could provide systematic and
empirical answers to the critical question of youth reactions and re-
sponses to perceiyed.and real barriers.

4
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My assilignment here is twofold': first, t deal with the issue of

alienation and adjustment to limited prospeCs a experienced by disad-
,

vantaged youth; and second, to identify the ways in hich adjustment

styles might or might not influence-how these youth r spond to employment

surveys. Within the framework of our concern for youth and matters of

employment, my task can be restated in the following way: "What are

the behavioral and attitudinal responses of poor youth when confronted

with barriers to employment?"

Unfortunately, precise answers tothese Tiestions are"diffidult

to find. The combination of irrelevant data; inappropriate gthodo o-

a lack of consensus as to the meaning of such terms as alien-

adjustment allow for little more than speculation, hett infer-

'an occasional reference to scattered empirical evidence.

gies, and

ation .and

ence, and

The Próblem is made all the more complex since even at this late

date we have hot been able to differentiate among the various youth.

groupings which might fall into the chgory of disadvantaged. think

we can all agree that poor youth are hardly a monolith. Indbme level .

alone may'be an affective method for determining eligibility for en-

trance into training programs, but it is not an effective mechanism for'
,

idiptifying critical population differences. Further, despite a variety

of methodologioal innovations and na&naliosurveys no one seems really

to .believe that we have 4 fairly precise fix on just how many youth are

employed or unemployed; the factors.which lead to acceptance or rejec-

/tion of employment Opportunitiev howmuch of the unemplOymen/ variation

among youth can be explained by their rejection of jobs as.,oppos d to

job availability,
1

or employer preference for,older, applicans. A though

other conference participants will deal with specific problems of data

collection and data alidity I.do want to cite selieral examples which

.help illustrate my Oint.

. The bulk of youth-related employment data consists primarily of

istatistics noting the number of people irior out of the labor markei,'

the number employed fell time, part-time, or unemployed. These same

data are displayed in a manner which allows for copparison between.white

and nonwhite youth, youth,of different age grouping, males and females,

/ti



e who reside in urban as opposed to rural and suburban loca-
,,

With few exceptions there is a paucity of hard datal dealing.

with the day-to-day business of how lhe young negotiate relationships

.between themselves and 'their neighborhoods, communities, and society.

Nor, is there very much information available as to relationships be-

,tween Unfulfilled job aspirations or'expectations and adjustment re-

. sponse4 Obviously all youth do not hold similar aspirations and expec-

tations and all youth will ndt react in the same manner to perceived or

real barriers.

Yet even when data are available, there is serious question as

'to accuracY or meaning. For example,; when a comparison is made 'of

youth unemployment statistics, for a similar period-of time, as pre-
.

sented by the Cu-Li-rent Population Sufvey (CPS, upon which unemployment

rates-are based) arid a National Longitudinal Survey (NLS) significant'

'differences are apparent. Onemployment for in-.school males, ages six-*

teen to seventeen was reported as 17.4% by NLS and 9.2% byt CPS, a dif-

ference of Some nine percent. For out of school males of the same age,

there is.a reversal with CPS citing a figUre which it nine percent

/greater than that reported by NL5.1

There are other data deficiencievhich.contribute to the prob-
,

pm. Each year 400,000 people ages eighteen to twenty-four enter the

armed forces; The military absorbs roughly a third of all'non-college
tolr

'bound youth. Most,gYe from lower income backgrounds and a dispropor-
,

tionate number are nonwhite. Information as to why these youth enroll

in the military is lacking.. Similarly, tpe extent to which the

tary experience.enhances civilian employment.opportunities is not known.

Nor can we say very much about the reasons why large numbers of thepe

youth (the estimates range from 30% to 40% for the Army and Navy) leave

prior to completion of the first term of service. Given that the rniL

itary Is treguently viewed as dmagnet for thos who cannot or choose

not to remain in the civilian realm, it would ma serve to find out

1. Policy Options far the Teenage Unempfoyment Poblem, Background
Paper,No. 13 (Washington: Congressional Budget Office, 1976), p.2.

.
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what happen's to them when they do leave the military.4 Assuming that

there is some positive relationship between policy and data. we
i

I

would have to conclude that the military has determined that the major
,

barrier to completion of the first term of iervice is age and a-high

school diploma. Current enropment policies specify that an applicant
.

.

must be at'least eighteen years'of age or i. seventeen he or she must
.

possess a high school dipldina or its equivalency.
2

At the same time,
. , .

it issinferesting to point out that there are few officials ill the mili-

tary who wolld argue that a
e
igh iclk,o1 diploma is an assurance of aca-

demic competency or skill, For the Abst part, that ppticular creden-(
tial is viewed as evidence of "stickla41.1pess" (or as expressed by

one official, "if a kid,especially a black kid, can stick it out

.fhrough high school, we figure he'can take most'anything").

Data deficibnces are also apparent when we seek,to determine an-

swers to even the most basic questions pertaining V skhool enrollment

and school attrition. Although the emphasis is placed upon high school

completion, we know there are numerous students who do not even get as

far as setondary.schbol. A number of'investigatOrs have pointed out

that school enrollment and attrition'rates are frequently inflated

since,in many states formula funding is based upon body counts. More

important, perhaps, than enrollments, few Studies have focused in upon

°the actual rqe of the.school in contributing to student atttrition and

failure.
3

For the most part, high school dropout studies have sought

to explain the problem by focusing upon the characteristics sf the tu-
.

:dent, his family, and his community,. Little differentiation is made

between those who have chosen to leave and those who hive been forced

to leave. Nor is there much in the way'of empirical consensus as to

just what role the school does play in enhancing occupational mobility;

responding to tlie needs oflstudents who have experienced occupational

2. First Term Enlisted Attrition. Vol. I: Papers (Washington: Navy

Manpower R and D Program of the Office of Naval Research, 1977). ,

3. James McPartland, Edward L. Mcpill, et al., Student Participation

in High School,Decisions, Report No. 95. (Baltimore: Johns'Hopkins

CenterAfor Social Organizatidn of Schools, 1971), p.46.

,\
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barriecp;.,nor what there is about education Jother than credenti4s, which

will influence how an employer will respond to a particular youthful ap-
,

plicant.

One.style of adjustment to limited opportunities practiced by

many disaavantaged youth has been enrollment in any one of a number of

federally funded employment programs. Yet eiren in:this case, conjec-
.

ture and inference takes the upper hand over empirical data. No one

can, state with any degree of certainty just how many youth have been

enrolled in the varietyof programs, much less the number who success-
.

fully completed their4training. We really do not Vhow whether or not

those who enter are representative of fhe most estranged qf poor youth;
- -

whether they are like the majority of poor youth, or
4

whetherfor not

they are a ve4 select slice of the most highly motivated of poor youth.

I do know that the deck Can be stacked and thatoin the zrly days of,

i

Job Corps we talked about selecting only the "cream Of the crop" at

least Until we had achieved some acceptable level of program credibil-

ity. 'Aside from ihe selectivity question, there are.serious dAta gaps

with regard to why some youth enroll and others-do not; why some remain

while-others depart; which program components are m t likely to en-

7hance job entry, stability, and mdility; what happ ns to those Who ,

leave the prograM;4whethdr thAe ciitical variAle is piogram treatment

or maturity; whether those who participate in such programs do fare

, better than similar youth who were notTrogram enrollees.

Youth in prison' represent yet another adjustment response.

Whether or not ;Were is a positive relationship between unemployment and

crime is a t ic to be addressed ty some oxher conference participant. I
A

only seekliere to make the point th t youth in prison are yet one iilore
/

important population for(Vrhich we haiip little data. Whether or. not
/

the/Prison expqrience affects different yont h in different ways is

wit a question hich can be answered at this time. Nor is it possibie
/

/to know the way' which crim(iial and prison experiences influence em-

/ ployment-related ehavior or pvioblems of adjustment.

0
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Joining with other critics) for whatever value it might be, it is

appropriate once again to make the point that current methodologies

.
utilized for the measureMent of youth unemployment are' not witliout

ichls limitations. To be included in the official definition of "unem- .)4

ployed" a person must be at least sixteen years of age, wit/qut a job, /

and available for sand looking for work. An individual who works, how-*

ever briefly, kor wages during the survey week is considered "employed."

'Thus, the definition of unemployment is arbitrary and it.does not

allow for the-collecting of much information about each individual's

, Work status or work situation. For example, a youth looking for full-

time eMployment would 'not be cited.as.being unemployed if he.or she

held a part-time job of onli one hour per week. Further, youth who

are interested in work, but have stopped the search, for whatever the
.

reason, are not included in the unemplOyment category since they are

not viewed as labor force participants. The current system does not'

allow folora differentiation between those seeking full-time work' and

those seeking part-time empliument. Moreover, as noted earlier, the

discrepancies betWeen NLS and CPS reports would indicate that we have

yet to determine reliable sources for employment-related information.

Having been critical about0the data gaps and methodological flaws,

I feel compelled to saY that I am not indifferent to the many problems

involved in seekinvodt information from the xoung, particularly youth

who are not readWaccessible. The problem is further compounded by

the fact that poor youih, more so than middle.class youth, have diffi-

culties in handling standard paperLand pencil questionnaires anilare

probably somewhat more reluctant to share personal information.

The Job CorpS'experience can be illustrative of what can happen

when the best of reSearch-evaluation plans are tested out in the real

world. Prior to the arrival of the first Job Corps enrollee an elab-

orate.research and evaluation System had been designed and'transmitted

to appropriate Job Corps Center. staff. Briefly, the plan called for

the collection of entry data (why they came, how they heard about the

program, what they expected tO gain, and so forth) as well as a series

1Sf tests which would allow for.some measurement of reading and math
,

1 9
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skills. The plan called, also, for'a mid-training interview and retest,

and a final exit intervie with a third educational'adhievement test.

In order to be able to make cOmparisons between enrollees and nonen-

rollees, we contracted for an outside firm to give similar interviews

and tests to a control population. Finally, in order to show, the Con-
vo

gress that.the payoff was well worth the investment, arrangetents were

made for a six and twelve month follow-up of both enrollees and control

group members.

I believe it is accurate to say that within fifteen minutes of the
,

arrival.of the first group of enrollees, our resea?oh,-:evaluation sys-

tem collapAzd. First, we disco'vered that our commitment to .spience

was not necessarily shared by.front line staff. As articulated by one

center director, "I have more to do than fuck around with your stupid- "

assed tdsts." Apparently this sentiment was shared bY the majority of

thosA,who had responsibility for the implementation of our research for-

mat. Enrollees were equally unenthusiastic. Many complained that such
4

tests were just school revisited and did not have anything to do with

why they came to Job Corps. Still others resented the kinds of ques-

tions which' were being asked and many were more than a l,ittle appre-

hensive as."Nust how the information would be utilized. I should 4/

'also point out that,more than a few of the enrollees had already had

wide experience with sudh data-collecting techniques and tests and

hence were quick to note that such data were, in fact, biased. Yet*

another barrier to 'succesSful implementation was.the fact_that some

.enrollees arrived, toofc one quick look at their home to be, and prompt-

ly demanded to be'returned whence they Arne. 'Needless to say, the sit-

uation seemed hardly a e for the pursuit of respondent based ,..

,

data. In any event, he mix.of enrollee resistance, staff indifference,

and the realities of the setting was vsufficient to bring our resear0

,efforts to a'virtual halt. Our outside contractor did not fare much

better in attempts to assemble and study the control groups. Problems

of resp ndent resistance mobility as well as a rear on the part of.in-

terview rs ,to enter'certain neighbOrhoods all contributed to a morator-
1

ium on Ouch ambitious research'anderpkings.
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-" I recognize Oso.that research is a costly business; that there is° '

only So mdch.time'which can:be deviated to elf-individual interview a

henCe, 4)1l food questions can be.inOuded; that'there:.is & growin

. reluatiftice en thispart'of pe41e to participate in survey as, well as

othertudies;.and that the:processes.of,research entry dre becoming

411 t more difficult because of merging freedbm of inf4rmation an

e same time, I do believeth

.1

privdty proteltibn rFgulations

the barriers are not insvmoun able nd that,we can do a better oh in

the seleCtion of questigis the retesting and validation o esearch
4

instruments; greater eciectiilism,A1 research methodologies.(a better.
; )

mix between.,in-depth intirviews and surveys); more:efeective use-of

youth as data collectorbeing more sensitive to the apprehensions

felt by respondents and Ming more to.show respondents as well AS pol-
4

icy makers the:necessity, relevance, and functional.value of our research;.

more in.the wayof collaborative efforts among the various social

ence digciplines in both the design and anal sis stages of the research;

and finally,.a more humble posture as we attapt to bridge the gap be-

tween our data and"the problems of the rear world.

I noted earlier that an important part of my assignement here is

to say something abotit alienation as a characteristic of poor youth or
,

as a youthful replIgnge to perceived or rear barriers to opportunitY.

AlienatiOn is a te4 frequently utilizdd by'behavioral scientiits, par-
e

,ticularly sociologists. It is a term that implies feelings of powerless-
) -

ness, anonymity, estrangement, or a aack of some acceptable relation-

between4the individual and the institutions of the society. It
NI

is alsp a term which seems to bb utilized in a most cavalier manner. ..

Alienatftn is lised as bath an, independent and dependent variable.' Some

investigators take the
gv%

or'underacbievement in

employment, and a host

position that alienation contributes to failure

aCidemic studies, int!erpersonal relationships,

of &hey behavi ral areas. Conversely, other to-

cial scientists 4iew afientation a einv the result of failures ac-

ademic achieVement,.interpersonal ski., and employment goal attain- ,

ment, Most sbriologists and psychologists agree that there is a sig-

nificant-relationship between &elf-esteem and expressed sentiments of

alienationelDisagreement arises over the question of which of the two

is the contfibuting. variable.

4,

Ow.
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The V).rm .alienation has-been useeto expiOn the behavior of stu-

dent activists, the women'S liVeration moftment, past and most r6cent

black disruptions in urban areas, juvenile and adult delinquency, and

the shift'to altIrrnative life Styles. It is a very 'Popular variable

Or concept. A systematic review of the utilization of the term alierth-

tion 4ould suggest that it is probably more a product of.the sociologi-

:cal imagination than an accurate reflection ok why some people behave

the way they'do. Whether or not alienation, no matter the criteria
t

.

utilized, flows f oNlimited prospects rrnot auquestion which can be
. A-..

'answered fullY bk available data. It is true that sociologists do

find a positive rel ionship between socio-economic status and.admis-

,sions Of personal p e riessness. At the' lipsameti'the research at handIl
4,

. would endicate that numerous other variables 6an and do.infervene to
t '

, .

diptOtt this relationship. Fqr. example, Rosenberg notes that factors

siith as age, sex, race, and the racial composition of a school will

influence how students of varying socio-ecolbmic backgrounds view them- ,ie
.

, 1

, selves andNSO"eiVbilitieS io control their destinies.
4

,

c
o not mean to suggest that feelings of alilnation are unitfor-

.

*
tant o hat they are nst unrelated to blocked opportunities. Rather,

O.

aiiI i ta.
A 1. - posttia...that at this point at least, we cannot say

1...-

very much about, ge interplay between alienation and response to limited .

. prospects. Furth

is more characteristi

there is little reason to believe that alienation ,

4
of youth than of other age and social groups or

that it is more p va ent among poor youth than among more affluent

youth. Some would argue that.limited prospects would, in fact generate

greater adjustment problems for the middle class 'rather than lower class

young simply because more affluent youth hold higher expectations and

are under greater social pressure to achieve. What we can:say is that

" there is a real need to learn more about the various coping methods util-
.

ized by youth, rich and poor,'if our intent is better to understand both '

the role and consequences of limited opportunities:

4. .Mbrris Rosenberg, "The Dissonant Contextftand
Concept" in Sigmund E..Dragastin and Glen H.
olescence in'the Life Cycle (Washington, D.0
Op. 97416.

1

4
....v. 1;) el

the Adolescent Self-
)Elder, Jr., eds., Ad-

.: Hemisphere, 197n';
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The war on poverty, whilt, calling natienal attention'to the condi-
,

tion of the poor, also acted as 4 stitulus_for the publication of num-

erous reports, monographs, texts., and public commentaries all seekipg

to provide a realistic portrait of poor youth. In reviewing these ma-

terials, one can only be struckby the paucity of data. Without the benr,

efit Sf comparative samples, samples of sufficient size, control for :

such critical variaBles 4s age, sex, race, and community precise def-

. initions of poverty disadvantaged, or any data reflecting respond-

ent attitudes,'v es, eXperien6s, or needs sweeping generalizations

were made and poor youth became a monolith. ''You see/ one poor kid aqd

you've seen them all." Rather than viewing poor youth within the usual

framework of the adolescent-youth,developmefit process, poor youth we're
.

portrayed as products of some separate and distinct culture.

,Two incidenps from the early days'Of Job-Corps might, help illus-

trate my poinc. Early in 1965, Job Coips administtratoritthought it

would be wise politically to bring a small group of'Job Corps enrollees'

to Washington, the iklea being to give Congressional representatives an

opportunity to observe first hand the results of their congressional

actions. The plan was to.assign these enrollees to vaitous federal,

agencies-and congressional \i.offices. Needless to say,\ great care was

given to the selection of this group of Job CorK-members. Upon their .

arrival in WashingtOn, each of the enrollees was briefed and provided

with the J.13 Corps dress uniform: gray slacks, blue blazer (with Job'

Corps insig6a), blue, button-dostn 'shirt, pin strip tie, ai black

loafers. Beneath the uniform they might have been poor, but clothes

do make thedilan. The reactior, ,hould. have 13een predictable. Congress-
,.

took one look and accused u, of not fulfi ingr

fev 0E0 employees would not accept,the fac

enrollees and not ringers. The...director of

tan Elood Of Pennsylvania

out mandate. More than a

that these were'Job Corps

Job Corps hejd a similar view; theiv kids did not kit the tragic image

we had painted for plc) Congress and,,hence, their middle clagt appear-

ance would be 4ysTunctional to the cause.

, My second extiple held more iserious implicationS for both enrollees

and the Job Corps program.- Having.been one of the principals,in the

j
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design and implementation of the Job, Corps, I am compelled to admit.

that'll() 4id-fail to differentiate between our'public rhetoric and the,-,

realities of the situatienn a desire to explain away high attri- -
*.

tion rates, center disturbances, failure ta achieve enrollee quotas;
A

an&to persuade.Congress of the difficulties of our task, we did luch

411 contribute tO the image of enrollees as alienated, hostilb, emotion-

ally distressed, and deficient in even the most basic of cbgnitive and

'interpersonal skills. Certainly, the Job Corps enrollees re, in mc-,

411$1t.

_.-2----' 4 .

parisOn to iiddle class youth, less accomplished.in intelle ual skills,
4

more likely not to have completell higil school, more likely, to be from

disorganized-families, more likely to have been involved in acts of,

delinquency,, and more likely to have experienced prolInged_periods of

unemployment. We could not have expected otherwise since thy attri-

butes nbted were supDosed to.be characteristic of those admitted to the

Job Corps: Relative'differences were not really taken into clonsidera-

tion. The strengths and motivations of enrollees were underplayed.

Rather, the prevalent theme in many centers waS to stress the emotibn-

al and.attitudinal dimension while sacrificing relevant job skdll train-

ing and the building of bridges between the enrollee and specific em-

ployment_and job opportun'ties. .The.emphasis upon the minds, heads,

and internal dynamics enrollees did little to enhance job gills

or post-training job placement. Further, I would think that this eclec-
,4

tic approach did help to stimulate attrition and discontent since many.
,

enrollees failed to see any relevant relationship between their expec-
,

tations for job training and job placement.and the day-to-day activi-

ties within Job Corps centerS.

As Taggart points out, it was only when JO Corps began to tAke

its legislated mission seriously that significant chnnges did occur:

_

Second, overall Job Corps performance improved
rather than.deteriorated when many of the
frills were 41ashed. Training and education
were narrowa to spepfic job requirements.
The key seemed-to be the ability to gain access

tit



to better jobs rather than the efforts to

.

altef the attitudes,and.values. of enrollees-

There is,Ye another lesson which can be learned from the Job

Cols experience and one that tod manir in policy,:reseafrch, mild pro-
,

.graO positions are reluctant to confrOnt. In matters of youth employ-,

ment training and/fotmal sChooling, nitich too much of:the burden of
1

proof has'been placed upon the client, student, or trainee and too lft-\

. tle attention has been g/ven to those iinstitutions responSIble for the

design,of work settings; those responsible for increasini work oppor-

tunities; those responsible for the absorption and int'egration of neW-

comers.into the work force. Obviously, in the business of education,

and work, it takes two to tango: people who are prepared tb handle
,

work respontibilities and institutions dedicated to maximizing work and

career fulfillment. My own assessment of the education-work picture
.

.

leads me to concIude.that current youth employment trainitg policies (

and programs reflect either nailp-ete" or a deliberate avoidance:of data-
* ...004.

based reality: naive.in behaving as if proper skil1 training.and'an

assertive work aktitude alone will lead to productive and satisfying

employment: unfair In implying that the major problem is:with people,
i

young Or older, who are either unwilling or unable to take[on reason- ..

, ,

able work or non-dead end Yh ndiffere ce to the hard facts
.

of shrinking job opportunit es; increased competit n in job entry;

a reluctance on the part of employers ter-hire the young, particularly

those who have not completed-high school and those who are)black, and

indifference to the fact that most.of the jobs available to\poor youth,

partiCulaily those who-^haVq,not cOmpleted'high ichool and those who are

not white, do nat require Alch in the'way of skill training and do not

represent an opportunity fortareerstabTty and even less.in the way

of job satisfaction.

Without undilly belaboring the obvious, of going too far afield bf

my assignment, I want to make the point again that if our concern is

with minimizing youthful alienation and problems of adjustment to lim-

,

,S. Robert Taggat, "Employment and Training Programs for Youth" in
National Commission for Manpower Policy, From School to Work: Im-

prx oving the Transition (Washin on.: _Government Printing Office,

-
1976), p.121.

f..,.
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i.4
.1ted opporfunities,Ve would be wise, I believe tO consider the'commen-

.

tarrof Sar Levitan:

Excepting a minority of youths who need special
assistance to find and retain jobs, it would
sed% that all the help most fienagers needed to
function effectively in the workforce was enough
jobs to go around. In labor mafkets with large
job deficits, it's only to be expected that the
inexperienced will be shoved to the end of the
line And some will give up completely. My pré-.
scriptton for the day.is that the best *ay to
reduce unemployment-,-for youth as wefl as adults--
is to create jobs. '

-

While Iwould corwur with LeN;itan, 4 would add that in the case of

the young, particularly poor youth,-.it is necessary to be somew at more

precise as to the kinhs of jobs we have in mind.
.

4 -.-BaDtot and his associates have aoriducted a variety of analysis which

would confirm the existonce of two labor markets--one for the youpg and

one for adults.

Teena7g ,employment is different, even for those
workr1 'full time, And even when they have been
cert4id with a high school diploma. To snake

'the tñt a distinction will be made between
and "adult jobs" or "regular jobs."

a precise one, and all jobs cannot be
n Oaced into 6ne category'or the other..
But roUg1i4 speaking the distinction7exists,
.and it Is important.to recognize it.

In pursuit of evidence to support the proposition that age is a

critical-factor and perhaps; especially among adolescen4; of greater

significance than afhigh school Aiploma.or certified skill training,

Barton reveals a'number of provocative findings. i
.

Uti4zing special data-froin the-Bureau of LabOi4- Statistics, he is

YY

) 6. Sar A: Levitan, "Coping With Teenage Unemployment" in National Com-
mission for Manpower PolicyaiThe Teenage Uriemployment Problem:' What
Are the Options? (Washington Governmerit Printing Office, 1976),
p.64.

ts: ,

"I 7. Paul E. Barton, "Youth Employment and Career Entry" in,Seymour L.
WOlfbein, ed., 'Labor Market4 Information ,for Youths (Philadelphia:
Temple UniVersity 1975), p.8.

6 r
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able to show that when comparisons made of male high school grad-
1

uates miployed in 1969, of those ages eighteen and nineteen, 58% Were

operat,ives or non-farm laborers, For the age range of twenty-five to'

forty7four of the game educational level, only 27% were in these occupa-

tions. Further, a comparison of a wider range of occupatidnal groupings

shows that among mares of the same age, eighteen and nineteen, no sig-
.

nificant differences are found occupational distribution when compar-

isons are made between high so ol and noli-high school graduates;

Reports'published by th University of Michigan Survey Center re-

flect similar findings. The xesearth, starting 1966, involved a nation-

al panel of 2,000 boys at that time in the tenth grade. The finding

rized below were based upon the 1970survey.
8

.0

(A) Mean weekly earning for graduates was $112.00 compared

.to $119.00 for dropouts.
(B) Graduates were found to have,a slim edge in occupational

status, although not statistically significant.

(C) .In response to thq.question, "Mhat I have learned lin

high school helps 're to do a better job," 13% of thre

dropouts answered very true, compared with 16% of the

. graduates.

aher data, including a Bureau of Labor statistics siirvey of the

hiring practices of firms.in ten communities provides some revealing

,findings. For non9kfice occupatiOns, the percent of firms not hiring

people under age twent ranged from a low of 48% to a high of 76%. For

1

office occupations the yOuth barriers were lipps severe i:eflecting the

fact that young women with high school diplow can move fairly quickly

into'clerical work. IP

The findings presented above, available follow-up data from employ-

ment training vograms, and the rather extensive investigation conducted

y Kalachek suggest that the failure of youth to be employed is not nec-

.arily the result of either hol ng o?'not holding a high.school di-

secondty, failure of yout o be employed may be more the result
, .

\

of restrictive and arbitrary hiring,policfes than the resuit Of a lack
e

8. Jerald Bachmaft, et al., Youth in Transition, v.(4c.

%ve Research Center, University of Michigan;V)
..

9.' (M, opcit.., p.91. 1

'

.*

sif

1.
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;

oftcessary'motiiration or skills;10 further, that one consequence of

this restricted and distinct youth job market combined with the increase
.

in women in the laboit force and the extension.of'the retirement age will
(.

b more and morgofouth comPeting for fewer and fewer jobs. More 4han
\.

one analyst-has noted that t9.thout expansibk of the job.market and a

critical examination of the current criteriattilized in ihe decision

to hiie or reject youth we will Continue to experience significant

youth unemploymentyincreased competition among youth for fewer and

fewer "regular jobs"; and a hardening of these barriers which currently

operate to separate the young, particularly those with the fewest bar-

gaining resources, from entry into even t ose occupations which are

considered as being an 'appropriate caree tarting point for the young.,
1

Knowing thelunemployment rate for youth does not tell us very much '

about.how the young.feel or deal with unemployment. Again, the avail-

able national or large scale inquiriesAgpnot provide answers/as to the

behaviors, problems, attitudes, or consequences of youth employment or .

0
.4

uneMployment.

Much of the attitudinal research,focusing upon youth is most often

restricted to the, presentlikon pf márginals. There is limited multi-

variate analysis, a failure.to differentiate between age, SES, sex,

and racial groupings: We know much more about those in .college than

those whb are not students,*more about males than femaies, more about

the afflu t than the poor, more abOnt whites than nonwhites,

Still, there'are a mixture of investigations which allow for com-v

poriSons between youth of varykng.SES, educational, and racial back-

grounds. Thde are also several field studies which seek to describe

the miliet and life style orthe disadvantaged. Finally, there are

studies which do provide ome insights as to the factors which'appear

to be associated with vari tions in employment and educational achieve-
.

ment amonupoor youth.
.

WhifteIier the source of datait is clear that contrasts in the.

achieveligt status of youth.of different socio-economic backgroUnds

10, Edward Kalachek; The Yollth Labor Market (The University of Mihi-
Otipnd the National Manpower Task Force, 1969).

-
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is more the result of societal and resource GOntraints thAsignifi-

cant differences in attitudes, valueAl or apirations.

An,American Council of Education research report entitled "Low

come Students: 'boo They Differ from 'Typical' Underkraduates?" concludes
P

.or

witkthe following stttement:
1 ; ,

The implications of the present study are

cleaF. Aside, from the expected dissimilar-

itiA in their' demographic and background
characteristics (e.g. father's occupation).,
the low income undergraduate ,does not differ
dramaticdlly from his more affluent class-
mates. lie shares witih-them the same life,

goals, degree aspiltions, activities, and
interests.. He may be more likely to drop
out--but only temp aril; he may shy away
from student deomo trations; he may tet
slightly lower grad s; but overall,.the like-
lihood of his ettai ng his degree in four ,

years is reasonably cly*e to'that of his more \
, 'privileged classmates."

At*

liarily.t a national survey conducted by Yankelovich in 1969

shows tat with few exceptions, college and noncollege youth are not

very 4 ferent in expressed attitudes, values, and beliefs.
12

If any-
_

. ,

!bhing, noncollege youth tend to be more traditional in responsek,

ing greater stress on the ipportance of law and ordeiri, a'hawkish approich
14

,than those in colle emdiasize the importance of "having the love and

'respect of your fam ly" and "living the good Christian life." Finally,

with regard to work-career related attitudes, noncollege respondents

to View Nam, and respect for their elders. Noncoflege youth, more so

)
e

12. Oaniel Yank
c
1969) pp.7

"IA

are'more likely to believe that "hard work willalways pay off if you,
, 4

haye faith in yourself and sticOto it"; "hard work keeps peopN from

loifing,and getting into trouble"; and "the individual who plans ahead

can' look forward to success ana achievement of personal goals."

Stpdy of the work aspirations and expectations of graduating

11. inign I. Ho
;J:lypical" U

stAmeiican Co

mstrom, "Low Income Students: Do They Differ'from
dergraduates"rpresearch report (Washington, D,C.:

ncil of Education, 1973), pp.19-20:

lovith, "What They Believe," Fortune Magazine', (June,

'71-

L) 9
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1- I
'college sipniors reflects minimal variations between white and nonwhite -?

students. Major contrasts are found in postcollege degtee plans and

-:-field of Study. Ats might be expected, nonwhite graduates are confined

to fewer, fie1ds-af study und are Aore likely not to plan on enrolling in

graduate or professional school immediately following college gradua-
414).

tion.

A 1 66 study-of some 1,300 male Job Corps enrollees provides both

attitud nal and enrollee bgckground data.
14

rie typical enrollee had

conipleed nine years of formal education at the time of entrance into
y

the program. Reading sources indicate a 6.7 grade level; 63% had no

previous record of any type of delinquent behavior, 27% had committed

minor.acts of antisocial behavior and 10% had been convicted of more

serious offenses. Less.than a fourth had ,contact with a doctor or den-
.

tist during a four year Period priOr to Jab Corpstehrollment. Only

10% Etd been employed'in full-time jobs diming t4one year period

preceding enrollment anA this woriing group earned less than eighty

cents per hour.

Comparisons of white and black enrollees indicate both differencer."

and similarities. When asked to rank the importance of certain job

and work characteristics, the great majority (90%) of both racial,

groups agrped that "if you work hard,you can getahead." Generally,

black enrollees were more likely tohave came from single parent homes,

with parents havink completed fewer ,years of forial schooling and with'

parents who have experienced longer periods of nonemployment. Signif-

icant diffelinces were found in matters of preferred work settings and

work styles. Blacks much more so than whites showed a preference for \

indoor jobrie,' jobi where You have an opportunity to "use your own ideas.k!

However, the majorit4of enrollees, white and black, agreed that edu-

cation and hard work were the critical factors in allowing,a person tco,

.1

' 13. David Gottlieb. :Youth and the Mean'ing of Work (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1974).

14. David dottlieb, "Poor Youth Do Want to Be Middle Class,. But It's

Not Easy," Personnel and Guidance Journal, vol. 15 (October 1967),
pp.116-22.

1 (Jo
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"get ahead." FuKther, white and nonwhite enrollees were in agrerment

that for the most part; parents and teachers were supportive and desir-
411,

ous of enhancing eprolleb success. At the same time, less than a fifth

of.all enrollees felt that.there was a high degree of consensus between

their cover aspirations and the activities or requirementgkof the
7

schools in which they were enrolled.

.Utilizing employment status as an indicator of 'successful transi-.

tion.from school to work would give'the impression that .tsyr most youth

time alone %lin heal all problems associated.with unellikoyment. That

is, if the young can just hang in there long enough and avoid the detri-

mental consequences of prolonged detachment from school and employment,

then eventually the majority will somehow be absorbed and integrated

into the socially acceptable workings of the system. Again,rwe can

say little'about the emotional, social or economic damage caused by

prolonged periods of isolation from school, work, or training program.

Nor, as noted earlier, can we assume that involvement with school, work

or training implies:that all is well with the young.

From the'avallable data; it seems safe to cenclude-that the vast

Yr

majority (97% in 1971) oV fourteen- to sixteen-year-old males are en-

rolled in school. Abou a fourth of those in school are working,
. 0

mostly part time: The major shift to work occurs around the age of

seventeen and is.largely completed by age twenty-foUr or twenty-five,

with more than 85%\of the youth at that age ,out of school and more

than 90% of those out of school working or serving in the irmed forces.

Young Women follow a similar pattern except in that they show a

vtendency to terminate 'Schooling at a ,somewhat faster rate after age

*lixteen. There has:however, been dleveling off and the gap between

males and femal is rapidly declining with increases in female col-

.' lege and postco lege enrollment and marked increases in labor force

parcipation.
,

Disadvantaged youth are among tDose most likely to experience bar-

riers in the'normal Or usual transition process. In general, hard-to-

employ youth are defined aS.members of a minority'groUp, not regular

members of the414bor force, urban dwellers, with less than a secondary'

\
;

school education,,and of very low socio-economic backgrounds.
1

\

,

.



An analysis, of historical trends in youth unemployment makes clear

that it is the black population which is least likely to become connec-
.

. r

ted with employment. .As Regi$ H. Walther-concluded in his extensive

reView of youth'employment studie$:
6 4

fl

,

Te labor market problems of'black youth are
matters of'particular concern because Of the
size of the-black population (about 1396of the
youth population), the long history orovert
discrimination, and the severity of.their
labor market problems. Black youth do,worse than
*lute-youth in every age, sex, and education
achievement.category, except perhaps for col-
lege graduates.

A look at the long term trends indicates that .

the situation has been stiladily deteriorating
for a number of years. TAle,nty years ago, non- .

. white and white males within tbf same age brack-
t et of 16-19 had roughly comparable participa-

tion and unemployment rates. Non-white females
had a significantly higher.unemployment rate

.than white females in 1954, but the gap has,
been steadily widening in the intervening.
years. In 1975 the unemployment rate.for
out-of-school 16-17 year old non-whites
exceeded 60%. This exceptionally high rate
was partly a result of the economic down-turn

*during 1975,, but in the previous year when cig-
ditions.were not as bad it had reached 50%.

Walther also identifies a number of factors which others have pro-

posed,s being of'critical importance in dif?erentiating betweeri "hard

to,employ youth" who either succeed or fail in employment training-pro-
:16

, grams.' 1

Birthplace:

Marital
Status:-

A

J.

Higher retention for those from.the South as compared
to those from the urban North.

Marrie4 youth perform better than unmarried yOuth.
ObviouAly an important interveningvariable with
those between the ages of sixteen to eighteirn showing
less program commitment than is the caise for older
youth.

15. Regis fr. Walther, "Analysis and Synthesis 4 DOL Experience in
Youth Transition to Work Programs," 1976 report available from
National Tedhnical Information Service, VA 22151, p.47.

1 . Ibid, pp.53-56.

I1)
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Test Scores: Scores oh IQ and reading achievement tests are posi-
tively associated with good performance.

.Family
Background: Youth frowtwo-parent-falmiliq not on welfare do

better than those who areproducts of familial dis-
organization and those who come from mother-headed
welfare families. .

Family
Atmosphere: Parental punitiveness and lack oissupport aie highly

associated'with program failure. \

School
Activities:

Contact with
Police:

Previous
Work Record:

Role Models:

Optimism:

Socialized
Values:.

Trust:

it Personal

Competence:

Self Eyal-
uation:.

Staff Eval-
uation:

Planning
Ahead:

The more successful enrollees are those who did well
school, completed more years of schooling, and-were

not classified asodisciOinary problems.

PoOr performers were more likely to have delinOpncy
. .

records.

Gdod performers have better work records and are les
likely fo have experienced prolonged'periods of unem-\
ployment.

Identification with positive role models is more
characteristic of those, who_perform well than.pf,
those_who leave thp program prior to completion.

Good performers express a more positive at itude ana

a greater self-confidehce.

Belief, in education and hard work.are considered im-
portant ingredients for successful performance:.

Good performers are more trusting of others.

Past successful achievement in school or work is
more characteristic of good performers..

The more positive the self evaluation the better

the performance. ev-

.

Those rankedtmost highly at time of program entrance
were later judged to 'be better performers.

Better performers have better crystalized personal
goals and plans.
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,

.Peers: Performance ts associated with involvement with ana'"
dependency upon peers and the nature of the peer.
group. Good performers are less dependent upon
peers 'and less likely to be involired with peers

engaged in antisocial behavior.

With regard to the Walther listing, several obseNgations are in

order: First, whether the population be poor or rich, male or female,

black or white, and whether the setting be schOol, work,pstraining

program, these same variables typically emerge as being of critical int-
l.'

portance. Second, measurements of success leave a great deal to be de-

sired. For the most part.the dependent variable is program completion

and attrition. Those who complete the program are labeled as good per-
.

formers, those who leave are cl sified as poor performers. 'Third, it

is difficult, if not impossibl determine which are the independent

and which are the dependent variables. Is good performance a produvt

of.high esteem or does high self-esteem generate good performande? No

doubt there is some mutual variable interaction, but'these'studies fail

to define-just what factor's, in just what settings; with just what

kinds of youth, will predict or explain good or poor performance.
,

Throughout this paper I have attempted.to speak.to the question

11:1

of alienation and adju

1

t- to limited prospects as experienced by

disadvantaged youth. A dicated throughput the body of-this paper.

there is, in fact, little in the way OrWliable or empirical data

%ditch would shed much right on the subject. I have also ought tov.

, identify areas cif inquiry which should be pursued if the e is serious

interest 41a knowifig the ways in which youth, particularly poor, youth,

respond and adjus to perceived barriers. further, there is a need to
4

study the ways in which current hiring policies act to block youth

, from employment:

It'is my hope that through the combination of in-depth ersonal
*

interviews, ethnographic figld research,-and validated sur instru-

ients, we.will, in the.future, fe able to provide aniwers many

important questions being raised in this conference.

.

poor

lf
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DO YOUTH REALLY WANT TO WORK:

A COMPARISON OF THt WORK VALUES AND JOB

. YERCEPTIONS OF YOUNGER AND OLDER MEN

By Patricia Y. ller and William

.. .

ABSTRACT

!

Recognizing the dearth...9f available yesearch on the work values

of youth, the paper examines these using data drawn from a random sam-
ple of 1992 men between the ages of eighteen and forty-nine. A vari-

max factor analysis of twentY-seven items concerning work values pro-
duces six factors: Intrinsic.Work Rewards, Economic Rewards,,Security
Rewards, Social Rewards, Interpersonal Rewards,.and the Antiwork Ethic.
Considering'only men whose annuatincomes were less than $15,000, small .

but significant differences-are found between younger and older men with
.rePk.once to the va4lie attached to Economic Rewards, Security Rewards and

fhe Antiwork Ethic. Examinatiou.of a comparable set of items concern- -

ing worker perceptions of access:to these rewards indicates that older
men consistentry and, sometimes-, substantially report greater satis-
faction in their present jobs in terms of these. Unemployment is not

associated with work values; Ethnic,minorities appear to undervalue

Intrinsic Work Rewards and.overvalue Economic Rewards, SecuritytRe-
wards and the Antiwork Ethid. The analysis concludes that substantial
continuity cbaricterizes'thp work valueiwof yOuuger and older men.

INTRODUCTION

All too often, the major source of specific policy problems is to ,

be fgund in the unantfcipated consequences of otherwise effective im-'

I

.provements.in the system of social a rangements that obtain in one or

another sector of the society. Thus A mproved law enforcement fre- '10.
. .

quently appears to exacerbate the critte "prob ts. improved health care
.....

4

delivery systems create 'an elderly citizen oblem" and industrial

innoVations compound the'unemployment "problem. Characteristically,
. .

,

i
..

those in'the "helpng professions," particularly in/advanced western...cietieS,-experience enormoUs frustrati!tn in their efforts fo improve.

Ithe lot of such groups. These frustrations giv rise to the 'impulse

to blame the victim, to stress hypothetical ex11anations that Qcate

the source.of the "problem" in the real or imagined characteristi of

the client... A predictable feature in the.evolution of virtually every

4' .

IP
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social problem is the evolution of at least'one explanation eMphasizing

the complicity of the individual in his or her.own difficulties. 1

OVith.reference to unemploymegt, Kalachek has observed that rising
\ *

unemWoymentlis accompanied by increased cynicism toward'the unem-

ployed,.as critics mobilize skepticism about their sinCerity in seeking
-

jobs.or.their willingness actually to-work.
2

The most recent expres-

sions of sueh cynicism are profitably conrered against the backdrop

of the late. 1960s.

During these years, the conjunction f industrial expansion,,a
N,

wartime economy andlederal programs directe oward the hard-core un-

'employed provided an abundance of 'entry level e, mp oyment o portunities

for the young, partic4trli those with college.training. A the intel-'

lectual.founders of the social sciences would have predicted, the ex-

pectations of many young people, assurda of their "right" to work, es-

callated to encompass other, in this case moral, concerns. They said

they wanted jobs that were intrinsically interesting and-socialljt re- 4.

± 4

tponsible. A good wage,and the promise of career advancement oppor-

tunities were no longer sufficient in themselves to attract an adequate

number of youtfto certain kinds of jobs or tp cific industries. --k.

Thesekilising'expectations asseited by the young 'Caused specula-
. .

.

tion that a radical disjuncture had occured in the work values of .

some Americans corresponding to or in consequence of their political
i .

opposition to American foreign and domestic policy'in general and the. :

unpopular war in Viet Nam in.particular. More judiciods obtfrvers

sugged that a long-term ttansformation in the ethics of work

accounted for the emergence of social responsibility as a pivotal val....\u 3
1 2

- 1. In Circumstances where blaming the victm is impractical,due to
the intensity of popular sentiment;-res onsibilitypfor the problem -
vay be directe&toward a surrogate chose¼ from among those in prox-
imity to the actual yictim, e.g., kin.

. Edward Kalachek, The Youth Labor Market (UniversAy of,Miplagan
and the'National Manpower Task Force, 1969). pp. 72-73.

3. Jacob W. Getzels,."On the Transformation of Values: A Decade After
Port Huron," Schopl'Review, vol. 80 (August 1972); pp. 505-19.
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Some argued that the assimilation of this generatión and its emphasis

on so0a1.responsibi1ity into the labor force would Afoundly alter /1'

the character of work as well as the moral context in which economic

activity occurs. (How, remote all at once appears the warning of a

"youth replution," how distant the point of a demographic accident

that gave'us ;Ulf the population under twenty-five," as if that marked

some cultural watershdd.) Less optimistically, others suggested that

the rising expectations of youth with reference to work presaked a *

diminished commitment to work itself in the maturing cohott, that-7

their posture towards work promised unwholesome consequenceS fpr both

industry and the economy.

A subsequent scarcit)Ilof employment opportunities in the inter-
.

mening years fostered, we are-told, a growing preoccupation among the

young with the availability and security of employment. Woith scar-
,

city, the mechanisms of relative deprivation generating rising expec-
,

tations moved intd reverse and the chorus of concern for intrinsic re-

warasand social responsibility in the j9k setting was substantially

muted. . Thelley.,a_the 1960s, howelkr, is a lingering suspicion

that the present difficulties youth ekperience in acquiring arinnrn-
4P '

taining employment are somehowcohditioned by flaws in their work\

values which render th

the labor force. It

are disadvantaged by

than they^need,and a dual

gated, trained and experienced workers in the high caste or primary

sector. Nevertheless, underlying these objective obstAcles to youth's
t

adjustments to work is the sug estion thathe young are further dis-

advantaged with regard to emplo ent by unrealAkic expectations con-

cerning the content and rewards àf participation in the labor force.

. Curiously, these enormous swing% alleged in the work values of

youth left few enipirical residues, From the perspelctive of the.theory

testing that organizes "normal science," the paucity f research on

litthe work values bf youth is not particUlarly su ris . While such1

r candidates.for full participtation in

tainly recognized that contemporary.youth

omy that can provide them with fewer jobs

abor market that decidedly favors the edu-

f(,
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<11

values are potentiallOMportant from a practital perspective, they

fall into the interstices of the theoretical concerns that dominate

researct.on this population.: Particularly marked is the negleet.of

those Apse entry into the labor force (a) occurs earliest, and
k

(- b without benefit.of the services of some pTotecti.ve institution.

igr,)e can only speculate about thog factors that account for the disinter-
est in.thes outh apfparent among/lhose'respoirsIble for policy. .

The handful of extant studies provides very limited dat from .

which to evaluate the stability of work values across cohor of youth.

Somewhat more research is.available for college student§. Davis'

classic study stresses the salience of intrinsic work rewards for a

sample of college students in.4he 1960s.
4

Compared to such factors

as money, career advancement'and opprortunities for the exerciseof

leadership, these students ated opportunities to be.helpful to others

and useful to societYi Or to be creative and original', substantially

often. By'the late 1960s Yankelovich had distinguished "fore-

runners" from 'tpractical minded" college students. The former dis-

prOportionately stressed the altruistic and instrinsic aspects of work;

the "practical minded" Were somewhat more likely to value job security,

income,and prestige.5 Studying college seniors in the 1970sGottlieb
#

similarly found that they emphasized altruistic'or social respon-

sibility -component of work as wel.1 as its intrinsic rewards. Moreover,

he observed that they place less imrortance on money, prestige and ,

otatus.compared to the students interviewed by Davis about.ten years

earlier. 'Interestingly,,the values of these seniors varied markedly

according to their fields of study. Thus, for example, men in bus-

siness adMinistration and engineering were more likely to view work pre-

.

.*

4. James A. Davis, Great Aspirations (Chicago: Aldine Publishing

//f

Company, 1964).

.5. \Daniel Yankelovich,. "WhatTh'ey Believe," Fortune, vol. 79.(January

0 1969), pp. 70-71; 179-181.

4"
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dominately as a means to make money while men in agriculture dispro-
.

portionately believed that work preivides a ieans for becoming a better

1114 person.6

In a followup study one year.later., these college seniors re-
!

*
ported on their early experiences in the world of work. Among those',

workim, the'"most important reasons" cited for iaking their current

jotis were "interest in job".(33% of the males, 40% of the femal4s) and

1, needed money tR live" (26% of the males, 27% of the females). More-
s.

over, half reported that they were earning less than thel).Nhad expected

to before they entered the 'labor force. While a substantial nUtber

appear.to have experienced.the economic realities of work as somewhat

harsh, ;the majority found intrinsic and altruistic &work rewards acces:-

sible to them.
7

'Oui review of the limited.research available on the work'values
,

of college students in recent yea suggests thatAleir values Ave

remained fairly stable. Neverthe 1 ss, the work of both Gottlieb and

Yankelovich indicates that there is considerable heterogeneity in

valiles among'students which corresponds to their orientations toward

Ihe interface between education and career. Further research on the

development and maintenancb,of work values and.the ways in which these

4e translated ..p.to eduCational endeavors and career plans.would ap-
.

pear to be indicated.
.s

Research related to thekork experience of nonstudents is par-
.

ticularly sketchy. Studies are available to confirm common)-sense

as1 sumptions regarding the impact of education, work experienc , race,

gender and levels of occupatiorial information on objective indicators

of work adjustment such as earnings, unemployment experience and occu-

pational status.
8

Additional research doCuments the partscu1ar prob-
,

6. David Gottlieb, Youth afid the Meaning of Work.(Washi tdb: U.S.

pepartment of Labor, 1974).
,

7. .David Gottlj.eb, Youth and the Meaning_of Work, Part II (H usuin:

The University of Houston, 1974). .

.

8. Herbert S. Parnes and Andrew I. Kohen, "Labor Market Experience
of Noncollege Youth: A Longitudinal Analysis'," in From School to

Work) Improving the Transition hington: Obvernment Printing

Otfice, 1976), pp. 0-88.

.11

4.
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lems experienced by low-incame ethnic minorities with respect to employ-

ment.
9

Very little is known about the soci41-psycho1ogical dimension

of work for noncollege youth.

-Not.surprisingly, the handful of available studies suggest that

the work values of noncollege youth,differ substantially,from those

of young* men and women attending college. Based on the Yinkelovich

data, noncellege youtipare less likely,to emphasize altruistic and in-

insic.work values. Moreover, compared to the "forerunner's" among.%

lege,students,,substantially greater numbers of noncoIlhe youth

ress the importance of money, and prestige. In fact, the value at-

tached to monejr.and prestige by noncollege students is compareblp
10

to that of "practical minded" college students. Similar1practical

concerns, ;Ich as job security, wages and opportunities appear prom-

inently in tbe job concerns of high'school4ftudents.
11

. *A British
i

study of early entrantsinto the labor force sVggests that intrinsic

factors and, secondarily, practical concerns impact on jobsatisfac-

\. tion.
12

A\Gottlieb concludes that the work values held by Job Corps

participant re essentially middle class.
13

It appe", then, that the work v ues of noncallege youth are nOt*

radically dissimilar to those of college youth. The meaningfulness

of work is a high prioriti for both groups, but less so for those not

attending col)lege. ,Practical concerns for job security, salary and

opportunities for advancement are secondiry to a concern for meaning

ful, satisfying work activity for both groups, but such practical co -

Y. Paul Bullock,-Aspiration Vs. portunity: "Careers" in the Inner
City (Ann Arbor: ,Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations, 1973).

10. Yankelvich, o .

kb.
A.C. Erlick and . Starry, yocational Plans and Preferences of
Adolescents, Poll) (West Lafayeite, Ind.: Purdue University, 1972).

12. Joan Maizel,p,'Ad lescent Needs and tqe Transition fr m School t
Work (London: e Athlone, Press, 1970) p. 256.

13. David'Gottlieb, "Poor Youth Do Want to be Middle Class, But Itis
Not Easy," PersqWiel and Guidance Journal, vol. 15 (Oct er 1967),

pp. 116-22. .
I.

w
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cerns are more prominent among noncollege youth.

As we indicated earlier, the mechanisms of relative deprivation

naturally function to escalate exliectations where basic needs are pre-
/.

dictably 'secure.\-Thus, the work values of Gottlieb's college seniors--

who believed that their'salary requirements would be aeasily satisfied
!

emphasized intrinsic and altruistic work factors. 'Noncollege youth,

. we can be sure, are less secure in the belief, that their basic heeds

or practical requirements will be satisfied and the contrast between

1.

intrinsic and economic values is less striking for them compared to

college students.
41

The critical question of con.Ainuity in w rk values remains. -

While some young people undoubtedly have diffi ulty adjusting to em-

ployment because their expectations are unrealistic it is not clear

whether the difficulties of contemporarY youth with refereace to entry

into the labor force can be. traced to the values of this cohort. TO.
-

answer this.question requires the comparison of values held 13,--youth

in the labor force with those of older men who claim essentially sim-

ilar occupational nithes. As the classic studm..The American Soldier

demonstrates, it is-the 'veterans who crea'te the context within which

neophytes exiierience--and evaluate their own responsibilitie .

14
This.-

.. e.

wisdom is reinforced with reference to work orientations by Coleman;

who argues against.the ghettoization of youth, citing the role of es-
,

tablished workers in the occupationallsocialization of the young.
15

We Muit also avoid theAimpulse to ghettoize youth in,our resea'rch ef-
.

forts; it is to the established worker that we bust look '100.the stand-

ard by which to judge the neophyte. For this reason, we have self-con-
i

scIously chosen to focus exclusively on noncollege youth and their,

older counterparts in the analysis of work values we have undertaken.

14. S.A. Stouffer, A.A. Lumsdaine, R.144; Williams, Jr., M.B. Smith,
I.L. Janis, Sett. Star, and L.S. Cottrell, Jr., The American

Soldier: Combat and Its Aftermath (Princetori: PrOpeton Uni-
versity Press,.1949),

15. James S. Coleman, et.al., j4 Transition to Adulthood (Chi.a

cago: University of Chicago Press:1974), pp.132-.33.

. !
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The work values of college youth are certainly important and should be

pursued for this data set, but time-cost-space consideratiOns ctictatib

A narrower focus here. More critically, we...believe our decisron en-

ablesi us to contribute a perspective that'is presently unavailable in

the literature.

In passing, we would like to observe that values are not fixed

attributes. They are dynamiic in response to the chaNacteristics.of

specific.situations. Rich rewards uld_undoubtedly flow from the re-

search effort to trace the Ai in 1.s that occur with entry into

L- the labor force and the cori yte_work experiences that follow. We

would expect the expressed values,of wovicers to reilect a compromise

'between their ideal values+and their perceptions of their own acce

to specific work rewards aS well as the climates of value that des ribe

their work worlds at any given time. Moreover, shifts in work values

occur in response to changes in other, nonwork-related sectors of the

individual's life. Contemporary changes in family values and family

formation behavior, while beyond the-scope of this analysis, are un-

doubtedl* reverberat4.ing into the world of wo,rk in as yet unknown ways.

Our evaluation of the wori,values of young men is based on the

secondary analysis of intei-view data collected during 1976-77 from a

national random sample of 1992 men. The sample was restricted to those

,between.the ages of eighteen and forty-nine but included men living

both in households and on college campuses. Compared to the 1970.Cen-

sus, thp demographic characteristics of the sample with respect to age,

race, o6cupatignal status, inoome and education are-within the normal

.rangelilf sampling ertor.

$ince our particular concern is with the work values and job per-

ceptions of youth actually in the full-time labor force, the 318 stu-

dents who fell into the sample have been excluded from this analysis.

In addition'to the students, fifteen, men whoiewere serving in the114,1-

itary were also excluded as well'as fifteen additional cases where

/

'

thegrespondent was handicapped o otherwise disqualified.
fr

Certain common serite.predictions can be made with considerable as-

surance about the objective and subjective present and future experi-
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onces of contepporary young men with limited edOcatioii0 They, enter

the 1.appr forbe in marginal, unskilled or millpully skilled occupations.

y earn modestrges,_15mewhat higher than the legal minimal wage.

Ally, they ekperience higher unemployment and interfirm mobility

'than 'Irtually.any othey.group of men.' In time, their labor force

partiCipation stabilizes as they move into the ski&d or semi;killed

trafts or the lower-middle levels of white collar technical and clep

ical occupations. While the high earning potential of some of the

blue-collar trades in recent years has become legend, the majority of

such men will continue to earn substantially less than their collegp
;

'educated counterparts: Although Clearly sharing many values with

4,their,fellow Americans, their, lifestyles and values will remain some-
.

Yiihit distinctive.
,

)" The recognition that such men possess a distinctive constellation

1

so .po itical and economic valuei.and,'additionalry,,Occupy a specific

.

s ruo ural location in Americ tp011iety persuades us that a gross com-
. ,

paris n of younger with older woricrrs would be confounded by cohort

effec

of. co

s that favor the older worker with minimal schooling. We are,'

rse, interested in comparing recent-entrants into the labor

force with established workers.' For the comparison to be meaningful,

however, some irsurance isi4cequireAhat any ob ed differences ard

. due to\age and its correlates rather than to eXt aneous uncontrol0

variables.

Ed cation is one such variable that is particularly troublesomit

The number of men'completing secondary and post-secondary education'
,

. has increased steadily over the years since World War II when the
\

oldest men i

proliferation

meaning of,spe

ty. For this

Anual incomes

that income rat

these provides,t

this study entered the labor.force. Accompanying thp

of higher education has been sporadic changes in the

ific ekicational achiNments for occupationat mobil-

eason, tht'analysis will be restricted'to men whose

uring 1975 were less than415,000, on the assumption
. .

er than education, occupation or some combination of

e best available.marker of restricted occupationial

E

achievement. This resulted in droppi g a total of 460,cases; the \

4'
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preponderance of these were men over thirty who accounted for 345. of
,

the excluded respondent*. There remain substantial.differences in an-
.

nua me that correspond with age--the zero-order corrblation (r)

betw and income is ...286. The median income for men between

eigh een nd twenty-two is $4,953; for men between twenty-three and

twenty-ni e the median increases to $7,337 and finally reaches $10,18i

for men a d thirty to forty-nine.

Neverth ess, the exclusion of.these cases did result in greater

homogeneity ac ss age With respit sto the dependent variables. The

reader should be advised', however, that'the substantive conclusions

of the present analysis were sustinl,c11 in a .parallel'analysisof data

for.the entire sample exclusive of students.

Respondents were asked to answer more than 400 questions concern-

ing their family, political, economic and leisure actfvities and values.

Included were twenty-seven items designed to evaluate work values.

The items)concerned variotis aipects of the w k context--salaries'and.'

benefits, co-workers, the physital environment, the meaningfulness of

w rk, and so forth. Responaents were asked to assess the impo an e

to themselves of each work attribute. Ttie available response cate-
\

gories Were then weighted as fbllows:
- * .

4=Very Important/3=Somewhat Important/2=Only Slightly Important'

, 1=Not Important At All

Responses were entered into a varimax factor rotation .and six
I /

factors were extracted (Table 1). It was possible to assign twenty-five
\

of the t$4,enty-seven item to one or another factor. In a couple of in-
\

stances, face validity was used to determine to which of two competing

factors an Item should be assigned. This occurred where an item ob-

tained approximately equ4 loadings.on each of two factors. While we
. . _

obViouslyanticipated that work values would factor--Gottlieb's find-
,

vp

ing that values correspond to course of study among college.students.
, ,

implies as muchearlier r0earch,has neglectqd the,p0tential.of this
. .,s. .1

technique. ,

2.
a
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VARIMAX ROTATED FACTOR LOADINGS

Factor 1

Intrinsic
Work
Rewards

Doing.meaningful .682

A chance to use ) ur mind
and abilities .677:

New challenges' .660

Intellectual stimulation . .598

A-chancg for personal growth .552

Freedom to decide .fiow to do

the job 468

Working for a compank you
respect

AppreciAdon 'for a jOb

well done. .403
V

A good.pention plan .032

Job eCurity -.024

Fringe benefits .109

Being able to retire early
enough with'good money .048

.Not having to work too hard -.068

A comfortable routine that
is easy to handle -.068

Getting away from problems
at hbme -.049

:raving enough free time.to

_JmniOyJather.thirigs . .
.183

Opportunity for travel .125,

Meeting interesting people .413

Contributing 10 company's.,

progress .345

Contribution to socie.ty .425

Factor 2

Sccuriti
Rewards

Factor 3

Antiwork
Ethic

Factor (

.043

i.Q15
-.053
.002

.065

.025

.227

.087

.818

.591

.588

.538

..215

.213

b033

.136

-.014
-.009

9

.150

Social
Rewards

Factor 5 Factor 6

Inter-

personal Economic
Rewards Rrrds

.035 .085 .169 , -.092

-.026 -.052 .184 .020

.005 .129 .113 ,073

.040 .353 -.053 .038'

-.025 1266 .202 .111

.145 .006 .066.

A..028 .214 .295 .095 F-+

C.14

.113, -.040 .351 .0/8

.140 .049 .088 .04S

.095 .022 .219 .185

.241 .138 .105 .204

.341 007 -.047 .162

.682 .065 -.028 .151

.677 o. .078 .20,3 .081

.467 .217 .160

.013 .027 .034

.316 .555 .035 .157

.212 .533 .112 .087

.009 .476 .136 .082

.059 .428 -.164-'s



Fkor 1.

Intrinsic
Work
Rewards

TABLE 1 -(cont.)

VARIMAX Irr)ATED FACTOR LOADINGS

Factor 2

Security
Rewards

'Factor 3,

Antiwork
.Ethic

Factor A Factor 5

Inter-
Social personal
Rewards RieWards

FaCtor 6

conoinic

Rewards

Having the respect of the

4

people you work with P.340 .196 .099 497 .527 *052
Friendly people to work

o -)with

An opportunity to make a
.307 .087 .228 :07k. -.418. -.031

great deal of money .064 .211 .291 .174 - .005 .643

A good salary .310 .174 .033 .522

A chance for advaneement .285 .207 .035 .174 .274 .400

Having somewhere to go,
something to do everyday .145 .:038 .282 .196 '..210 .067

Pleasant iihysital

surroundings .229 .220 .335 .2.26' .302 .097

Eigenvalues
(before rotation) 6.460

1

3.312 1.652 i-1.293 1.120 1.068

177'

1/4

6
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The analysis is organized in terms of the factors, which we call
.

Intrinsic Work Rewards, Security Rewards, the Antiwork Ethic,. Social
.

-Rewhrds, Interpersonal Rewards and Egonomic Rewards. Six unweighted.

sum'scores.were computed for each respondent %toed on his answqrs to

the items which define each factor. Five of these
16

and the responses

to the associated items thems,elves provide the basis for:much of the
_

analysis. Examinini.thesein terms ot enable,us to evaluate

the extent to. which th6 work values.or exObtationsjf young workers

.drffer from those of'older established wOrkers.

In a parallel set o *temli, men who were

of the interview were a ed to evaldate their

same characteristics o

workers Ind the rest.

wighted as follows: .

e oyed; at the time

own jobs in terms of the

the work context, i.e., salaries ? benefitst co- 'cri

e available response categoriespwere then

1** 4 46Excelftt/3 = Pretty Good/2 = Only FaiA Poor
).

A *set of sum scores we. computed.for each respo ent,c$Fresponding

to those creaed above with reference to work values. Examining these
17

for men in different age grodps will enable us to evaluati*differ-

\r1

encts in Men's Orceptioni Of their access to-various kinds Of work

rewards.as'thermove thrdugh the cycle.

INTRINSiC, WORK REWARDS AND'THE ANTIWOpK ETHIC

.Men place a high vaitie.On intrinSic work reward,% therewards of

- work activity it4e1f. A 'majority of the men in tit' study said that

challenge, growth, atitonomy and.the sense that they were making mean-

..4ingful'contributions were "verY importantq'to them (Tabre 2). In fact,

with one exception--intellectual,stimulatibn--a majority of the respond-
.

ents indicated that eacPipmponent offthe Intrinsic Worekeward Index
,

fk'
was-extremely important,in the* Asse.ssment of a.,j9b: ol'It is not par-..sk

-

16., -The'analysis of the Social Rewards factor was.dropped due to
space considerations.

.17. For easeof piesentatión, the data concerning
twenty-three and tweniy-nine.are not reported
These few are included in the correlations (r'
the text. :

400'

. .

4itt.

men between ages
in.the tables. .

s) reported throughou
4

4

*

v.
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TABLE 2

INTRINSIC WORK VALUES AND JOB-PpRCEPTIONS py AGE, INCOME
t--AND LABOR FORCE STATUS (MEN EARNING LESS THAN $15,000

A YEAR WHO ARE NOT IN SCHOOL OR IN THE MILITARY)

Intrinsic Work Rewards,

Doing meaningful things

A chAnce to e yOut mind'

and abilit es 4

New challen es

2
Intellectual stimulation

Air

Percent Responding
"Very Important"

To Each ibtviir;ic

Work Reward'

Age
18 2 30-49

A chancilfF-Ir peisonal growth

Freedom to decide how to
do the job

Working for-a company you
respect

Appreciation for a job
well done

I trinsic Work Rewards-indexeqb

4

S.

63.5 65.2

61.2

41.9

. 63.6

54.2

58.4

4 59.8

\74
-SD 4.59

. N 256

1
Percent Rating Own
Jobs "Excellent"
With Respect. Tairl

Each Work Reward

4 i Age
-18-22 30-49

'16.5 ' 27.7

72.7 19.74

W.] 18.7

4u.9 7,3

40.8 18.1

57.7 18.3

69.5

,

20

00.7 44.0r 15.3

27.68 , .Y 20.29

'4.33 SD 6.25
454 N 169

,
0 18, 't

or

S.

30.2

26,6

15.2

17.1

32.0

27.1

5,

23.00'

5.43

361

4.83"*

4 S,c

OP.

I

***1) < -.001 4
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ticularly surprising that intellectual stimulation.i$ devalued by these
. . .

.
. ,

.. .

melsince their rather limited educations belie-any serious int rests
,

0 'in intellectual pursuits.

4 )

0 1 which refers to opportunities to avoid challenge sin work-and to maxi-

mize extra work goals, is conspicuous because overall it represents ,

those values with the least salience for our respondents (Table.3).
_

Less than a third cite three of the four items--not having to work

too hard, a comfortable routine and gettiOlg away from problems at home

. --as "very important." Roughly half of the men stress "having enough

fetimé to enjoy other things." A slightly greater number,of young

men emph4sizetthe Importance of free time and this difference-is the

m&jorofictor providin a statistically significan,difference for the

index. While the Antiwork Ethic looms larger among young men, an

examination of the actual mean scores indicates an impressive contin- .

An impressive'percentage of men stress the importance of intiinsic

work rewards; hence, minimal emphasis-en those values subsumed undei

what we call the antiwork ethic is to be expected. Oh antiwOrk ethic,
0

uity of values between young and older men. Extrawork and antiwork
9,

goals re not
(
chdracteristiciof men at any age. Interestingly, the

partial orrelation (r) of the index with employment status'
18

control-

ling for age'(.09) indicates a slightly greater tendency for men who
. -

are unemployed to hold antiwork'ethic values. Similarly ethnic minor-
'

ity men
19

are more likely to value the antiwork ethic (r = .21).

The value attached"to iritrinsic Work 'reward; is not conditioned

by age. The Intrinsic Work.Vklues index ig correlated with ethnicity
a

(-.11) an the
Ir.

siie of this correlationp unchanged in the partial

where age 's controlled. Thus, compcipd-to minorities, white men are\
somewhat more likely to value intrinsic work

4
rewards:x. More critically,

the sMall,

Values'an4.

unemployed

insignificant negative Coi'relatiOn between intrinsic Work

employment status (-.04)mindicates that both employed and.

mep value intrins.ic work rewards equally.

. . -.,
.

18. Dummy vaiiable: 0=employed/1=unemplopyed. ow

19. Dummy Variable: 0=white/1=black, Puerto RYtn, oriental, American
Indian, Mexican American.

Np. ,..--

* :kr:t 4
, . .

4
%

N .1A, , . , 4
i (?.

. -11Nt

.

Or.

.4.4P
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7ABLE 3

ANTIWORK ETHIC VAWES AND JOB PEICEPTIONS BY AdE, INCOME.
AND LABOR FOliCE STATUS (MEN EARNING LESS. THAN $15,000.

A YEAR WHO'ARE NOT IN SCHOOL OR IN THE MILITARY)

4. .
,

Antiwork Ethic Rewards

Percent,: Respond ing.

"Very Important"
.To Each Amtivork
Ethic Job_Reward

Age
18-22 30-49

4

Percent Rating Own
Jobs "Excellent" N

With Respect To
Each Work Reward

Ag
18-22 30-49

Not having to work too hard

t.

ti

comfortab1e routine thiat.

-is easy to handle.*

Getting away ftpm problems-
at home .

Having enough'1ree time4

to

00 to enjoy'other things'

Antivork Ethic Indexes'

te

.

17.8. 20.7

4.

29.0 . 30.4

.4 ,19.2 15.7

53.8 47.8

*X 10.75 10.06

SD 3.37c 3.58 SD
N 258 457

2.58**

tow

8.3 7.9

.

5.8

10.06 10.79
2.52 2.56
160 .323

3.02**

" "
**p ,< .01

lb

woe"
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While the value 'ten attach to,intrinsic work rewards is not

enced by ag4; order men do.perceive greater agcess to these rellivis.

Except for one.item=b-a chance tdr-persOnaI growth--more older men,
,

those between thirty and fortk-nint, indicated that.thvrewards pro-

. vided by their own jobs werh "excellent." Moreover, the magnitudes o

,.the differences between the two groups of w);rkers i.ibstantial in,
it

most_caseS, a fac't that is clearly reflected,in the sigracEiht differ,I.
ence found in the Intrinsic.Work Rewards IndeX.

In sum, younger and Older men,equally value wort iforthe rOPPrds
Ne

inherent-in the activity. Quite consistently,.though', fewer young

men believe that their jobs are effectively providing them with these

rekards. But even among older men, the percentages rating their-jobs

as "citelient" with respeqt toieaCh item is, in virtually every c'ase,

less than half 9f the percentage stating'that a given work value is

"very important" to them.
20

Vern industrial societies rely on the

_internalization of;.c. va1ue, values'that advance worker involve-

..--tent in the task.::, am:id on our data, the American system is conspic-

uously successful in fostering these values but markedlyless success-

ful in providing for flieir satisfaction.
. .

- This disparity betweekvalues and satisfaction clearly raises g

significant issue, as he tharacter of work in induStrial and post-

iddustrial societiss do tinues to change, to become progressively more
ca

41 abstract and .routine- Accompanying these changes is a decline in acceSt

to creative and meaningful job daivity. .._This would appear to be par-

ticularly true for the kinds entry-level positions available to--

- younger An with limited educa on, jobs requiring mfnimal gills aud
. t o,

virtdilly no experience. As these young men gain witserience in the

: labor force, the content of their work roles will presumably be up-

grtdeti, providing somewhat greater access to intrinsic work rewards
411

20. Throughout the analysis, the percentages rating their jobs as
"excellent with respect to a given characteristic generally
increases (but the disparfty by age is sustained) when just those
men describing it as "very important" are considered. Thus, men
who consider:a trait'important appear to be more likely than-
others to find it in their jobs.

A

S.
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for some. For others,-,alternative outcomes are suggested by Chinoy's

study of automobile workers.
21

To what degree is displacement of aspir-
,

ations still applicable? Do other sectors of life, such as leisure ac-
-.

tivity, take an added significance for'men deprived of meaning in their

work? The development and maintenance Of values across the life cycle

remains unexamined.

'SECURITY AND ECONOMIC,WORK WARDS

Understandably; most men are highly concerned with the..security
A

,of their iobs. -In fact, more men cite job security as "very important"

to them than any other work value considered in this analysis (Table 4).

111

The very modest, insiknificant tendency for more older men, those be-
?

tween thirty and forty-nine,to attach considerable importance to job

... it security is,perhaps kirprising in view of the well recognized fact

hp risks of unemployment are borne disproportionately by the

'About teg percent of the men in this tudy who are.twenty-three

or, describe hemserves as unemployed. Among nonstudents between

eigliteen and -twenty-two this rises to 24%. Young men are less likely.

.teiS.bitve depen'dents and, more critically, experience fewer concernis\for
z,

proteFting their pension interests. While job insecurity and unem-,

ployMent are undesirable for the overwhelming majority of all men (in-

deed, only 1,10,of the men.in this st400taid that job security was Vnot

important at all" to them), 4 createVfewer personal dislocations for

young men. F\or the old woret, it is the Magnitude of dislocation

rather than the actual risk of unemployment that provokes such marked

concern for job,seurity,
.

."Qetary concerns rival cowern'for job sectirity among these men

'(Table 5). This recognition 4141As that the trade-off ofipcome.for7

security that may once hble shapetroccupational values. is no longer vi-
.

able. Among younger respondents,lhe percentage saying "a good salary"

is "very iMportant" (72%) is roughly equivllent to the number stressing

"job security." While somewhat fewer older men-emphasize salary, the

21. Ely'Chinoy, Automobile Workers and title American Dream:(Gardeg City:

4 Doubleday, 1955).

s
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TABLE 4

SECURITY WORK VALUES AND JOB PERCEPTIONS BY,AGE, INCOME
AND LABOR FORCE STATUS (MEN EARNING LESS THAN $.15,000
A YEAR WHO,ARE NOT IN SCHOOL OR IN THE MILITARY)

Percent Re5ponding
"Very ImportaN"

.. To Each Security
Work ReWard

Age

Percent Rating 64n
Jobs "Excellent"
With Respect To
Each Work Reward

Security Rewards 18-22 30-49 18-22

A good pension plan 49.0 66.8 9.6

41/1
secUrity 72.8 75.9 12;0

V

Fringe benefits 51.2. 59.0 10.2
.

Being ahft to retire early
enough with good money , 39.7 48.8

ft

'Security Work Rewards Indexes Y
SD
N

ge
' 30-49

12.5

24.0

19.9

S.

13.30 13.83 7 8.54 10.20
2.67 2.62 SD 3.14 2.98
260 460 N 156 371

2.56* 5.56***

x :05
***P < .001

I

1.,
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TABLE 5

ECONOMIC WORK VALUES AND Jp.kERCEPTIQNS BY AGE, IN,COME
AND LABOR FORCE STATUS (4IN EARNING LESS THAN $15,000 *

A YEAR WHO ARE NOT IN SCHOOL OR TN THE MILITARY)

or

Percent Responding
"Very Important" .

To Each Economic
Work Reward

Age

Economdc Work Rewards 18-22 30-49

An opportunitrto makt a / .

great deal of Money 44.6 35.4

kgood salary. 72.0 68.1

-A chance for advancement 66.2 7.4

Economic Work Rewards Indexes 10.55 9.97

SD 1.55 2,01

d4.

4

.

A

259- 459,

4.34*** -

4 6

4

Percent Rating Own
Jobs "Excellenat"
With Respect To
'Each Work Reward

Age
18-22. 30-49

9.3 /8.9

Y.2 11.0

1s.1,4k 14.2

74..

't 6.95 7.49

SD 2.34 *V:10

N

t

176 A 380
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I

percentage is still substantial 168%). The conclusion that practical

..concerns are.,,disproportiohateljr salient for working-class men is reixi-

'forded if- we-compare these finOings with data foi college seniors\
23

. Based on the studies-x4ported.by npvis
22,

and*Gottlieb. .which included

college women, who presumably devalue such practical concerns, the per-
%

(f,Centage of young men in this study who say that "an opportunity'to

make a gre'it deal of,m8tey" is "very important" (45%) is substantially .

treater. Thirty-one percent of the college men in the present sample

share this.view, suggestihithat even in the context of an.unfavorable

economic climate, tite disparity persists.

The differences between younger and older men in the value at-

tached to both economic rewards and security reWards.are once again

very small but,-nonetheless, statistically,significant. Oider men are :

Somewlia more 'likely to stress SecUrity_Bewards, most notably as.these

relat to pension considerations. Older men were expected to emphsisi;e

--securi y; lot was surprising, however, to fiod a roughly'comparablOeii- .

el of concern.for this kind of security among young men. Conversely,

young men disproportionately value economic rewards in terms of:troth,

income and promotion opportunities. It should be remembered thapg

men report substantially lower earnings; moreover; the major economic

investments.of their lives4lie fn an uncertain future; with

dhildren and.home ownership. Again, however, the- explanation for

age:disparities appears more compelling tlan the observed disparities .

themselves, which are of a minor order. The inescapable conclusion is

that impressive continuity exists with reference to economic and secur-

ity values, or the practical goals of work.

Men who are unemployed are no more likely'to-stress security

i.`Tr. = -.01) -and are virtually indistinguishab4 from employed men in
#);

ir emphasis on economic rewards (r . .08), suggestidg thatainTeal-
, 0

tic salary expectations,are_probably not implicated in.thift,

ment. thnic minoilties areislightly more disposd.tci-'e4hdsize seturl',
J

22. Davis, op. cit.

23. David Gottlieb, Youth and the Meaningyt1Wo4 (
Department of Labor, 1974)."

i

.

ington: U.S.
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ity (r ,10) and economic rewards (r = .14).

There is a measurable gap.between the importanceNmen'attach to se-

curity andwyconcimic values and their perceptions of their own access to

:these rewards. The gap,is more evident for young workers, particularly

'with reference to security rewards. Disenchantment with actess to the

practical goals of work is not Widespread, however. For both index

Economic Rewards and Security Rewards--the hypothetical "average" re-

spondent,says that.thesTe "very important" values; he rates hisAwn

job asmrely "good" wi&respect to.these same 4wards. And.in both

cases--in terms of security and econom, rewards--young workerg are

somewhat less satisfied that their goals are being realized in their

esent jobs.

INTERPERSONAL WORK'REWARDS
_ .

The impact of coworkers, or the general interpersonal climate de-

scribing the workplace, on work performance and satisfaction is one of

the major themes of.nodern fndustrial sociology. The individual's so-

cial and psicholog al requirements often effectively compete,with econ-
,

.omic interests; the Western Electric studies demonsxrated over a gen-
.

.

eration ago, to maintain the esteem or good will of fellow workers, the

indiiidual is often prepared to forego - in some measure, his own im-

_mediate econoMic self-interest.
24

eNi .i t Consistent with this well documented aspect of industrial social
. .

p6rchology, alsubstantial majority of American workers rat4 ."having

the respect of fellow workers" and "working aro6d people you like" at

being "very important" for job satisfaction (Table 6): The disparity
.

between older and younger men in the importaiVe- they assign to the.

quality of the interpersonal,climate of thelwork place is not statis-,

tically significant. At all age levels, majorities of men endorse the

importance of socialc,relationghils .fiq.satisfactIon.

While the importance:rOf a posiltive interpersonal climate'at tcie

work place achietreA high and. generally equal levels of support; there

24. F. J. Roethlisberger and William J. Dickson, Management and the
Worker (Cambridge, Mass.: Haryard University Pvess, 1939).
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TABLE 6

INTERPERSONAL WORK VALUES AND JOB PERCEPTIONS BY AGE, INCOME.
,

AND LABOR FORCE'STATUS (MENQ.EARNING LESS THAN $15,000 . A .
A YEAR WHO ARE.NOT IN SCHOOL OR IN THE MILITARY) 4;*

1

Interpersonal Work Rewards

Percent Responding
"Very Imi)ortant"
To Each Interper-
sonal Work Reward

Age
.18-22 30-49

Having the respect of the
peopleyou work with 56.9 . 66.4

.Friendly people to work
with 68.2 67.9.

Interpersonal Work
Rewards Indexes 7.12 7.17

SD 1.11 1.21

260 461

0.63

Percent Rating Own
Jobs "Excellent"
With Respect To
Each Work Reward

Age
18-12 30-49

18.1 30.9

29:7 .34,9

3T .5.89' 6.34
pp 1.37 1.26
N 181 380

**AP .001

4
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is not an equivalent generality in the reiiization of this.kind of in-
, .

terpetsonal work climate. At all age levels, only a portion of the men

who See this/aspect of work as important also describe their present

'jobs as fully providing it. Once again, it WamongAthe ydungelt work-

ers that this,dpparity between commitment to the value aneits reali-

zation'in theief resent jobs is the greatest.

,. For older workers, tjle disparity iS smaller thanwe have dtserved

. -2in terms of other major malues, such as meaniniful'actiyi
1

and job security. However, given that a supportive intekpersonal

, Ote should be, at least theoretiCally, a "free resource," not depend-
4 , .

ent on the specific character of.work--something-that is, as it were,

the gift of fellow wen-kersthe fact of any disparity,raises ..sorite inter-.

:estingsquOstions. Clearly, we still-have...much, toiearli 'about the fac-
,

tors detevilining the interpersonal climates thatlevelop in specific
0

work enyifonments,

The greater disparity for younger workers between the level at
.

which the interpersonal is viewed as important apd what they find in

---the.ir present jobs raises some acWtional questions. We noted earlier

_A COeman's argument,that certain advaatages;follOw the early integration. f.s.

A
of youth into adult society,- partily where the context of serious.

work

st

is conce
ts

the presum

1 ge--a

tile

served. would

ith old#,;#dut

InAte t

aler"

ence

into th

pchadvantage, of considerable significance,

,tatiOn.of tepdencies to.develbp .alienated

e,011;pn in golation from, and u timitely hos-

, w
Ekt4ITIY6li.e

Ithe*ort4

lev

,of=460.4.-:p

. .

ge-linked disparities we have ob-

in the world of adult work (or

mork) does not necessarily elit-
;;4

tntlt whb have learned to value the

sumOly:older, workers,-the experi-

dt6r'res &es not utomatically follow." Entry

'with lej014catibt n'of at least a partia1
. ,

withdrawal 4 left'comA or.vbtith ghettos, may actually lessen the
h. ...

:oir
.,

risks, of alienaq* re ses toil!, e,ahlt-world but it far from elim-
,

,

inates such xiskst,
i

er research:might well focus on the kinds of
.

entry strategicts ehat Ximize oitoftunTtiesfot winning respect
0

A

12* A

c ?

"4+,
. : , ,

z . 1.
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and.approval.as against_those which do not. Consistent with the' other

inds of work values we'hav6 examined, acceptance of conventional val--

-.14essdoes noeippeai to be lacking among young workers; it is theiif'eal-
-. r ,

4zation that is unci3tta4
#

!.. - SUMMARY

doffiinant thete in out analysis has been that substantial and

persj.stent codtinuity:characterizes the present work values of younger
P

and older men. .We have noted very small but statistically significant

.diffetinces:in their values with reference to three
.

of the five value
4

inip3tes we considered--securit values, economic values and the anti-

ethi,L These );iilference rovide a basis, albeit weak, for con-

, ' .

lir4'

10..7 to chtracterize their concerns. We believe that such conclusions would

4Wirresponsible in view of the magnitudes of thedifferences we find.

/ .;4: traditional work values and that immediate is more likely
, ;

4

t Deipite differences, a majority of men at all ages Share similar villue

egrding what is desirable in work. lp!

.4( An obyloOs difficulty confronts us with referenie to the distinc-s

0" tiop between:cohort and generational effects. Since these youni men

have matured during an historical period distinct'from that condition-

ing the initial entry 'into the labor forte of the older men, the mod-

est disparities in values we observe may, in fact, mark an ongoing ev-,

olution in the work values`of American men. Alternatively, with grow-
,

ing experience in the world of work, these young men may become fully

indistinguishable from their older counterparts. ,Values are not formed

in a vacuum: They are leaTned, tested and modified in fhe experiences

of a lifetime. Continuity in experience c;rries the promise of contin-

ding that more youths compared to older workers, have abandoned

uity in values. .

Throughout the analysis, we have noted the influence of two fac-

,tors'tesides age on work values--ethnicity and employment status. Where

the first-order correlations (controlling for age) implied that either

of thes l? fattors conceivably accounted'for at least 1% of the variance

in valu,s, we have noted that a causal relationship may exist. In no

instance did employment status appear to substantially influence val-

3 19
V

I.
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ues (or vice versa). 'Thus, on the whole, unemployment experience among

these men appears to be independentt of their,values.

Minority status does'seeth to influence values; it appears

inis.4ntrinsic work values, to increase the emphasis-on econoii

securit rewards and to be associated with greater en4ersement
t.

antiwork ethic. 'It should be recognized that the occupational

.of these minority'men undoubtedly continue to dilany them eq1.1h1 ay

to meaningful work, job security and equal pay. Moreover) the

cients are very small, suggesting that among the yeomanry of th

ican labor force there is a single predominant ctimate of val

' theie have remained fairly traditional. If the subCulturai

experience is diffeTent; it is'V, markedly different with reference

to work values. Subculturerdifferences might best be explored on

of differences in labor force oppirtuniv and experience.

The.emphasis of minority men on the antiwork ethic is more .sub-
,

stantial. The first-order partial:correlation implies that minority

status ma account fOr.as much as:4%-of t e.variance in the antiwork

ethic. e critical questionone that ze ires more detailed data .

dim-

c and

f the.

Gs
ess

effi-

Amer-.

s and

than we have--is whether.the content-of work intervenes fn the relat
.

tionship'between minority.status and the antiwotk e,thic.- Men locked .

'into jobslthat notably deprive them of access to meaningful job acti

ity may Come particulaily to value antiwork rewards', what.Begker hae"
_

Called "side bets."2.5 'Since minorities are more likely to hold such ,

jobs, ii may be the job er than ethnic background that accounts

for the correlation.
A

A second.dominant theme emerged tha was significantly and conqs-

tently related to age. There wasla re urring pattern where relatively

few.men report full-,realization the bs of aspeCts of

'work that they highly value. While not suggestive of massive distress

or discontent, we-are not provided with a picture of uniformly high

levels df satisfaction. .The discrepancy between ideal values and the

realities of work experpnwe is most extfeme for the.younger workers.

25. Howard S..Becker, ."Notes on the Concept of-Commitment," American

Journif of Sociology, vol. 66 (July 1960), pp. 33-40.

A ,
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Thisdiscrepaney may flow from several factors. It may reflect the im-
.

patience 16f youth who have not yet madp their best bargain with the

world of work. Alternatively, it.mayAreflect differpnces in the ih-

tensiAj.es with which otherwisesimilar 'values are held.

.Whether the'potential for dissatisfaction will deepen or erode

v4ith time cannot be assessed, using these data. The data unambiguously

indiCate, however, that there has been overwhelming continuity in the,

. wo rk values of.contemporary American men.. This, in turn, suggests

that.to egree that'patternS of labor.force Participatidn_by'ybunger

workers ha taken on aspects cif the prOblematihese can only be un-

1.

A 410
derstood by almuptehensiye exploration of the concrete labor force ex-

.
.

peTiences!of such young workers and the broader context of their values
- .

and life style commitments.

The question asked, at theeoutset, "Do ybuth really want to work?" t

can now be at least.partially answered. They appear'to value work and 40..

to value it in ways not unlike they.fathers and older brothers. 'Meth-
,.

er this translates ipto effective work careers oliviously depenas on the

kinds of-work and work rewards that are made ailhilable to theg. The
.

outcome may also depend on changes in values,,opportUAlities and exper-

iepces in other sectors of life, sectors of life whichN monitor even

less(;eilAthan we monitom..the eurrent work experiende, which is not

very well at all.

(://
.
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TEE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN YOUTH EMPLOYMENT.

A4D FUTURE EMPLOYABILITY AND EARNINGS

BY: Wayne Stevenson

J4.
'ABSTRACT

44)

In making the trahs.ition from school o work most teenagers and
.

young adults experience some periods of uneOloyment. The sporadic
nature of youth labor force participation in conjunction with high
turnover and the part-time nature of youth jobs no oubt contributes
to the high rncidence of unemployment observed among this age group.
The probabilify,of experiencing unemployment, however, declines
rapidly with agp, liggesting that it represents a fairly.short-term
tiwsitional problem.' In this paper it is shqwn'that after controlling
for%related variables, early labor force statds has a significant
impact on subsequent employability and earnings. Jobless periods,
particularly for out-of-school youth, constitute a loss which results
in real diSadvantage for years to come.

The 1970s have seen unemployment dmong teenagers ('sixteen to nine7.

teen years of age) and'young adults (twenty to twenty-four of age) reach .

record pwoportions, with nearly one-half of all unemployed Americans

fromHthese-age categqries.* Roughly twenty percent of all teenage 1:abor
A

force participaitts Were unemployed in 1977, with the rate among blacks

readhing thirty-seven percent. In urban areas tpe rate among-black teen-

. agers is well over forty perient.
I

Furthermore, while an average of

3.4 mi lion'sixteen to twenty-four-year-olds were unemployed at any given

time i. 1976, the number experiencing some unIpployment during the yeit

is:,wer<ti ac.1 to be three times. as gteat.2 The Aagnitude and persistence

of the roblem his aced youth unemployment in thelorefront of labor

.,. .

* commerits on an earlier draft I am indebted to Arvil V. Adams,
. Garth Mangum, and Stephen Seninger.4 Mary Patterson and Stephen Rich

Trovided invaluable, research assistance. Any errors,bmissiiins,'and
opinions are the sole responsibility et the.author. ,

._. .

'.. 1. Garth L guI, Manm and Stephen F. Seninger,(Coming of Age in the Ghetto':
/ ,

The Dilemma of Ghetto Youth Unemployment, a report submitted to the
. rord Foundation, December 1977.

,

. .
, .

2. .Arvil V. Adams et al., The Lirgering Crisis of Youth Unemployment, a
'report.submitted to the E.W. Upjohn Instittke for Employment Research,

1978.
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market policy and has created considetable interest in thp quesVonyf,

causes and consequences jobAssness among the nation's youth.
, .

The high Incidence of you/s unemployment can no doubt be attributed

in large part to the proces of transition from school to mork. Folk
3

.

-and Kalachek,
4 for example, argue that teenage entry and reentry into

the labor4force (which accounted for 70% of teenage unemployment in 1976)'

p1tAfthey1t-time status of youth.jobs combine to create highly unstable
1 ,

employment patterns. Teenagers accouht for a disproportionate share ,of

job seekers and, according to Freedman,

.4 the labor'force with greater frequocy

intermittent entrance and reentrance'iAto

5 change jObs and move in and out,

than any other age group. This

the labor force results in .

lesig than one-fourth of all unemployed teens being job losers while over

fifty percent of older unemplowd ydrkers left their last lob involun-

.tarily, . .

4.Another impoynt charaCteristic of yout ,unempliymene is that the
, ,

, . i.,

situation improves with aging. As workers re ch the age of twenty-five,
e

,
.

.

labor force participation rises, work becomes predominantly full-time,
ii--

. ...

.

and most significantly,' unemployment rates fall.(See Tatile 1). Thus,

t ,
6

4 the high incidence of ynemployinent among.youth is viewed by Kalachek, 4
: 7 .

Johnstoland,Backman,. and.others as playing a functional role in

Hugh Folk,. "The Problem of Youth Unemployment," in The Transition

'From School to Work: Processdings of:the Princeton Manpower

S osium,-May (Princetou: Princeton University Press,

1968 .

4. EdArd Kalacheli, TheZouth Labor Market; Policy Papers in Human

Resources and Industrial Relations, No. 12 (Ann Arbor, Michigan:

'Institute of"Labilr and Industrial Relations, Uhl.17*--Sity of Michigan-

Wayne State, 1969).

5. Marcia Freedman, "The Youth Labor Market" in'National Commislion for,

.Manpower Policy, From,School to Work: ImproVing th4W. Transition'

, °Washington: Government Printing Pffice, 1970.
s,

.6. Kalachek, op. cit. ,

.

7. Johnston und Beckman, The Transition from:High Schklol to Work: The

Work Atikitudes ahd Early Occupational Experience of'Young.. Men (Ann

Arbor, Michigan: The University 0-Michigan, 1973).,

"
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TABLE 1,

UNEMPLO.YMENT RATE BY AGE, SEX.; AND RACE;*19i6

14-15 16-17 18-19 20.44
-7

25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 '65+

T

Total .14.8'. 21.1 17.4 12.0 7.1 4.9 4.5 5.1
.*

,4.5.

16.2 21.4" 17.6 12.0. 6.2 441 4.0 1-4.2. . 5.2

;Tate 13.7 194 15.5 ' 10.9 5.6 3.7 3.7 4.0 4.8

Nonwh. 4k3 . 37.7 34.0 20.7 11.0 7.3 7.2 6.2 9.3

d,

Females 13.1 20.7 17.3 . 11.9*-. 8.5 6.1 5.2 4.9 5.0

White 10.3 18.2' 15.1 10.4. 7.6 5.8 5.0 4.8 5.3

. Nonwh. 46.0 *-35.0 21.7 13.0 8.1 .6.1 5.5 2.6

Source: U.S. Dept. of Labor,'Employment and Training
Employment-and Training Adminisiritian, U.S.
Washington,-D.C., 177, Table A-49.

p.

Report pf the President,
Gov't. Printing Office,
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providing,useful labor market experienct. 'Frequent jobless,periods and
,

turnover'aid new labor force entrants in learning effective methods of
1 ,

job search and in'adjusting expectations to tile realitiA4of the labor c

market. If-mUy,even be the case that high turnover and the associated

joblesness experienced by teenagers are consistent with the temporary;
1

paTt-timeemployment desired by, youth workers08 These observations, in

combination with the apparent.amprovement over time, frequently lead to

thel' conclusion that youth unemployment is %transitory problem experienced

IDwy most and not greatly hindering successful assimilation intd the labOr

force'.- Theory and intuition sUggest, however, that to be frequently

unemployed duting the early years deprives an individual of valuabe,

work experience, informati9n, skills and contacts andis likely to have

injurious egfects
/

It is the purpose of this paper to document the long-run.consequences

of the louth labor market experience. This is done by following'long-
.

itudihally one grotp of yOung men and women from their teenage year's into

early adulthood. This analysis"demonstrates. that early labor market

experiences arek:reiated to subsequent measures Of labor market success:

'Not only does youth joblessness identify a target group of. individuals

who are likely to,have trouble later on, but after controlliq for a

''.number of personal chatacteristics,youth labar force status is seen to

exert an impact of its own on 'subsequent experiences. These findings

suggest that youth unemplOymentAs more than a short-term probfem and its

cOnsequences iny include long-term problems of employability and earning'

cakacity.

DATA AND METHODOLOGY

The conclusions drawn in thispaper ate based on analysis of the

National Longitudinal Surveys .of Young Men and Young Women.
9

The NLS

data were-designed Xo:allow for measurement-of sources of vaTiation:in,,

4 the labor market experiences of each cohort. The data therefore include '

8. Paul Ostermano "The Structure of.the Labor Market for Young-Men,"

working papers, 8Oston University, 1977.. .

,
.

%., 6. For d descripition of this data see Herbert Parne-s, The National Long-

itudinal Surveys (Columbus, Ohio: Centef for Human Resources

Research, 1.97,4).

/
L.) 7
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broad sampling of eConomic, social, and attitudinal characteristics of

the youth popUlation, ,Labor force concepts and. definAions are consis-
.(

tent with those.employed in the Current PopulatiOn Surveys.

The analysis_descsdbed here is based,on data for males.and kemales

who were sixteen to nineteen years of age in the initial survey year.

Data were cdllecteci over a period of seven years beginning in 1966,fork

the men and in-1968 for the women. .In the initial survey years over

two thirds of these respondents were enrolled'in sCho61. By the final

survey year, when those examined ranged-in age from twenty-three-to

twenty-six years of age, less than 15% were still atthding;school.

Furthermore $
90% of.the malds and'70% of the females werelabor forge

participants, about 5% of whom were uneinployed. So aside froni recrea-
. ,

' .

.
.

.

-

tion and family responsibilities, the major activity. of most teenagers is
,

school. On the oiher hand,by the time the colorts range in age from,

twenty-three to twenty-six the dominant activity is work. Thus, the
)

importalit years of the scho

t

1 to work transition are covered by the

analysis.

lUTH LABoR FORCE STATUS AND LATER EXPERIENCES

/ Many aspects of youth's labor market experience during the school to

4 . work transition have been'well documented. Temporary, part-time,work

begins for most before school has been completed: Early work experience
, -

tends to be in vccupations and lindustries associated with high'turnover,

low pay and a high incidence of part-time woi4. In contrast, employment

patterns of those in their mid;twenties reflect' fairly consistently those

obSerSied among adult wbrkers.

Parnes and Kohen have shown, in a longitudinal analy0.s of 2,100

noncollege males, that mmeement up the occupational ladder correlates*

highly with education, work eiperience, and increased labormarket

experiehce.
10

The role-offamily background and other socio-economic
,

10. Herbert Parnes and Andrew Kohen, "Labor Market Experience of Non- #
College Youth: A-Longitudinal Analysis" in National Commission for'
Manpower Policy, From. School to Work: IRproving the Transition
(Washington: Government.Printing Office, 1076). ,

7,,,,,st,

I
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12
status measures have been-examined by Adams et al,

11
Hall and Kasten

and Corcoran013 Race, sex, educatIon,, marital statu4: and region of

residence seem to have the greatest and Most consistent effect on early"
, .

labor market success., The importance of entr), level jobs is demonstrated

by.Ornstein.. ighat is not well doCumented, however, is the effect'

early labor market experience has on.later employability ancrearning

capacity.

I.

-. There is little surprise in the finding that labor force participa-

tion increases, unemkloyment declines, and earnings grow as individuals
4

move from their tee4 ns into adulthood. Mine a large

employment, however, there is considerable variation

sectirity,., and rewards asociated'with-the work. Wha

k

the extent ,to mhiih unsatisfactory experiencellwat an

related to. later labor market activity and success.
4

"S'uggesis that edUcatton and labor maketfexPerienc, are important
.
determinants of labor force status and earnings.

15
So for those making

.the transition from school to work, time spent in school or working

represents the acquistibn of skillS, experience, or contacts which can

majority find
4

in the stability,

t.is pf interest is

earl),- age are

Economic tfieory

, I

be expected,to be beneficia,rlater on: Being unemployed or out of the

rabor force while in school will have little effect as ysic education

is a good subStitute for on-the-job training,and work experiehX.
,

.4

4essness experiencedNhile out 'of sch6ol, owever, represents a serious

or

Adams ei al., op'cit.

Robert E. Hall and Richard A. Kasten,
theeDistributiOn of Occupational Succe

Economic Review, vol'. 66, go.'2 Nay 119

Mary Corcoran, Christopher Jencks, and

upatiopal Mobility and- .

ong Young Men,", American

pp. 309-15.

chael Olneck, "The Effects

of Family Background on Earnings," American Economic Review, ifol. 6§,,

414'd; 7 (May 1976); lip. 430-35. .

. ,
,.. .

.
04-

, *

14.
'
Michael D. Ornstein, Entry IntO,The American Labor Force .(Tbrpnto:
York University Press, 1976).'

'.

15. See, for example, G.S. Becker, Human Capital (Ne4 York: 'National

Bureau of Economic Research, 1964); and G. Hanoch, "An Economic

Analysis of Earnings and Schooling," Journal of Human.Resources,

vol. 2 (Summer 1967), pp. 310-29.
0

,
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loss which can be expected to result in relative disadvantage later on.

The National,Longitudina) Surveys of young Men and Young Women

allow for a comparison of youth labor market activity and success at a

later stage. Even with.the comprehensive data available it is not

possible to recreate the work history of each individual. It is possible,

however, to relate*survey week labor market and school enrollment status

with subsequent experience. While this does not isolate those with

chronic or persistent labor market problamS, it does fairly accurately

.16 reflect the activitps of the youth population at any particular point

in timq and is consistent wiih Bureau of Labor Statistics methods of

classificatioh. Comparing later labor market activitr and silccess

prox4des considerable insight into the Meaning and importance of the

high teenage unemployment rate re4orted in recent years,

Table 2 shows the(relationship between labor force status in the

final survey year and that experienced during edilier.periods While

92.4% of the young'men and 60%-of the young women were" in-thelabor force,
4

the proportions change considerable depending.on earlier experiences.

I'Those out of school and opt of work as teenagers,are far less likely to,

be current labor force participants. Vor those currently in the labor

force, the probability of being unemployed is much higher if the teenage

period was spent both out of work and out of schdbl. Current labor force

=participation is the highest for those who were employed as teenagers.

As expected, being out of work4but in school has a much smaller effect ,

on subsequent employability than Wing out of work anolltIkt of school.

Only for the woMen is teenage unemployment while-in schoo elated to

later participation rates. , Being out of the labor force wh e in school,

-however, has a negligible effect, Young adult labor force status is
.

more closely correlated with later experiences. Labor force participa-

*The following tables and portions'of the corresponding discussipins hm'te

been extracted with.modification from Wayne Stevenson, "The Relationship
between Early Work'Experience and Future 'Employability," tn Arvil V. 4

Adams, et al., The Lingeri,ng Crisis orteenage kInemploiment, a report
submitted.to the W.E..ppjohn Institute tor EmplQyment Research, 1,978. r

s
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TABLE 2

'LABOR FORCE STATUS IN FINAL SURVEY ITO BY
EARLIER SCHOOL ENROLLMENT AND.LABOR FORCE STATUS

Status and Age Par "

Survey Year

Final Survey Year (23 to 26 Years of Age)

144n-
Women

Employed

1

Out of

Unemployed Labor
Force

EmplOyed Unemployed
Ou
Lebo
Force

First Survey Year
(16 to 19 Years of Age):

. Im school-- -,
k ,

-

Employed ', 92.2 5:1 2.7 67.8 8.4 23.8

Unemployed 92.0 8.0 0.0 1 -51:4 .6.8 41.9

.Out of labior force 91.4 - 3.7
.

4.9 67%4 7.2 25.4

Out of school--

. g Employed 952 1.7 3.1 60.4 6.1 33.6
t \

;Unemployed 49.7 6.9 3.4 42.3 8.5 49.3

.

,

Out of labor iorce 78.9 7.9 13.2 37.7 7./ 54.5

> .
A

Fifth Survey Year .
4

(20 to 23 Years of Age): .

In school--

,Employed 95.4 3.3 . 1.3 91.7 1.7 6.6

'Unemployed ' 100.0 0.0. 0.0 57.1. 14.3 28.6

Out of labor forcd 94.3 ' 3.4 2.3 76.9 9.6 13.5
,

.

Out of school-6
. ('

Employed :5.2 2,9./ 1.9 72.2 ' 6.7 21.1

Unemployed 80,0 9.3. 10.7. 49.5 13.8 36.7

* Out of labor force 62.2 14.3 24.4 32.8 7.5 59.7

.. I J

iOTAL 3.5 60.0 , 7.3 32.7

Source: es14110W. ;A:limit* lima Surves..
A

1
9

k

ro

.
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tion is considerably lower and the protiability of being unemployed in

the final survey year is,higher for both young men ana young women who

,were out of school and out of work as young adults twentylto twenty-

three years of age.

. Iarly Vhool-enrollment and labor force status.are clearly corre-

lated with later labor market activity. Table 3 shows tbat this carries,
j

overtO differenCels,in wage and salary'income. Once again, youths out

of school.and outof work as teenagers or young adults carrx this dis-

advantage with them into the early adult years...,711e mbst serious.dls-

advantage is found.amonkthose who spent -an earlier period out of-School .

and oilt of the labor force. Current earnings for these. individuals are

about half the average fol' their.rac6-34; cotort.

There appears to be-little question that%on the average, those

having diffAlt labor market,expeHenfes as youths'are the,same indi-

vidugls who have difficultieSiater on. While many-unemployed youths
,

successfully move into well paying,, permanent positiOns4 many willnot

I do so by the.time they.are in th,eir mid-twenties and, as a. result, face

I 'a real disadvantage.as adult workers.. Youths who ares unemployed and out

of the labor4.force and are also out of school define ag important target

population that oan be expected to find labeir force assimilation diffi-

icult. This is espec' lly true if they .are blacks or women.

THl NET EFFECT ON SUBSEQUENT EXPEkIENCES
. . .

_

hat xputh labomr force and.school enrollment.status is.corrlated.
. ,

with later -labor markelesuccess do6s not necessarily f(ggest a causal

.relat,ionship. The same factors,contribuOng te, early experiences may be

operating later op as well. Whether or not the pattern remains the same

afte controlling for differences in background, education, and oeher

. 4
-

fact rs is the issue 'addressed in this Section.

Tab e 4 shows the results of muLtiple7'egression analysis designed

to isolate those factors which explain differences in earnings of young

adult's who are out of school. The group's analyzed consist of young men

and young women who were sixteen to nineteen yearS'of age in the initial

sur)/ey 'year and out of school in the final survey year. Earnings art\

'Observed seven years later when the group ranged in age from twenty-three

. J
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TABLE 3

MEAN EARNINGS BY PRIOR LABOR FORCE AND SCHOOL ENROL NT STTS
FOR,AGING COHORTS OF S'OUNG MEN AND YOUNG,WOMEN
WHO WERE OUT OF SCKOOL'4IN FINAt SURVEY YEAR_

Final Survey Year (23 to 26 Years f Age) 4

0

Stapis and Age Per
Survey Tear White Black White Black"

Hen Wow

Grandilean.. 7553.59 5648.50 46.48
(
3469.14

First survey year
(16 to 19 years of aie):

In School-- .

Employed 7784 '

..Unemployed 6858.

.40km of labor fOrce 6939. , 4292 380

Out of sChool--

Employed' N 7423
.

.Unemployed
:

6816

Out of labor force 4676

A

4

5797 4188 42 5.

5644 3465 322
6

,.. .

55dt

.. .

45937 3308 3791

4077 2226 3120

3923fr 1962. 1879

Fv3.25*** 71.'1.60 710.81** 15.21

Fifth survey year
(20 to 23 years'of age):

In school--

Employed
.

79884
/Unemployed 8036

Out of labor force 6309

it
%

Out of school-- I

Employed 7918

Unemployed ' 6289
.1

Out of labor force 3959

6036 5695 5985

4530 5344 4118

3785 4710 4806

,

6d65 4744 / 4757

i
5124' 2753 2670

2084. 1222 1530

7v7.55**** 7115.14**** 7051.09**** 7v27.61****

Significance Levels: 1.02 (*) 52 (**) 12 (***) 0.12 (****)

Source: National Longitudinal Surveys'

F.

If)
,

4.
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TABLEr4

CORRELATES OLWAGE AND SALARY INCOME IN FINAL SUPI/EY YEAR
FOR OUTJQF-SCHOOL,YOUNO MEN AND YOUNG WOMphi

Age

Years of SchoorCompfeted

* Socioeconomic Status

Married

*'kEiving in SMI

Labor. Merket Knowledegd

.\

\

Tfaining
b

R
2

(adjusted),

Degrees of Freedom

44111

Males

Mhite 'Bleck

Females

Vhite, Black

338

(2.78)

227.67r***

235.46*

(1.41)

17044**

-95.99

- (0.94),

,357.62****

t96.00**

(2.29)

404.6,9****

(3.41) (1.85) (6.47) (5:64)

4.17 13.12* -1.33 9.36

(4.54) (1.60) (0.20) (1.20)
A

1909.44**** 1987.58****. -1846.89***/ -431.93*

(6.86) (5%43) (7..37) g (1)49)

959.97**** 678.10* ' ir Ad

(3.59), (1.59) I.

44.90** 10.82 250.15**" 207.82***

(2.08) (0.38) (3.48) (3.05)

1546.50**** 193376**** 1569.69**** 2339.04****

(5.33) (4:12) (6.44) (6.72)

0.13 0.19 0.18 0.29

1008 299 980 384

-*Wage and salary income reported in final surveY year for those w&were sixtee:1\
to nineteen in initial sultyey year.

/

b
Dichotomous varieble assuming vdlue 1 for those who received tratning and reported
ueing it on the job tad zero otherwise..

Significance Levels: " 1Z5Z ().. t***)

Sou/ow...National Longitu .SUrvsys

.

c

.

C

/9

,a
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to twenty-sil. Each colOrt'is partitilerd the basis,of race, an

. "

,44

'. , ., "00element whoseHeffect*on earnings is well. .

P . 4 . v
'

,

Sttatifieeby race anes.ex, the regressi,on egtittiphs' explain between
, . - 40
1396'and NV of the variation in annual wage andsdlaVr'income. Age,
. ..

. . .

-educatiOn, And maiitelgcstatus have signi4icant gffects,upon eai'nings. 1 1
?

Eainings tend,to rise. with, iage, eVen wthin the. 4111all range represented

:

"
here, and also increase with each year of,sc ool completed. The iAtrue

'
for blacks as'weil..as for whites.- .-
6,

Socio-economic status does' not appear to haveSits expeited effgct
*

on earningk after one.controls for education and.labor market'ktowledge

(which is highly corrOated with.background, education, and earniligs).

65
5b,.4hi"le their soparate effects are diffiplt to isolate, education,

background, and, labor market itifumation .(or general inftslligence)

combine to influence,earninis significantly..

Other factors demónstrat ng a prediCtable effectare marital status
A

Beingmarriedis associated-with
" -:andlNlregion pf resiedenc

,000 per xeali to. 2,.onal arnings. Women, on the other hand

ea
)n'considerably Less if they'are m rried. It is'also of interest that

.

neard

.4.

:men livinvin'a city,or it, subuOs can expect to earn more than,compar

4 : 4. '

-

'.iblevral'resi
tedents

( ese sta-tistics are.not available for womer0.it -4 A

. .k

/ .

,
ne additional var*abfe is included: in each suryear reippndents

.

' were asked whether an, training.was neceived in addition to formal .

: % schooling, and whethei the training was ever used on the job.., With this .

, 6.:1 .
_

,

information it is possible to 'isolate those individuals who received and.

4

used training during the school tO work trah
. ,

respondents-indicateVhat he or she had.rec

werefess likely than whites to participate
. 6-

leis likely than young women.

sition. -One out of three -

eived such trail-ging: Blacks
't. .

in,training, and young men
. .

.

..; .4 ji0k64 (

0

' *.45he differences in earnings associated with training used 9k the job

rare sub4lantials.ranging from about $1.,S00.per yew for whites100tore
4 ., 0 i' '16 '

than42,300 for hlackwomen. Along with,the'dita on years of
I
completed, this .finding for out-O-school youth is highly sinifj&t in

pdlicY terms for those concerned with the low Vinings of youth and the

earning differences by race and sex. Although these resultS do not'
,

0
0

9

4'
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A

f .

distinguish among spedific training prograMs,.they do indicate that when
.

training is tailored tothe needs;pf the labor market as well as the'

individual, reflected.in use on ihe job,.the gains are /enorally sub--
.,

Nontial and lasting. More importantly; these gains'aptpreseue.for

Yo.ungmenand-young women,black and white.. l

Controlling,for these coltrelatoes orwage and lalary earnings, one

can also determine how the early labor market experiences.of youth affect 1

subsequent earnings. At issue is whether individuals with roughly equiv,a7
.* .

lenf .backgrounds but different'early labor market experiencds can expect

. subsequent earnings tO differ in al3redictable manner' Table 5 allows
i%

such compdrisons after.adjusting for differences In age, education,

socioeconomic status, marital status, and place of residence. The obseri-

..vations are stratified by race and sex to account for these differences..

The results are/based Multiple Classification Analysis,- a technique which A-

cbilibines linear regression eatimates and analysis of.variance to test for

significant differences in mean values of a-dependent variable after )1

conirolling for the effects of other varfables included in the model.

.The.differentes in the.adjusted means are not as pronouncas the

,diffefences for unadjusted means reported in Table 3, but the

general patterns emerge. Again, being w/thout a job while out of school

has a significant.adverse effect on subsequent earnings. The impact is

more pronounced whenN occurs between the ages of twenty and twenty-
oe

four,,but teenage labøorce. status is'also retated to subsequent wage

and salary earnings.

4( ,Whether for young men or young women, black or white,.-tim spent out

oflschool and out pf the labor force represents a loss of experience that

is associated with.a clearearnings disadvantage later on. While ihe

effedNis not so great; being unemployed during the .school to work tran-

sition also has An adverse effect,This is palticuldrly true if the
t,

spell of unemployment comes while the Iforson is out bf school. Those.who

expeTience unemployment while in school)can expect.to earn fess on an

average than those successfully employed while in 'schobl or out of the

labor'force and devoting full time to school.activities.

The differences by race and gex arfreNrdnAtOftter. Among young men,
I*.

43.
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.TABLE'S

4

ADJUSTED MEAN EARNINGS BY PRIOR LABOR FORCE AND SCHOOL ENROLLMENT STATUS, .

FOR AGING COHORTS OF YOUNG MEN AND YOUNG WOMEN
ro WERE OUT OF SCHOOL.IN FINAL fURVEY YEAR
/

Final Survey Year (23 to 26 Years of Age)

'Status and Age

.
15er'Survey Year

Men

4'

Women

,White Black White Black
- 7

Grandllean, . . 7621.90 5713.46
1

3694.66 '3518.39

Firat Survey Year 16 .to 19.Years

In School

Emploied -,
-

Unemployed
. .

Out of labor'force

Out of School
.

Employed

Unemployed .

Out pf labor force

7948

7445

7546

.

7481

7287

5834

5989

5852

609.5

.

5596

4851

3940

.

3936,

3246

3944

3793

2871

2871

.

4004

2532

3691

3790

2988

1855' .

F2.36**, 72.30** Fm11.045**** 75.18***

.

Fifth Su rvey Year 20 to 2J Years

In Scho*, .

fix

. .

.

,

..- .

EMployid

Unemployed

Out of labor force

Out.of School

Employed

Unemployed

Out of labor force

7565

6647

6649 ,

7972

6674

A886

4334

3051

. 3407

644 N

4928.

3787

4720

4530

3715.

4792 .

.2684

1821

4 28

3789 2

3868

.

4743

2905

1860
1

. .

.

,

17.50**** .PO4.01*** TR52.26**** P129.25***
...

a
Adjusted to account for differences in education, socioed mimic status, 'marital status,
age, and living in an SMSA.

Significance Levels: 10% (*) 5% (**) 12 (***) 0.1% (****)
Source: National Longitudinal Surveys '
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out.of school black youths. are more seriously affected by adverse/early
.

".labor marketexperiences: AmoWg yang 1/tOmen, however, poAdifferences

b? race are apparent. Young women, black arid white, are more seriously

affected by adverse early labor market expbriences than young men These
. .

.fandings sharply contradict the thesis that youth unemplrent is a phase

through wh4th eyery youth passes; with no long-term adverse consequences.

' CONCLUSIONS 0 /--

The relationship demonstrated'here between early labor market status

oand subsequent employment experience provides useful information for

future, policy making. Youth joblessness (particularly for those out,of

school) represents not onty an immediate loss but one which persists

throughout the period of. school to work transition and into Neprly

adult,years. Thus,.job creation through expansionary-policy a's well

targeted youth programs has more than a short-term impact. Programs

'should, however, provide incentives for,school completion.. Job creat

. may be counterproductive'if opportunities are attractive enOugh,to

encourage discontinuation of school activities.

While simple,job"cneation can be expected to ease the school to work

. transition, the res also suggest that.the impact can be magnified

through training. The-iia'ntenance of youth jobs which alsO involve the

acquistjon,of 'Useful skil s can be expected to improve opportunities

greatly for years to como.

In short, any, policies which hiwe an impact 4 the labor market

opportunities of youth (such as a lowering of-the minimum wage for teen-

agers)oshould 'be analyzed with long run.consequences in mind. Any

reduction in youth unemployment (particularly among out-of-school youth)

can te expected to Ise the transition to the labor forcelfind to.generate

(benefits now and for die future:

94
44.2

, :
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/
EMPLOYMENT IND EARNING PATTERNS: THE DYNAMIC§ OF dHANGE

.*Byf-David J. Farber ,

C.

'ABSTRACT

re

t.

This paper attempts to document the thesis that the change
in earning capacity is governed by certain kinciples, iS determin-
..ative in naturp,.and can be projected on the basis of earning pat-,

terns in a five-year base period.* These earning patterns are -
.holistic in nature,,and can be quantified by the rate of earning
Tumulation in the base period. -

The change in manyears of employment and in earnings from 1958
to 1965-69, fmeach gif eight age groups -- whether of the members,
of the Social S*uTity Administration's Continuous Work History
Sample,-or)of the 1964 MIA'A instttutiOnal trainees-4- correlates

.

significantly with the rate of earning .cuMutafion in 1958-62. This

s relationship holds trne for men and women pf eaCh race when age or
education are held constant, and vihen the CW11$ and trainee samples

are coalesced into a-single population.
The analysis.is based on actual eaining histories as dKiclosed

-by Social Security records for the'1958-6period, and fepres4ts
one of the few instances perhaps the only instance 4:in which.
Changes in employment and 'earnings of the identical individuals.

-11ave been systematically traced for an extended period of years:

1.

1

Prt
;

te

* The opinions expressed in this paper are.theauthor's,.and dq not
necessari,ly represent the views of the agency in which he is

-emflOyed. .

I
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EMPLOYMENT AND EARNING PATTERNS: THE DYNAMICS OF CHANGE

0 Do federally-sponsored training programs enhance the,earning

capacity of program'participaRts? As one consiciers the analytical

apparatus whic so many economists'brYng to bear on Ahis issue, its

ations, in my view, require increasing scrutiny.

Consider, for exaI1le, ,three typical statements culled from the

writings of several of ihd more prolific economists who have been

involved in the evaluation.of training.programs. Randomly selecte

control groups are prerequisites for.scientific evaluations of train-

ing programs. Childless women have longer working lives thanmothers.
,

LifAime earnings of college graduates exceed those of individuals,

with lesser schooling.

These statemeas share.a common characteristic; they lack any.

empirical foundation. Noi a single training pro&am of any signif-
.

icant size has been evaluated'on this basis, and Hence this alle-

gation must be relegated to the realm of untested opinion.1 4

Tables of working life, like their counterpart tables of lifetime
,

:earnings of lifetime income, are essentially extrapolations'of

labor force status or-earning'levels in a given,base year; from a

1. A panel of the National'Acadeply of Sciences found "only one.eval-

uation ,study, a case study of black girls in an NYC program in

Cincinnati, Ohio, which used a true experimental design with raR-

dom assignment of a study sample to an experimental and control

group." Even this small study was flawed by "nonresponse bi4A

through attrition of both controls and experifentals." Final

Relort of the Panel onlMan ower Trainin Evaluation, National

Aca.emy o ciences,. as ington) D. anuary 19 , pp. 12-13.,.

4
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givn age,to reirement% /No do not represent the actual' labor

whet ex'peVence of men airwomen,.but are constpucts which assume

c-merely the absence of any change ih the course of a lifetime. 2

Th static concepts and measures used in constructing thete

tablls are nonetheless precisely the same as thoseused by most econ-

omists to estimate the change in earnings dttributable to partici-

,pation in training programs: 3
Their means of measurement, I suggest,"

contradict their'pu se.- .

I

os.

Purpose and Theme

To demonstrate.that ehanges in employment and earnings do occur

during the aging
/
process, that they are.determinative in 'nature, and

1 ,

are'governed by certain principles is the overarching purpose of my

paper,. Based on the empirical evidence disclosed by severa1'hundred

thousand actua l employment and earning histories, it will be seen

that such changes represent a continuous, consiptent and predictable

process which proeeeds through time. Over an,extended period of

years, I shall demonstrate changes iCployment and earnings are

2. ,Thak1970 tables of working li e indicated that "most working life
tarTes... are based upon part or curvent rates .of mortality and

labor fdrce participation -- in'this case, 1970, but are often-
'used to i'.'nfer the length of future working the case

of women,-work life expectancies are those'anticipatecrif their
martial status does not change.during the test of:their lifetime."
Special Labor Forge Report 187, "Length of Working Life for Men
and Women, J9/0." Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of
Labor, Febriaary 12, pp. A-2 and A-3. These static assumptions,
are equally characteristic of tables of lifetime'earnings or in-
come. Typieal is .the table of lifetime income for men, publislpd
by the Bureall of the Census. "Lifetime income estimatel-r".the
table notes, "are a measure of the incomes that'could bec'expected
by members of specific education groups in a lifetime... Utile
Mean income estimates 'by age andieducation, anpflife expecfancy
_rates did not Change from'those existing in the reference year,

Consumet Income, Seriet P-60, March 1974, .

Bureau of the.eensug, U.S. Deliartment of Commerce. .

.

3 It 4.s interestlng that a recent volume which summarizes.more than

200 evarUations.of training programs.faithfully.reflects the fact
(continued on-next page)

2ii
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outgrowths of, and are correlated arid:- commensurate with, four basiot

patterned rates of earning cumulation* whiCh characterite _the initial
/

segmentriof that ppriod. e

This thesis is historical and developmental in character, and

longitudinal in natUre.. 4n individual "first entering de labor War-

ket, it posits, offers to an employer the att4 ributes,'aptttudes and

skills he has developed ft m infancy through adolescence-to 4u1t-

hood--the product Of his hi tOry. His labor market experiences, there-

,
after, represent thepitgrowth of his history--his- past-- as it inter-,

acts with the demanI fOr his services in the tabor.marketfof-the pre- .

sent. From the convergence and resolution of these two forces, there

evolve a multi,tude of earning patterns which increasingly.differentiate

the labor force--whether.men or women, blacks or whites,.the older or

. the younger, the more or the.lesser schooleci, the.disadvaltWiged or the

more fortunate. And because these earning patterns reflect the inter7..'Y

actional effects of all the forces--known and Unknown-- responsible

for the change in earning capacity, they.are continUOUs'in-Character,

and are cumulatiVely and increasingiy determinative in'-deif effects.

Four Earning Patterns

Although earnink patterns, may'be virtuaLly numberless, they may '

all be reduced 'to fOur basic types. Assuming that individuals seek
A.

6
.

to max* ize their 'earnings within a give; time span; we may initially

NdiStinguish betWeen workers at two exti.-enks of a continuum of earning

patterns."At each extreme.are those'whose annual'eaAngs increase
s

or,decrease during.a five year base period. The first, we character- t

ize as RISERS (R), the second as DECREI)SERS (D). Intermediate

(continued from previous page9
that in none of these.evaluations is the measurement ,of the

chanv of earnings considered a problem. Indeed, the index to

the entire colume contains no item which refers to "change," o

to its measurement. (Perry, Anderson, Rowan and Northrup, The

Imloact of Government Manvower Programs The Wharton School,

University of Pennsylvania, 1975.)
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tr.
,-i,between these two'are th e. MIXERS (M)--those whose annual earmings

to

,..

creAse during the fprev.year base period. The
i

g up--the CONSTANTS (U)--includes th6se an and .

women whose.annual earnings.neither increased nor decfAsed during

both,increase and

remaininggpattern

4the five year base period.

Each of these purely normative descriptors is quantified or in-
.

dexed by a characferistic Cumulative. Earning Rate--the CE1 This
r

measure is calculated by dividingAthe cumulatle earnings of an in-
. .

-dividual for the last.fouriyears, bk -the hrst year, of the five year

base period. The resulting ratio,.of course, can be converted readily

to a compo-und annual rate.of earning cumulation. 'For present purposes,

howeVeri, such a conversion Is not necessary, but'for the sake of con-
.

. .

Nenjence-w
c
e*ihall refer to the CER- as the Cumulative. Earning-Rate.

, ,

-Sincethe histories discussed-tiere are taken from Social Securitx.

.fecords of-the identical indivichlals, periods of nonemployment are

necessarily reflected in.ihe earning patterns. Thus, earning PatternS,

and their indele, the CER, are sensitive not merely.to.the level of.

earnings, but to changes jail earnings resulting from the effects of
4'

nonemployment or underempjoyment. This means that the pattern,concept

reflects the organic relationship between employment ald earnings

vhich, as we shall see, permits a realistic evaluation of the change

in earning capacity..

I.
CHANGE AS A CONTINUOUS ROCESS

ConceptS and Measuxes,

'rex many years,.perceptive economists have recognized that meas-
.

urement of change involves concepts and methods which differ radically

from the mensuration of statics. Aifred Marshall, for-example /recog-

nized this distinction, and it has been rediscovered and reiterated-

4. For classification purposes increase,or decreases in annual
earnings were considered significant wheb)they exceeded $100.

4
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by contemporary'economists since his tip--by Selma Goldsmith, Joan

Robinson, Wladimir Woytins'ky, and others as well:5 Recurringly,

economits have been teminaed that

"Following Joan RobillsoWs stricture that it ds mat
important not to apply theorPes obtained fiom the
analysis ofdifferenceskto situations of change
(or,at least to be aware of the acI. of faith involved

in doing thit) modern writers have_Usuatly been most
caraul to stress. tliat their analysis is essentially

.
Alfred Marshall clearly distinguished betweeff static and, dynamic

measures and concepts. When,,he wrote, "we take a man as.he is, J.

without.allowingltime for any chaffge'.:. the mirginal utility-of .

a thidg to him diminishes.steadily with every increase in his

supply." .This princif5le, he-warns, is only contingently valid.

.
"There.is an implicit condition in this law which thould be made

,
clear. It is that ne do.not suppose.fite to be allowed for any

alteration in tle character or tastes of-the man himself. it i.s

therefore no exteptioff,,to t e law that the'more good musit a man

hears, the stronger is his asteifor ft likely tobecome... (In -

this katter instance) our obterVations range over some period of

'time; and thetman is not the same at the beginning as at the end

of it." (Alfred Marshall, Principles of Economics, eighth'iEdition

MacMillan and Co,, 14.mited, Iondon, 1946, N.94).: Mrs. Goldsmith

.
noted.that long'tudinal analysis--in which-the histories of the

'identital indivi als a e.traced for a successionof years--is the

appropriate mean
415

. easuring charme. ."When we compare income

shares of a giv,.. . uintile... in two periods," shy wrote, "we are

s
not,comparin What has happened to.an identical group of families,

because the fam, Les comprisingthe quintile may be quite differ-

, \ ent in the two periods..."- iIn nterpreting the change in the in-

come Share of the top quintile (for example), ... over say a five-

to-ten-year time Span, it Would be extremely helpful to know the

extentto which the families comprising the top'sector differed

in the terminal periods.".0(Selma Golasmith, "Changes in the Size

Distribution of Income,".American Economic Review, May..1957, p.-

511). Woytinsky was aware that longitudinal analysis of earnings

would disclose changes which.woulddiffer substantially from find-

ings based on cross-sectional wagt, data. %Writing in 1943, he

suggested that if,",it were 'possible tO follow the record of real

earnings of an average man throughout.his whole lifetime.., his

earnings history 'would show.ups and downs very different.from

those of the recorded trend Ili-prevailing level of wages..."

W.S. WoytinSky, "Intome-Ocle in the Life Of'Familles and

.
dividuals," Social Sedurity Bulletin, Juno 1943p. 8,
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;

, r
,\ - the comparison of different: situationwone ith

/ another and thatihey are not.,analyzing pr esses.6
4

,

r .

_For the beasurempnt of the'-ohAnge in earning ca acitthe coAceptuS, .

and methodological konsequences of thi$ c vtral 4 ction are im.T

-Tense.° Theyaffect our understanding.of t e;ftoeesso change, and
i 0 u-

the yalkdiky and inter etati n'Of all .assessments of such changes.
V -r

This is ttu7'primarily ecali e the loniitadinal matures needed for

theanalysis of the chtngin .earnings-require that we view earning

:levels at-illy-given moment of time-wiihin the context of a continuous

serreS:of changes whiCh haVe occdled in the past,'and wftich
.

-

ceed int$ the future.
04,

Earring Patterns add Earningtevels (Table 1).
,

The insights into ihe process of change whiCh Such a time perspective
,

permitsand the longitudinal measures required.to understand that

iirocessmay be!'demonstrated by an analysis of the actual earning

histori s of more,than 5,200 men and women in the 1958-69 period.
%,...1.,

Initiall , et us coAsider the earnings-of more than 1,900 of them.

All weretwenty td twenty-four years of 'age in 1964, all participated

in the 1964 MDTA Institutional training program, and-all were either

RISERS or MIXERS during the 1958-62 base period.. (See Chart 1.)

For both pattern groups, average annual earnings As disclosed by

-their 8oCial Security records were well belwo the maXimum taxable

earnings limit in each year during the 1958362 base period. These .iee.
e

specially splected histories also reveal one- additional characteristic.

In each of the rears of the base periOd, average annual earnings of

the RISERS were very much-lower than those of MIXERS. In 1965-69,

hcwever, (and in each year of the period), there was a drastic rever-

sal of positions. The RISERS earned from 1.7 to?6.7 times as much

6. G.C. Harcourt,."Some Cambridge Controversies on The Theory of
Capital." Journal of Etonomic Literature, June 1969, p. 387.

2jj
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. CHART 1

PATTERNS GpHiRISERS AND THE MIXERS., 195662

*

4.

Pattern
1958=62 198

R $ 89,

M 562 .

41/M .158.

$ 49R
M 481 1462 .2150

RIM .192 .1,19 _.214

/459 1960

-..

$ 269

1262

MALE WHITE
$ 6-78-

1945

-. .213 I' ,297 .

$ 174

_v..

MA&E NOW
$ 460

.
. A

FEMALE WHITE .. J
R

. ,$ 141. $ 47

M - 2:6 0

ittM 149 .050

R 9 . 7 , .. $ 38

M 643 -
883 .

AIM .013 .

.

.043

;;.

4.

1941 1962

$1011

7

. /
$1740.

2579
.-231.. ._

,425 .676
. .

$. 813 .

2404

$1585
2056

.3.38 .771

14365-

69

$9,453

2
17 1211,---- '
1,720

$26,12e
, 10,774 t i

2.424/

$ 180 $ 556 $144,3

8 2 1973 2010

,, .098 -r.281 .718

,

. .1 FEMALE NEGR .

$ 125 $ 335- - $1194

--t- 1007 1672 1683

. .124 .200 .709

$17,753
2 656

- 6.684

$1),86r
. 3 498

5.951.
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as the MIXERS.

215

0

p.m earning histories of these'1,900 youithful.RISER and MIXER"

trainees are summarized in Table 1,. as are those of 3,300 additioncl

_trdi ees who were twenty-five to fifty7nine years of-age in 1964. .

In all these instaces, average annual vrangs of the/RISERS were

lo er than those of the MIXERS in each year of the 1958762 period.

.

And in each year of the 1965-69 period, RISER earnings eveeded those

of the MIXERS.
t

Conventional cross-sectional analysis 'cannot account for this

drastic reversal of earnings .of the RIWS.and MIXERS, Primarily,

this is true'because it isolates the earning level.at a giVen moment

of time from the continuing process!of change of.which it is a pro-.

duct. Viewed longitudinally, however, the turnaround iS.neither ex-

otic nor surprising, an .is readily understa

. .Initially, it is u l'to-think ofth arning histories of

h se'RISERS and MIXERS in terms'of earning differentials. For each

Of.te age 016ps,. the RAI line indicates that'desp4p their lower

-,7earnings)in-1958-62, kISERS wereinkreasing their earnings at a

'faster rate *than the-MIXERS., Amonethe twenty to- t'wenty-four-year-

old.female blacks, for exaMple, RISERS earned J% as much as MIXERS

in 1958, 4% as much in 1959, 12% as much in 1960,. 20% as much in*

-1961; and-71% as much in 1902. The. identical erosionlOf the RISER-
. 4

MIXER differentlal.also'occurred among the trainees.in eadh of the

.

seven order age groups. And in each ofthese'instances, too,-in

1965-69, RISER earnings exceeded those of the MTURS by substantlial.,

amounts.

Continuity of Change:' The CU (Table

The earning patterns of these men and women nay be conveniently

indexed'by their respective rates of earning cumu ation during 1958,

62. For each age group, tik Cumulative Earning R te.for,the period-
.

-the CERwas very much higher for RISERS than MIXEA. This was

217
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.TABLE I
. . .

-ScILECTED 1964.MDTA-INSTITUTIdNAL TRAINEES WHO WERE' RIggRS OR MIXERS IN 198-62':

THE 1.958:L62 CER AND THE CHAAGE IN EARNINGSTWM,19S8 TO 1965-69_

AGE
IN

1964
1958-

62

CER
16587
62

I

1958

MA1I1TE.
89
562

.

1958- 1965-
62 '69.

19657-691

.:.

1958

dir
1958-

62

'

1958 -1958-
62

'MALE NEGRO

r

1965-

69

$26,120
10,7744.22.399

1965-69
' i-

1958

CER
1958-

62

.

1958 1958- 1965-
62 . 69

.

MALE WHITE .

1965-69
.;

1958

(ER
1958-

62

,

1958 1958- 1965-

62 69
. .

.

MALE mcgo

1

1958

2524.000
5.460

Total

20-24
s

R

,M
4,4.524
40.427

8.725

,

$29,451
17;121

110.932
N3.466_

61,817
16.781

; 49
481

$ 3081
8553

533.061 1591000
23.618

$ 14

286
$ 2240
7041

917.753
2 656

1268.071
9.287

241.714
8,1571

.

$ 79 1699 917.668
643. 5888 1.498
.011 .288 5.050A)N .158 .423 1.720 .102 .360 2.424

26,178

12 69)

.049 .318 6.684

25-29 R

.

.8.984

. 49

707

I

7059

. 9

29,742

710

42.068

.16

10.118

6.031

484

429
5)81

100 4
54.087

8.882
18.859

5.296
191

141.

349
8' 8

17,472

5 50

91.476

3.881
20.987

6.2 .

163 .'3584 18,101 111.049
6.256

R M .43, .670 1.693 .339 .515 2.062
%

* ..135 .425 3.175- .

. .

.137 ,415 2.425

50:14

..

I

m
ZI.616
4.637

146 3102

1841 .10378
22,160

12,531A

151.180

6.807

35.180

6.826

*50

1712
1809

moll
22,734
111_09

454.680'
s 04

21.619
5.024

120

1615

2723

9730
19,723

6,572
164.358
4.069

12.893

5.415
234
1605

3251

9067
19.103

5.411
81'657
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TA B L E.

.: SELECTED i9 MDTAtINSTITUTIONALIF. ,0900E"RISERS OR MIXERS IN 1958-62:

THE 1958- CUMULATIVE EA G RATE AND.THE dHANGE.IN EARNINGS, 1958 TO 1965-69

AGE
IN

1964

CER 1965-09 . R 196S-69
19587 195,3- 195

h 195 62
.

1958

204
t.

25.129

30-34 0

if

35-39

40-44

45-49

0-54' R

N

55-59
pt

40.427
14,524

330.932
30.466

'8:984
5.549

42.068
9.763

21.616 151.780
1.637 6.807
r

.
40.853 321.059
4.075 5.060

14.066° 741'941

'4.063 3.9n

9.18 68.207

3.626 3.691

13.773 ' 66.972
. 3.696 3.401
N

10.869 47.377
4.006 3,030

ra .987 :Stc1Z .

MALE NEGRI,

61.77 513.06F-

22.399.16.781

10.118

6.031
54.08-7

8.882

25.160 120.635
4.826' , 5.70

7.733 40:054

3.859 4.456
vr-

9.455 13,2.018

4.177 4423,

13.063 155.261
4.198 4.299

9.110 45.803
3.657 2.347

11.232
4.737 3.517

-

62

1965-69
1958

1958 1

FEMALE WHITE

159.000
23.618

1268.071

9.287

18.859 91.476
5.246 3.881

21.619 164.358'
5.024, 4.069

_

37.682 318.111
4.350 3,714

20.031. 148.304
4.506 3.478

*.

59.767 424.674
.4.778 3.591

16113 83..423

4.437 3.633
I

17.487 90.317
4.022 2.734

,947 Sig IA rm ,991 Big 1X

*Sig at 12 uldeseVotherwtse

r) ik
i-,11

is.

I*

kCER 1965-69
1958- z

62, 1958

FEMALE NEGRO

241.714

8.157
2524:600

5.440

20.987 111.049
6.236 6.256

12.893 81.637
5.455 3.851

. A

203.500 9520.000
4,334' 2.417

32.130 160.000
4.971 3.470

8.094 31'1:983

3.537 .066

8.277 29.165
3.932 1.791

Ne ,

,
.

rm .997 Sig 12

.991

.982
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true d6spitethe lower annual earning levels of the RISERS in each

year of thelleriod.

If, as our thesis suggests, the change ip earnings is a contin-

uous and consistent process,.then the 1958-62 CER should be measur- IP

. ,

Aly related to the thange in earnings trom 1958 to r965-69. And

indeed,,the correlation coefficiepts do reVeal a statistically sig-

nificant relationship between these two Variables fOr'each sex-race

group as a whole (r varies from ..94 to .99)., 'At least 88% of the

change in earnings from:1958 to 1965-69 may be explained by the
(.

rate of earning cumulation in the 1958-62 base,poviod. )

.While this holds true for each sex-race group (two paired ob-

servatidns for the,eight.age cohorts) the relationship is equally

firm within eath age group, when the eight.paired observations are'

-coalesced and the 9ex and race designations are ignored, For the

twenty to twenty-four year olds', for example, more than 98% of the

change in earnings from 1958 to 1965-69, may be explained by the CER

in%1958-62. And that relationship is also significant for each of

the sucCessively older age groups, as shown in.Table 2.

Earning Patterns and Employtent Changes

Traditionally, economic data on employment and earnings are

published On a dichotomous basis. 'The Bureau of Labor Statistics :

apd the Bureau of the Census, fo example, publish one set of data

on'employment, an4 another on earnings.
f

. Consistent with this convention, I sHall consider first the

change in man yeaks of.employment, and thd principles which appear

to govern sudh changes.

Throughout,the discussion, primary reliance will be placed .on

an analysis of the labor market experiences of a G.1% sample of

49)245,000 bembers of the Social Security Administration's Contin=

.uods Work istory Sample (CWHS)--a randoni sample of individuksh .

earnings f $1 or more in 1964 from jobs covered by the SOci000 4
s..

car
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Security system. To furtger test the valiaity,of my hypothesis;

shall also refer to CWHS data for ot4r time periods, and to the his-

tories of participants in a number of training programs fal:,the same

time periods as well.
I

, The employmept changes of these individuals may be described

conveniently in the form of.an'Employment Ratio.(ER). This measure

reflects the ratio of man.years of gainful employment to the !lumber

of calendar years in a given span of years. During a period of five

ca11,dar years, for example, individuals.with earnings in two yeqrs .

have an ER-of .4000 (2/5).i in three years, an ER of .6000 (3/5);.in

four years, an'ER of .8000 (4/5); and so on., glib ER measure; there-

fore, is coniistent with 4e pattern concept,.since,it is affected

41
adversely or positively bythe'continuity of man years of gainftir

employment-during-any given span'of years.

,

CWHS ER Changes (Table )

The employment-Astory summaries of the 49 000 CIVA8 members are of

interest for everal reasons. While restricted to employment cover-

ed by Social Security/they are remarkably consistent with respect

to the experiences of both men and women, Afther white or black. '.

Unlike Tables, of Working-Life which assume the absence of change

from entry into,the labor force to.retirement, the experience of

all the CWHS members indicates that changes in the level of employ-

ment do occur during the'aging process.

When classified 0 earning patterns in 1958-62--RI1ERS, MIXERS,

and DECREASERS--these changes are also marked by a singular symmetry.--

Among those,twenty to twenty4four yeats of age in 1964, for example,

there is a.marked difference between the 1958 and 1958-62 ER lever

of RISERS and MIXERS. 'Throughout the .1958-62 base period, the

RISER men and woten of each'rAce had fewer man years of empldyment

than the MIXERS.- In 1965769, however;One witnesses a reversal

in position. The ER pf the g15tR5 exceeds that of the MIXERS, a

1
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-'4.VABLE 3

TABLE 3 - CWHS MEMBERS WHO WERE RISERS, MIXERS, ORPDECREASERS DURING 1958-62: THE 195K-62 CUMULATIVE EARNING RATE AND

, THE CHANGE IN MAN YEARS OF'EMPLOYMENT (ER) FROM 1958 TO 1965-69, BY SEVRACE AND. AGE IN 1964

el

ER

IN 1958- Hem, 1958- 1958 195

95-69

8- 1945-
C

9 :91t 42 ber 62 Kt. 6 958

N. HALE WHITE

29 849

CEE 965=6

Nur 1958- 1,9.54 458- 19°-

`

i
ber 62 62 69 1958

,'"H

MALE NEI8

.964 0.9

1863 13.625 .5113 .80)0 .9480 1.164

24 1.603 1.0000 .5916 .8416 .842

165.5 7.218 .8185 .9440 .9789 1.114

2401 5.59 .9250 .9430 .9486 1.025.

49. 1.590 1.0000 .6155 .8326 .833

2122 5.281 .9344 .9705 .9788 1,047

1438 4.2) .9407 .94)4..9427 1.002

45 1.89210000 .6888 .8488 .849

2430 4.019, .9621 .9828 .989 1.021.,,

1496 4.393 .9418 .94114 .9352 .991

52 1.920 1,0000 .7192 :8153 115

2482 4.791 .9621 .9827".975) 1.014

1446 4.299 .9412 t9445 .0208 .978

45 2.116 1.0000 .711) .8088 .809

2190 4.145 .9610 .9806 .9615 1;005

1404' 4.221 .9458 .9450 .9118 .964

29 2:021 1.0009 .8051 .7743 .774

1860 4.164 .9580 .9791%9549 :99t

1112 4.218 .9488 .9482 .8949 .943

' 48 2.101 1.0000 .7500 .7108 .711

1412 4.159 .954 .9161 .9263 .971

1101 4.144 .939 .9404 .8453 .921

48 1.189 1. .8083 /7291.,.729.

6

8

58.840 .1411 .5392 .94-21 6.

206 13,118 .4660 .7524..9252 1.987

7 L1.630 1.0000 .5142 ,8571 .857

179 7.748 .7410 .881.1 ,.9664 1.300

110 5.866 .8187 .9115 .9206 1.047

41401.757 1.0000 .4800 .9200 .920

115 5.990 ..8628 .9314 .9611 1.111

312 41!845 49102 9205 .9316 1.024
L150_2.244 $.0000 .9133 .1131_473

160 5,402 .8562 .9137 .9100 1.132

297 4.134 .9447 .9441,.9131 .968

10 1.815_1.0000 .6600 .8600 .860

154 5.000 .8896 .9246.0.9545 1.0/2

270 4.654 .9333 .9511 .9111 .916

20 2.682 0.0000,7300 .8100 .870

'

13,1 5.099 .9210 .9664 .9341 1.001

226 4.389 .9159 .9415 09/3 .979

19 1.612, .9472 .6526 .1368 .178

11% 4.928 .8850'.9421 .9508 1.013

ISO 4.316 .8404 .8529 .8)45 .992

21,1.225 .0000 .1521 .6)80 ,638

11 4.920 .8591 .9380 .864/ 1.006

131 4.239 8854 .4116 .8681 .981

10 1. .0000-L80110 .7200 ..120

CER

Num- 1958- 1958 1958- 1965-

bet .62 62 69

14. . FEMALE WHITE

14

965-69

I 58

Nu

bet

CER
1958-

62

23 .891

986 b.931
21 I 0.596

562

981

98

8.076

A.896
1.010

.1464 .5424 .1213

.4604 .7146 .6981
.9130 .4956 .5 65

.5978 .1101 .179)

.8201 .8440 .7388
/ .

.53/1 .1111 .8488

.1866 .8363 .8010

.926

.517

.607

504
825

691

942

6.888
4..554

0.8 4-4

6.440

4.832
0. 80

.103

.891

.696

4

,518
.025

6/9

.5484 .7410 1862

.7993 .8562 .8556.

.0000 . 2 7 :7211

863
992

849

904

5

6.3/6
4.707

1%4,9

5.989

4.560
.094

.5990 .7828 .9068

.8417 .8868 .8546
0001 ,6380 .72 9

.6125 .8247 .9062

.8539 9033 .8402

.9818 .6109 .1

.615

:0/0
. 21.

.513

.015

.117

196 5.515

832 4.441-

55 1.916

649 5.111

/05 4.441.

44 1.1.6.

.3211 .8469

.8744 .9096.1473,

.0000 .1090 .....680Q'

. 17184 .8105...8644

.0901 .9171 .8286'

.0000 .1112 .6818

.34/

.983.

.7 A

.252

.965

.680

.122

.930

.682

148

103

3

77

196

17

5.352

4.614

1.069

3.105
5.587
2,504

94
148

0.291
4./14

1.111

7.281

4.664

1.821

6.431

4.846
1.982

5.8/3
4.551

2.527

5.805

A.16/
2.194

5.665

3.6)5
1185

1958

FEMALE

(951g

62

1965-

69 1958

71EGNO

.074)

.3106
.0000

.4040

.6155

.5333

.8148

.1825

.7333

10.41-
2.519

.733

.3506 .6153 .9090 2.592

.7448 .8061 .8612 1.156

.0000 ;4941 .6823 .482

.4042.4617 .8110 2.105

.8040.8241 .8094 1.006

.0000 .5500 .5000 .300

.5416: .4416 .9166 1.492

.8081 .1113$1*.862 1.071

.0014 .6363 .7454 .145

.5894 .1 15 .8613 1.411

.8389 .8 /9

il

.8456 1.007

d 0000 .6 3 .7750 ..715

.5461 7075 .8773 1.606

819 .896 .8482 .959

1 0090 16913 .7466 .747

, .

0 .8154 .8894 1.314

..8181 .8181 .8060 .917

1.0000 .1904..7142 .714

.5699 .1379 .0241 1.448

.9144 9221' .7910 .815

I1.0000 6285 .7428 ...142
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turnaround we have discussed in another connection earlier'in this.
,.

paper. And while the number of tyenty to twenty-four-year-old
,

. '1
,

DECREASERS is quite small, it i's'noteworthx that while their ER

exceed that of the RISEAS and MIXERS in 1958, for.the,1958-62 pixiod
#

as a whole, and in 1965-69 as well, iVis substantially lower than

: that of the two other pattern groups. . And while some recovery does',

. occur in 1965-69, the DECREASERS do not regain leir initial advan-

tage in employment.
.

pie most significant cfiaracteristics of these histOries is the
.

congruence between the ea.rning pattern duiing 1958-62 and the change

in ER from 1958 to 1965-69. In each of the eight age groups, the.

RISER Cumula4ve Earning Rate, exceeds that of the MIXEItS,'which in
/.

turn exceeds that of the DECREASERS. ,Interestingly, the rank order

of change in ER from 1958 to i965-69 is completely .consistent with
, .

this'array. The change in employment is most favorable for RISERS

less favorable for MIXERS, and least favorable for DECREASERS.

It i 'true, of course, that the CER istgenerally ,lower for each

l
(

sutcessivecy older age-group, but so too is thechange in employment,.
,

)-What is particularly sttiking is that this consistency marks both
l'

the positive and.negative employmentAchanges. Among older workers,

, for
4

example,. MIXER employment declines to a lesser degree thip that

of DECREASERS, as for example, in the forty and older age groups:

. .\
Institutional Trainees: ER Changes (Table 4)

. This Summary of one of the'principle characteristics of the

employment changes ot the CWHS members reveals the existencf.of dif-

ferential or structured ates of change which characterize-Various

age,groups in the labor rce, and of different segments within each

age group. That CWHS RI ERS may increase their ER, while the em-
.

,ployment of MIXERS and DECREASERS chanies-negatively,, suggests that'

the aging proceis is mit monolithft, but af6çs employability with

'a certain consistency of effect.

-

4
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TABLE 41

TABLE 4: CWHS MEMBERS AND 1964 MDTA INSTITUTIONAL COMPETIIS AND- NONCOMPLETERS

.

ma WERE RISERS, MIXERS, OR DEGREASERS IN 1958-62:

THE CORRELATION
BETWEEN THE 1958-62 CER AND THE CHANGE IN MAN.YEARS OF EMPLOYMENT Itil) FROM 148 TO 1965-69
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The analytical role of pattern, the CWHS histories suggest,'is

to permit the classification of labor market histories into meanibg-

ful categories.of change.. :Thus, although'the CWHS members' were all

6mployed in 1964, the 39,792 men And women participants in the 1964

MDTA InStitutional training progillam were largelyjmempliked in the
.period preceding their entryinto the progr 'While a more precise

statement conerning their employment status annot be made, most

analysts agree thai the CWHS histories as a.whole are upwardly bia§-

ed, b4hile those.of the Institutional trainees are skewed negatively.

In addition; some'analysts have suggested that the men and women

CWHS members are better eduCated and higher paid .than the disadvan-
..

. .

taged and unemployed trainees, and that the.histories of the two

groups are simply notcomparable.

When disaggrebted an4,classified by earning patterns in 195h-
, .

62, however, the process underlying the employment 'changeS of both

the. trainees and the CWHS members is seen to be Adenticfl. The

trainee histories are shown separately for those who did and did

Apt complete their training. I( each of eight age groups of these

men or women .of either race, the symmetrY between the 1.958-62 CER

and the dhange in em Joyment is apparent. The larger the rate of

earning cumul on n the base.,perio4, the more favorable is the

change'in rtyears employment.-

The Continuity of Change (Table 4)

The ubiquity-of this srmetry suggests an.underlying relation-

ship between the_1958-62 CER of the various pattern groups, and the

change in employment from 1958 to 1965-69. And indepd, these two

variables are closely and significantly correlated. Three aspects

of that relationship are particularly noteworthy. The CER-ER

change relationship is significantly correlated not onlY.for.the

CWHS membqrs,jout for the Institutional Complpters'and Non-Comple-

ters as well. As the correlation coefficients at the foot of Table

2 2 5
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4 indicate, this holds true not only for the CWHS, Completer,

and Noncompleter samples considered izdependently, but also when

the Completer or Noncompleter paired Observitions are coalesced

with those of the CWHS.members. Tile correlation coefficients re-

main significaii and substantially unalanied.
/ -

The third, and probably the most important aspect of that

relationship, is revealed by the correlation coefficients for each

age group, when the CW118, Completer and Noncompletei paired obser-

vations are coalesced without rega,0-to sex or rate. .For each of

the eight age groups, the coefficients reveal a persistent and per-

vasive relationship between the rate of earning cumulation in 1958-

62 and the change in man years of employment frOm 1958 to 1965-69.

From 75% to 93% of the change in employment of the age.groups may

be.explained by the rate of earning cumulation in 1958762.

'The case of the twenty to twenty-four-year-olds in 1964 is

particularly striking. Because their employment histories are

traced from 1958 to 1969, the 1958-62 CER reflects.their.labor mar-
. ,.

ket experience six yeaA earlier, when they were fourteen to eight-.

een years old; and ends five years later,-when they were twenty-five

to twenty-nine years old. As might be expected, the rates of earn-.
,

ing cumulation reflect their rapid absorption into the labor market.

And despite the very great disparity between the white and bla-ck CER

of each sex, and between the CER.of the.CWHS and trainee samples,

the relationship.between.the CER arid the ER1thange is clearly evi-

dent. More than 93% of the change can be Oftributed to the rate

of earning cumulation in the base period.

Earning-Patterns and Earning Changes

As might be expected,"the.earning histories of the CWHS mem-

bers and the trainees parallel their changes in man years of employ-
..

ment,. and reveal the same congruence between the rate of earning

cumulation in 1958-62 and the change in earnings from 1958 to 1965-'

.69. 4
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CWHS Earning Changes (Table 5)

41116-

The earning histories of the cyHs members reveal the same symmetry

between.theXER in 58-62 and the Change in earnings that.oharacterized

their employment. Within each sex-race group as a whole', and in each

age group as well; RISERS, MIXERS, and DECREASERS cumulate earnings'at

successively lower rates,.a rank ordrwhich is consistently accompanied

by respectively lower changes in earnings from 1958 deto 1965-69. And, as

in the'case of their employment changes, the change in earnings of the .

CWHS members is age-related. The older the group, the lower'is theI,
1958-62 CER, and the lower is the change in earnings from 1958 to-1965-69.

Trainer Earning Changes (Table 6)

A comparison of the dynamics of the change in earnings reveals the

'presence of the same underlying forces in the earning histories of(ihe,

1964 Institutional Cohpleters and Noncompleters. And as indicated at the

foot of Table 6, the correlation between the rate of earning cumulation

during 1958-62, and the change in earnings from'1958 to 1965-69, is as

strong and as,significant for'the.Institutional trainees ag for the CWUS

members. Whetter one-examines the earning changes of the CWHS members,

the Institutional Completers or Non-Completers, regardless of sex ,or race,

j at least.90% of the change in earnings from 1958 to 1965-69 may be attri-

buted.to the rate of earning cumulation during 1958-62.

And as in the case of the change in ER, the.paired observations for

the coalesced CWHS and trainee groups as a whole reveal a virtually

unchanged set of correlation coefficients. This is also true for eacik

age group, when we.test the relationship between the CER during 1958-62

and the change in earnings. The correlation coefficients in each instance

,6reveal a firm and stabel relationship between these two variables.

' This soption of the paper has constdered the changes in employment

1 and earnings of 4,444e.,89,000 individuals--more than 49,000 CWHS memuers

and some 40,000 Institutional'trainee Completers and Non-Completers--

during the 1958-69 period. And although their respective employment and

earning levels differed, we discovered a process of change which was

4 common to,them. all.
4.
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TABLE 5

,TABLE 6 CWHS MEMBERS:101WERE RISERS, MIXERS OR DEO4PSERS DURING 1958-62f
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TABLE 6

TABLE 6: CWHS MEMBERS AND 1964 MDTA INST1TOTIONAL COMeLETERS 40D NONCOMPLETERS WHO.WERE RISERS, MIXERS,OR: DECREASERS IN

.1958-62
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Analysis of'tile labor market experience reflected in 113;500 earning

istories of CWH$ RISERS, MIXERS and DECREASERS for two other timq.periods,

1962-66 to 1969, and 1963-67 to 1969,/.serves 'Merely to replicate our kind-

ings for the fonger,1958-62 to 1965-69 period. The CER in the base .

peiiods is invariably correlated significantly with the changes in ER and

earnings from the initial base year to the terminal year. The changes in

employment and earnings of more.than 105,000 trainees in the 1968 MDTA .

Institutional prograM, the Mainstream program, and the JOBS Contract and.

. Non-Contract programs reveal precisely the same relationships, whether

considered independently, or in conjunction with the paired observations

of the CWHS groups.

In all, we have analyzed about 220,000 employment and earning

histories. Change does charactekize those histories, and the process is

marke&by, a'singular uniformity and consistency which reveal-a continuing'

set of patterns of change which.characterize the labor market experience

during the aging process.

THE tiOLISTiC NATURE OF THE CHANGE J. EARNINGS.

In en earlier reference to the earning pattern cOncept, I have

described it as reflecting the interactional effects of the totafity of
_

forces.respOnsible for the thange in earning capacity. It is this holis-

tic characteristic of "pattern," and of the longitudinal system, of

lysis of which it is a component, which permits isolation and demon-

ration of the thread of continuity which links the past and future

labor market experiendes of'men and women as they age. .

Education As A Variable: RR and MM Trainees and CWHS Members

holistic quality better illustrated than in the

the -Institulional trainees when classified by Years

shall see, the education variable is not monolithic

,Nowhere is this

.eaning histories of

Yof schooling. As we

oin its effects, and by itself cannot exii1ain why, foi exatple, some hish .

school dropoutA have fmore favorable changes in earnings than high school

graduates. In short, these earning histories demonstrate that education

'
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is not independent variable, and that it is not cauSitively related to

earnings as implied by the careless writing of some economists,. Indeed,

these histories suggest that the relative s nificance of the education-
.

earnings relationship Changes as individuals age,.and that the influenCé

of education on eatningS diminishes with increaSingage. '

. .

SchooliiiKand the RR and MM Trainees'Crable,71

The implicit assumi3tion in TabIL'of Lifetime Earnings that the

:education-earnings relationshipremains unchanged throughout alifetime

is not supported by the earning histories qf 9;221-Institutional trainees.

Table 7 highlights the changes of two groups of these trainees;

-' those who were RISERS in 1958-62 and n 1965-69 (RR), and those who were.

MIXERS in both instances (MM). The earning .patterns of each group, there-

foie, remained constant frir1958. to 1969. Also held Onstant are.the

number of years.of schooling. -The RR group includes only high school

dropouts, while the.MM.trainees had all graduated frpm high school, and,

some had gone on.to college. .Themore'favored RR pattern groups were

thus educatiotlally.disadvantaged. The less favored MM trainees, however,

were more favored educationally.

A cOmparison of th 1958-62 CER of. each gibup discloses that for

.each sex and race,A the RR high school.dropoutsdespite their relative
.

'disadvantage in years of schooling-were cumulating earnings lit a faster /

rate than those MM trainees who were high sohool graduates. And the

.coirelation Coefficients-indicate:that the changes in earnings form 1958-

to 1965-69, were coMmen-surate with the rate'of earning cumUlation in the

11958-62 base period,
1

Of-even-greater interest are the correlation coefficients for e1 .
age group as a whole, when race and sex chatacteristits are disregarded.'

The Aifferences between the Cq of the blacks and the whites of each sex-

are learly.reflected in their respective CER. And change in earnings is

commensurate with the 1958.-62 CER, as,revealed by the correlation

ficients-. the date in Table 7, therefore, reflect,not only sex, race

and age differences, but differences between the years of schooling of

4
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' TABLE. 7 ,

TABLE 7: WAND MM 1964 MOTA INSTITUTIONAL TRAINEES WITH 9-11 OR.4 YEARS OF SCHOOLING RESPECTIVELy -- THE CORRELATION

BETWEEN 11113. 1958-62 CER AND THE CHANGE IN-EARNINGS FROM I9SE TO 1965-69, BY EARNING PATTERN; 1958-62/1965-69'

AGE'.

1n

1964

WIRN
1958-

62 8.

1965-6

School-

ing

.

;

.

.

CFR.

1958-

.. 62-

f965-69

7

1968

CER
1958,,

62

'196549
...,

1958

.

CER
1958-

, 62

'1965-69
.

'1"

.1958

CER

1958-

62

1965-69
1 .

.

_1958 J

Four.

Race
Groups

k

Aw4206 Nw1268 Nw2451, Nw1296

MALE WHITE MALE,NEGRO FEMALE WHITE FEMALE NEGRO

20-24 RR 9-11 44.828 342.6\36 53.936 565.342 91.954 648.863 81.781 1157...
KM. 12+ 13.791 63.862 16.087 87.623 20.454 76.284 26.664 30.754

25-29 RR 9-11 7.469 19.459 8.126 27.552* 11.834 46.707 37.220 221,837
MM j2+ 5.550 14.410 5,631 16.485 5.048 11.303 5.620

30-34 RR 9-11 5.874 12.092 6.853 18.091 10.121 : 43.944 9.203 26.90,0
HM. 12+ 4..685 9.345. 4.963 10.523 4.768 19,191 4.986 15,113_9_

35-39 RR 9-11 4.922 8.801 5.031 11.437 7.020

,

- 21.279 17.028' 57.700
.'MM 12+ 4.260 7.870 4.118 8.014, 4.768 9.929 4.306 10.499

40-44 RR 9-11 5.034 8.407 4.974 9.075 15.567 77.042 55.716 285.017
MM 12+ 3.924 6.578 4.028 7.573 4.621 9.613 4.524 9.614

45-49. RR 9-11 4.781 8.168 5.368 11.895 6.876 22.719
MM 12+. 4.134 6.246 4.387 6.510 4.691' 8.630 4.740 9.899

50-54 RR 9-11- 4.857 8.49g 4,889 19.992 9.439 33.292' 4.883 8.339
'AM ").2+ i.996 5.834 5.283 11.348 4.966 7.412 4.506 C.05_1

55-59 RR 9-11 5.025 7.501 13.943 34.442 -6.190 10.548 c -
4

MM' 12+ 3.83 5.267 4.061 7.507 4.082 .6.160 2.595 12.260

rw.997 rw.985, rw.989

*Sig. at 1% unless otNerwise indicated.

2, rri;

rw.899

rw*
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'the RR and Wtrainees as well. It is on,the basis of this.and' other

° 'evidence shown below, that one may reasonable infer the hofistic, character

of the change ih earnings.

I

RR and MM CWHS Members and Trainees (Table 8)

-The most striking evidence of the, holistic nature pf the thange in :

'barntnis,is fouAd when we compare-the histories of the CWHS memberfor

'whom' data on schooling are not available--with those of the'Institutional

trainees, when classified. .as high,school dropouts or graduates. For the

RR' and MM graduates and dropouts alike, thercorrelation coefficients
*

reveal a clearly delineatid relationship betWln the 1951-62 CER and the

change in earpiqi,from 1958 to 1965:69. "Nhis Is equally true of the

CWHS memberi And although we aie somethimes aitured.that the CWHS

members are.better schooled, higher liaid and,more.advantaged than.the

disadvantaged ttaineesithe process of change is preciselyIthe same for

all three cohorts. "nether one 'coalesces the CWHS observations 'with those

of the dropouts or the graduates, of es.ee, rate, and age, the hypo-

thesis holds.true. ,Cumulative Earning'Rate mustreflect the differential

o effects of schooling levels on the change4n'earnings.

CWHS.Members.and Traipees (Tables 9.and 10)

Precisely the same holistic characteristics mark the change in earn-
.

ings of the high school dropouts and graduates amodg,the Institutional
.

.

rainees, andethe-CWHS memOrs when..the 4065-69 earning pattern is held

.A constant. Whether the RR anii MR eaining changes'are compared (Table 9),

A

4

or the RM and ichanges aie compared, the findings are t e.sime,
4r, I.

'The CERlin.1958-62presages.the.chaoge iri earnings, 4 is commen-

sUrate, with,the earning.changes frOm 1958 to 1965-69. This iseua1ly..

.true foithe high school graduates,.the dropouts, and the CWHS meibers,

sad when their histories are coalesrd into a single synthetic cohort.'
:0 ,

IMPLICATIONS POR PUBLIC POLIO*

Thrbulholit this.paper, I have emphasized the eripirical.evide that

4
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TABLE 8

4

4.

TABLE 8; .RR AND MMiCWHS MEMBERS AND
1964'MDTA.INSTITUTIONAL TRAINEES WITH 9-11 OR 12 YEARS OF SCHOOLING

t
'THE CORRELATIOWBETWEEN THE 1958-62 CER AND A

.THE CHANGE IN EARNINGS.FROM 1958 TO 1965-69, BY EARNING PATTERN, 1958-62/1965.-69
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4.TABLE 9: RR AND MR CWHS MLMBERS AND 1964 MDTA INSTITUTIONAL' TRAINEES WITH 9-1.1 OR 12 YEARS OF SCHOOLING

. I,- 'THE CORRELATION ETWEEN THE 1958-62 CER AND THE CHOGE .IN EARNI GS FROM 1958 TO 1965-69,

. BY EARNING PATTERN, 1958-62/1965-69 It
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.TABLE RM,AND MM CWHS MEMBERS AND 1964 MDTA INSTITUTIONAL TRAINEES 1LTH 9-11 OR 12 YEARS OF SCHOOLING

THE CORRELATION BETWEEN THE 1958-62 CER AND THE, CHANGE IN EARNINGS Fma4 1958 TO 1965-69,

BY EARNING PATTERN, 1958-62/1965-69
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1,

changes in earning capacity are governed by principles which can bc .

isolated and quantified within a longitudinal analytical system. ,The

imelications of my findings are, many'arid varied, but spate limitations

permit comment only on one of the most significant. ,)

The Change. In Pattern (Tabkes 11 and 12)

The evidence'concerning the determinative natulre of-change'in the'

main has been discussed in terms,of the change,from 1958 to 1965-69 and

r4its relationship to earning pattqrns in 1958-62. For public policy, this .

relationship can be expressed in another, and' more pragmatic manner. In

Tables 11 and 12, we seek to answer two questions. What was the liken-

hood that individuals with a given earning pattern in 1958-62 experienced

an improvement or a deterioration in earning pattern in 1965-69? And was

the process of chahge different for the CWHS tembers and the 1964 Institu-

tional trainees? Answers to these questions are based on the changes in

earning pattern of 114,775.men and women CWHS members and Institutional

4 trainees.

t.

1958-62 RISERS and MIXERS

A comparison ef the 1958-62 RISER and MIXER pattern changes reveals

a.clear relationship between the 1958-62 pattern and the changq in-pattern.

For those under twenty in 1964, the percentage of MIXER'S whO become RfSERS

in 1965-69 exceeds the percentage of 1958-62 RISERS who remain RISFAS

in 1965-69. This is readily explicable if one posits that MIXERS in this

udge gro4p tend to leave school 414iltr than the RISERS. In each sacces-

sWely older age group, however, the 15ercentage of 1958-62 MIXERS who
4

.become RISERS in 1965-69 declines. The percentage of RISERS who .beeome

NiXERS, however, a1s42 tends to decline in each.successively older age

; ,grouly. In short, the older th age group, the greater.is the'lNikelihood

'that a favorable patternin 1958-62owill be Keplicated in:1965-
16

9.

; Similar) ly, an unfavdrable pattern in 1958-62 increase the likelihood of

a less favorable pattern in 1965-69.
,

Ih'each.instance, however, in 1965-69 sizeable persentages of RISERS

do become MIXERS, and MIXERS do become RISERS.
a
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TABLE 11 MAUS --..THE CRANGi 1N EARNING PATTEMS FROM 195762 to 1965-69 --

CORRELATION BETWEEN THE CHANGES OF 1964 CWHOI/ MEMBERS AND MTh
4'

itisTrrunctim TRAINEES, BY EARNING PATTERN IN 1958-62 .

Pattern

1958-62

. .

.19.64.CWHS
1

Total .4i With.Pattenn in 1965-69

Number' % A . D M.

Atal

/964 INSTITUTIOUAL TRAINEES

% With Pattern in 1965-69

tilumber %

, Agb in 1964:4 Under 20

R 836 100.0 31.0 1.1 67.5 0.5 1,123

1

M 126 100.0 40.6 2.3 55.5 1.6 154

C 2,708. 100.0 29.0 1.9 68.4 0.7 3,091
5

CORRELNTICN7,-CWHS ;Id TRAIL:IEE FERC-)- TENS:

R 3,003 100.0
M 2,069 100.0
C 521 100.0

31 160.0

45.7 2.3

43.9 2.6

34.9 4.2
38.7 9.7

ióo.o
100.0
100.0
,

27.5 2.7 69.2 0.6
30.5 . 1.9 66.9 0.7

24.8 2.0 /0.8 2.4'

Age in 1964: 420-24

51.5 10.5 5,215 100.0
52.7 0.8 3,803 .100.0

59.3 2.1 1,563 100.0
48.4 3.2 33 100.0

TRAINEE PERCENTS:

Age in 1964: 25-29

R ,:3 1r 100,0 67.3 1.4 30.8 0.

M 2, 100.0 47.5 -2.8 48.4 .1.3

C 199- 100.0 .38.4 6.1 41.4 14.1
59 100.0 35.6 5.1 54.2 5,1

%/CORRELATION, CWHS and TRAINEE PERCENTS:

C.

r = .985 Sig 1%

33.1 2.8
30.0 2.9

25.5 3.1
21.2 3.0

r = .919' Sigl%

63.3 0.8
65.6 1.4

68.3 3.1
75.8 0

1,058 100.0 40.6 3.3 -55.4 1.7

4,098 100.0 32.0 3.1 63.5 1.3

124 100.0 24.2 4.0 58.9 12.9
120 100.0 29.2. 7.5 59.2 4.1

r = .853 Sig 1%

Age in 1964: 30-34

2,297 100.0 74.9 0.9 23.8 0.4 586 106.0
1,950 .1004. 42.7 3.4 52.9 1.0 2,587 100.0

960 188:8 . 175:8 8:53 139 ' 100.0
129 /100.0

CORREZAT7ON, CWVS ahd TRAINEE PERCENTS:

Age in 19

R 2,590 100.0

M 1,793 100.0
Ct 88 100.0

62 100.0

75.5 1.1 23.3
38.0 3.1 57.0
29.5 17.0 44.3
17.7 11.3 66..2

0.

1.9
9.1
4.8

CORREIATIQN, CWHS arid
4

R 2,636 100.6 73.4

M 1,716 100.0 34.6

1,05 100.0 32.4
65' 100.0 27.7

deRRELATION, CWHS and

4,

R' 2,327 100.0
M 1,630 100.0

C. 97 100,.0

58 100.0

I IN PERZENTS

3 -39

41.5 3.6 52.5 2.4

29.2. 4.8 63.2 2.7
18.6 3.9 59.7 17.8
33.14.-- 8.6 49.7 8.E,

.8

08 100,0

1,985 100.0
169 100.0
119 100.0

.1 .3 46. 3.3

8.4 4.5 63.3 3.8

.7* 5.5 48.5 22.5
22.7 6.7 64.7 5.9
2

S g %

' Age ln.1964: 40-44

1.4 24.5 0.6 461 100.0 39.5 6.1 48.2

4.0 59.4 10 1,717 100.0 26.7 *6.5 61.8

15.2 40.0 12.4 177 100.0 20.9 9.6 48.5
13,8 52.3' 6.2 121 100.0 24.8 5.0 57,0

TpAlNEE PERCENTS: r = .833 Sig 1%

Age in 1964: 11

73.0 2.2 23.9. 0.9
33.1 4.7 59.6 2.6
6.8 13:4 44.3 15.5

6.9 8.6 74.2 10.3

coRRELATION, cms and TRAINEE PERCENTS:

,R 1,974 100.0
M 1,460 100.0

C 97 /00.0
69 100.0

100.0
100.0

1 100.0

Age 41 1964) 50-54

67.3 2.9.3 IT, 1.2 211

294 6.2 62.1 2.5 738

,27.18 12.4 44.3 15.5, 100

18.8 14.5 59.5 7.2 . 78

CORRELATION, CHMS and TRAINEE PERCENTS:

42.7. \ 7.4 44.

25.5 ,7.4 62.0

27.0 7.0 41.7

6.3
5.0
20.9
13.2

100.0 21.5 8.9 55.7
r = .888 Sig 1%

"Age in 1964: 55-59 ,

'It .1,543 100.0 56.4 5.5 3624 J.7 , 112

M 1,232 .100.0 22.7 10.6 64.6 2.7 36?

C 71 100.0 31.0 14.1 42.2 12.7 4 52

b H 100.00449J 4;4
rgEinsP4t"

)k 34

T1OW,
1/ Ciontinuoue Wkork HietOry Sample

5.9

5.1
24.3
13.9

100:0 13.2 7.6 55.4

100.0 '23.3 8.0 60.4

160.0 19.0 10.0 43.0

1000 24.4 11.5 48.7

r = .821 Sig 1%
0

3.8-
8.3

28.0
15)

'7:1100.0
100.0
100.11

100.0

31.2
22.3
21.2
14.7

7.1
4.9

9.6
17.6

54.5.
61.8

36.5
50.1

10.9
28.0)
17.6

r =6,852 Sig 1%-
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. TABLE J2: FEMALES --.THE CHANGE MN EARNING. PATTERNS FROM 1958-62 TO 1965-69

CORRELATICN BEaWEEN THE CHANGES OF 1964 CWHS1/ MEMBERS AND.MDTA

INSTITUTIONkL TRAINEES, BY EARNING PATTERN rm 1958-62
11.

,

*

Pattern

1958-62

1964 CWHS
.

6

Ibtali % With Pattern in 1965-69

Nimbler % - R D M C

Q
,D

Age in 1964:
40f 100.0

100.0
2,9 8 100.0

4

16.9 9.0 69.6 4.5
19.1 17.0 59.6 4.1
19.8 9.0 6.0 5.3

CO 'VO4 ON, CWHS and TRAINEE PERCENTS:

'!

Age in 1964:
1,171 4100.0 18.7 15.9 57.6. 7.8
1, 89 100.0 174 13.1 .61.3 8.1 °

33 100.0 14.7 13.1% 57.8 14.4
26 100.0 15.4 11.5 61.6 . 11.5

ON, .6qHS TRAINEE. PERZENIV:.and
,

Age in 1964:
R 639 1 100.0 29.4 12.2 52.1 6.3
N .

c
, 1,177 100.0

234 .100.0
21.7 12:1 58.5 7.6
20.1 11.1 52.1 16.7

D 115 100.0 24.3 9.6 55.7 10.4
CORRELATION, CWRS and TRAINEE PERCENTS:

Age in 1964:
R 198 100.0 32.1 8.5 54.0 5.4M 973 100.0 24.4 9.8 59.6 6.3

C 328 100.0 23.8 p10.4 51.5 14.3
D 79 100.0 19.0 13.9 48.1 19.0

k.,

CORRELATION, CWHS and TRAINEE PERCENTS:

Age in 1964: 45-39
438707 100.0

1,114 100.0

339. 100.0

43.3 6.4 46.2 4.1
26.2 6.6 62.6 4.6
28.9 13.9 43.4 13.9

82 100.0

1964 INSTITWICNAL TRAINEES

TOta1 * With Pattern in 1965-69

Number R D M C

Under 20 #

513 .100.0

197 100.0
3,036 100.0

° 4 -

c2x

15.8 9.6 69.2
12.4 10.3 75.3
16.0 10.2 65.6

5.4 .

2.1

8.2

r = .981 Sig 1%

20-24
,182 100.0 19.1 11.2 64.4

1

1,7a3 100.0 14.8 .11.1 66.6
2.646 100.0 17.3 10.0 62.0

85 100.0!, 10.6 .4.7 71.8
= .994 Sig 1%

..

22.8 10.6 59.4
19.4 9.2 64.0
21.8 10.4 52.1.
21.2 .10.0 59.9.

r = .991 ., Sig 1%

25-29
451

1,665
605
179

1

100.0
00.0

100.0

30-34

421

t,240
678

183

'.

25.6 20.7 42.7 11.0

CORRELATION, CMS and TRAINEE PERCENTS:

.A.w in 1964:
958 100.0 42.9 7.0 47.1 3.0

1,141 100.0 27.6 8.7 59.2 5.1
162 100.0 28.7 11.0, 48.6 11.6
87 100.0 18.4 12.6 ' 56.4 12.6

CORIIIMATICN, CWHS and TRALNEE PERCENTS:

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

1,189

. /77
154

100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0

40-44.

\ 491

1;134
.

728
122

. Age in 1964: 45-49.
968 100.0 46.8 7.6 41.8 3.7 330 %

1,016 100.0 26.7 9.5 57.3 6.5 964
273 100.0 34.4 10.2 37.7 17.6 547
70 100.0 25.7 14.3 48.6 11.4 108

cORRELATVON, CWHS 'and TRAINEE PERCENTS: *

881
931
228
.76

1156.o

40,0
100.0
100.

46.9, 6.6
26.6 10.4

13.8 14.9
15.8 171

100.0

100.0

100.0
100.0

5.4

7.6

10.7
12.9

7:1

7.4

15.7
8.9

27.8 8.1 58.2.
23.1 8.2 61.4 7.3
28.9 8.4 49.4 13.3

.21.3 8.2 58.5 12.0

r = .981 Sig 1%

33.6 5.0 56.4 5.0
22.3 8.5 61.6 7.6

27.4 7.3 51.2 14.0
22.7 10.4 57.8 9.1

r 4.=. .949 Sig 1%

32.0 /.5 51.9 t.6
27.0 8.6 57.2 7.2.

31.3 9.3 42.3 17.0
30.3 12.3 43.5 13.9

r = .953 Sig IA'

100.0 32.7 9.17 46.1 ,,10.9
100.0 29.0 ; 8.9! 54./ 7.4

100.0 32.4 .6.81'438.0 22.8
100.0 26.7 IJ 6.5,,.58:3 i 6.5

=r .1144. simy A
_ .

Age in 1964: 50-54 .

43.1 3.4 212 100.0
56.0 7.0 537 100.0
33.8' 17.5 308 100.0
53.9 13.2 80 100.0

ODRWATICN,

/07 106.0.

772 , 100.0
170 100.0
51 f00.0

CCPRELATION, eWHS and TRAINEE PERCENIS:

Continuot*Wr?rk History. sample

and TRAINEE PERCENTS:

Age in 1964:
39.6 11.5 44.1. 4.8

19.6 14.b 60.0 6.5
.184 13.1k 45.3 ' 22.9
19.6 15.7 49.0 15.,..7

55-59
66

23
13R
25

2 9

100.0
loo.o
100.0
100.0

.1

32.5 9.0 50.0 8.5

30.7. 8.8 51.2 9.3

29.5 7.5 31.5 v31.5
36.2 .6.2 42.6 1.0

= .850 Sig 1%
S.

33.3 7.t 47.0 12.1

23.9 8.4 55.4 12.2

18.1 8.7 38.4 111:11
28.0 8.0 48.0 .0

r = :931 Sig 1%
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1

While the number pf 1958-62 DECREASEkS is small, this group, in the

main, shifts tp the MIXE141 categorjr in 1965-69. While this is thltr.prpo-

- minant change, the4 is.a significant, albeit relatively.small shift to

the RISERwatteran.1965'-69. Relatively few individuals change t

CONSTANT pattern in 1965-69.

1958-62 CONSTANTS

definitioni,the CONSTANTS experienced neither increases.nor

decreases in annual earnings during 1958-62. and henc/e were excluded from

the discussion in earlier sections. In fact, theiritotal earnings in

1958-62 were yery close to zero, as might be expected, Nonetheless,

, .although they tend to be predominant in the under twenty age grouni1010

. there is a distinct tendency for many, indeed for/most-CONSTANTS to move

intothe MIXED pattern group in 1965-69.

CER and Trainee Pattern Changes

Perhaps the mpst interesting confirmation f my thesis is to be found

in the correlation between the respective chang s in'pattern of'the CWHS

emembers And the 1964 MDTA Institutional trainee , For both.men and women,

the pattern changes of the CWHS members and the, trainees reveal the same

proce'Ss of change, and the determinative influence of the 1958-62 pattern

on the change from 1958-62 to 1965-69. Vor each age group, whether.of

men or women, the CWHS and trainee pattern.changes are significantly

correlated, as shown in Table 11 and 12.

J... The correlations suggest that'from entry into gainful employment to

.retirement, changes in earning capacity become increasingly patterned and .

determinative, and that efforts to perm4anently improve the earnings of

disadvantaged individuals require programs and means commensurate with the.*

deeply-rooted and holistic factors.reflecte4 by the earning patterns of

individuals%

1

,
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